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PREFACE 

In 1929 I decided to refrain from publishing research papers 
in economics until I had a sufficient number ready to justify the 
publication of a book which would relate these researches to each 
other and to my earlier papers. The basic reason for this decision 
was the fact that each paper required so much of the background' 
of previous papers that an essay of great length was required to 
explain a simple new idea. 

I originally wrote up ideas associated with my paper "A Mathe
matical Theory of Price and Production Fluctuations and Economic 
Crises"· in a sixty-five page paper that explained a few of the con
cepts. I was at a loss to know where to send the paper for publica
tion. Finally, I sent it to a mathematical journal. The editor wrote 
me that he would be glad to publish the mathematical parts of the 
paper if I would rewrite it and delete the economics. Instead of 
following this suggestion I sent the paper to a statistical journal 
and was told that the journal would publish the parts dealing with 
statistics and economics if I deleted the mathematics! I might 
have complied with this suggestion and the one of the mathematical 
journal and published two papers instead of one, but I still felt 
that the paper ought to be published in full in one journsl. I there
fore sent the manuscript to the JOV4'fUl.l of Political EC01l0m1l. It 
was accepted but publication was delayed. After waiting for a year 
an editor suggested that I write an abstract about a dozen pages in 
length. I did this and as a consequence produced a paper that I 
myself have great difficulty in reading now. 

Following my experience with the paper on crises I set about 
to write a treatise on dynamic economica. While holding a Social 
Science Rfl86M'cA Council FeUo1D8h.ip in the summer of 1930, I 
wrote Chapters I, II, IX and X almost in the form in which they 
appear in this book. In fact, the sections on the relation of maxi
mum profits to employment (Chapter IX) and on technological un
employment (Chapter X) are the chief additions to the work done 
on this fellowship. Parts of Chapters II and V were published re
cently in my paper "Theoretical Studies of Demand. Ut 

• Jowwal 01 Polmeal E ...... _. Vol. XXXVIU, October, 1930. 
tE ..... _'""'" JanUAl')', 193'-

xiii 
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I: 
After I became permanent secretary of 1;b.e American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science in FNruary, 1931, I was un
able to carry forward the job of writing a book. In the spring of 
1933 the award of a Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship 
made it possible for me to take up my work where I had laid it 
aside two years previously. During the three months that I spent 
in London on this fellowship I was able to write most of Ohapter 
V, the section on technological unemployment in Chapter IX, most 
of Chapter XI, Sections 3, 4 and 5 of Chapter XII, and most of 
Chapter XIII. 

On July 10, I received a cablegram from Alexander Sachs, then 
Director of the Division of Research and Planning of the National 
Recovery Administration, requesting me to return to the United 
States to do econometric research work for the Recovery Adminis
tration. lowe a large debt of gratitude to the Guggenheim Foun
dation for granting me indefinite leave so that I could accept this 
position. One of my earliest assignments at the National Recovery 
Administration called for an analysis of Roy Wenzlick's data on fac
tors influencing residential building activity in Greater St. Louis. 
While this study was in progress, the Recovery Administration 
asked for a theory of joint demand and loss leaders. The next re
quest was for "an equation of exchange in a capitalistic economy 
by tomorrow." By drawing on the unfinished work of Chapter 
XIII, Max Sasuly and I were able to produce "an equation of ex
change in a capitalistic economy" in the time allowed. The Admin
istration next suggested a study of automotive demand for gaso
line in order to determine whether public works expenditures for 
highways could be expected to bring increased demand for gaso
line, automobiles, steel, etc., so that acceleration of recovery could 
be attained by such expenditures. 

Several of the above-mentioned studies were presented as 
papers at the 1933 winter meetings of the Econometric Society. 
Professor Harold T. Davis of Indiana University suggested that 
the papers be published together in a monograph. I countered with 
a suggestion that they be made part of a book on Dynamic Econo
mics. I felt that the new material together with what I had pre
pared at Cornell University and in London could be put together 
very quickly in a book which in some respects would go beyond 
what I had intended to accomplish on my fellowship. I felt that 
even ,though chapters on banking, wages, value and foreign ex-
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~ 
chinge, originally int~nded to be included in my book Dynamic 
Economie8, w~re omitteg, the material that I had was sufficiently 
cohesive and complete ~be brought out at this time, especially if 
certain additions-Chapters IV, VII* and the first part of XII
were made. Accordingly, I am able at this time to publish the first 
part of what I hope to be iii three volume presentation of Dynamic 
EconomillB. 

Concomitant with the writing of this book much important' 
economic legislation has been enacted in the United States. The 
National Industi,.lRecovery Act, which was passed by Congress, 
June 16, 1933, has led to important fundamental changes in meth
ods of doing business. It has been my privilege to follow closely 
the course of these changes as Director of Research for the Na
tional Recovery Administration, since July 27, 1933. 

On September 15, 1934, I shall become Director of Research 
for the Cowles Commission for Research in Economics and will 
then begin to write an economic and statistical appraisal of this 
New Deal legislation. I hope to publish this Volume some time in 
1935. The third part of my work will deal with such subjects as 
banking, wages, foreign exchange, and value. 

While research material developed at the N.R.A. appears in 
'this work, theories presented are my own personal ones and are in 
no sense to be taken to represent the official views of the National 
Recovery Administration. This work is presented as research ma
terial and not as something to uphold or criticize the economic 
policies of the present Administration. I have tried to be an econ
ometrist; that is, I have tried to present my material without politi
cal or nationalistic bias. I make no claim of having proved the 
various theses offered. In a science that is developing as rapidly as 
is econometrics it must be expected that there will be false leads 
which will have to be corrected. If my effort is stimulating to 
economic thought and if it is provocative of further research, I 
shall feel happy even though some of the theses are disproved. 

I have not attempted to provide an extensive bibliography of eco
nometric material pertaining to the work presented here, nor have 
I attempted to acknowledge all ideas that I might have borrowed 
from others, or had independently of them. I have naturally done 
a large amount of reading of economic works by Pareto, Coumot, 

.Chapter VII grew out of a suggestion of Vietor von Soe\iski that I ought 
to include eomething on the economic structnre of an upanding economy. 
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Marshall, Bowley, Fisher, Edgeworth, Wicksell, Amoroso, Divisia, 
Schumpeter, Davenport, Moore, Young, Keynes, Pigou, Mitchell, 
Frisch, Evans, Schultz, Hotelling and oth'llrs. 

I am deeply indebted to my secretary, Mrs. Mildred Chisholm, 
who spent much time at night after working hours typing the 
manuscript. Her painstaking care in checking statements and 
equations has made it possible for me to present an accurate manu
script. I am also greatly indebted to Andrew Court for reading the 
manuscript and suggesting pertinent changes. I, of course, assume 
full responsibility for any errors that may appear. 

Emily Pixley, Victor Perlo, Max Sasuly, Clement Winston, 
Jack Biscoe, Goldie Back, Anne Golden and Elizabeth Wilcox helped 
with the computations for Chapters III and VI. Other acknowledg
ments to Mrs. Pixley, Victor Perlo and Max Sasuly appear in the 
text. 

Professor H. T. Davis of Indiana University and the Prin
cipia Press offered valuable suggestions and arranged for the print
ing of the manuscript. Alfred Cowles III, Director of the Cowles 
Commission for Research in Economics, had the charts redrawn so 
that lettering etc., would be uniform, and offered helpful advice as 
to arrangement and format. 

The Dentan Printing Company has patiently incorporated 
changes in the text and in general extended every possible courtesy 
to me. 

To all who have helped in the preparation of this volume, I am 
deeply grateful. 

C. F. Roos. 



CHAPTER L 

STATIC Versus DYNAMIC ECONOMICS 

1. Sta,tic Economic TheO'l"/J 118 a;n Approxima;tion. In 1837 Lord 
Overstone described changing business conditions as follows: 

"The history of what we are in the habit of calling 
the 'state of trade' is an instructive lesson. We find it sub
ject to various conditions which are periodically return
ing; it revolves apparently in an established cycle. First 
we find it in a state of quiescence, - next improvement,
growing confidence, - prosperity, - excitement, - over
trading, - convulsions, - pressure, - stagnation, - dis
tress, - ending again in quiescence."" 

In 1838 Augustin Cournot produced his now classical contri
bution to economic theory, Researches into tho Ma;thema;tical Prin.
ciples of the TheO'l"/J of Wea;!th. He ·too realized that economic phe
nomena are dynamic; that is, that there are fOl.'Ces at work which 
are almost constantly bringing about changes. In fact, he wrote 

"The rise and fall of exchange show perpetual oscilla
tions in values, or in the abstraot wealth in circulation, 
without intervention of actual production or destruc
tion of the physical objects to which, in the concrete sense, 
the term wealth is applicable .•. Just as we ran only 
assign situation to a point by reference to other points, 
so we can only assign value to a commodity by reference 
to other commodities. In this sense there al'e only rela
tive values."t 

Several additional quotations from Cournot seem to be particu
larly appropriate here because they show how, in spite of the above 
dynamic conceptions of economic phenomena, static theories have 
occupied the stage. This is shown clearly by the following set of 
quotations: 

'"Lord overstone, RefleotiDtu IUIIgeaf41d 61/ a peruaal of M. J. Bon!." PaI __ • ~ ..... 11M __ """ _~ t1/ 11M pro ....... _ u.. 
........" -rket, London, 1837, p. «. . 

tAugustin CoUr'IICit, R.........,... iota 11M M~ Principle. of 11M 
rMCIr1/ of Wool~ (Bacon's trans\atiOll), New York, 1929. 

1 
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"For instance, an observer who should see by inspec
tion of a table of statistics of values (prices) from century 
to century, that the value of money fell about four-fifths 
towards the end of the sixteenth century, while other com
modities preserved practically the same relative values, 
would consider it very probable that an absolute change 
had taken place in the value of money, even if he were 
ignorant of the discovery of mines in America. . .. 
The monetary metals are among the things which under 
ordinary circumstances and provided too long a period is 
not considered, only experience slight absolute variations 
in their values . .. On the other hand articles such as 
wheat, which form the basis of food supply, are subject to 
violent disturbances; but if a sufficient period is consid
ered, these disturbances balance each other and the aver
age value approaches fixed conditions, perhaps even more 
closely than the monetary metals. Here as in astronomy, it 
is necessary to recognize 8ecular variations, which are 
independent of periodic variations ... 

"In fact, the year is the natural unit of time, espec
ially for researches having any connection with social 
economy. All the wants of mankind are reproduced during 
this term, and all the resources which mankind obtains 
from nature and by labor. Nevertheless, the price of an ar
ticle may vary notably in the course of a year, and, strictly 
speaking, the law of demand may also vary in the same 
interval, if the country experiences a movement of pro
gress or decadence. For greater accuracy, therefore, in the 
expression F(p) (denoting demand), p must be held to de
note the annual average price, and the curve which repre
sents the function F to be in itself an average of all the 
curves which would represent this function at different 
times of .the year. But this extreme accuracy is only neces
sary in case it is proposed to go on to numerical applica
tions, and it is superfluous for researches which only seek 
to obtain a general expression of average results, inde
pendent of periodical oscillations." 

It is quite clear that Cournot had a dynamic conception of 
economic phenomena and that he deliberately simplified the prob
lem by considering only average results. Thus, he developed a static 
theory of economics as a first approximation to a description of 
economic relationships. Following Cournot, the mathematical ec
onomist, and Ricardo, the literary economist, economists have de
veloped economic theory from the static point of view. Few econo
mic studies have been successful in going on to the numerical ap
plication. 
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The principle economic theories, both old and new, have been 
based mainly upon a static view of economic phenomena, that is, 
upon a view which, as a matter of principle, does not take into ac
count variations of economic situations with time. Such theories are 
concerned chiefly with a hypothetical state of equilibrium and the 
inter-relations of prices, demand, supply, and so forth, when equi
librium has been attained. As a result economic theory is today 
essentially an analysis of invariability and identity and of a fixed 
standard of elements. 

It is, of course, true that the static theories in a sense do op
erate with variations and fluctuations in economic quantities in or
der to interpret how these quantities are related at equilibrium. 
The purpose of doing this, however, is inevitably to show that all 
the fluctuations of elements, under certain assumed conditions, tend 
unavoidably toward a state of equilibrium, and it is this equilibrium 
alone that is then investigated. Static theory does not propose to 
investigate the dynamic processes by which this hypothetical equi
librium is reached nor to discover the laws or rules governing fluc
tuations. From the static point of view these fluctuations are merely 
incidental. 

s. The Trend of Economics. Today Cournot's exception, "if the 
country experiences a movement of progress or decadence," seems 
to be assuming more and more importance. Economists are rather 
generally beginning to feel that economic theories based on static 
conceptions are inadequate. Statistical studies of demand and 
supply phenomena have emphasized the importance of secular and 
cyclical changes. Thus, not long before his untimely death Allyn 
Young wrote: 

"The growing use of quantitative methods is the most 
promising development in contemporary economics. But 
it wilJ prove relatively sterile if it does not lead to a 
renaissance of theory."· 

Much of the quantitative method to which Allyn Young re
ferred has resulted from the attempts of H. L. Moore and his stu
dents to determine statistical laws of demand. Every investigator 
of economic statistics has had impressed upon him the importance 
of trends and periodical movements. Attempts to ana\y7:e time series 

·AllJ1l A. Young, "The Trend of Eeonomics."~. JourMIl 0/ Boo
tlOMica, 1926, P. 167. 
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that large and growing field of statistics known as the analysis of 
of prices, production and so forth have largely been responsible for 
time series. * 

Professor Moore long ago recognized the importance of a dy
namic theory. In fact he recognized this in his classes and in 1926 
published a paper purporting "to pass from the statical, hypotheti
cal equilibrium to a realistic treatment of an actual, moving equi
librium."t Professor Moore passed from the static equilib
rium theory to a dynamic equilibrium theory by means of the trend 
ratio; that is, he proposed to fit an empirical trend curve to the 
data and substitute for actual prices and actual quantities the ratios 
of actual prices and actual quantities to their respective trends. As 
a first approximation to a dynamic theory of economics, this theory 
cannot be criticized, but it must not be thought that Moore's theory 
is the general dynamic theory of economics that will reconcile much 
of the apparent contradiction in economic theory.:!: 

Although the method of trend analysis developed by Professor 
Moore and his students occupies an important historical position, 
statisticians are more and more beginning to question the signifi
cance of results obtained by those methods and are asking for in
creasingly realistic treatments. It is more and more being recog
nized that the use of a trend in statistical analysis of economic re
lationships is essentially a confession of ignorance of some of the 
important factors involved or is the result of a desire to discuss 
these factors without identifying them. This latter is the attitude 
taken in this work. 

3. The Need for a Dynamic Theory of Economics. It is quite 
clear that economists rather generally recognize the need for a 
dynamic theory of economics. The reasons for this attitude are to 
be found in the nature of economic phenomena, which are always 
changing, ever in a state of flux. 

Near the end of the eighteenth century a new era was ushered 

·For a discussion of the validity of correlating time series see Appendix I. 
tHo 1. Moore, "A Theory of Economic Oscillations," QUM'terlll J<>WI'7IIJl ., 

EconO'r1lM8, November, 1926, p. 28. 
lOn page 104 of Irnng Fisher's doctoral dissertation the following .~te

ment will be found: '-The dynamical side of economics has never yet receIved 
systematic treatment. When it has, it will reconcile much of the apparent eon
tradictiOlll; e.g., if a market is out of equilibriwn, things may sell for 'more 
than they are worth,' as every practical man knows j that is, the proper ratios 
of marginal utilities and prices are not preserved." See Irving Fisher, MatM-. 
maticall .. " •• t>igations in the The&r1J ., Val"" and Price., New Haven (1926). 
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in by James Watt and his steam power. The power-driven cotton 
gin which made the gigantic cotton industry, the sewing machine, 
steam power transportation, electric telegraphy, Bessemer steel and 
open hearth steel, and the agricultural reaper, all had their origin 
in the last quarter of the eighteenth century and the first half of 
the nineteenth. These were followed by machinery and equipment 
for generating, transmitting and utilizing electric power, modern 
methods of milling grain, the telephone, the automobile, refrigera
tion and so forth. At the present time all these have become inti
mate parts of economic life in the United States. Infant industries 
of a century ago have grown to maturity. 

The consumer goods economy of the early theorists has been 
changed into an economy of capital goods. The prime costs of manu
facturing have become relatively much less important. In fact, for 
many industries prime cost is much less than one-fifth of the retail 
selling price. It must not be inferred, however, that the four-fifths 
represent profit. Today, advertising, research or direction of pro
duction and distribution may mean the difference between success 
and failure for an industry. Thus, in highly mechanized industries 
the direct labor cost of producing a commodity - that is, the cost 
which in the days of Cournot, Ricardo and others was the chief' 
determinant of price or value - is now a minor factor. In non
mechanized industries and in partially mechanized industries this 
labor cost may be quickly changed by the introduction of machinery. 

By'the use of gang plows pulled by tractors, and combines for 
harvesting, it is now possible to produce wheat on some of the large 
farms in Nebraska for something like twenty-five cents per bushel 
exclusive of land rents. If land is figured at $100.00 per acre (the 
capitalized value of the land depends upon the yield-see Chapter 
XI, Section 7), interest at six per cent per annum, taxes at $2.00 per 
acre per annum, and the average yield per acre is assumed to be 
twenty bushels, a gross profit will result whenever the price of 
wheat at the field exceeds sixty-five cents per bushel. To this should 
be added insurance for bad years. 

Furthermore, the introduction of labor saving mac11inery into 
agriculture has released great numbers of workers who have gone 
into industry and transportation. Carl Snyder estimates that the 
percentage engaged in agriculture in the United States has de
creased from something like fifty per cent in 1870 to slightly over 
twenty per cent in 1980.· In the same period the number engaged in 

'SlobilUcHioR el E~t, edited by C. F. Boos, Chapter IV. Bloom
Ington, 1938. 
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OCCUPATIONAL TRENDS IN U. S. 
BY MAJOR ECONOMIC GROUPS 
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trade, transportation and clerical work has increased from some
thing like twelve per cent to nearly thirty per cent. 

In other words, the problems of producing goods in the United 
States have been solved more rapidly than the problems of distri
bution. Instead of an economy of basic scarcity there is now pre" 
sented an economy of basic surpluses and clogged distributive 
mechanism. The chief problem today is therefore the problem of 
distributing goods and not that of producing them. This does not 
mean, however, that all the problems of economics have changed. 
It merely means that the emphasis has changed and hence that some 
of the postulates must be changed. The new postulates must recog
nize the importance of change - change in the cost of producing 
goods, change in the cost and method of distributing goods, risk of 
obsolescence, and so forth. In reality, therefore, it is essential to 
revise the old static theories of economics and to construct a more 
adequate theory based on dynamic conceptions. * 

-,. Dlloomic Economics. An accurate dynamic conception 
should consider economic phenomena and functions in the process 
of change and the interrelations of these changes in the course of 
time. It should seek to discover laws or rules governing these varia
tions, but it must recognize that any law or rule may be completely 
or partially invalidated by invention, by change in social taste, by 
law, by disease or by other accident or disaster. Thus, risk must 
play an important role in the construction of a dynamic theory. 

The dynamic theory must recognize that it is in the nature of 
economic phenomena to change. In fact, static equilibrium condi
tions have never completely prevailed. When any line of industry 
becomes notably profitable, capital and labor rush to it and develop 
it. NolW industries diminish or destroy old ones. Wars disrupt con
ditions. Tariffs modify them. Even change of taste and fashion 
seriously disturb the status quo ante. In other words, modifying 
forces are always at work and must be taken into account by ec
onomic theory. Such theory, if realistic, must be essentially dy
namic. Some parta of static theory may be carried over into dynamic 
theory, but only those parta that are invariants of time or that have 
introduced the time element in an auxiliary role. This, of course. 
does not mean that time per 88 has any effect. 

OJ. M. Keynes, V. Pareto, G. C. Evans, F. Divisia, J. Schumpeter, J. M. 
Clark, B. L. Moore, S. Tinberll"n, R. Frisch, Alvin Hansen, J. Viner, Irving 
Fisher, Allyn Young and others have already made important contributions 
to dynamie theo1'l'. 
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The dynamic theory may, of course, also make use of the con
ception of economic equilibrium, but it cannot be the same as the 
static conception. Dynamic equilibrium must be an equilibrium of 
variable elements. Thus, static equilibrium may be compared to 
the equilibrium of grains of sand on the seashore and dynamic 
equilibrium to that of gas molecules at constant temperature, pres
sure and volume. More accurately, perhaps, dynamic equilibrium 
might be compared to that of the various parts of the human body: 
individual cells may live, grow, stagnate and then die, and yet the 
general appearance and condition of the body remain the same, at 
least over short periods of time and provided too many cells do not 
undergo metamorphoses simultaneously. 

In a workable dynamic theory, speculation, debts, interest, de
preciation, obsolescence and other familiar economic functions of 
time, must assuredly be assigned important roles. Thus, it is not 
enough to lump all these quantities together in a trend curve and 
develop a so-called dynamic theory as H. L. Moore has done. 

In the present work the task of building up a dynamic theory 
is begun from the concept of demand for goods. The influences on 
demand functions of habit or custom, budgetary restrictions, time, 
usability of goods, advertising and so forth are considered at some 
length. So from the beginning the theory presented is dynamic. 
There is necessarily little use made of the static theory of utility 
and its relation to demand. This does not mean that utility has 
nothing to do with the determination of demand. It does imply, 
however, that too much emphasis has been placed on utility and 
that it might be time to remove some of this. 

It is probably true that a good deal of economic theory has 
gone on the rocks because of a more or less general tendency of 
economists to emphasize the role of the individual. As long as 
physicists dealt with composites of molecules and atoms they were 
able to discover useful laws. Wh\ln they attempted the problem of 
analyzing the atom, they soon came, upon the problem of indeter
minacy. In economics the individual occupies a role closely anal
ogous to that of the atom in physics.· Just as it is impossible to 
state where a gas atom or molecule will be at any particular time 
aside from such general statements as that "it will be confined in 
the test tube," so it is impossible to state anything regarding the 
economic behavior of an individual except within broad limits. 

-In some cases the unit might be a group, Buch as a corporation, instead 
of an individual. 
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This comparison of economics to physics requires further anal
ysis. There is, in fact, a very great difference between physics and 
economics. For one thing, the physicist knows the laws of motion 
of individual bodies under the influences of forces, whereas the 
economist has only a rough notion of the laws of human behavior. 
If a group of ten individuals were confronted with the same social 
situation, ten different reactions might possibly result. Further
more, the same individual might react differently at different times. 
Thus, the individual is somewhat capricious, but although individ
uals often appear to react capriciously, nevertheless, for a large 
enough group it is possible to establish the concept of an average 
individual who characterizes the group. This average individual 
might be expected to react almost identically to identical situa
tions, for othel'W1ise there could be no norm of rationality. 
. Economic reactions of individuals may differ as much as so
cial reactions. In the consummation of a sale such elusive factors 
as the personality of the salesman, individual prejudices, misinfor
mation or, perhaps more often, lack of information, etc., play such 
important roles that it may never be possible to determine the de
mand of any particular individual for a given product. Neverthe
less there might reasonably be an average buyer, and an average 
seller, and it might be possible to determine average demand, aver
age sales and so forth. Again, although it may not be possible to 
predict how many telephone calls John S!Illith will make at five 
or ten cents per call, it may be possible to predict how many calls 
100,000 John Smiths will make. From this point of view mathe
matical economics is not unlike what mathematical physics is be
coming. For example, the following quotation is taken from E"" 
gineeri'llg, July, 1927: 

"To-day the mathematical physicist seems to be more 
and more inclined to the opinion that each of the so
called laws of nature is essentially statistical, and that 
all our equations and theories can do is to provide us 
with a series of orbits of varying probabilities." 

Since averages conceal as well as reveal, it becomes nec
essary to decide just what averages may be used. This is a difficult 
question and the answer must depend upon the problem under con
sideration. Unquestionably demand must be the average demand 
of individuals in the market over the interval of time considered, 
and in demand analysis, price must be the average price over this 
same time interval. 
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The demand for capital goods arising out of savings must be 
essentially different from the demand for consumer goods. Surely 
money income or money incentive plays an important role in de
termining desirability of capital goods, and hence in determining 
their money value. Furthermore, for these goods, long established 
customs regarding incomes, etc., are of .tremendous importance in 
determining demand. 

A dynamic consideration of demand leads quite naturally to a 
dynamic conception of value of a piece of goods as the present 
amount of discounted expected future income or enjoyment re
ceived from the goods. Thus, risk and personal estimate play im
portant roles in determining value. When these concepts are given 
consideration it then becomes appropriate to consider the growth 
and decline of industries, the mechanism of production, exchange 
and so ~orth. These invaribly lead to conditions of maxima and 
minima but not to the classical conditions. Thus, at this point 
prices and quantities become determinable as functions of time. It 
is then a relatively simple matter to pass to a consideration of 
price and production fluctuations and economic crises. 

5. The Mathematical Method. As already pointed out, a study 
of dynamic economics is necessarily a study of changing relation
ships. Even the layman is now familiar with the fact that prices, 
production rates, taxes, etc., rise and fall. There is, therefore, 
change in the relationships of economic factors to one another. The 
process of determining how variations in certain elements in
fluence other elements must be fundamental to economic theory and 
the method used for developing the theory must be able to deal 
with changes. Clear statements of hypotheses are absolutely essen
tial for progress. 

In order to state hyphotheses so clearly that they will not be 
misunderstood, it is necessary to choose language carefully. In or
der to reach valid conclusions it is necessary to make certain that 
the hypotheses are self-consistent and that all possible variations 
are taken into account. As G. C. Evans has so aptly remarked, 
"When we find this feeling for hypotheses and definition and, in 
addition, become involved in chains of deductive reasoning, we are 
driven to a characteristic method of construction and analysis 
which we may call the mathematical method. It is not a question 
as to whether mathematics is desirable or not in such a subject. 
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We are in fact forced to adopt the mathematical method as a con
dition of further progress ... • 

Some economists have said that there are so many variables 
involved in the study of human behavior tha.t it will never be pos
sible to develop a science of economics. Perhaps it is true that the 
entire field of economics is too vast to be covered by a single theory. 
If such is the case, then it is all the more importsnt that each hypo
thesis be brought out fully. In fact, the more variables there are 
the more necessary it becomes to have a symbolic language to keep 
track of them. No one would advise an astronomer to develop a 
science of the stars without using mathematics. 

Every financial transaction is a quantitative one. From this 
point of view alone, it would seem that mathematics is indispen
sable to economic theory. One might well venture the opinion that 
the chief reason why so much has been written on economic theory 
and so little advancement made is that economists know' so little 
of mathematics. Almost without exception those economists who 
have made lasting contributions to economic theory have been 
mathematicians or economists who have known considerable mathe
matics. Consider, for example, the following extract taken from a 
letter of Alfred Marshall to C. Colson, written one year after Mar
shall had retired. 

"Briefly - I read Mill's Political ECOfWm1l in 1866 
or '7, while I was teaching advanced mathematics: and, 
as I thought much more easily in mathematics at that 
time than in English, I tried to translate him into mathe
matics before forming an opinion as to the validity of his 
work. I found much amiss in his analysis, and especially 
in two matters. He did not seem to have assimilated the 
notion of gradual growth by imperceptible increments; 
and he did not seem to have a sufficient responsibility -
I know I am speaking to a mathematician - for keeping 
the number of his equations equal to the number of his 
variables, neither more nor less. Since then I have found 
similar matters not quite to my taste in the economic work 
of nearly all those who have had no definite scientific 
training. 

"At that time and for long after I knew very little of 
the realities of economic life. But I worked at what I re
gard as the central problem of distribution and exchange. 

-G. Co Evans, M~ llUroda&clioto to E""""",,", New York, 1930, 
II- 118. 
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Before 1871 when J evons' very important Theory of Po
litical ECOMmy appeared, I had worked out the whole 
skeleton of my present system in mathematics though not 
in Eng!ish."* 

Other economists who have found the mathematical method in
valuable include W. S. Jevons, Leon Walras, Vilfredo Pareto, F. Y. 
Edgeworth, J. B. Clark, Knut Wicksell, J. M. Keynes, Irving Fish
er, A. L. Bowley, L. Amoroso, H. L. Moore, and Joseph Schum
peter.t 

... Alfred Marshall, the Mathematician, as Seen by Himself," Ecunome
ftrica., Vol. I, No.2, April, 1933, p. 221. 

tIn 1838 Augustin Cournot succeeded in driving the entering wedge <1l 
mathematics into economics when he published his R"''''I"ch •• into the Mathe
matical Principle. of the Theory of Wealth. Prior to Cournot a Frenchman by 
the name of Canard had presented a paper on mathematical economics which 
received the approval of the French Institute, but his principles were so rarli. 
cally at fault and his applications of them So erroneous that he did little more 
than bring scathing criticism upon the mathematical method. It was Canard'. 
paper that inspired J. B. Say to. criticise so severely the us. of mathematic. in 
economics. 



CHAPTER II 

DEMAND FOR CONSUMER GOODS 

1. The Nature of Demand. Almost every student of elemen
tary economic text books is familiar with a chart showing two in
tersecting curves sloping in opposite directions. These curves pur
porting to show demand and supply as functions of price intersect 
in a point which is usually labeled the equilibrium point. This 
label means that the supply is equal to the demand at the point of 
intersection. Good text books mention that demand and supply 
shift and that instead of one downward sloping curve and one up
ward sloping curve there are in reality many curves of each kind; 
i.e., there are many demand curves and many supply curves for 
each commodity. A few books state that factors which are capable 
of causing shifts in demand are advertising, introduction of new 
products, etc., but usually they do not give a great deal of atten
tion to these elements.· The position taken in this work is that 
there are infinitely many demand and supply curves; that is, there 
are factors other than price which are constantly shifting. 

Price is an important factor, but it is not enough to say that 
demand depends upon price. There are many other detennining 
factors, some of them often ranking in importance with price and 
advertising; e.g., consumer income, prices of competing or substi
tuting goods, monetary and credit conditions, the influence of past 
prices, speculation and so forth. 

If there were no highways, the demand for gasoline for motor 
cars would be very small indeed. Again, in a community where 
there is little consumer income other than that needed to buy food 
and some clothing, there is necessarily little demand for gasoline 
to run automobiles. As indicated in the next chapter, imposition 
of a sales tax might decrease consumption more than would an 
equal increase in price, without a tax. Thus it is seen that some 
factors influencing demand are of a physical nature, some are ec0-
nomic, and some purely psychological. 

'For diagrammatic studies· of demand and some menti ... of shifts see E. 
H. Chamberlin. The Theory of MOftopolislie C_lin-, Harvard Press, 1933. 
Chapter V. 

13 
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2. Factors Other Than Price Influencing Demand. When an 
attempt is made to take all influencing factors into account, or even 
a few of the more important ones, the tremendous complexity of 
economics becomes apparent. Actually, of course, all economic 
quantities in the same market are related, but fortunately only a 
few seem to have major influences on the demand for any particu
lar commodity. 

In the older type of statistical study of demand, the chief pur
pose was the determination of "the demand curve," or in some 
cases the more limited purpose of determining the percentage de
crease in demand corresponding to a one per cent increase in price 
(elasticity of demand). From the standpoint of such studies all 
factors other than price were regarded as "disturbing factors" 
whose effect should be eliminated. Various devices invented for 
performing this elimination included the method of trend ratios, 
of link relatives, and of first differences. On the whole this older 
type of study proceeded on the assumption that changes in demand 
due to factors other than price were of a gradual nature due to 
changes in habit, customs and the growth of population. Under 
such assumptions it appeared to be desirable to remove the effects 
of trends. 

In the past four years it has become apparent that the demand 
studies of the old type which had been more or less successful prior 
to 1930 were faulty. In many cases the difficulty was that the only 
changes in the demand function of which specific account had been 
taken were those which could be explained by algebraic trends. Ap
parently these studies were empirically satisfactory prior to 1930 
chieflly because shifts in demand which occurred during the period 
covered by the analysis were small, or were closely correlated with 
other factors included in the study for other purposes. An example 
of the latter type of factor commonly used as an omnibus was the 
index of wholesale prices used ostensibly to reduce "money prices" 
to "real prices," but also of value in explaining shifts of demand. 
Thorne and Beane have shown how what was formerly treated as 
merely an upward trend in demand for beef and pork was primarily 
the result of increasing business activity and payrolls.· 

9. Effects of Past Factors on Demand. Past prices and sales 

"G. B. ,Thorne and L. H. Bean, "The Use of 'Trends in Residual.' in Con
structing Demand Curves," J"" .... al of eke Americ .... Statistical A880ciation, 
Vol. XXVII, No. 177, Marclt, 1932, pp. 61-67. 
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policies undoubtedly have important effects on current demand. As 
a result of continuous advertising of a product such as chewing 
gum at five cents per package, a demand can be built up that is 
almost independent of present price, consumer income, ete. Again, 
certain products like coffee become such integral parts of the ac
cepted standard of living that present price must change very much 
before demand is appreciably affected. In such instances the effects 
of price are effects of past prices and policies rather than of pres
ent price. Thus, at least in many eases, the demand can be taken 
to be the sum of two functions, one depending upon past prices of 
the good and certain other pertinent past factors, the other depend
ing upon the present price and present values of pertinent factors. 
A mathematical expression relating these factors can be obtained 
by using the limiting processes of the calculus. 

Let p(t) represent the average retail price of a commodity U 
during the time t to t + LI t and suppose that the commodity has 
been offered continuously in a particulan- market for sometime. 
Let '11ft) represent the amount purchased for consumption or spec
ulation during the time LI t. In a general theory of demand the time 
required for consumption of the goods is undoubtedly an important 
factor which should be taken into account. It is easier and less 
confusing, however, to build a theory without taking this factor 
into account and then ·to extend the theory. Hence, the theory as 
first developed applies to demand for goods consumed immediately 
upon purchase, e.g., electric energy. However, it is equally valid if 
LI t is sufficiently long to extend over the average time required for 
consumption. 

Consider, first of all, goods for which there is no buying for 
speculative purposes. This is practically equivalent to specifying 
that the problem be limited to retail buying and selIing of perish
ables, since considerable speculative activity is associated with 
nearly all, if not all, commodities in the wholesale markets and dur
able goods at retail. After the basic theory has been developed the 
speculative factor can be easily taken into account. 

Non-speculative demand for goods certainly depends upon the 
price of the goods as well as upon the prices of competing or sub
stitute goods; that is, it is a function of the present price p(t), the 
past prices p(t.), i = 0,1.· .. , _1, t. = 0, t. = t, and the prices 
of'" competing goods, p" •• ,p •• Theoretically, it is also a func
tion of the past prices of competing or substitute goods. There is, 
however. no serious objection to simplifying the problem by assum-
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ing that each P.(ti ), k = 1, ... , m, is equal to Po. The demand, in 
general, also varies with the seasons and changes in social taste 
which may be assumed to include obsolescence, etc. ; that is, demand 
may depend explicity upon time t. The above may be summarized 
by taking the demand as a function 

y(t) = I [p(to) ,p(t.), . ..• p(t._1),p(t) , P .. ··· ,p".,t] 

As a first approximation it can be assumed that 1ft) is a linear 
function of each p(ti), so that 

y(t) = cp(t) + [K(xo, t) p(x.) + ... + K(x ...... t)p(x._.)] 

+ K(x., t) p(x.) 

where, for simplicity in writing, the arguments, P .. ···, Pm, of cp, 
and K have not been written. To make the theory perfectly general 
one need only enlarge the definition of the Pi so that they include 
factors other than price. Thus, in particular P. might be a physical 
factor such as number of miles of highway, etc. 

Here K(x,t) is a weight function and the expression in brack
ets is the weighted average of the prices p(t.), ••• , p(t .... ), in 
which, for the sake of clarity in the work that follows, X, has been 
used in place of ti • That is, X refers to past time and t to present 
time. It is understood, of course, that time is used to express cer
tain group effects due to numerous small factors or it is used im
plicitly to denote some important factor changing with time; for 
example, 

1ft) = I[p.(~), p,(t) , ••• , P.(t)]. 

There is no loss of generality in assuming x, - Xi_. = 1. If 
this assumption is made, it follows readily that the bracketed ex
pression is the sum of rectangles of unit width and height 
K(x., t)P(Xi). This sum may be replaced by a definite integral; 
that is, 

(3.1) y(~) = cp(t) + f 'K(x,t)p(x)dx + K(t,t)p(t), 
• 

where K(x,t) is a discontinuous step function. If price p(x) is also 
discontinuous, the infinite sum or integral of K(x,t)p(x) can be 
taken in the sense of Stieltjes - a finite sum. This is, however, a· 
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refinement that need not be given serious attention here since there 
is no important objection to replacing K( a;,t) by a continuous func
tion yielding the same integral, or for that matter, by one yielding 
approximately the same integral. 

It should hardly be necessary to point out that physicists and 
astronomers have been using continuous functions to represent dis
continuous phenomena and have thereby achieved considerable suc
cess in discovering laws of nature. There is considerable doubt 
that economic phenomena are more discontinuous than physical 
phenomena; at least they are not more discontinuous from the 
mathematical point of view. Of course, the econometrist should be 
careful to consider only a sufficiently large number of elements (see 
Chapter I, Section 4). In the work that follows, K(a;,t)p(a;) and 
other quantities are assumed to be continuous. 

There are some examples for which K(t,t) "'" O. Thus, the de
mand for goods bought through a broker "at market" depends 
upon past prices, but not at all or only very slightly upon the price 
at the time t. In general, however, demand depends upon the pres
ent price as well as upon past prices and K(t,t) =1= O. In fact, 
K(t,t) is, in general, not zero on the interval 0 to t. Mathematically 
there is an important distinction between the two cases K "'" 0 and 
K =1= O. For the first case, equation (3.1) becomes a Volterra in
tegral equation of the first kind,· whereas for the second case it be
comes a Volterra integral equation of the second kind.t 

It is quite natural to ask if, conversely, price depends upon past 
demand. The answer is that wh61lefJ6r present dema'lld depends up
on past prices, present price depends upon past demands and the 
two statements are equi"tUlmt. In fact, those familiar with the 
theoIy of integral equations will recognize that equation (3.1) 
yields this dual theory. As is well known, if K(t,fJ) =1= 0 in the in
terval to to t, equation (3.1) can be written in the completely equi
valent form 

K(t, t)p(t) = '11ft) + ,,(t)+ J k(a;, t)q>(a;)da; + ik(a;,t)y(a;)da; , 
• • 

where k(a;,t) is the resolvent kernel of K(a;,tJ/K(t,t) and as such 
is completely determined as a function of a; and t. t 

·Vito Volterra, ~ ..... I •• .tqualio ... ',d.gnaIs, Paris, 1913, p. 66-
tlbid. p. .a. 
*Vito V oItena, roc. cit., p. "" 
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If the dependence of demand upon past prices is not linear, 
some other form of functional equation may be used. In fact very 
few demand equations are linear functions of price (other factors 
held constant) throughout the entire range of values of price. Most 
statistical studies indicate that a better approximation to the de
mand price relationship is given by a curve of the type p-- where a 
is a positive fraction usually less than one. Thus, it is better to write 

'I/(t) =rp(t) + K(t, t)F(p) + iK(X,t)F,[P(X)]dX , 
o 

where F and F, are in general non-linear functions of price. In 
many cases it may be expected that F == F,. Unfortunately for the 
use of such general equations by econometrists, mathematicians 
have not yet been able to find out a great deal about them. 

For consumer goods, p can generally be taken to be price. By 
this it is meant that, in general for consumer goods, price measurilS 
the marginal desirability of the goods with respect to other goods 
whose marginal desirability is also measured by prices. In the case 
of capital goods, p is more likely to be an income factor, as is ex
plained in a later chapter. 

,.. Demand Approximations. The sum (integral) 0 f 
K(x,t)F(p(x)) may vary little from an average value. In some 
cases, then, it is possible to replace the effects of past events by a 
constant or at least by a quantity that differs little from a constant. 
This should be especially true of demand for some consumer goods. 
For such goods, therefore, 

(4.1) 'I/(t) = rp,(t) + K(t, t)F(p) 

at least to a good approximation, provided 'I/(t) is taken over a 
period of time sufficiently long to average out some of the effects of 
immediate past prices, etc. 

It is perhaps not amiss to point out again that both rp,(t) and 
K(t, t) are denoted as functions of time to indicate that both may 
depend upon economic, physical and psychological factors that 
change with time. Over short periods of time both quantities may 
appear to be constant, but it need not follow that they are constants. 

It is possible that only two or three factors, other than price p, 
say p" P., p" affect the demand '1/. In such an instance, it may be 
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possible to write 

yet) =A,F,(p,) +A.F.(p,) +A.F.(p.) +K(t,t)F(p) , 

yet) =A,F.(p .. p., P.) + K(t,t) F(p) 

19 

or yet) = A,F.(p .. P., P.) + a!.(p .. p., Ps)F (p) ,etc., 

in which F., F .. F., F. and!. are known functions of the given argu
ments and A" A" As and a appear to be constants. Actually each of 
the quantities A" A., A. and a depend upon other factors in the 
economy, but by hyphothesis the effect of any single factor is small 
and since some of the small factors increase while others decrease, 
it may be assumed that A" A., As and e are constants even though 
the elements of which they are made are constantly changing. 
There are many physical analogies. For example, the shape of a 
piece of matter may appear unchanged while the atoms of which 
it is composed undergo constant motion. Of course, if some new 
element is introduced or if some small factor becomes large, the 
original hypothesis is no longer valid. 

Several studies of demand which appeared to be successful 
before 1929 failed to give satisfactory results in the subsequent 
years because the balance of neglected factors was upset. Correla
tion studies cannot be expected to give any clue to the nature of 
the causal relationship which exists between price and some other 
variable that has not shown significant variation in the period 
studied. Averages often cover up as much as they reveal, and must 
always be used with caution. Nevertheless, information gained 
through their use is distinctly valuable, if care is taken to allow for 
the introduction of new major factors. During the World War, 
price-fixing, propaganda, shifts in production emphasis, etc., must 
surely have had effects in modifying demand. It becomes desirable, 
therefore, to distinguish between what might be called normal 
economic demand and demand due to specific factors that have not 
normally existed or have been of no more importsnce than many of 
the other small factors. 

Closest attention must be given to e priori reasoning concern
ing the causal relations that may be involved and to all inductive 
evidence that may bear upon the problem. Close relation between 
two series of data cannot of itself be considered to be of much 
significance as empirical evidence. Even where data are not of a 
cyclical nature, statistical methods alone are incapable of yielding 
definite evidence of causation. It is only when statistical evidence 
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is combined with a priori reasoning in a closely knit argument that 
confidence can be felt in statistical relationships.· 

Several special cases of (1 •. 1) that have been used in statistical 
studies of demand are 

(1) y=ap + b a<O, b>O 
(2) y = b/p· + c b > 0, c > 0 
(3) y=b- (c--ap)'h b > 0, c > 0, a > 0 
(4) y=ap2-bp+c a>O,b>O,c>O 
(5) y = p·ebCI>-C) a > 0, b < 0, c > 0, e = 2.718 

In these equations, a, band c, although written as constants, 
should not be strictly interpreted as such. They must be interpreted 
to be composites of other factors as already explained. Thus, in the 
case of equation (1), b might be b.p. + b,p, + ... + bmPm, where 
Ph ..• , pm are m additional factors influencing demand. If the 
quantity Ib.p. remains constant over a period of time, then b can 
be taken to be constant. Once more for emphasis it might be pointed 
out that if Ib.p. is constant, it does not follow that each P. or, for 
that matter, that anyone P. is constant. The sum 8 + 5 + 6 - 7 is 
equal to the sum 4 + 9 - 8 + 2 which is equal to 7. If Ib.p. is not 
constant, then it may for simplicity be regarded as a function of 
time unless, of course, one wishes to study the effects of particular 
factors. In the case of the gasoline study described in Chapter III, 
b depends upon highway mileage, taxes and other quantities. An 
important point to notice, however, is that for the equation (1) as 
written, a and b are independent of price p. 

In the discussion that follows, a, b, and c will be regarded as 
constants. This is really no restriction on their generality since 
the arguments used can be carried over into n-dimensional space 
by substituting the language of the general geometry for the lan
guage used here. It seems to be undesirable, however, to compli
cate the description here since nothing is gained by doing it. 

Formula (1) represents a straight line with negative slope. 
H. L. Mooret used this form to obtain a statistical law of demand 
for cotton. Henry Schultz: used it to obtain a statistical law of 

-This is essentially the scientific method familiar to physicists, chemists 
and other scientists. The argument as presented here follows closely that giv
en by E. J. Working in his paper "Demand Studies During Time. of Rapid 
Economic Changes," Econcnnetrica, April, 1934. 

tHo L. Moore, FO'I'ecasting tlu Yield and Pric. 0' CdtWn, New York, 1917, 
p.143. 

:j:Henry Schultz, Statistical Law. 0' Demand and Supply, Chicago, 1928, 
p.61. 
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demand for sugar in terms of link relatives and trend ratios. G. P. 
Scoville" used it in studies of potatoes and hay. For small price 
variations this form must be considered to be a fair approxima
tion for almost any type of demand law. 

Formula (2) defines an hyperbola which approaches the de
mand axis and the price p = c, asymptotically. For c = 0 this be
comes the law 11 = blp', which was popularized by Alfred Mar
shallt and used in statistical work by W. P. Heddon, J. Bloxom, H. 
H. Holland and others: It has undoubtedly led to occasional state
ments that the amount demanded is infinite when the price is zero 
and the demand is zero when the price is infinite. These statements 
must surely have been brought about by attempts to popularize a 
mathematical formula or by misconceptions of demand. G. F. War
ren and F. A. Pearson:!; have used formula (2) with c =1= O. Of 
course, it must be admitted that for values of p and 11 not close to 
zero a law of the type (2) with c zero or not zero may give a better 
approximation of a law of demand than equation (1), but loose 
statements regarding infinite demand for zero price should not be 
tolerated. 

Equation (3) represents the lower branch of a parabola open 
to the right,. whose vertex is at 11 = b, p = cia. Thus, 11 is not de
fined for p < cia. This curve therefore typifies the situation for 
which there is a finite demand 11 = b at a minimum price p = Cia, 
which price may be taken to be the price of distribution. Further
more, the demand is zero when the price p = (I>-b")/a. Theoreti
cally the demand should remain zero for p > (1)-b")la, so that 
formula (3) has no significance for p greater than this value. 

Formula (4) represents a parabola open above with ver
tex at p = +bj2a, 11 = 1>-b'/2a. This curve crosses the 1I-axis at 
11 :d c and may or may not cross the poaxis depending upon the val
ues of a, band c. 

·G. P. Scoville, Per Cent of the Expected Crop Conelated with Porehasing 
Power of the Price of Potatoee for Each of the Last Fifty-four years, Cornell 
University, Dept. Farm Marketing, 1919. 

tAlfred Marshall, Prin<:i"r.. of E ..... omics. London, 1920. 
For a theoretical derivation of the law II = blp", see V. Pareto, Mathe

matique ~nomie, E""1Iclopedia de. ScirA"". Mathhnatique, Tome I, p. 59. 
W. P. Heddon, "Measuring the Melon Market," U. S. Dept. of Agricultww 

fIRd Port of Now York Auu.or;tll, August, 1924-
J. Bloxom, "Some Determining Factors in Apple Priees," New Yon: Food 

Marketing Research Council, Food Marlcetmg StudMa, I. 1926. 
H. H. Holland, "The Demand for Peaches in New York," ibid, In, 1926-
tG. F. Warren and F. A. Pearson, rile lllterrelatiooultipa of S"""'" and 

Price, Cornell University, 1927. 
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Formula (5) defines a curve passing through the origin and 
approaching the p-axis asymptotically on the right. Thus, the curve 
rises from the origin, reaches a maximum (but the slope is not zero 
at the maximum) and then drops again to zero. H. L. Moore, Henry 
Schultz and H. B. Killough have used this curve in statistical 
studies.· 

In the above discussion the quantities a, band c have been re
garded as constants. As previously indicated, for greater general
ity one might suppose them to be functions of time t, and economic 
factors. An important point to remember is that for typical eco
nomic situations dy/dp will be negative, so that curves that satisfy 
this condition should be used. 

5. Demand and CO'II8Umer Income. It has been intimated that 
consumer demand depends upon consumer income, but no definite 
formulation has been given. ,Most demand studies have used a "de
flating" series; that is, in these studies prices have been divided by 
an index of wholesale prices or something of the sort. In other 
words, statisticians have learned that adjustments must be made 
for changes in the price level. 

In general, purchasing power theories of economics have been 
condemned by orthodox economists. These condemnations may be 
in part warranted, but it must be admitted that consumer purchases 
are high when consumer income is high and they are low when it 
is low. 

It may be assumed that when consumer income, I (a particular 
part of it if only part of the economy is being considered), is large, 
the demand will not be so much affected by increase in p as in the 
case of small I, hence I dy/dp I is smaller for larger I; that is, 

(dy/dy)2=f(I,p) , 

where f(I,p) decreases as I increases for a fixed p. A simple func
tion of I,p satisfying the given conditions is 1-2P rep) so that 

y=[-fJ f f(p)dp + C(t) , 

*H. L. Moore, "The Elasticity of Demand a.nd Flexibility of Prices," Jou ... 

A ...... He~~·S~~~rr~,':?~h~3,S!!~i~tl~:i t:~.;.urement of the Elasticity of Beef," 
.Jou ... Farm. Eo .... , July, 1924. 

H. B. Killough, ''Il'he Price of Oats," U. S. Dept. Agr. Dept. BuU. 1351, pp. 
8-9, September, 1925. 
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where Crt) is a constant or function of t. If f{p} is equal to a., a 
negative constant or function of t, then 

y = a.p/I-P + Crt} • 

Other formulas can, of course, be derived. A more penetrating dis
cussion of purchasing power and demand is given in the next chap
ter. 



CHAPTER III 

AUTOMOTIVE DEMAND FOR GASOLINE* 

1. Introduction. The demand for a commodity (quantity sold) 
is dependent upon many factors other than price. Nevertheless, 
for many products there are a few major factors which account for 
the greatest part of the demand, and in general the effects of the 
various small factors can be assumed to be compensating. In other 
words, in ststistical studies it is possible to isolate the major fac
tors and study their effects on the assumption that the net effects 
of the neglected factors are constant. The relationships obtained in 
this way will be valid so long as the neglected factors give a con
stant effect. Whenever a minor neglected factor becomes a major 
one it must, of course, be taken into account. However, introduction 
of a new major factor or an increase in importance of a neglected 
minor factor, should not, in general, nullify the effects of the other 
major factors. It is merely necessary to add something additional 
to the formula obtained by neglecting such factors. 

In general there are physical, economic and psychological fac
tors entering into the determination of the demand for a product. 
In the general case it may not be possible to separate completely 
these factors, and, of course, it may not be necessary or desirable 
to do this even if it could be done. Thus, if it is possible to write 
demand,lI (quantity sold per unit time), in the form 

lI=A,F+A,E +AaS 

where A" A, and As are constants (or functions of time if they are 
aggregates of changing factors), F is the physical factor, E is the 
economic factor, and S, the psychological one, it almost inevitably 
happens that A" A, and As are each functions of physical, psycho
logical and economic factors. Furthermore, it is often impossible 
to decide whether a factor is physical, psychological or economic, 

°Thi. study was undertaken at the suggestion of Stephen Du Brul, Act
ing Director of the Division of Research and Planning of the National Recov
ery Administration. The study, which is a joint effort of Vietor Perla and C. 
F. Roos, was presented to the Econometric Society at Philadelphia, Pennsyl
vania, December 28, 1933; see uThe Meetings of the Econometric Society in 
Philadelphia and Boston, December, 1933," Econometrica, Vol. 2, 1984, pp. 21()" 
211. 
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but this is immaterial since it is unnecessary to make the distinc
tion. The equation above is merely presented to indicate one kind 
of law. Some other kinds are: • , 

y=A,FE+A,S, 
y=A,(F+E) +A,s , 
y = A,FS + A,E + A,s 

and so forth. A careful analysis of the factors involved, with much 
emphasis placed on dimensional analysis,· is desirable before any 
particular form of law is selected. An arbitrary selection can then 
be made. 

Demand for consumer goods is somewhat different from de
mand for capital goods. There are, of course, almost aU degrees of 
consumer goods and capital goods, and some goods are either con
sumer or capital goods, depending upon their use. An automobile 
used for pleasure is a consumer good, whereas the same automobile 
used for taxicab service is a capital good. A differentiation can be 
made by saying arbitrarily that a capital good is one expected to 
render service which is to be exchanged for money income or its 
equivalent. 

Statistical analysis of demand for consumer goods and capital 
goods is essentially different chiefly because expected income 
(which largely determines the demand for and price of a capital 
good) is a quantity that must be taken into account over a consid
erable period of time, whereas its equivalent for consumer goods
namely, price-has little future influence.t 

s. Form of Dema,nd, Law for Ga.soline. Factors that might be 
expected to be of major importance in determining the automotive 
demand for gasoline include the number of miles of state surfaced 
highway, new automobile registrations, price of gasoline including 
tax, the total of license and registration fees and the increase in 
tax rate (state and federal). Each of these factors depends upon 
many other factors and, furthermore, some of the factors, such as 
miles of highway and tax rate, are not independent. In special lo
calities some of the factors mentioned may be of minor importance 

'See G. C. Evans,.v~ Inlroductio .. to Economica (1930), Chap
ter II. Wherever feasible, eonstants used should be of dimension one. Quan
tity is of dimension M(mass). Quantity per unit time is of dimensioo MIT. 
Price is of dinleDsion one sinee it is a ratio of quantity of a good to • quantity 
of money. 

tNo inftuenee if a year is c:hos<!n as the unit of time. 
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and other factors not mentioned may be of major importance. New 
automobile registrations are proportional to automotive consumer 
purchasing power. * 

The following notation is used: 

G = Gallons of gasoline consumed per year, in millions 
R = Average motor vehicle registrations per year, in thou-

sands 
K= (lOOOG/R) 
H = Miles of state surfaced highway 
N= New passenger car registrations, in thousands 
P = Price, in cents per gallon (including tax) 
F = Total of license and registration fees, in thousands of dol

lars 
1 = Cents increase in tax rate (state and federal) 

The quantities R, H, N, P, F, 1, are the factors which, it may 
be assumed, determine K, the per capita consumption. An estimate 
of K, called X, can be obtained by the formula 

(2.1) K=A. + H(A,N/P + A,F/RN) -AJ, t 
where A., AlI A. are constants determined separately for each state. 

The dimensions of the factors used are as follows: 

G=MT-' 
R=MT-' 
K=T-' 
H=M 

N=MT-' 
P=l 
F=MT-' 
1=1 

so that A. = 1, A, = M-'T, A. = T-' and A. = 1. The factor 
A. is an aggregate of factors of dimension 1. In other words, A. 
can be expected to be constant only so long as these factors give a 
constant aggregate effect. A, and A, have dimension M-'T and 7'-' 
respectively. Hence none of the constants should be the same from 
state to state. 

• See Chapter VII. 
t Economic theory rarely indicates a particular mathematical function. 

Often nothing more is determined a priori than, for instance, the sign of th:e 
derivative. This is true also in the case of the physical sciences. All that 8Cl
ence, either economic or 'physical, can do is to make postulates, follow their 
implications through logically, and statistically test the whole structure or 
parts of it. 
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As will be seen later on, formula (2.1) is adequate to repre
sent automotive gasoline consumption in any of the states of the 
United States. Statistical tests clearly indicate that the accuracy 
of this estimate is not due to mathematical manipulation. The 
formula adequately describes the interplay of physical, economic 
and psychological factors which determine consumption. It fol
lows that an analysis of the working out of this formula may be 
used to determine historically and theo:r:etically the effects of these 
factors. 

S. The Data. Before a statistical study of significance can be 
made, adequate and reliable data must be obtained. Furthermore, 
as already pointed out, the population must be sufficiently large 
for the measurement of mass effects. Before great reliance can be 
placed upon apparent verification of hypotheses, studies of several 
similar populations must lead to essentially the same verifications. 

For a study of demand for gasoline a state population is a 
natural unit of sufficient size to reflect mass reactions. To find sev
eral populations that might yield essentially the same verifications 
it is merely necessary to select several states where conditions are 
similar, i.e., where the major factors should be of the same impor
tance and where the neglected minor factors should give net con
stant effects. 

In this study Government data, Bureau of Public Roads, are 
used except for prices. For gasoline consumption, total gallons 
taxed for each state are used. This figure, G, is actually but a crude 
estimate of gasoline consumed by motor vehicles. Bootleg gaso-' 
line is consumed in sizable but unknown quantities. Exemptions 
for farm cooperatives are large in many states. In this study, G is 
used as an inde:z; of motor-vehicle gasoline consumption, and it is 
assumed that it is linearly related to actual consumption; that is, 
it comes sufficiently close to being an index of actual consumption, 
so as not to invalidate the demand formulation. 

In a study of demand for a product such as gasoline, the year 
is a natural unit of time. Using a year as the unit automatically 
eliminates many of the random and seasonal variations that would 
be present if a month or week were used.· 

The figure R, for total registered motor vehicles, apparently 
neglects the fact that trucks consume several times as much gaso
line as do passenger automobiles. But it would be wrong to weight 

OSee Appendiz U for • di",,"ssion of choiee of the unit of time. 
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the number of trucks more heavily, because truck consumption is 
relatively far more stable than passenger consumption. Year-to
year variations in per capita truck consumption differ by less than 
one-third from variations in passenger consumption. Since it is in
tended as an explanation of year-to-year variations in consumption, 
the use of a simple total is far more representative than would be 
the use of a weighted total. It is known that registrations may dif
fer by as much as ten per cent from cars in actual use, but while 
estimates of actual cars in use have been made on a national basis, 
they cannot be applied to individual states, for the difference.s be
tween registered cars and cars in use vary so widely in the various 
states as to make useless any correction based upon a national in
dex of cars in use. 

State surfaced highways are only a small percentage of total 
roads, but it is probable that a majority of the miles traveled by 
motor vehicles are upon such roads. Since it is impossible correct
ly to weight the vast mileage of country and dirt roads, these are 
left out of consideration, and the number, H, is used as an approxi
mate index of physical opportunity for travel. 

The National Petroleum News gives weekly price figures at 
important distribution centers throughout the country, for stand
ard grades of gasoline. An index for a state in a given year is ob
tained by averaging the 52 weekly price figures given that year for 
the various centers in the state. The total of license and registra
tion receipts is the best available indication of the per annum over
head governmental cost. It does not include ad valorem tax, a 
highly important factor in some states for which no collection 
figures are available. But rates of such taxes have followed much 
the same course as fees, and so fees furnish a satisfactory index. 

The yearly figures by states for purchases of new passenger 
automobiles were obtained from the automotive bureau of the 
United States Department of Commerce. 

An important point to notice is that all the variables used are 
indices of quantities which cannot be directly ascertained. These 
indices are to a different base for each state, and the relations be
tween the bases cannot be determined. As a result, the constants 
in the formula have to be determined separately for each state. 

~. Nature of Factors in Formula U8ed. Highway mileage, H, 
represents the incentive to consume gasoline contained in the cur
rent mechanical and geographical facilities for automotive con-
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sumption. It serves as an inde:r: of the net effect upon consumption 
of such facilities, which effect is called the physical factor. 

That part of money cost of automotive consumption which 
varies with the mileage driven is represented by P. Since N may 
be regarded as an index of purchasing power, PIN may be taken 
to be real variable cost or price. As set up in the equation, in the 
form A. NIP, it is an index of the effect upon consumption of 
changes in real variable cost of operation, which effect is here de
fined as the variable cost factor. 

The ratio FIR is an index of those money costs to the motor. 
vehicle owner which are fixed within a given year. Then F IRN, 
Le., fixed costs deflated for purchasing power, is an index of real 
fixed costs, and the term A. FIRN approximates the effect of such 
annually fixed costs, which effect is defined as the fixed. cost factor. 

The sum of the variable cost factor and of the fixed cost fac
tor is taken as a measure of the effect upon consumption of the 
economy and the moving economic situation; this effect is called 
the economic factor, and is treated at a given time as a factor modi
fying the consumption consistent with the physical factor existent 
at that time. 

The factor AJ is a measure of an important psychological de
terrent to consumption caused by a tax increase. When a tax in
crease goes into effect every motorist knows about it, and a tax in
crease occurs at all places and in all brands. This study indicates 
that there is a resultant economizing in consumption considerably 
larger than that which would follow an equal rise in price without 
any change in the tax rate. 

ft. Statistical Law of Demand for Automotive Gasoline. Each 
of the series described in the preceding section is a time series. If 
it is desired to combine them into a formula, the question of the 
validit;v of correlating time series must be raised. Nonsense corre
lations are often obtained by correlating time series with trends. * 
This emphasizes the importance of a rational theoretical analysis 
based on broad acquaintance with the economic situation to be ana
lyzed. If the analysis is complete, and it is believed that it is in 
this study of gasoline, the influence of the neglected but minor fac
tors (all economic quantities are related) will give a net constant 

·See. for e. ... mple, G. Udney Yule, "Why Do We Sometimes Get NODSeIl88 
Oorre\ations Between Time Series," Jounoal 0/ 1M Rt¥Jl Statist""" S"'*tJI. 
Vol. 89. 1926. pp. 1.a4. 
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effect (systematic error in the theory of adjustment of observa
tions). Care must be taken, however, to use an interval of time 
sufficiently long to insure that random series are not correlated. 
The question of the validity of correlating time series is discussed 
more fully in Appendix I. 

By using the method of least squares,· the coefficients A., At> 
A. and A. are readily obtained. Only the calculations made for the 
states of Pennsylvania, Virginia, Mississippi and Kansas, are ex
hibited here. (See Section 5). 

The relative importance of the various factors is shown in 
Table 1. By this is meant the percentage of the total change in con
sumption over the period 1925-1932 due to each of the various fac
tors as computed from formula (2.1) by means of regression co
efficients. The psychological factor is omitted in Table 1 since it 
has been assumed as equal to the average value obtained for it in 
the four states, namely A. = -7. This seemed to be preferable to 
using a degree of freedom in fitting. 

TABLE I 

Pennsyl-
vania Virginia Mississippi Kansas Average 

H 47 44 21 52 41 
P 27 28 15 15 21 
FIR 6 5 7 6 6 
N 20 23 57 27 32 
A. 101.6 267.9 436.2 451.6 314.3 
A, 0.002740 0.01810 0.01089 0.000810 0.008135 
A. 0.1558 0.04583 0.02261 0.0165 0.0601875 

The physical factor, H, is definitely the most important. It is 
far larger than any other factor except in Mississippi. Here the 
depression was very severe, decline in purchasing power most 
sharp, and so purchasing power played the major role. Generally, 
it appears that price and purchasing power are of nearly equal im
portance, and fees a minor, though noticeable, factor. For expla
nation of the difference in values of A., A, and At, see Section 2. 

The historical relation between the variable cost factor, 
A, NIP, and the fixed cost factor, A. F IRN, is seen from Chart II, . 

'Whittaker and Robinson, Calculua 01 Obseruatm.., London 1929, pp. 209-
211, 231·234. 
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DYNAMIC ECONOMICS 

DEPENDENCE OF GASOLINE CONSUMPTION ON 
VARIABLE AND FIXED COSTS 

CHART II 
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Per capita consumption varies inversely with variable costs and directly 
with fixed costs. From 1925 to 1929 variable cost was the major economic fac
tor, with fixed costs acting as a brake and smoothing the trend of the economic 
factor. From 1930 the fixed cost factor rapidly increased in importance and 
by 1931 outweighed the variable cost factor. 

Here and throughout the text, per capita means per consumer i.e., per 
motor vehicle. . 

which averages these factors for Pennsylvania, Virginia, Missis
sippi, and Kansas, for the years 1925-1932. From the year 1925 
through 1929 the fixed cost factor acted as a brake upon the major 
variable cost factor, and smoothed the trend of the total economic 
factor. After 1929 the fixed cost factor rapidly increased in im
portance and by 1931 outweighed the variable cost factor. 

If the values of H, P, etc., actually occurring in a given state 
in a given year are substituted in the formula (2.1) for that state, 
an estimate of per capita consumption is obtained which is very 
close to actual consumption, as can be seen from Chart III. Thus, 
the fundamental assumption that the important major factors are 
number of miles of surfaced highway, new automobile registra-
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ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED CONSUMPTION OF GASOLINE 
PER MOTOR VEHICLE 

CHART III 
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While total gasoline consumption reaclled 8 peak in 1931 and declined in 
1932. consumption per registered motor vehicle generally continued to in· 
ersase. Consumption as estimated from the formula is much closer to actual 
eonsumption in the average than in any of the individual states. This sug
gests that the deviations for the individual states are due to chanea. or to spe
cial local circumstances, and that the formula left out no essential and uni
versal factor. 

tions, price of gasoline including tax, the total of license and regis
tration fees and the increase in .tax rate, seems to be verified to an 
unusual degree. The other minor factors give net constant effects 
except where the residuals are large. 

A study based on the years 1925-1929 might well overlook the 
fixed cost factor, and if the existence of this factor were noted, its 
effect would probably be incorrectly formulated. To determine de
mand relationships, it is necessary to take into account specific his-
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AVERAGE ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED GASOLINE 
CONSUMPTION PER CAPITA FOR VIRGINIA, 

MISSISSIPPI, PENNSYLVANIA 
AND KANSAS 

CHART IV 
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torical economic changes. A formula based upon a period of eco
nomic stability will break down in times of rapid change. The for
mula (2.1) should apply to any state east of the Rocky Mountains, 
but it is not satisfactory for Oregon, and should not be for far 
western states, because the pace and character of economic and 
physical development in the far west greatly differ from those in 
the rest of the country. 

6. U8es of Demand LI1Iw for Automotive Gasoline. The re
sults of this study may be used to determine the effects upon gaso
line consumption of road building, tax increases, price fixing, or 
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any other change in the factors determining consumption. Its litil
ity is increased by a parallel study of the demand relations for 
automobiles (see Chapter VII). This combination with the gaso
line study can be used to predict with a high degree of accuracy 
changes in total gasoline consumption, income to gasoline distribu
tors, tax income to government, which would follow proposed gov
ernmental or industrial changes or regulations, etc. 

An example of how an increase in fixed costs combined with 
the decrease in already low purchasing power acts to increase con
sumption per registered motor vehicle is seen from a comparison 
of Mississippi figures for the years 1930 and 1931, as presented 
in Table III. 

1980 
1931 

H 
5,330 
5,240 

PIN 
989 

1,741 

TABLE III 

K 
570 
668 

FIR 
$12.85 
18.16 

N 
20,600 
9,500 

FIRN R 
624 237 

1,385 184 

State surfaced highway mileage decreased from 5,330 to 5,240. 
The index of price deflated for purchasing power (real variable 
costs) increased from 989 to 1,741. These two facts alone should 
cause a decrease in K, per capita consumption. Instead, K in
creased from 570 gallons per registered motor vehicle to 668. The 
reasons may be seen from the remaining figures. License and reg
istration fees per vehicle increased from $12.85 to $13.16. Regis
tration of new passenger automobiles decreased from 20,600 to 
9,500, indicating a drop of over 50 per cent in purchasing power 
available for automobile consumption. The index of per capita real 
fixed costs obtained by dividing feea by new passenger automo
biles increased from 624 to 1,385. This sharp rise resulted in an 
unusually severe decrease in registrations, from 287,000 to 184,000. 
The 184,000 active consumers remaining represented those who 
could afford to use their vehicles sufficiently to cover the increased 
real fixed cost. The 53,000 dropping out of the market were mainly 
small and marginal consumers. As a result the percentage of large 
consumers was far higher in 1931 than in 1980, aecounting for the 
sharp increase in consumption per registered motor vehicle. 

The measurable effect of the influence of an increase in taxes 
in bringing about a decrease in consumption greater than the in
creased price due to the sales tax has a very important bearing on 
sales taxes since a decrease in consumption must ultimately mean, 
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SCATTER DIAGRAM SHOWING PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EFFECT OF TAX INCREASE 

CHART V 
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The plotted deviations (actual consumption less estimated consumption) 
omit the correction for the psychological deterrent resulting from a tax in
crease. They show clearly & systematic diminution in consumption associated 
with a tax increase (beyond the effect of the price increase which accompanies 
the tax levy) and decisively indicate the existence of a measurable psychologi
eaI factor. 

at least for the short period of time, a decrease in employment and 
some retrogression in standards of living. For a year following 
imposition of a sales tax, there was observed, in every state studied, 
a decrease in consumption greater than could be accounted for by 
price or other factors. If this decrease occurred only once or twice 
it might be explained as an accident, but when it occurs as often as 
is indicated in this study it cannot be dismissed lightly. 

In 1926 the tax rate was increased in Virginia by 1.5 cents. 
The decline in consumption to be expected from a 1.5 cent rise in 
price was nine gallons per capita; the actual decline was twenty
three gallons per capita. The amount by which this abnormal de-
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EFFECT OF HIGHWAY MILEAGE UPON CONSUMPTION 
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Consumption varies directly with highway mileage, the rate of change 
varying considerably from state to state. In Virginia 1000 miles of added 
highway will increase consumption by 66 gallons per motor vehicle per year, 
all other factors remaining unchanged. In Mississippi a corresponding mile
age increase will increase per capita consumption by only 24 gallons. One 
reason IS that good roads m Virginia and Pennsylvania provide additilolDai 
stimulus to tourist travel, which is largely absent in Kansas and Mississippi. 

The crosses show actual consumption with the estimated effects of all fac
tors except highways eliminated, plotted against highway mileage. 

crease in consumption exceeds the ordinary decrease may be called 
the psychological factor, and may be represented by AJ. Since its 
existence might be questioned, statistical tests were applied, which 
definitely indicated the significance of this factor. The effect of a 
tax increase is shown in Chart V. 

Consumption increases directly with highway mileage as il
lustrated in Chart VI. There is no indication that a limit to this 
factor exists. However, it is obvious from /I priori consideration 
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that an asymptote or limit does exist even though the study indi
cates that it has not nearly been reached as yet (see Chapter VII). 

Per capita consumption of automobile gasoline decreases as 
price P increases, but the rate of decrease becomes smalIer as P be
comes larger. The effect of price on consumption is shown in Chart 
VII. 

EFFECT OF PRICE UPON CONSUMPTION 
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The amount of decrease in consumption caused by a one cent increase in 
price decreases as the price advances, i.e., the rate of decrease diminishes. A 
price change in Pennsylvania or Virginia has three times &8 much effect 88 
one in Mississippi or Kansas. This is probably because the fonner states have 
large urban centers, where cheap substitutes for motor transportation are 
readily available, and utilized when the cost of motor transportation increases. 

The crosaes show actual consumption, with the effect of all factor. except 
prices eliminated, plotted against prices. 

The rate of change of consumption with respect to price is the 
partial derivative of K with respect to P, that is, a Kja P. From the 
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formula for gasoline consumption, the change in gasoline consump
tion resulting from a change in price LI P is given approximately by 

(a K/ a P)LI P=-(A1HN/P")LI P. 

This formula is, of course, approximately correct only for LI P 
small. If P is also smaIl and LI P is taken equal to P, i.e., if a small 
price P is doubled, the decrement in demand is -(A1HN/P). 

EFFECT OF REGISTRATION FEES UPON CONSUMPTION 
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An increase in registration or license fees compels the motorist to nse 
more g&SO!ine Jl"!' annum to derive enough benellt from the vehicle to cover the 
increased fixed eoat. The little fellow who usee his C&l' oec&Sion&lly does not 
l'Un it when the fees are high; i.e., he jUDks his C&l'. 

The C1'08&e8 show ... tu&! eonsumption, with the effects of all factors except 
fees eliminated, plotted ag&inst fees. The money expense of fees is a eompara
tively minor fa.tor (although, when expressed in terms of pureh&sing power, 
it is extremely important). As a result random .. usee have more weight than 
fees, and the erosses do not; adh ..... to the lines except in Mississippi, wh ..... 
fees have stesdily inereased. 
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The elasticity of demand, 11, is defined as the percentage in
crease in demand due to a one per cent increase in price; that is, 
in general 

f} = Ll K / Ll P = (a K/ a P) P , 
K P K 

so that the elasticity of demand for gasoline is given by 

1I=-(A,HN/J'2)P/[A. + A,HN/P +A.HF/RN -71] 

=-1/[1 + AoP/A,HN +A.FP/A,RN'-7 IP/A,HN] 

Thus, the elasticity of demand for automotive gasoline depends 
upon the character of competition involved. It would be -1, if 
A. = A2 = I = 0, but, as this study shows, A., A. and I are impor
tant quantities which are not zero. Given all the factors in the 
equation, it is a simple matter of arithmetic to compute the per
centage decrease in demand accompanying a one per cent price in
crease. 

Higher fixed costs make it imperative to get more use out of 
a car to keep it in operation. High fixed costs also eliminate little 
fellows who use their cars only occasionally. Hence while total 
consumption may decline, due to the elimination of small consum
ers, per capita consumption increases with higher fixed costs, as 
shown in Chart VIII. 

The effect of changes in purchasing power is shown in Chart 
IX. If N is started at a "normal" level and increased, the average 
consumption of gasoline steadily increases. But if purchasing pow
er decreases, this effect is soon counteracted by the elimination of 
small consumers driven completely out of the market, which tends 
to increase average per capita consumption, since many small con
sumers no longer enter into the calculation. Mter a certsin stage 
in the decline of purchasing power, this effect counteracts the ten
dency'to decrease per capita consumption, and average consump-. 
tion increases even more rapidly, while total consumption is de
creasing at an accelerating pace. 

7. Significance of Formulation. The validity of the assump
tions, (1) that the data used truly approximate the factors they 
represent, and (2) that the mathematical formulation is satisfac
tory, may now be tested by four criteria. These criteria follow: 

1. The signs of the fitted constants for each state 
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EFFECT OF PURCHASING POWER UPON CONSUMPTION 
New Passenger Automobiles (thousands) 
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New passenger automobiles serve as an index of purchasing power. All 
other things remaining constant, increased purchasing power increases per 
capita (i.e., per motor vehicle) consumption, and vice versa. But when pur
ehasing power declines to abnormally low levels small oonsumers are driven 
out ot the market, so that the .... ..-ag. oonsumption of those remaining 'in
creases while total consumption is decreasing. 

The crosses show actual consumption, with the estimated effects of all fac
tors except new passenger registrations eliminated, plotted against new pas
aenger registrationL 

should be in accord with the theory as developed. 
2. The results for the four states should be roughly 

comparable (fairly wide variations must be expected due 
to the wide differences in the physical and economic condi-
tions). • 

S. There should be no systematic deviations (K-"K) 
of actual consumption from estimated consumption; i.e., 
the deviations should be distributed normally. 
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4. The "fit" of the estimated consumption to the ac
tual consumption should be "good." 
If these four criteria are satisfied it may be said that the choice 

of the data and the mathematical formulation of the interrelations 
of the physical, economic and psychological factors, are sa,tisfac
tory. It should be emphasized, however, that in no case can it be 
said that these are the "best" possible. 

For the first criterion, A, and A. should certainly be positive. 
Increase in variable costs decreases consumption per motor vehicle, 
and since variable cost is given inversely, its coefficient should be 
positive. Increase in fixed costs increases per capita consumption 
(although it decreases total consumption by eliminating small con
sumers), and hence its coefficient should be positive. The constant 
term should be positive, since the constant unmeasured factors rep
resent a situation in which some gasoline would be consumed; e.g., 
if there were no state surfaced highways and no gasoline taxes, 
A. would be the only term left. Automobiles would, however, be 
driven even if there were only dirt roads. Since the theoretically 
correct negative sign has been arbitrarily assigned to the coefficient 
of I, the criterion here is that the fit with -7 I be better in each 
case than the fit without it. In each case the signs of A., A" and 
A. are positive as required by theory. In each state the fit is better 
when -7 I is included. 

For the second criterion, the changes in K which would be 
caused by changes in a unit of each of the variables F /R, H, and 
P at values of variables in (2.1) which are the averages of these 
variables for the period of time taken are significant. These changes 
are presented in Table I. Generally, the relative weights of the fac
tors do not vary greatly from state to state. When they do vary, 
the variation can easily be explained by the conditions within the 
specific state, e.g., fees are very small in Kansas, and changes 
would not be greatly noticed except in very hard times. The above 
treatment is the most satisfactory for applying the second crite
rion. Comparison of constants would have no value because of the 
differences in scaling mentioned previously. One more treatment 
may be used; namely, the comparison of the ratios of the average 
weights of A,N/P and A.F/RN. It is found, roughly, for Pennsyl
vania that the ~ifference is given by 6-4; for Virginia, 7-3; for 
Mississippi, 4-6; and for Kansas, 8-2. Again the differences are 
only those consistent with the varying conditions in the states. Mis-
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sissippi has one of the highest sets of fixed costs in the country, 
whereas fixed costs in Kansas are relatively low. It may be said 
that the second criterion is reasonably well satisfied. 

For the third criterion, if the fonnula (2.1) is correct, its appli
cation will leave no systematic deviations running throughout the 
states in certain years. The deviations are summed over the four 
states for each year and the sum of squares calculated. If the for
mulation is correct, the deviations in any state can be regarded as 
being independent and normally distributed, and the sums should 
be nonnally distributed with variance equal to the sums of the 
variances for the individual states, or sum of squares equal to the 
sum of squared deviations of all the states individually. The sums 
of squares for the individual states are 1600, 1874, 1575,2021, to
taling 7070. The sum of the squared summed deviations is 6008. If 
there were persistent deviations the last figure would be far greater 
than 7070, so the third criterion is satisfied.· 

For the fourth criterion the estimated standard deviations of 
the deviations K - K, that is, I(K - K)'/5 (5 represents the 
number of degrees of freedom), are 17.9 for Pennsylvania, 19.4 
for Virginia, 20.1 for Mississippi, 17.7 for Kansas, and 8.94 for 
the average K's and K's of ·the four states. As percentages of aver
age actual consumption, these are 

Pennsylvania Virginia Mississippi 
8.61 3.60 3.50 

Kansas 
8.35 

Average 
1.67 

Empirically these figures indicate a high degree of goodness of fit. 
There is no mathemstically valid technique for testing the signifi
cance of least square coefficients fitted to time series. The ratio of 
a coefficient to its estimated standard deviation (Student's ratio) 
may be computed and its significance detennined by the use of 
Student's distribution, but this test must be used with care since 
it implicitly assumes independence of successive observations. 
This independence, of course, does not strictly exist for dynamic 
time series.t Student's ratio is computed here for whatever it may 
be worth as the best objective test available, and the results are 
given in the table below: 

·For theoretical validity of criteria used In this paragTlLph, see any ele
mentary text on probabilities. For example, see R. A. Fisher, StGlisticGl Met,," 
oM for ReHOrcA Work_, Chapter 6, pp. l2lI-127, Fourth Edition, London 
1932. 

tSee Appendix II. 
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DYNAMIC ECONOMICS 

TABLE IV 

SIGNIFICANCE OF COEFFICIENTS 

Pennsylvania 
101.62 
43.83 
2.32 

.07 
.002740 

.0004161 
6.58 

<.01 
0.1558 
.01251 

12.45 
<.01 

Virginia 
267.92 
29.53 

9.07 
<.01 

.01810 
.002527 

7.16 
<.01 

.04583 
.005478 

8.37 
<.01 

Mississippi 
436.20 

36.19 
12.05 
<.01 

.01089 
.005489 

1.98 
.10 

.02261 
.002763 

8.18 
<.01 

Kansas 
451.63 

15.67 
28.82 
<.01 

.000810 
.00001619 

5.00 
<.01 

0.0165 
0.005224 

3.16 
.02 

For nine out of twelve coefficients there is less than one chance 
out of one hundred that values of the ratios as large as or larger 
than those obtained would have been obtained if there were no 
statistically significant relationship. The other three coefficients 
also have small probabilities associated with them. Hence, on any 
customary basis of judgment these figures indicate decidedly sig
nificant coefficients; that is, a great degree of "goodness of fit." 
Within the limitations of current mathematical statistics, the fourth 
criterion is satisfied. It is thus seen that the four criteria listed are 
all satisfied. 



CHAPTER IV 

DEMAND FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT 

1. Demand for Pork. As already mentioned, the abrupt decline 
in demand levels for most products during the past four years has 
emphasized the need for studying shifts in demand of products 
such as agricultural ones for which "laws" of demand were for
merly known, as well as the relation between prices and quantities 
demanded. The precipitous decline has also provided a much better 
opportunity for studying these shifts. 

Clhart X presents a study of demand for pork made by G. B. 
Thorne and Preston Richards of the United States Bureau of Agri
cultural Economics. Correlations are based on data for the period 
1921 to 1931 but the curve is satisfactory for the years 1932 and 
1933 if the regression of price deviations on consumer incomes is 
extended. The data of the chart are percentages of the 1921-30 
aversges, not of trends, so that by multiplying by these averages, 
the ratios can be quickly converted to actual prices and quantities. * 
The prices used are money prices and not prices adjusted for 
changes in the price level. The retail price of pork is here shown 
to be very highly correlated with the consumption of pork and an 
index of consumer incomes. . 

The term "money demand" may be used to mean the relation 
between quantities demanded and money prices. The term real de
man. may be used to indicate the relation between quantities de
manded and real prices; that is, prices that have been adjusted for 
changes in the price level. As E.'J. Working points out, in times of 
changing price levels it means nothing to say that demand has in
creased or that demand has decreased unless it is clear whether 
"money demand" or "real demand" is meant. 

There is, of course, no danger of confusing terminology if one 
uses a mathematical analysis such as that given in the preceding 
chapters. Again it mIght be emphasized that an important advan
tage of the mathematical method over the literary one is that the 
mathematical method is a precise one and concepts can therefore 

"'l'he uee of ratios of this nature is to be commended for purposes of 
curve fitting. Errors due to weighting are avoided in this way. 

45 
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RELATION OF RETAIL PRICE OF PORK TO CONSUMPTION 
OF PORK AND TO CONSUMER INCOMES IN 
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be defined without ambiguity. Thus, if p represents money price, 
the equation of demand can be taken as 

71=ap+b 

and a depends upon an index of price levels, I, whereas if the equa
tion is desired to express real demand it may be written in the form 

where P = F(p,I) or more simply if P = plI, It, = aI. A similar 
analysis can be applied to b. Just hoW' the correction for price 
levels is to be made is discussed briefly in the next section. 

B. Graphical CW1'1Iilinear Correlations. In correlations made 
by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics a graphical method de
veloped by Mordecai Ezekiel is used." The method is essentially that 
of drawing a free hand curve to approximate a relationship be
tween two variables such as cotton consumption and prices of cot
ton, plotting the residuals (actual consumption minus consumption 
represented by the free hand curve) against a third variable such 
as indllstrial activity and drawing a free hand curve to represent 
a relationship between the residuals described above and industrial 
activity. In the case of cotton it is then found that the residuals 
from the industrial production curve have a secular downward 
trend, due to factors not taken into account. This secular trend is 
then removed by plotting the residuals against time and drawing a 
line. To obtain a second approximation, consumption "due" to in
dustrial activity and trend are subtracted from actual consumption 
and the residuals plotted against price. A slightly different curve 
is suggested for the regression of consumption on price. From this 
point the procedure just stated may be carried through to obtain 
second approximations to express the effects of industrial produc
tion, etc. 

In the method just outlined it is implicitly assumed that the 
effect of each' factor, price, industrial activity and trend is additive. 
This, of course, mayor may not be true. In the case of automotive 
demand previously discussed it was not considered desirable to in
troduce each factor in an additive way. In Chapter VI a modifica
tion of the Ezekiel method for use in approximating multiplicative 

"Mordeeai ERkiel, M.tAods of CorrolatiOll AIUIl"ais, New York, 1930, pp. 
236-241. 
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factors is given. The problem of determining in advance whether 
effects are additive (addition or subtraction) or multiplicative 
(multiplication or division) is a theoretical one that will probably 
not be completely solved. However, prices are ratios and from a 
mathematical point of view it would seem desirable to correct 
prices for changes in price level by multiplicative processes. Gen
eral rules cannot be laid down for physical factors and other eco
nomic ones. Individual judgments must be made here even as they 
are in the physical sciences. Any judgment regarding form is bet
ter than no judgment. 

9. Demand for Wheat - An International Commodity. As E. 
J. Working has pointed out,· "it is not always possible to explain 
cyclical shifts in demand on the basis of changes in industrial pro
duction, consumer income or similar indexes of United States con
ditions". 

Indexes which are closely associated with the conditions of de
mand for domestic commodities are likely to be inadequate for use 
in analyzing shifts of demand for international commodities. A 
case in point is wheat. Chart XI shows certain price and supply re
lationships for that commodity. The upper section shows the rela
tion between the price of wheat in Great Britain, adjusted for the 
British price level; and the estimated supply of wheat for the world 
excluding Russia and China. The section is somewhat similar to 
the upper section of the pork chart in that there tends to be two 
distinct groupings of the price-quantity observations. The data for 
the crop years 1921-22 to 1923-24 and for 1930-31 to 1932-33 group 
themselves fairly closely about what might be termed a "low de
mand curve," while the data for the other years are fairly close to 
the "high demand curve." 

In view of the fact that the data on the wheat chart refer to 
calendar years rather than to July to June crop years, it may ap
pear that these data would lend themselves to the same type of 
analysis as that employed in the pork price study. As a matter of 
fact, a procedure similar to that used in the pork price study does 
yield a high correlation. To quote: "the careful price analyst will 
not, upon obtaining such a correlation, rush forth with the explana
tion that the price of wheat at Liverpool is determined by the sup-

·E. J. Working, "Studies in Demand During Periods of Rapid Economio 
Change .. " - paper presented to the Eoonometrio Society, December 28, 1938. 
See Econom£flrica, Vol. 2, 1934, pp. 140-161. 
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ply of wheat in the world (outside Russia and China) and indus
trial production in the United States. A partial explanation of the 
high correlation is, of course, to be found in the fact that the fluc
tuations in business activity of the more important wheat-consum
ing countries of the world have been quite closely correlated in the 
past 15 years." 

This explanation is not satisfactory since, as Working points 
out, there are a number of important wheat consuming countries in 
which wheat prices have not followed a curve parallel to that of 
British wheat prices in the past four years. In some of these coun
tries "money prices" are now as high and real prices are higher 
than in 1926-27. 

To bring the above situation out more clearly Working com
puted a "world" average "real" price of wheat. This was done by 
first adjusting for the price level the money price of wheat in seven 
important wheat consuming countries and converting these adjust
ed or real prices to terms of gold cents per bushel at the par of ex
change. A weighted average of these seven series was then com
puted - the weighting being in proportion to the wheat consump
tion of the regions for which the original price series were deemed 
to be representative. The resulting prices as plotted against the 
wheat supply of the world (excluding Russia and China) are shown 
in the lower half of Chart XI. 

From this study it appears that the price of an international 
commodity such as wheat is essentially a gold price. The question 
of whether one should use "money prices" or "real prices" in meas
uring demand has been a matter of general concern among agricul
tural price analysts for some years. This question was discussed in 
Chapter II. Another question that has recently arisen is: "Should 
the prices used be currency prices or gold prices?" Working an
swers this question as follows: 

. "In order to make the question more concrete, let us 
consider this chart (Chart XII) which shows the deflated 
price of cotton (the price adjusted for price level changes) 
in relation to the supply of American cotton. Assume for 
sake of simplicity that, in so far as past analysis indicates, 
demand conditions for the 1933-34 season are expected to 
be similar to those of 1926-27. Under such conditions and 
with a supply of about 24.8 million bales, what price is to 
be expected? The chart would indicate about 9 cents per 
pound as the deflated price, but these prices on the chart 
all refer to years when a dollar was worth approximately 
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as much· as one-twentieth ounce of gold. With it now 
worth about one thirty-fourth as much as an ounce of gold, 
will the money price be increased accordingly? 

"The answer is not the same for all commodities. In 
the case of such commodities as beef and pork merely tak
ing account of prospective changes in the "all commodity" 
price level should give the approximate result. On ·the 
other hand. in the case of a commodity such as wheat one 
should estimate what the price level would have been if 
the United States had remained on the gold standard. ad
iust for that change from the August 1932 level and then 
multiply the result by about 1.69 or whatever is deemed to 
be the probable ratio of the price of gold this year to the 
old price of $20.67 per ounce. In the case of cotton one 
would come nearer the truth to adopt the procedure out
lined for wheat." 

The study of gasoline demand in the preceding chapter and the 
various studies of demand for agricultural products presented in 
this chapter· indicate that there is a great deal to learn about the 

• Attenti01l is also ...ned to the now classice1 study of demand for pota
toes made by Holbrook Work~. See Holbrook Working. "The Statistice1 De
termination of Demand Cunes,' Q1cat-1er1tl J .... ntal 0/ Ec..........c •• August 1925. 
Vol. XXXIX. pp. 603-643. • 
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behavior of prices and demand other than that "demand varies in
versely with price" as is often naively stated in text books. 

All the studies presented so far refer to demand for consumer 
goods. When attempts are made to determine the demand for capi
ta! goods new problems are met. Some of these are difficult to 
solve, but like so many difficult things they seem to offer a gold 
mine of fundamental information. In the following chapter a the
ory of demand for capital goods is presented and in Chapter VI a 
statistical verification of this theory is offered. 



CHAPTER V 

DEMAND FOR CAPITAL GoODS 

1. Definitions. So far as the author knows, no one has yet 
published a demand study for capital goods.* Various attempts 
have been made to obtain such laws but all attempts have ended in 
failure. One of the difficulties has been lack of adequate data, but 
there are other fundamental reasons. For example, another im
portant reason why such studies have been difficult to make is that i 

a certain fairly long period of time has to elapse before an incen
tive to demand is consummated in actual demand. The length of 
this period of time varies with the particular kind of capital goods i 
demanded. There is, of course, a time interval for consumer goods ' 
also, but it is not nearly so long and by using yearly data the dif
ficulty can be surmounted, as will be made apparent at ,the end of 
this chapter. In fact, there are some consumer goods for which the 
time interval is very short, a few minutes, an hour, a day, or a 
week. For capital goods the time interval is quite long; for example, 
two or three years on the average. 

Some economists have attempted to differentiate between vari
ous kinds of economic goods on the basis of the time required to 
consume the product, i.e., the life of the product. Such differentia
tion into durable and non-durable goods is inadequate for demand 
studies. Another differentiation sometimes made is on the basis of 
expected income, i.e., capital goods are goods that are to be used to 
produce income. This is a much better definition for studies of de
mand; but, of course, it should be recognized that no matter what 
definition is used there will be some goods that will fall in more 
than one class and be difficult to classify. Thus, according to 
the latter differentiation an automobile used for pleasure would be 
a consumer good, whereas the same automobile used as a taxicab 
would be a capital good. Furthermore, some capital goods will be 
durable and others will be non-durable. 

• OR. H. Whitman presentec\ a paper on the demand for pig iron before the 
Econometric Society in SYTaeuse in June. 1982, but this has not been published. 
The paper uses the method of trend analysis. After elimination of trends the 
method is essentially that of determining integral weights K(a: •• t). 'hed, for 
prices three months in advance of demand by the method of multiple eorreIa
tion. The correlations are unfortunately far from convincing, since the signs 
of terms are theoretically correct only three times out of five. 

•. ,," J '~'. 53 
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The price of a capital good (using the income definftion) 
would, of course, depend upon the expected income from the good 
and the cost of production of the good. In some instances the ex
pected income i$ the most important factor (there are usually 
physical factors of at least as much importance as price), whereas 
in other instances the price plays a role of some importance. In 
the work that follows p will be used to represent either the price 
of the good or the expected income. As far as the analysis is con
cerned, it is unnecessary to differentiate between the two and the 
careful reader will be able to differentiate and also to interpret 
the results in terms of either or both according to the interpreta
tion which is applicable to the particular problem in hand. Further
more, even though p be used only in linear relations, it does not fol
low that the theory applies only to linear demand laws, for if p is 
expected income, this might in the case of residential building be 
defined to be (R - T)/C where R is rent, T is taxes and C is cost 
(a price). 

2. Demand Incentives and Consummations. In Chapter III it 
was assumed that demand depended upon past prices and other 
quantities and present prices and other quantities. On this assump
tion an equation of demand was obtained in the form 

(2.1) yet) = q.>(t) + K(t,t)F(p) + J..!(x,b)P(X)dX. 

It was then assumed that for many products the integral term 
could be replaced by a constant factor, so that the equation of de
mand became 

(2.2) yet) =q.>(fJ) + K(t,to)F(p). 

No theoretical justification for this assumption was given, but 
in Chapters III and IV it was shown that this equation is sufficient
ly general to apply to the demand for such consumer goods as gaso
line, pork, wheat and cotton. 

As a further problem it is now proposed to investigate the 
function K(x,t). This study of the questions of why demand de
pends upon past prices and how individuals build up wants or de
sires throws considerable light on the nature of the function K (x,t) 
and makes it possible to give theoretical justification to the assump
tion pointed out above. 
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01'0 investigate the nature of K(x, t) suppose that, at the time 
t. < t, a group consisting of G, individuals comes into contact with 
an incentive to purchase, pet,). Suppose further that this group 
purchases M. units and decides to purchase a total of N. addition
al units of the goods as soon as money or credit becomes available to 
them. Some 'of the group, perhaps, decide not to purchase any 
units while others may decide to purchase more than one unit. 
Some, perhaps, purchase at the time t, and decide:to purchase other 
units in the future. The number of units N(t.) that would be pur
chased per unit time in the future from such decisions (without in
hibitions which can be discussed separately) may be assumed to be 
proportional to the incentive pet,) ; that is, 

N(t,) = l1Ip(t,) + b , 

where a. and b are constants (or functions of time in the sense ex
plained in Chapter II) • 

There will be many factors affecting the length of time re
quired for individuals to act on an incentive. Some of these factors 
will be of the same relative importance, but a few, such as credit, 
will have important special influences. For the many small factors 
it can be assumed that the time frequency distribution of those act
ing on the incentive will obey the normal law.* The peak of the 
distribution will occur M units of time after the stimulus or in
centive; i.e., M units of time after t" so that the number reacting 
at time t > t, to the stimulus at ~ may be taken to be approxi
mately 

1 -(t-t,-M)"/,ri" 
'I'(th~) = -=- II [ap(t,) + b] • 

veno 
The 'Parameters 0 and M depend on many economic and psychologi
cal factors and in the sense already explained may be assumed to 
be constants, at least for some periods of time. 

The total number reacting at any particular time to all stimuli 
prior to t, i.e .• to stimuli at to. t" to •...• t" t,." ...• t"+1 = t. is 

t. of. 1 -(t-t -M)I/' cr' 
V,(t) =t... V·(t"t) = t... -=- II • [a.p(tJ + b] • 

,.. '.0 veno 
where i = 0 refers to the first time at which a stimulus or incen
tive was given. More exactly. 

·Whittaker and Robinson. Colcul"" of Observati~ pp. 168-175. 
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• 

f apex) + b _(t-r&-M)2/2a' 
'P(t) = _ . e dx , 

V2,,0 
-00 

where x has been used to designate time t., t" .. " t'+1' * 

A simple transformation (x-t+M)/V2 0 = S leads to a form 
which, in some respects, is more suggestive of lags. 

The quantity M. consists of units purchased at t due to impor
tant factors operating at that particular time. For example, some 
buyers coming into contact with an article for the first time might 
decide to purchase immediately. An individual in a group G, who 
had made his decision to purchase four units at $1,000 each might 
purchase five units at $850 each, the latter number being better 
suited to his needs. There would also be individuals who had not 
quite decided to purchase, but whose desires had been growing ever 
since some previous time t. The amount purchased by this group 
would depend upon past prices as well as upon present price, de
pending less and less on past prices as the time is more and more 
remote. Thus, M, might be given by a formula of the type 

r ' -'W (t.--z) 
M,=F[p(t),t] + J~h(t,x)e' p(x)dx 

where M, is used to denote a function of p and t, k(t) > 0 and 
W, > O. Here t is used to indicate that there will be present factors 
other than price, pet). A function of the type 'P(t) is included in F. 

The demand yet) now takes the form 

(2.3) 
(' -'W,(t.--z) 

yet) =F[p(t), t]+ JT h(t, x)e p (x) dx 

i t apex) + b -(t-r&-M)/taZ + e dx. 
-00 V2110 

As already pointed out, M and 0 depend on many economic factors, 
the effects of anyone of which are assumed to be small. For impor-

"Irving Fisher seems to have been the first to use the idea of a distributed 
lag. See Irving Fisher, liThe Business Cycle Largely a Dance of the Dollar," 
JourMl 0' the American Statistical Association. December, 1923, p. 6. For 
further references see Irving Fisher, Thetwll 0' Interest, New York, 1930, pp. 
419-420. 
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tant special factors in the past. as. for example. credit in the case 
of residential building. corrections can be made by adding (or sub
tracting) other integral terms (corresponding to the Gram-Char
lier method of representing frequencies·) or by using weighting 
functions other than the normal probability function (correspond
ing to the Pearsonian method of representing frequency distribu
tionst). In the study of residential building presented in the next 
chapter the first method will be explained and used. A short dis
cussion of the other alternative is given here. 

For definiteness suppose that the factors affecting the periods 
of time required for the desires to purchase to materialize anto 
actual purchases are such that decisions to purchase are trans
lated into actual purchases according to a Pearsonian Type III fre
quency function. For this type of function the amount 'I1(t. t,) 
purchased by the group G at the time t > t, is given by the equa
tion 

(2.4) 

where '110. the mode of purchases. is proportional to N, '110 = .t N; 
where N is the total number of proposed purchases and l' and fJ are 
parameters not involving the time t. 

The curve (2.4). (t.. l' and fJ constants) has a zero at t" reaches 
a maximum fJ units of time af·ter t, and then approaches the t-axis 
asymptotically. Thus. (2.4) requires an assumption that many of 
the group will be able to make their purchases within a relatively 
short time (for some products one week. for others a month and 
for some perhaps a year) after t,; others will require more and 
more time and some will never be able to make their proposed pur
chases. The parameters l' and fJ quite evidently depend upon mone
tary and credit conditions. upon the prices of competing or substi
tute goods and upon various other quantities. For exam,ple. con
vincing advertising of the product presented to the group at the 
time t, may cause certain of the group to do without other products 
sooner than they would if the advertising were not so alluring. 

As pointed out above. '110 is proportional to N; that is • 
., ,.., .,,. 

tlo=AN.where).=(l'I') fJ8 ;r(l'I'+l)andr(l'fJ+l) 

·See Arne Fisher, Matllematical Tile..." 0/ Probabilities, New York, 1980, 
~m~~ . 

tSee H. L. Re.ita, Motile_tical Stutian .. , Cbieago 1927, pp. 64 et ~ 
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is the gamma function for (" f' + 1).* The number of proposed 
purchases N, will certainly be a function of the price p(t.). As a 
first approximation suppose that N = a(t)p(t) + bet). Then by 
the process of summation (integration) already described, the de
mand y can be taken to be 

r' -'W,(t, OJ) 
(2.5) yet) =F(p(t), t) + JT h(t, x)e p(x)dx 

r • -y(t--o:-p.) [ ]Y P. + JT,J.(a(x)p(x) + b(x»e (t.-x) If' dx • 

Formula (2.5) is simply a special case of formula (2.1) of 
Chapter II obtained in a slightly different way. Quite obviously 
different functions K(x, t) can be obtained by assuming different 
distributions for the consummation of purchases at the time t. Thus, 
the distribution 

11=110 [ 1+(t-::-
pJ ]"" [1+(t-t~-p.) ]~ 

m,l f" = m.1 p. , 

and the same linear law of demand decision would lead to 

K(x,t) =-<,a(x) [ 1+ (t-x-!',)I!', ]"" 

[1- (t-x-!,,)I!', ] .... 

( ) "'" )m. where -<, = m, . m, rem, + m, + 2) 
(m, + m,)m, + m,r(m, + 1)r(m, + 1) 

1 
!',+p.. 

Different kernels, K(x, t), can also be obtained by assuming 
laws of demand decision other than the linear one which has been 
assumed here, that is, by replacing p by a function of p. There are, 
therefore, a variety of forms K(x, t) that are theoretically possible. 

·See, for example, D. C. Jones, A First C<mr •• in Statistic., London 1921, 
p.22L 
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s. Approximations to Past Effects-Time Lags. It is now pro
posed to investigate conditions under which the integral terms of 
demand equations such as (2.3) and (2.5) can be neglected, or ap
proximated by other expressions which for some purposes are 
simpler. Consider first the expression 

f t apex) + b _(t--o:-M)2/Saa 
'P(t) = . e dx . 

-<Xl V2"" 

Such an expression for 'P may be mathematically correct, but 
it is, nevertheless, impracticable from the points of view of eco
nomic reality and of statistical analysis. Obviously, observations on 
p do not extend in time to t = -00 and, furthermore, if the obser
vations did extend that far in the past all the individuals who had 
such early incentives would be dead. In other words it is necessary 
to apply certsin boundary conditions of the problem. 

For this purpose, 'P can be broken down into an integral from 
-00 to t--t., and one from t--t. to t, where t. is a constant suffici
ently large to make the deviation of the first integral from its mean 
value over the infinite period of -00 to t--to negligible; that is, 

f' apex) (t--o:-M)"/J ala 
'P(t) = A. + A,p. + -=- 8 dx • 

*-t. VS"", 
(8.1) 

where A. and A, are constants (or functions of time in the sense 
used in this book) and P. is the normal (average) value of p on the 
infinite range - 00 to t - t •. 

This is the type of formula required to represent 'I' if it is as
sumed that once an incentive is offered it will be acted upon some 
time in the future, the particular time at which the action occurs 
being determined by a great many economic and physieal forces, 
anyone of which has only a small effect. 

It is especially interesting to derive the formula (3.1) since 
the method of proof gives importsnt information regarding the 
nature of time lags. To transform from the infinite range on which 
'P is defined to a finite one, write 

f' apex) + b -(t--o:-M)'/Ja' "'= e dx 
-00 vS"" 
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f ' b -(t-z-M)'/f '" 
--6 dx 

-00 yfio 

f t - t• 
ap(x) -(~-M)'/f'" + -c=-6 dx 

-CX) '112" 0 

i ' ap(x) -(t-z-M)'/f'" + -==-6 dx. 
I-t. '112"0 

By putting (x + M - t)/y2 0 = z in the first and second in
tegral, 'I' may be written in the form 

f
M

/
V1

"( b ) '1'= -CX) _ 'II'; 6-42 dz 

where 

f ' ap(x) _(~_M)2/f!'" 
F[P] =+ -=-6 dx, 

t-t. '112"0 
and 

a=(M-t.)/y2a . 

Now, the first integral in 'I' is a constant which may be called 
A.. In the second integral let P. be the average value of 1 in the 
interv"al- 00 s z s (M - t.)fy20 and let PA ('1120 z + t-M) be 
a function such that 

p(y'2oz+ t-M) =p.+ p A (y20z + t-M). 

Then by an application of the law of the mean for integrals it fol
lows that 
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where 

and 1 is a positive quantity such that t-M-l represents a time 
previous to the present time and a; is an average value of a.. Thus, 
'P/1(t-M-l) represents an average value of past fluctuations in 
incentive from an assumed normal value 10'* 

In all cases it is possible to find a to such that 

'P/1(t-M-l) ~f· 8-4' dz, 
'1/ .. -GO 

is negligible, since the integral can be made as small as desired by 
proper choice" of to. It is, therefore, always possible to write 

f' atp(:r;) -(t--.--M)I/'''' 
~=A+ ~8 U 

c-co'l/S .. o 
where A is a constant or function of time defined by the equation 
A =Ao+A,'Po. 

If to is a year or less. the effect of the integral term is com
pletely lost when yearly data are used, since the integral gives a 
weighted average of 11 for the year. Thus, for the consumer goods, 
gasoline. wheat, pork and cotton, there is no need to use the inte
gral term. For these goods a formula of the type 

'1/ = <p(t) + F[P(t), t] 

is sufficiently general. 

*J. A. Hobson. Tile ..... 01 FUftCtWu of II Re'" v.......,,"'. Vol. 1, page 617. 
The theorem referred to here does not apply to aD integral with an infinite 
range. but the transformation 11. = 1/ reduces the infinite range to a finite 
one, the flmetion ,,(a) is hounded for all values of • and ( .... /11)111" is also 
hounded on the transformed finite range. The law of the mean referred to 
here ean thus be applied to the transformed integral and then a transf<>rma
tion ean be made hack to L 
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When to is greater than a year and yearly data are used, the 
law of the mean can be applied to the integral term. In this case 
tke demand is given by an equation of the form 

yet) = '{J(t) + F[p(t), t] + F , [P(t----.?). t], 

or by further averaging by a formula of the type 

yet) = '{J(t) + ",[p(t-.?). t]. 

This is an equation involving a fixed average time lag. In statis
tical work of a preliminary nature results are more likely to be 
obtained by the use of a fixed average lag than by the use of an in
tegrallag. After such a preliminary study a formula involving dis
tributed lag can be obtained. Methodology for accomplishing this 
is given in Appendix V. 

,.. Price Forecasting and SpeC1Jlation. An analysis similar to 
the preceding can be used to determine the form a demand law 
should take when speculation is taken into account. Speculative 
demand depends upon future prices, (price used here in the general 
sense explained in Section 1) so that demand for goods that lend 
themselves to speculation depends upon past prices, present price 
and expected future prices; that is, the amount demanded at the 
time t is 

yet) =f[p(t,), ... , p(t.)p(t •• ,J, ... , p(t,..,). t,p, ••• ,p .. ], 

where t. stands for time t when purchases are made and p(t •• ,), 
... ,p(t.+,) are expected future prices. The analysis already devel
oped shows that, for hypotheses similar to those made for obtain
ing equation (3.1) of Chapter II, this expression can be replaced 
by an integral, 

yet) = '{J(t) + T r K(x, t)p(x)dx , 
Jt-to 

where T = t .. a' More generally, since special weight may be at
tached to the present price p(f)), 

yet) = '{J(t) + f. T K(x, t)p(x)dx + a.(t)p(t). 
t- t. 
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This expression can be written as 

(4.1) '11ft) = <pet) + a,.(t)p(t) + r' K(x, t)p(x)dx 
J t - t • 

+ l;,(x, t)p(x)dx, 
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where for purposes of clarity K(x, t) for x > t has been named 
",(x, t). The first three terms of (4.1) can be taken to be the same 
as the expression (3.1) of Chapter II. Thus 

S = J. T",(x, t)p(x)dx 

represents demand due to speculation. 

Long range economic forecasting has never been consistently 
successful. In fact, in view of a recent study by Alfred Cowles, III· 
of the frequency of successes of stock forecasting houses, it is some
what doubtful that any great measure of success, perhaps only suc
cess that might be expected by chance, can, at present, be obtained 
for even shorj; time forecasting of such things as security price 
changes. There are, of course, other phenomena for which there is 
some hope of short time forecasting. 

Many individuals seem to be engaged in the science (or guess
ing game) of attempting to predict what will happen to prices the 
next minute, the next hour, the next day, or the next week. An im
portant speculative problem is, therefore, the one for which 
T = t + 1. For this problem the extrapolation curve for p(x) may 
be m<!st conveniently taken as a straight line 

p(x) =p(t) + (x-t)dp/dt , It> t, 
where dp/dt is the derivative of price with respect to time; that is, 
dp/dt is the slope of the price-time curve at the time t. The assump
tion made here is that estimates of future quantities are based on 
present evidence. A substitution of the above value of p(x) in 
S yields 

I T f'·' s= ,/,(x, t)p(x)dx= ,/,(x, t) [pet) + (x-t)dp/dt]dx. . , 
·Alfred Cowles, Ill, "Can Stock Market Forecasters Forecast!", E.

.... trico, Vol. I; 1933, pp. S09-3IU. 
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An application of the first law of the mean for integrals* fol
lowed by an integration gives 

S = 'P(t +~, t) f.' + 1 [pet) + (x - t)dp/dt]dx 

= 'P(t + -D, t) [pet) + lh dp/dt] , 0 < -D < 1. 

It follows that equation (7) can be replaced by the simpler 
form 

(4.2) yet) = <pet) + A(t)p (t) + H(~)dp/dt 
+ f' K(x, t)p(x)dx , 

Jt-to 

where A(t) = a, (t) + 'P(t + -D, t) and H (t) = 'P(t + 0, t) /2. 

It will be recalled that the integral equation (4.2), or rather 
the equation for which the lower limit t - to is fixed, is invertible, 
so that it is possible to talk about forecasting either prices or con
sumption without stopping to reformulate the problem. 

In general, when prices are rising and there is reason to be
lieve that they will continue to rise, speculative demand is positive. 
When prices are falling and there is reason to believe that they 
will continue to fall, speculative demand is negative; that is, there 
is a tendency to dullljp. To satisfy the above conditions H(t) must 
be a positive function. 

Many times prices rise for a period, drop back slightly, rise a 
bit and again drop back to the preceding recession level. In such 
instances there is uncertainty regarding trends, that is, there is 
uncertainty whether prices will rise or fall. In such instances some 
speculative traders sell to avoid losses or sell short expecting to 
buy back at lower prices, some traders buy in the expectation of 
gain and some simply stay out of the market. This situation is 
characterized by the fact that dp/dt = 0; that is, demand is neither 
increased nor decreased by speculation. 

The introduction of a derivative of price into the demand equa
tion marks one of the important contributions of mathematics to 
economics in the past decade. This is due to G. C. Evans, who in 
1925 proposed a demand equation yet) = a pet) + b + k dp/dt, 

"E. W. Hobson, Tluwr1l of Functi",.. of a Real Variable, Cambridge, 1927, 
Vol. I, p. 617. Continuity of 'i'(", t) in ., for all t is asswned. 
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where tL, b and k are constants, in order to approximate the phe
nomenon that "when prices are going up the demand (for lumber) 
is insatiable, but when prices are going down it is nil until the 
price movement stops."· Although it is possible that the rise in 
price of lumber mentioned by Evans was brought about by an ex
pected increase in price, it is probable that the price of lumber in
creases because of a rising demand brought about by other factors 
(see the study on residential building in the next chapter). Never
theless, there is probably some speculative influence at work on 
lumber and there are certainly such forces at work on other prod
ucts. 

One difficulty about forecasting security prices is that there is 
always the possibility of introducing a new element that has not 
previously been taken into account. In general, security prices are 
determined by so many causes that series of security prices appear 
to be random series, but the series are, of course, subject to 'special 
factors, such as abandonment of gold, favorable Government pro
nouncements, etc. 

There are some consumer goods for which it is possible to fore
cast demand and prices two or three months in the future. As will 
be seen in the subsequent chapter, it is now possible to forecast 
residential construction for a year or so in advance of the present 
time with the probability of a reasonable degree of accuracy. 

5. Demand for Competing Products. It will be recalled that 
in Section 2 the prices p" ••. , P .. of m goods competing with the 
goods whose price is p were assumed to be constant with respect to 
time. Since the theory just developed is a dynamic one, that is, 
one in which forces are allowed to modify situations as time pro
gresses and hence one in which the time element plays an important 
role but not necessarily per 86, it was unnecessary to carry these 
parameters along in the equations· It should be remembered now, 
however, that, in accordance with the hypotheses made in Section 
2, each of the quantities tp, A, Hand K depends upon the prices of 
competing goods. For example, suppose that in a study of the re
lation of the demand for pig iron to the price of pig iron the co-

·G. C. Evans, "The Dynamies of Monoply," A ....... Math. MOIlt!J&lll, VoL 
XXXI, February 1924, p. 77. See also Evans, MatI&etnGtiooI I .. tnHlucti .... to 
BCOllotMca, New York, 1930. For the first use of an integral equation of d ... 
mand, _ C. F. Roos, "A Mathematiea1 Theory of Competition," A ....... J"",. 
of Math., Vol. '7, 1926, p. 178. See also, C. F. Roos, "Theoretiea1 Stnclies of 
Demand," BOOft ...... on..., Vol. a. 198', pp. 78-90. 
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efficient A(t) is determined statistically as a number a. This num
ber a on further analysis will be found to be made up of prices of 
competing goods such as copper, aluminum, lumber and so forth. 
Thus a might be defined by a formula such as a = a P. + c Pc 
+ l PI, where a, c and l are constants and P" Pc and PI are the 
prices of aluminum, copper and lumber respectively. • More general
ly a, c and l may be assumed to vary with the time t so that a will be 
a function of time. Thus as far as the whole of the preceding analy
sis is concerned, the quantities 'P, A, Hand K may be considered to 
be functions of present prices of competing or substitute goods and 
the time t either implicitly, as already explained, or explicitly, since 
for seasonal goods 'P and possibly other quantities may contain pe
riodic functions of the time, as, for example, cosines and sines. 

The statements made above in regard to changes in 'P, A, Hand 
K with respect to time do not mean, however, that the quantities 
are so continuously changing that statistical laws of demand can
not be determined. On .the contrary, as indicated previously, due to 
compensation of prices of competing goods, these quantities may 
remain fairly constant for periods of time that may be much in ex
cess of five'years for some commodities. In the example considered 
above, it might be possible for the price of aluminum to increase, 
the prices of copper and lumber to decrease and yet a might remain 
constantly equal to some given value, but such a situation would 
probably not prevail for long, especially if there were noticeable 
price movements. The question of what must be regarded as "long" 
may, of course, be answered differently for 'each product. 

If the prices PI (t,) , i = 1, 2, . ", m, i = 0,···, n, to = 0, 
t. = t, are not assumed to be all equal to PI(t) respectively, the 
theory of demand becomes much more complicated, but, neverthe
less, it can be readily formulated in terms of systems of integral 
equations or functional equations. Thus, the simplest case of the 
non-speculative problem leads to a system of m + 1 integral equa
tions, 

11.= ~ ['PtI(t)PI(t) + f. Ie.l(x, t)PI(x)dx ], k= 1,··" m + 1. 

There is in general no difficulty in inverting this system of 
Volterra integral equations to determine the PI(t) in terms of the 

• For a statistical study of the effects of prices of competing goods, see 
Mordecai Ezekiel, "Statistical Examination of Factors Related to Lamb 
Prices," Jr>urnal of Political Econom1l, Vol. 85, April, 1927, p. 254. 
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Yk. * In fact, entirely similar equations result with the Yk replacing 
the p" and resolvent kernels replacing the K k/. When derivatives 
are introduced and a more general functional relation is assumed, a 
system of m + 1 functional-differential equations are obtained.t 

6. This Elasticity of Demand. For a great while ,economists 
have been classifying demand as elastic or inelastic depending 
upon whether the value of the good demanded increased or decreas
ed with a fall in price and vice versa. In 1838 Augustin Cournot pro
posed to separate articles into two categories depending upon 
whether (.1y/.1p)p/y is less than or greater than one. Alfred Mar
shall defined the quantity (dy/dp)f(p/y) to be the coefficient of 
elasticity of demand. He and H. L. Moore popularized the concept 
and Moore applied the concept extensively to agricultural data and 
used it to obtain various laws of demand.~ 

Whenever the coefficient of elasticity of demand is numerico.lly 
greater than one, the demand is said to be elastic. Whenever it is 
numerically less than one, the demand is inelastic and if it is num
erically equal to one, the demand is neither elastic nor inelastic. 

For equation (4.2) the elasticity of demand is simply 
A (C)p(t)/y. For a functional demand equation of this type a func
tional coefficient of elasticity of demand might be more useful. 

Let "y'be the variation of y corresponding to a variation, "p, 
in p in the sense of the calculus of variations. Then, the functi01U1l 
coefficient of elasticity of demand may be defined to be ("y/olp)p/y. 
Thus for (4.2) with H =0, the variation in y would be given by 

fly = f. 'K(z, t) olpdz + A(t)olp. In particular, if each price of the 

goods' from the time 0 to t were increased by a constant amount 
iJp, the functional coefficient of elasticity of demand would be [ f: K(z, b)dz + A(t)] p(t)/y(t) • 

If H were not zero, there would be added a term Hd(olp)/dt to iJy. 

·Vito Volterra, /00. .u., pp. 71-74-
to. F. Roos, "A Dynamical Theory of Eeonomics." J"",f"MIl of Politiool 

E __ • Vol. XXXV. 1927. pp. 648-650. * See. for """"'l'le. Alfred Marshall. PriMip/ea of E............... London. 
1920. H. L. Moore. Sl/MAet1o E .............. New York. 1980. and Augustin eo ..... 
not. loe. cit.. pp. 52-64-
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It is important to notice that no attempt has been made to 
determine why a demand decision curve should take the form pos
tulated, or why the number making a demand decision should de
pend upon the price, or why N or M, should take any of the forms 
postulated. It would, of course, be possible to pursue these questions 
as far as one liked by analyzing human behavior, utility and so 
forth, but these studies properly belong to the sciences of psychol
ogy and sociology rather than to economics. 

The size of a market can be increased by advertising. This 
could be taken into account by postulating that the number intro
duced to a product at a certain time depends upon the advertising 
expenditures. It would then be possible to determine how demand 
varies with advertising. 

Again, if the product is one for which there will be a repeat 
demand, the number of prospective purchases will certainly depend 
upon the life of the product. Thus, one could study the effects of 
obsolescence, risk of damage, seasonal changes and so forth. Also, 
the parameters of the functions K(x, t), <p(t), etc., depend upon 
such things as monetary conditions, the psychology of the buying 
public and so forth. However, all these factors deserve consideration 
in their own right and cannot be adequately treated here. It may be 
hoped that it will be possible to push the analysis of demand fur
ther and further back to fundamental conceptions of behavior, but 
it must not be forgotten that empirical formulae will have to be 
introduced at some stage. 

One might say that the theOl"y of demand has progressed to 
a point where it is questionable that further theoretical work should 
be done until many statistical studies have been made to verify or 
disprove the hypotheses and conclusions so far reached· The sta
tistical investigation is, in Itself, a tremendous task. A new type of 
mathematical statistician is undoubtedly required to make the 
studies. Nevertheless, as has been indicated in Chapters III and IV 
and will be demonstrated in the next chapter, there are reasons to 
be optimistic regarding the possibilities of the discovery of statisti
cal laws of demand both for consumer goods and for capital goods. 



CHAPTER VI 

FACTORS INFLUENCING RESIDENTIAL BUILDING* 

1. Building Cycles. Analysis of the post-war prosperity shows 
that it was building which led the way out of the short post-war 
depression in 1921, and that it was building which started to sag 
early in 1928, one year before the culmination of the new era pros
perity in mid-1929. The same relationship was true in previous 
major cycles, although the dominant type of construction was not 
invariably construction of buildings - it was railroad building in 
the major cycle of the 80's. Variation in activity in the Construc
tion Industry is a primary cause of the major periods of boom and 
depression which have characterized business in the United States 
over the past century. 

The cycle of the residential building industry is the longest and 
most extreme of any. The building peak may be 1,500 per cent above 
the trough. Typical major swings last from 10 to 20 years with a 
mean of about fifteen years. It has been maintained by some that 
these typical swings are brought about by the financial custom of 
extending five and ten year mortgages. This is hardly a correct 
statement, as wiil be seen by the following study, but it must be ad
mitted that most building is done at the highest prices and the 
mortgages placed then usually run for five or ten years. There is, 
of course, always a necessity for making careful differentiation 
betw,een "cause" and "accompaniment," and in a study of such a 
problem as residential building great care must be taken to make 
this distinction. 

A smoothing out of the cycle in building activity would un
doubtedly accomplish a great deal in smoothing out trade cycles. 
It is, therefore, of paramount importance to understand the causes 
underlying building activity. 

"This Btudy represents a joint effort of Vietor von Szeliski, Roy Wenzliclc 
and Charl ... F. Roos. It ..... undertaken at the suggestion of Dr. Alexander 
Sachs when he was Direetor of the Division of Reseerch and Planning of 
the National Recovery Administration. Max Sasuly and Vietor Perlo of the 
Division made noteworthy contributions to the statistieaI technique. The study 
was presented to the Econometric Society at Boston, Massacl1usetts, Decem
ber 80, 1933, as .. joint paper by Victor von SzeIiski and C. F. Boos. SH 
Econ_enca. April. 1934.. 
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Conservative estimates indicate that there were three to five 
million workers directly or indirectly dependent upon the construc
tion industry in the last decade. These are now for the most part 
out of work. The burden of unemployment caused by the virtual 
disappearance of activity in capital goods industries is too great to 
be shifted to consumers' goods industries, at least in a short period 
of time. 

The purpose of this chapter is to elucidate the "causes" of 
variations in the volume of residential building and ·to measure 
their relative importance, thereby providing a reasoned and ration
al basis for national and sectional planning to smooth out the busi
ness cycle. The study leads to the conclusion that there are three 
main factors affecting residential building: 

(a) Growth in the number of families, affecting demand for 
new accommodations. 

(b) The net rental income on buildings as a per cent of the 
replacement cost. A ten per cent net rental return usually leads to 
a high level of construction activity; a five per cent return, to a 
very low level. In other words, the volume of building operations is 
largely determined by expected profits on the building. 

(c) The supply of funds for investment, that is, the general 
credit situation, as measured by foreclosures. This is by far the 
most important factor affecting cycles in residential building. 

The reader may inquire why the study is restricted to St. Louis. 
One compelling reason is that adequate measures of rent, volume of 
construction, occupancy and foreclosures are not available for any 
other city. Roy Wenzlick, after several years of assiduous research, 
has collected reliable, complete statistics for St. Louis. Without his 
research this study would have been impossible. 

Another reason for confining attention to one city is that 
mechanisms are more readily revealed by microscopic analysis than 
by macroscopic; it is possible to analyze out cause and effect with
out having to depend too heavily on the hypothesis "other things 
being equal"; the measures are more nearly direct measures of a 
single quantity, instead of averages and aggregates of heterogen
eous quantities of uncertain weight. The law of averages conceals 
as often as it reveals, and while it may sharpen the delineation of a 
statistical law or relationship, it may effectively bury the mechan
ism of which the law is but the measurement of the end result. 
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2. The Basic Data. Attention is invited to Table V. which shows 
the number of family accommodations provided for in all the build
ing permits issued in St. Louis from 1890 to 1933. A single family 
residence is counted as one unit and a twenty-four family apartment 
is counted as twenty-four units. Churches, industrial and commer
cial buildings are not counted unless they contain residential quar
ters.* 

A detailed description of the data and sources will be found in 
Appendix III. The data were carefully gathered and were assembled 
scientifically and are believed to be quite reliable. 

Column 2 shows the number of families, interpolated from 
Census figures, and Column 3 the first differences. Columns 4 and 
5 represent values from other data as explained later on. 

The sixth column gives gross rentals on a typical four family 
flat described below in relation to Column 11. The figures are aver
ages of actual rentals on this type of building for 1924-1932, and 
estimates for 1897-1923, based on average asking rentals as adver
tised in newspapers. The per cent of dwellings occupied is shown in 
the seventh column. Figures for 1930-33 are based on actual sur
veys, and those for prior years are carefully estimated from a var
iety of indices. These indices invariably led to the same per cent 
of occupancy and checked with the actual survey figures. These 
compilations were also supplied by Mr. Wenzlick. Column 8 is the 
product of Columns 6 and 7. 

Taxes (Column 9) are actual taxes for 1924-33 and estimated 
taxes for prior years obtained by linking on an index of taxes, which 
is the average real estate tax in St. Louis per family. This index 
agreed very well with actual figures for recent years. It was sub
mitted to real estate students of long experience, who declared their 
satisfaction as to its substantial accuracy for the entire period. 

Column 11 shows replacement cost for a typical St. Louis resi
dential building for the period 1900-1933. This particular building 
was selected because it was probably duplicated in greater number 
with very slight variations than any other general type.t The 
specifications were changed several times during the period to give 
recognition to changes in materials available and differences in 

·See Real Estate Analyst, October, 1932 and July, 1932. 
t·The variations in the cost of fhis building have been compared with the 

variations in the cost of the four other residential buildings which are reported 
regularly in the Real Est",t. Ana.1Ilst. Thia comparison has demonstrated clearly 
that this buildjng is typical (so far as cost fluctuation. go) of ·residential 
building. generally during this period. 
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building practices. For example, during the past year conduit and 
BX replaced the knob and tube wiring formerly allowed. The kitch
en drain boards in 1907 were wooden, the toilets had high wooden 
tanks, the bathtubs were on legs, the bath floors were not tile and 
the other floors were not hardwood. As most of the buildings of 
this type were built "open shop", labor costs were computed on 
what was actually paid, rather than on soinescale which, at least 
in periods of depression, is only nominal. Overhead as here used 
includes cost of city permits, inspections, financing, interest during 
construction and estimated profit made by the builder. Details of 
Cost are given in Table VI. 

Foreclosures were obtained directly from the recorder's books. 
They included all real estate property, apartments, houses, commer
cial buildings, etc. The number of foreclosures per year was ex
pressed as a rate per 100,000 families. 

It must be kept in mind, in connection with the foreclosure rate 
in St. Louis, that the laws of Missouri make it possible for the hold
er of a mortgage to take over the property twenty-one days after 
default, at an expense generally under one hundred dollars. This 
makes the St. Louis index far more sensitive to current credit con
ditions than would be the case in a state where a long period must 
elapse before the property in default can be taken over and where 
the expense of foreclosure is a sizable item. 

8. General Relationships between the Variables. The number 
of new family accommodations (dwellings) * is shown in Chart XIII. 
It will be noticed that the data cover two complete cychis. The first 
cycle covers an interval of 18 years (1900-1918) and the second an 
interval of 15 years at least (1918-1933). The maxima are about 
seventeen times the minima, and upwards, an amplitude shown by 
very few other industries. 

Chart XIV shows gross rents, that is. rents times occupancy, 
and net rents after taxes are deducted, replacement cost, and. for 
comparison, the volume of building. 

Chart XV shows the foreclosure rates and the volume of build-
ing. 

• As is fairly well known. monthly data for volume of new building con
stitutes what appears to be a random series; that is, one that might be ob
tained by drawing cards or by some other game of chance. Many of the ran
dom errors are connected ones, however, so that if a longer period of time is 
used as for example, a year, much of the randomness disappears. See Appen .. 
dix II. 
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NEW RESIDENTIAL BUILDING IN ST. LOUIS 

CHART XIII 
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Residential building in St. Louis proper has gone through two major 
cycles sinee 1900. Physical building need., as calculated from number of fami
lies, were fairly stable until 1920. Sinee then the rate of population growth 
has dropped sharply. with a consequent diminution of building needs. 

It seems clear from even a superficial study of these charts 
that new building is in1luenced by cost of construction, rents, taxes, 
percentage of occupancy, and foreclosure rates. 

Chart XIV shows that the replacement cost of the building des
cribed was about $10,000 at the turn of the century. From 1904 to 
1907 it increased sharply to about $11.500 and then stabilized near 
that figure through 1915. Starting with that year, replacement 
cost began a new and very rapid advance, accelerating sharply to a 
pronounced peak in 1920. Thereafter, the cost dropped sharply dur
ing 1921 and 1922 and again rose, duplicating the 1920 peak in 1925. 
Then commenced a long downward sweep which culminated only 
when pre-war levels were reached in 1938. 
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RENTALS AND COST 

CHART XIV 

COST RENT 
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Gross rentals alone do not measure the income on property. Vacancies 
and taxes must be allowed for. The downward movement of rents, whieh 
started in 1926, has been aggravated by increasing vacancies and mounting 
taxes. Net rent after taxes is baek to pre-war levels. 

Replacement cost includes cost of lot, and overhead. Neither rent alone 
nor cost alone is significant, but their ratio is. Costs are significantly high ar 
low only in relation to net rentals. Although rents did rise in 1918-1919-1920, 
costs lOSe so much more rapidly that demand for dwellings was choked off. But 
the equally high costs of 1924-25 did not affect building adversely because in 
the meantime rents had risen. 

Cost and building volume must also be studied in conjunction 
with gross rental, rental and occupancy, and rents less taxes. Ac
cording to Chart XIV rentals showed a sharp rise from 1900 
through 1904, then a gentle sagging and stabilization until 1919. 
In the following year rents advanced sharply, again in 1921, and 
continued to rise. though less rapidly, in 1922, 1923 and 1924. In 
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FORECLOSURES AND NEW RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

CHART XV 
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The foreclosure rate, which measures the pressure of foreclosed proper
tiee on the market, and indirectlf the supply of eredit, is the chief determi
nant of the building cycle. The mverse movement of foreclosures and build
ing is quite clear. Fluctuations in foreclosures are followed about two years 
later by inverse fluctustions in building. 

the year 1924 rents reached their peak, and ·thereafter they sagged 
slow~ until 1930. With the onset of the depression the decline ac
celerated until in 1933 rents had dropped back to pre-war levels. 
Taxes show a gradual advance from 1900 through 1917, then a very 
persistent advance through 1929, then stabilization. for two years, 
and finally a moderate reduction. 

If these charts are studied and compared, certain general con
clusions can be drawn which bear out the commonly accepted 
theories of the building cycle. The first boom, that of 1905-1909, 
was preceded by a considerable advance in rentals culminating in 
1904. It was apparently brought to a stop by the persistent sagging 
of rentals through 1908-1910, combined with rising taxes and cost 
stabilized at the then high level of 1907. The sharp drop in building 
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from 1915 to 1918 was clearly due to the sharp rise in replacement 
cost which was not compensated for in any way by a rise in rents 
(accentuated in 1918 by war-time prohibitions on building). Rents 
remained relatively stable. They did not start to rise until 1920, 
and in that year they were more than offset by a continued rise in 
replacement cost. It was not until rents had risen to still higher 
levels in 1921 and 1922 and cost had dropped in the same two years, 
bringing rent and cost once more into a favorable relationship, that 
building really got under way. It was the closing of the gap between 
cost and rent which generated the great building boom of the 
twenties. This is brought out more clearly in Chart XVI. Rents 
continued to rise until 1924, and attained for a short time a level 
which drew building up to a newall-time peak in 1925. Then the 
tide commenced to ebb; rents turned down while taxes continued 
their upward course, although these factors were offset to some 
extent by a moderate drop in replacement cost. The really ominous 
factor here was the increase in foreclosures which will be discussed 
below. By 1933 both rents and replacement cost approximated pre
war levels (a level which had proved only moderately stimulating 
in the pre-war years), but taxes continued at an extremely un
favorable level. 

Chart XV furnishes a further explanation of the building 
cycle which reinforces the preceding analysis. The most important 
element is the rate of foreclosure. This has at least a three-fold in
fluence. First, foreclosed houses are additions to the supply, so that 
prospective buyers may purchase a foreclosed house instead of 
building. Second, foreclosures affect ·the general value of buildings 
in the community in which they take place, and impair the eql1lties 
and mortgages. Third, foreclosures are a measure of the state of 
the investment market, of the willingness of bankers to loan or to 
refrain from pressing debtors, of the very availability of credit it
self from either banks or long term investors. This line has a dis
tinct forecasting quality. Note that the low foreclosures of 1904-
1907 correspond to the high building of 1906-1909; that the rising 
foreclosures from 1907-1916 correspond to the declining building of 
1909-1918; that the high foreclosures of the years 1915-1917 were 
followed two years later by the low building of 1918-1920; that the 
very low foreclosures of 1921-1925 were followed by years of gen
erally high building in 1923-1926; that the precipitous rise of fore
closures since 1925 and 1926, culminating in an all-time peak in 
1933, is associated with the precipitous decline in building starting 
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COST OF CONSTRUCTION, INCENTIVE AND 
NEW BUILDING 

CHART XVI 
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This chari: show. the ratio of cost to net rental, and ita reciprocal, which 
i. & measure of incentive. Most building takes place after costa have declined to 
about 10 or 12 times net rentals, and the rental retum on the investment (in
centive) is between 8 or 10 per cent. Not much building takes place when 
costs are 18 to 20 times net rentals, and the incentive is only 6 or 6 per cent. 

Building follows incentive and cost ratio by about' 2 years on the average. 
Although incentive remained high in 1929, 1930 and 1931, building 

dropped off because of the other and more important factor of credit supply, 
which ,contracted on an unprecedented scale. 

in 1929, the end of which is not yet in sight. To summarize, high 
rents, low costs, low tsxes and conditions measured by low fore
closures are favorable to building; and low rents, high tsxes, high 
costs and conditions measured by high foreclosures are unfavorable 
to building. 

While these graphical pictures certainly convey useful infor
mation, they do not synthesize into one result the action of each of 
the four factors, foreclosures, replacement costs, rentals, and tsxes, 
and they do not enable one to say how important each factor is. A 
more intricate method of analysis is necessary, and although it is 
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somewhat difficult to carry out, there is no escape if an adequate 
account of the situation is to be given. 

4. Building Need. A quantity which is called "building need" 
for lack of a better term can be derived from: the decennial Census 
data on the number of families, and the interpolated annual data. It 
is based on the assumption that there is, in the long run, approxi
mately one dwelling per family. This quantity represents the long
term influence of population, as opposed to the cyclic forces of 
rentals, credit, and so on. The number of new family accommoda
tions needed per year if each family is to have a dwelling is obvious
ly the number of dwellings abandoned in a year plus the increase in 
the number of families. 

It is possible to determine empirically the crude replacement 
rate (ratio of dwellings torn down or otherwise destroyed during 
a year to the number of dwellings at the beginning of the year) by 
summing the actual new buildings and setting this sum equal to 
the replacement rate multiplied by the sum of the number of fam!· 
lies plus the sum of the change in the number of families. If b is 
the num:ber of family accommodations needed per year and B is the 
number of family units built per year, D is the number of dwellings 
available for occupancy, r is the crude replacement rate, and m is 
the number of families, then over a long period of tilml, 1900-1933, 
the sum of b = sum of B = r X (sum of m from 1900 to 1933) + 
(m at 1933 minus m at 1900). This gives the crude replacement 
rate as .00439 approximately. But this is only an average value for 
the period. The replacement rate cannot be taken as a constant to 
determine the building need. Its value changes during the evolution 
of a population.· 

Satisfactory values of the replacement rate cannot be computed 
without a knowledge of the survival curve for residential buildings 
and this curve is, unfortunately, unknown. The problem is rendered 
still more difficult by the probability that the life curve for dwellings 
changes'with business conditions, and building technique, materials 
and equipment. The Gordian knot was cut, as far as this study is 
concerned, by putting the replacement rate equal to 0.004 during 
1900-1920, and thereafter increasing it towards an assumed equi
librium value of 0.01 to be attained about 1960. (See Column 
4 of Table V). The replacement rate was assumed constant through 

·See A. J. Lotka, "Structure of a Growing Population," Hutfl/Jfl B4ologll, 
Vol. S (4) 1931, pp. 409-493. 
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1920 because the rate of increase of the number of dwellings avail
able for occupancy was fairly constant until that year. The rapid 
increase thereafter is by analogy with the rapid increase in the 
crude death rate in a population growing according to the logistic 
curve once the "knee" of the curve is passed, as brought out by 
Lotka.* 

It is believed that this rough-and-ready determination of the 
replacement rate can be accepted as good enough, because the 
need for new building is determined mostly by the increase in the 
number of families. Building need is shown in Chart XIII. 

5. Building Incentive. A capital goods industry (a family 
building unit produces the service of shelter) is stimulated by a 
profit incentive. A real estate investor will build when the yield on 
the investment is high enough. A renter will build when he can 
do so more cheaply than by continuing to rent. This desire to 
possess will, of course, not be gratified immediately since various 
inhibiting factors will appear. Thus, a renter may today desire to 
build his own home, but, because of the necessity for carrying out 
a lease contract, or because of numerous small causes, such as 
necessity for settling current accounts, "completing" the education 
of his children, and so forth, he may be unable to act immediately. 
Then, of course, there is the major inhibiting factor of the availa
bility of funds for financing the construction activity. t 

Construction experts say that the building incentive should 
on the average precede the actual building by two to four years,~ 
and the financing factor by one to three years. 

To find a measure of incentive the first step is to calculate the 
average gross rental per dwelling by multiplying rent by per cent 
occupancy. Taxes are then subtracted from the result. The re
Illlainder is net rental. Computations show that while gross rentals 
are still somewhat above pre-war levels, net rentals are below. The 
19S5 net rental was lower than that of any year but one since 1901. 
This is partly due to the high vacancies then existing, but mostly 
to high real estate taxes. Neither assessments nor rates were adjust
ed downwards in proportion to replacement cost. 

·See also Chapter VII. 
t "For a very few, the ease of lInaneing does not act as an inhibiting factor. 

It must be remembered, however, that this study deala with mass reactions 
and not with any individual's reeetion. * Four eo..struetlon eeonomista were interviewed on this matter. One sug
aested 2 yean, one 21i years, one 8 years, and one 81i years. 
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Rental is income on some sum. The sum in question is, of 
course, the cost of the property on which the rental is received as 
return, so that rents, .occupancy, taxes and current replacement 
costs may be combined in the following formula: 

Rent X Occupancy - Taxes 
Cost 

This is the rate of return on a real estate investment. It is return 
either to a landlord or to an owner living in the house who gets 
actual rental satisfaction. * . 

Furthermore, much property is mortgaged (about 40 per cent 
of all property) and there is, therefore, a further risk associated 
with the income, the chance of not getting the income because of 
foreclosure. How foreclosures, I, ought to enter into the determina
tion of new building is not entirely clear, but close analysis reveals 
a likely assumption and statistical results verify the assumption. t 
At first glance, I appears to be of small importance; its average 
value is 0.005 and it was as low as 0.00139. This value would make 

the expectation of income equal to 0.99861 Rp -;; T , where R is 

annual rent, P is percentage occupancy, T is taxes and C is replace
ment cost, a refinement hardly worth bothering about. However, 
this view is not correct, for 

(1) The prospective builder is interested in avoiding fore
closure for more than one year; the probability of foreclosure for 
him is, therefore, not I, but nl, where n is an as yet undefined num
ber of years. 

(2) The money at risk is not a year's net rent, but the value 
of the property, or the capitalized value of rentals for many years 
in advance. Taking this at 15 times one year's net rent, the expecta.
tion of loss, neglecting interest, is 15 nf(Rp - T), and the net in-

centive is Rp ~ T (1- 1001). Assuming n = 10, (1- 15nf) = 
0.25, which is a factor not to be lightly disregarded. 

'Not strictly. The occupa.ncy factoT does not apply to an owner who will 
himself live in the house he builds. The money yield in his case would be 
(rent - taxes) -+- (replacement cost). However, some people argue that a.n im
portant reason for owning a home is that a home owner does not have to pay 
for vacancies, so the hypothesis is not invalidated here. 

t Economic theory rarely indicates a particular mathematical function. 
See footnote p. 26. 
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(3) Even (1) and (2) do not adequately describe the actual 
situation. They would if the choice were between building or not 
having a house or investment at all. But this is not so. The pros
pective builder can alternatively build, buy a house already on the 
market, put his money in government bonds or other securities, or 
invest it in a business. As a consequence, the coefficient of f cannot 
be determined a priori and indeed a statistical analysis indicates 
that f does not even enter linearly. Nevertbeless, as a first approxi
mation it is possible and permissible to take the expected income 
returnE as 

E=I(1-AfJ , 

where I = (Rp - TUC and A is a constant. To repeat, R = gross 
rental, p = occupancy, T = taxes, C = cost. E may be assumed to 
be the quantity which on the average affects the making of a de
cision to build. 

Should not E be divided by the interest rate on long term 
bonds, on the hypothesis that it is the relative attractiveness of 
investment in building lI6rBUB investment in bonds? This question 
was given careful consideration and the proposal rejected for the 
following reasons : 

(1) The choice for the home owners in the low to 
middle income group is in general not home 116r8UB bonds, 
but home 116r8UB savings account, or continuing to pay rent 
116r8UB building a house, or buying one already built. 

(2) The decision for those in the upper income 
groups hinges chiefly on intangible values and the ability 
to finance. 

(3) Many of those interested in real estate only 
from the investment angle confine their operations to real 
estate alone and do not consider bonds as a substitute. 

(4) Building contractora who obtain financing for 
houses are not interested in bonds as a possible substitute 
since their profit comes from construction operations. 
Nearly tbree-quarters.of all residential houses are built by 
speculative contractors. 

(5) Since foreclosures are intimately related to 
general credit conditions and therefore to the bond market, 
the effect of bond yields, if any, is taken care of implicitly 
in the foreclosure functions. 
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(6) The really important financial factor is the 
availability of funds. This is not measured by interest 
rates. 

6. A Measure of Credit Inhibition. It takes a little time after 
conditions actually become favorable before numbers of people 
realize that building is worth while. They build in proportion to 
the expected income unless financing is difficult at a later date. 
Besides this, there is building for other causes, by people who "just 
want a home anyway," and who can finance themselves if necessary. 
Therefore, it should be possible to write. 

(6.1) New I Con- f X J Expected 
Building = stant 1 Income 

Buildin .} 1 Building dis- 1 d to g couraged by 
ue - financing diffi-

other causes culties 

This equation states simply that part of the new building is 
due to expected income and part to other causes, as, for example, 
building by people. of means for self-gratification. As will be seen 
by the statistical analysis, these other causes appear to be remark
ably constant and variations due to them can be safely neglected. 
Speculative builders, who are responsible for nearly three-quarters 
of all residential building, of course, build because they expect to 
sell at a profit, that is, at more than cost. Whether or not they 
expect to be able to sell at more than cost depends upon the expected 
rental income from the property, that is, a prospective buyer con
tinues to rent until he sees a rental income advantage in owning a 
home.* 

Now consider the inhibition of building by the withholding of 
credit or investment funds. As a first approximation this may be 
taken to be proportional to the foreclosure rate, increasing as the 
foreclosure rate increases and consequently decreasing as it de-

·This is not strictly true since there are intangible factors other than 
rental income that enter into home ownershipl but, nevertheless, rental income 
is a very important factor and the equation nas been written to take care of 
the "other causes!' , 
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ereases.· The proportionality should not be expeeted to hold, how
ever, at both extremes of foreelosures. That is, there will be some 
foreelosures even in prosperous times when there is no diffieulty in 
financing and there will be financing (probably by owner's cash), 
no matter what the foreclosure rate is. As a first approximation, 
it might be expected that new building ean be represented by a 
formula of the following type: . 

{

Family 
units 
built ! fraction } I 

} 

. Rent X J of un~ts - Taxes 
= Constant 1 oceupled 

Replacement Cost 

+ Constantt - (constant) X (foreclosures per year) 

The constants are empirical eoefficients depending upon the. 
size and other characteristics of the city in question. They are to 
be determined by statistical methods. 

In terms of mathematical symbols 

Rp-T 
B=A. C (l-A,f)-AJ+A. 

where 
R = rent in dollars 
T = taxes in dollars 
C = replacement eost in dollars 
p = fraction of units occupied 
f = number of foreclosures per unit time (year), per 

100,000 families. 
and A .. Au A .. A. are empirical constants. 

·The interest rate has sometimes been used as a measme of the ease of 
financing. But this i. not justified, for interest rates are closely regulated by 
laws and customs. The supply and demand for money cannot, .therefore. re
Sect Itself in price variations and must perforce work itself out as the offering 
or withholding of loanable funds. This i. particularly true of St. Louis, where 
the mortgage rate has been sis per cent for decades. 

t 'Essentially building due to other causes. 
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The above equation can be simplified into 

B=A. Rp-T 
C 

Rp-T 
AoAJ -C-- - Ad + A, 

The dimensions of the various quantities are as follows: 

B=MT-l 
T (taxes) = T-' (time) 
C=l 
p=l 
(Rp - T)/C = T-l 

R=T-l 
A.=M 
f= T-l 
A,=T 
A.=M 
A,=MT-' 

It seems preferable to recast the equation so that the A's will 
be independent of the size of the city. To accomplish this, write 

] 
Rp-T ] (6.2) B = b A.-a--- (l-A,f) -A.f+A. 

where b is the quantity derived from the number of families in St. 
Louis. 

The new A'8 can be obtained from the data by the method of 
least squares, or some other method of curve fitting. The fit can 
most conveniently be made to B /b = p •• 

If simplicity only were wanted, a linear equation in the vari
ables could be used, but a linear correlation between as many vari
ables as B, b, R, T, C, P, f, (with trend eliminated) often leads to 
such inadmissible results as a positive coefficient for C, and the like. 
In many instances linear formulas are sufficient, but econOInic 
statisticians must break away from the general belief that the first 
two terma (constant and one other) of a Taylor's series (power 
series, a. + a,.x + a"x' + ... ) are always sufficient to represent a 
function. A method that is theoretically sounder is that of deducing 
the functional form from the conditions of the problem. This point 
is brought out more clearly by the problem here under considera
tion. 

·For a discussion of the question of the theoretical validity of time seri .. 
correlations, see Appendix I. 

The ratio, p, is a scalar quantity. The A's in the rewritten equation 
have the following dimensions. 

A.= T=A, =A.; 
A,=l 

It will generally be found that equations written ao that the coefficients to be 
empirically determined do not involve M are safer to use and IImore rational" 
than those, the coefficients of which do not involve M. 
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Formula (6.2) gives a very satisfactory explanation of the 
interactions of the various factors if [(Rp - T) Ie] [1- Af) is led 
three years ahead of building, and A.t is led two years. It is unsat
isfactory, however, because for high foreclosure rates new building 
is negative. This is because of the A., term, and therefore, cannot 
enter linearly. A function F(f) is needed which satisfies these con
ditions: 

F very small for foreclosure rate of 10 per month 
(highest prosperity) 

F increases slowly with , for' above 70 per month 
(70 represents the peak rate of previous depressions). 
F approaches 1 for large values of ,. 

An expression of the type 

F = 1-11.1' 

will serve very well for the range of values which, takes, although 
it cannot hold for very small values of f. 

The same remarks apply to the term (1- A,f). It is best re
placed by a function W (f), of the type 

W=(l-g) +g(10)-A' • 

This approaches (1- g) as a lower limit for f large. The value 
(1- g) = 0.6 has much to commend it, because 60 per cent of 
residential property is owned outright. It may be safely said, how
ever, that as f increases, the investor, and even those who do not 
need to finance their homes by borrowing, become discouraged .and 
put their money into other things; that is, high foreclosure rates 
dampen the incentive still further and affect the actions of those 
who are free of debt. Thus it is more nearly correct to put the 
lower power limit at .10 instesd of .60· A relationship involving f 
that takes these requirements into account is 

W=1-.9(1-1Q-A'), where A is a constant and f stands 

for the number of foreclosures per year per 100,000 faDruies. 

°The lower limit .10 was decided upon after consultation with building 
-experts. It was not decided upon by & least square determination or other 
manipulation involving curve fitting. The "best" values are not n~i1y 
th_ determined by a least square fit to the observations, partieularly in time 
aeries analysis. Other facts, e ...... of a non-Quantitative character, may properly 
play a part in determining an empirieal equation. 
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When! is very large, 10-A ' is almost zero, and W is approxi
mately 0.10. Furthermore, when I = zero, 10-At = 1 and W = 1. 
The expression for W can be written more simply as 

W = .10 + .9(10)-A' , 

Finally, in order to allow for a possible non-linear relationship 
between I and the other variables, an exponent a may be added. 
Thus the equation finally assumes the form 

7. Method 01 Solution by Iteration. Values for the empirical 
constants may be obtained by a process of iteration.· 

Initially, a may be taken equal to 1, and W(t) and F(f) taken 
as linear functions of I, as in equation (6.1). The lag between IW 
and B may be taken as three years, and between F and B as two 
years. Values for A., A" A., and A. may be obtained by the method 
of least squares. 

Next, .the residuals 

[ 
B Rp-T ] (7.1) b - A. --C- (1- A,j) - A, + A. 

may be calculated, and plotted against I. Analysis of the residuals 
.leads to the formula 

F= 1- 129.6 • 
I 

New values may then be calculated for A., A" A, and A. by the 
ll¥lthod of least squares, the new F replacing the old linear relation
ship in the equation 

(7.2) B/b=fJ=AJ(1-A./)-A,F+A., 

Then (7.2) may be rewritten in the form 

(7.3) [fJ + A,F -A.l/AJ = function of I. 

·The method of successive iteration has been used extensively in the 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the U. S. Department of Agriculture; 
see Mordecai Ezekiel, M.thod1J of Correlation Analysi., 1930. The validity of 
the process of iteration for solving normal equations was proved by Gauss and 
Seidel in 1847. See Whittaker and Robinson, Calcul .... of Ob ..... ations, p. 255. 
The use of iteration methods far obtaining constants entering non-linearly, and 
for obtaining general graphical functions by the analysis of residuals, requi .... 
careful examination. 
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It is found that the quantity W, = .10 + .9 (10)·AI with A = 
0.0006515 can be used to represent the function of I on the right
hand side of this equation. 

The iteration process may be carried further by adding exp~ 
nents to the 1 and W, factors, namely a = 0.86 for 1 and,. = 0.7 for 
W,. To determine these exponents the equation may be transformed 
to logarithmic form and a and,. determined by the method of least 
squares. 

At this point the iteration process could be interrupted to re-. 

examine the lag relationship. The quantity A.r~r plotted as a 
time series on transparent paper may be carefully ,compared 
with (fJ + A.F - A.). The curves are most nearly congruent when 

the lead of laW rover fJ is two and a half years instead of three 
years as originallY' assumed. The two year lead of F(!) over fJ is 
confirmed by a similar test. 

1,-1 may now be replaced by 1 = lh(1 ••• + 1 • ...) and W, (I •.• ) 
by w, = W,(lh/.·. + lh/l-l)' 

A redetermination of the various constants gives the result 

fJ == 16.63 p. W,'- - 1.022F + 0.20 . 

At this point it is desirable to replace the complicated expression 
W .. - by a simpler one. For this purpose the residuals ' 

(fJ + 1.022F - 0.20)116.631° .•• 

may bl! plotted against the quantity I. = V2(1.·. + I .-1)' By chang
ing the coefficient A of I inW, to .00045, a new function W is found 
that differs only slightly from W,o.- • 

Values of the functions 

W = 0.1 + 0.9 X 10 -0.00045,. and F = 1-129.61/ 

are shown in Table VII. 

The formula 

(1.4) B=b[16.63 P."W-l.022F+O.20] 

gives a satisfactory representation of actual residential building as 
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shown in Chart XVII and, therefore, the iteration process need not 
be carried further. * 

Table VIII shows calculated building, actual building and the 
residuals, actual and calculated. The average residual is 585, or 
0.163 of the average number of dwellings constructed. The standard 
deviation of the residuals, 0, is 730. The standard error of estimate 
cannot be computed because the observations are not independent. 
Until some way is found to determine the number of independent 
observations for time series, any attempt to relate correlation 
studies of time series to the theory of probability are futile since 
they must be based on arbitrary assumptions regarding the number 
of independent observations.t In view of this unsettled state of 
theory, it seemed undesirable to attempt to estimate the probability 
of getting any particular residual. 

It is possible that the residuals are due to inadequate complex
ity of the law assumed and in part to inaccuracy of data, but, as 
already pointed out, great care was taken to obtain accurate data. 
It is extremely interesting to note, however, that certain of the 
residuals can be accounted for by factors which were necessarily 
disregarded in the analysis. Building was larger than calculated in 
1914-1915. It appears that in these years certain St. Louis indus
tries, such as the leather industries, were sharply stimulated by war 
orders. Factories were built on the outskirts of the city, and work
men's houses were built nearby. There was a sharp increase in the 
b (building need) in particular areas of the city, which is not 
measured by the b for the city as a whole. Building became profitable 
in the affected areas, because the volume of space rentable in these 
areas at the going price increased. In other words, the demand 
curve changed suddenly. In 1918 industrial activities not related to 
war purposes were discouraged by the Government. In 1928 a 
feverish expansion of credit took place as a result of the "easy 
money" policy. It manifested itself in a stock market boom which 
furnished windfall income to a larger sector of the American popu
lation than ever before. It stimulated purchases of consumers' 
goods, and, as seems to be indicated here, it also stimulated resi
dential building. Actual building was about 35 per cent higher than 
calculated. The large negative residuals in 1931, 1932 and 1933 may 

• As good a tit as obtained here is seldom found in the domain of economics. 
The verification of hypotheeis found here compares favorably with veriti .... 
tiona of many physical hypotheses. 

tAppendix III is devoted to a study of random errors and random alter
nating errors. This ia a related problem. 
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TABLE VII 
FORECLOSURE FUNCTIONS 

Inhibitive 
effect of 

ForecloB\U'ea 
f .... _ 

Dampinc effect 
per 100,000 OD capital of forecloaurea 
I.mm. 1lUPP17 on incentive 

f F W 
100 -0.296 .911 
110 -0.178 .903 
120 -0.080 .895 
130 0.003 .887 
140 0.074 .879 
150 0.136 .870 
160 0.190 .862 
170 0.238 ·854 
180 0.280 .847 
190 0.318 .839 
200 0.352 .832 
225 0.424 .813 
250 0.488 .794 
275 0.259 .777 
300 0.568 .760 
325 0.601 ·743 
850 0.630 .726 
875 0.654 .710 
400 0.676 .695 
425 0.695 .680 
450 0.712 .664 
475 0.727 .650 
600 0.741 .636 
650 0.764 ·609 
600 0.784 .683 
650 0.801 .659 
.700 0.815 .636 
760 0.827 .614 
800 0.838 .493 
850 0.847 .473 
900 0.856 .454 
960 0.864 ·437 

1000 0.870 .419 
1100 0.882 .888 
1200 0.892 .358 
1800 0.900 .834 
1400 0.908 .811 
1500 0.914 .290 
1600 0.919 .271 
1700 0.924 ·256 
1800 0.928 .240 
1900 0.932 .226 
2000 0.935 .213 



TABLE VIII to 
t.:> 

Year iJ B B-B' f,_. F' FI-<I 7.-. W' W l' 1 1·88 1-1 
Actual Calc. Residual. Residuals Residual. Residuals Incentive Cost Ratio , • 10 11 12 18 

1900 1287 1961 --64 610 .962 .'186 626 .4.80 .572 .099 .118 .0886 11.98 
1901 1860 1481 41. .8. .626 .7S7 660 .888 .809 .108 .092 .0626 15.97 
1902 2208 IOU 1167 .00 .464 .'739 .00 .86'1 .642 .106 .078 .0616 19.38 
1903 2179 1981 218 868 .682 .641 .26 .'l21 .6'18 .098 .081 .0682 17.18 
1904 8424 2770 6 .. 886 .493 .666 ... .811 .'UO .119 .104 .0718 1S.93 
1906 6128 4881 ... 210 .S18 .S86 800 .'l90 .'180 .126 .120 .0860 11.76 
1906 6418 1867 -444 168 .842 .228 198 .781 .888 .128 .13' .0968 10.36 
1907 6611 6606 -1094 10. .602 .316 188 .'110 .842 .118 .184 .0966 10.36 nos 6619 <881 288 1.0 .170 .231 18. .870 .842 .126 .122 .0866 11.66 

'" 1909 6266 6787 61. 18. .178 .809 178 ,820 .848 .122 .llS .0794 12.69 >< 
1910 .897 467& 021 266 .442 .496 221 .84' .818 .114 .110 .0766 13.06 Z 
1911 4609 4179 82. .. 6 .461 .631 •• 6 .827 ."182 .111 .106 .0731 13.68 11> 
1912 8638 8671 66 82' .687 . 602 80 • .767 ."167 .101 .100 .0692 14.46 :;:: 
uus 8378 2868 626 418 .672 .691 872 .'187 .712 .108 .098 .0674 14.84- C; 191' 8490 2296 119& '41 .448 .710 .'0 .861 .676 .117 .093 .0636 16.7& 
1916 8466 2280 1216 '61 "'1 .721 .. , ... 0 .662 .119 .094 .0646 16.60 I>l 
1918 2486 1961 ... 691 .673 .'179 626 .690 .622 .111 .100 .0690 14.49 8 1917 1077 1884 -ao. 686 .881 .810 .88 .628 .666 .092 .100 .0690 U.49 
1918 ID6 1089 -a93 6 •• 1.016 .807 680 .4.16 .646 .078 .096 .0668 16.20 Z 
11n9 690 1068 -46' 628 .902 .790 ... .488 .661 .080 .092 .0623 16.06 0 

:;:: 
1920 '86 1814 -'/29 '9' .928 .740 ••• .. 80 .607 .069 .088 .0693 16.86 @ 1921 1600 1724 -224 888 . 726 .667 ••• .627 .868 .079 .084 .0662 17.79 1922 8607 8293 81. '11 .809 .390 800 .817 .'160 .091 .086 .0676 1'1.86 1928 .... 6629 -146 1 •• .284 .200 18' .820 .841 .10S .108 .0736 13.69 1&24 6284 6689 -14.06 171 .811 .239 167 .680 .866 .103 .130 .0929 10.76 1925 8'112 7878 as6 18. -.160 .066 16. .981 .866 .166 .141 .1026 9.76 1928 '1604 7827 1.7 1.8 .201 .260 166 .888 .86S .160 .147 .1079 9.27 1927 .. 0. 74.86 -1868 ". .627 .10S 16. .646 .862 .108 .142 .1036 9.66 1928 1160 6628 1632 26. .011 .... 89 108 1.041 .888 .176 .141 .1028 9.78 1929 4189 8981 '08 ••• .686 .696 838 .767 .'la2 .148 .141 .1046 9.66 

1980 1690 2867 -126'1 .80 1.14& .730 ... .472 .660 .007 .136 .0980 10.20 1931 1474 1897 -428 6U .960 .'198 660 .631 .604 .114 .129 .0919 10.88 1982 .60 1062 -&0. 866 1.046 .860 768 .4.19 .614 .108 .126 .0901 11.10 1938 I .. . .. -2" 1040 .076 . 878 9 .. • 395 .... ~114 .12. .0906 11.06 1934 -132 1620 .920 1280 .840 .118 .0885 11.98 1935 -707 1960 .988 1'13& .262 .09'( .0666 16.04 

F.=P-A./O .• 'W-A. l' = P + A.F-A. 
W' 

P+AaF- A• 
7= II.{I,. .• + 1,-.) [="'0, ... +1,-.) W=W(f) 

-A. A.W Alo." 
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NEW BUILDING, ACTUAL AND FORECAST 

CHART XVII 
,..-----"'T'"------r-----,-----,--------,I ..... 

I-----.::;=+-==}-i--+-\,-t'-----tt--I--t---'!+-----I ..... 

-1.000 

1810 1100 uno '020 10.., 

The composite building foreeasting index combinee the eftects of building 
need (Chart XIII). incentive (Chart XVI), and foreclosures (Chart XVII). It 
precedes actual building by about two years. It represents the eombined efteet 
of number of famUiee. rentals, occupancy. taxes. cost of construction, and credit 
supply. The standard deviation of the residuals is 790. 

The formula gives negative values for building in 193' and 1985. which 
are. of course, absurd. This is due to foreclosures in 1981 and 1988 going far 
beyond the range of previous observations. 
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be due to the failure of foreclosures to measure the full extent of 
the drying up of the supply of capital funds. The credit deflation 
which took place in those years was without precedent in American 
history. The sources of short-term credit, as well as of long-term 
credit, dried up. 

8. Forecasting New Building. The composite index of new 
building precedes actual building. It is, therefore, a forecasting in
dex. It must be realized, however, that the index was worked out 
for the more or less laissez laire conditions that prevailed in the 
past and ,that it will fail to work if important new factors are 
introduced. It is particularly valuable to tell what can be expected 
if nothing is done and to point out things that can be done. 

On the basis of 

1(31) = .0902 
1(32) =0.768 
1(33) = 0.835 
1 (31) = 1040· 
1(32) = 1520 

1 = 1280 
W = .340 
b(34) = 2200 
F(32) = .915 

there will be -132 units built in 1934, compared with about 300 in 
1933. The interpretation of a negative value would be that houses 
destroyed by fire would not be replaced, or that buildings would be 
wrecked to escape taxation, and not replaced. Needless to say, the 
writers do not wish to be put in the position of making any such 
prediction. There is a simple explanation: the f's for 1931 and 1932 
are far outside the 'range of previous observations. The formula 
can, of course, be revised so that negative values will not occur, 
but the worthwhileness of a revision is questionable. Mathemati
cally the problem is simply one of choosing proper boundary condi
tions. The estimate is sufficient to indicate how bad conditions really 
are. 

The use of two and two and a half year lag relationships puts 
one in the curious position of asserting that, while what happened 
in 1932 was very important in 1934, what happened in 1933 cannot 
have any effect at all, in fact, cannot be relevant. Yet it is quite 
certain that it is relevant. The lag used is merely an average one, 
as will be explained in a later section. The Government is injecting 
new forces into the situation which may materially shorten it or 
lengthen it. The shutting off of building by credit conditions has 
been so extreme that the loosening of those conditions might release 
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the forces of incentive much sooner. The national income is being 
increased by national expenditures. Building projects such as slum 
improvement, which are independent of normal incentives and 
wholly independent of local credit conditions, are now being initiat
ed by the Public Works Administration. 

As already pointed out, all economic formulae must be used 
with discretion in forecasting work. The formulae are' valid only 
so long as important new factors are not injected. Nevertheless, 
they can be used to measure the effects of the new factors and 
determine their importance. They thus furnish the important ser
vice of providing a norm for comparative purposes. 

9. InteTpretatio-n of the Partial Relationships. The formula for 
volume of construction is 

(9.1) B = [16.631···· W -1.022 F + 0.207] b , 

where b = rm + LIm and r at present = 0.0073 approximately, and 
m = 217,000. It is assumed that the equilibrium value of r is 0.01. 
If the steady state value of m is, say, 240,000, the required number 
b of dwellings would be 2,400, against an annual average of 3,586. 
That is, with a stable number of families 10 per cent greater than 
now, and 44 per cent greater than the average during 1900-1933, 
new residential building will be 83 per cent less. This is an excep
tionally clear illustration of the point brought out so well by J. 
Maurice Clark·, that activity in capital goods industry varies with 
the derivative of consumer demand. 

Unless the standard of living improves consistently over a per
iod of years, there is clearly not so much physical need of new 
building in the future as in the past. Put in another way, the out
look for population growth being for continued slowing up, as 
cogently argued by Louis I Dublin and A. J. Lotka in their studies 
on that subject. residential building will depend more on raising 
the standard of living and increasing the wants of individuals, so 
that greater depreciation of existing structures will ocCur. An al
ternative is to invite immigration.t 

The effect of credit supply as measured by foreclosures is ex
hibited in the accompanying chart. Foreclosures are represented as 

OJ. M. Clark. Eoonomioa of 0.. ... """" Co.ta. Chicago. 1923. 
tIn Porto Rico and other countries where poor housing standards exist 

lneft&Sed population means dividing up existing poverty. In the United states 
the building of n_ hOllaee gives an Inereeeed veIoci~ of circulation to mon~ 
media and a higher standard of living for all. 
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abscissae and new building as ordinates with the other variables 
held constant, that is, the variables I and W were replaced by the 
observed values, and transferred to the left hand side of the 
equation 

(9.1) P = 16.63 I ... • W -1.022 F + 0.207 , 

which becomes 

-(P-16.631 ... • W -0.207)11.022=F+ e, 

where e is random errors. The comparison shows that the fit of the 
1i' function is fair. 

The influence of a change in the foreclosure rate is apparent
ly negligible for 1 > 500. lnvestors are no more inclined to ad
vance money when 1 = 500 than when 1 = 2,000, as now. But if 
the foreclosure rate is brought much below 500 the inhibitions on 
capital flow disappear, and if 1 < 200 capital flows freely indeed. 
As shown, the inhibition function F becomes positive for 1 < 130, 
which means, presumably, that when investment funds are very 
abundant - available for the asking - people build houses for no 
incentive in the financial sense at all. 

New building adjusted for popuiation and incentive changes 
may be symbolized by P(lW). It still remains subject to credit 
snpply. Adjusted building is given by 

(9.2) P(IW) =-1 + 129.61/._ •. 

Its derivative is 
a 

(9.3) a 1 P(IW) = -129.6Irl-l • 

The differentiation here has been made on the assumption that 
1 and C are independent. This is probably not strictly true, but, 
nevertheless, the results obtained by making this assumption (the 
relation between 1 and C is not known) probably give something 
like a true picture. 

This shows how much of a change in building can be brought 
about by improving the foreclosure situation. It brings out the 
same thing shown in the chart; namely, that 1 must get quite smaIl 
before building can be much affected. In other words, a great deal 
must be done about the factors measured by foreclosures before 
building can get under way in a reasonably short time. 
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DEPENDENCE OF BUILDING ON CREDIT CONDITIONS 

CHART XVIII 
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PARTIAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VARIABLES 
NEW BUILDING, AND COST RATIO 

CHART XIX 
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Building volume adjusted for constant previous foreclosures, compared 
with cost/rent ratio. High cost/rent ratio definitely decreases volume of 
building. 

The damping effect of foreclosures on incentive is shown on 
Chart XIX. Here the relationship is practically linear. A consider
able effect may be secured by reducing high foreclosures, almost as 
much as can be effected by a similar reduction at the low end of 
the foreclosure scale. If building, adjusted for population, incentive 
and credit supply, but still subject to the damping effect of high 
foreclosures on incentive (as distinct from the effect of high fore
closures on credit supply), be denoted by P (IF), then 

(9.4) P(IF) = 1-0.9(1-10-'·""') 

==.1 + 0.9e-···' ·'" , 

(9.5) a Prof = -0.01037 e-o.o1 
... ' • 
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The effect of incentive changes on new building may be ob
tained by adjusting building for variations in foreclosures, both in 
their incentive damping action and in their credit supply capacity. 
The adjusted building denoted by P(WF) is given by 

P(WF) = 10 .•• = (Rp - T ;"-•• 
. C 

ap(Oi = 0.86 1-0.1< 

The size of the exponent, 0.86,shows that a doubling of the 
incentive will not quite cause a doubling of the corrected volume of 
building, but its influence is very real. The partial derivative of P 
with respect to I shows that more building results from raising a 
low incentive to a moderate incentive, than from raising a moderate 
incentive to a high one. 

The effect of gross rents, taxes, occupancy and cost can also be 
deduced: 

P(W Fp T C) =Ro .•• 
P(W F R T C) = pO ••• 
P(W F R p C) = TO ••• 

P(W F R p T) =C-o··· 

The last is especially interesting as showing the partial rela
tionship of building to cost. Halving the cost will not quite double 
the corrected volume of building. Building is inelastic in relation 
to cost because quite a volume of building takes place without re
gard to cost and its reciprocal, incentive. Clost is only one of a 
number of items affecting volume of residential building. It is not 
cost that is important, but rather the ratio net rentals, i.e., rents 
times occupancy minus taxes, to cost that is important. If rents 
advance, costs can also advance without diminishing volume. How
ever, the building industry must make certain that rents are ad
vancing before raising costs. Although much residential building 
has been done at high cost it does not follow that increasing costs 
will increase volume of building. Building seems to get under way 
when the ratio of net rent to cost is about eighll per cent per an
num, and, as previously pointed out, most building takes place on 
a basis of cost = 10 X net rentals. 

10. FtmetioMllnflV8flC8 of Incll1lti'll8. Suppose that demand 
depends only upon cost two and a half years in the past. Then, Db-
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viously, if a monopolist intended to remain in business for only 
two and a half years, the expression obtained for new building as 
a function of rent, taxes, replacement cost, occupancy and foreclo
sures (measuring the damping of incentive) led two and -a half 
years and foreclosures (measuring credit) led two years is suffici
ent to give a picture of a relationship existing between the vari
ables and to illustrate how long leads in the industry affect the 
demand. It can be shown very readily, however, that a demand (or 
supply) equation representing an average incidence of past effects 
in time (a time lead) is not sufficiently precise to make it possible 
to predict future courses of the variable in which there is no lead 
(new building) with any great degree of accuracy, especially if 
one or two of the leading variables are greatly changed. Further
more, it is not possible to solve a fundamental problem as that of 
determining cost'" so that income to the industry (building indus
try) will be a maximum over some period of time. Only a short 
mathematical analysis is needed to show that this problem is im
possible when the demand is given in terms of average lead.t Im
possibility 'of such a problem csn also be shown by practicsl con
siderations. Thus, if the demand depends only upon cost two and 
a half years in the past, a monopolist (a similar mathematical dif
ficulty arises for competitors), if he intended to remain in business 
for only two and a half years, ·could charge as much as he pleased 
for that period, for his costs during the period would not affect 
the demand. The real trouble, of course, is that the demand equa
tion, employing an average time lag as it does, is too rough an ap
proximation. Averages are all right in themselves provided it is 
not desired to analyze what is behind the average. In the esse un-

o der consideration here, it is just this analysis which is desired. The 
simple formula (7.4) does not adequately represent the situation. 

The problem of arriving at a theoretical formula for the de
mand for cspital goods is in itself somewhat difficult. Its theoreti
csl aspects have, however, already been discussed in the preceding 
chapter and hence only a short presentation is necessary here to in
dicste how the theory should be applied.:t 

·Costs can be lowered by lowering the cost of raw material., by lowering 
freight rates, which are part of the cost of raw materials, by lowering nominal 
wage rates, or by inventing new methods for pre-fabricating bouses. 

tSee Appendix VI. 
~ See also C. F. Roos, "Theoretical Studies of Demand," E.""""",tri<;a, 

Vol. 2, 1984. 
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For brevity let 

E(t)=.(RP c Trw, 
where W is the function of f previously defined. 

Suppose that G, individuals come into contact with an incen
tive E(t,) at the time t,. Some of these individuals decide to act on 
the incentive to the extent of building N(t,) units in the future. 
The number of units that will result from such decisions (without 
inhibitions which can be discussed separately) may be assumed to 
be proportional to E(t,); that is, 

N(t,) =aE(t.) + b, 

where a and b are constants. 

There are many factors affecting the length of time required 
for individuals to act on an incentive. Most of these factors are of 
the same relative importance, but a few, such as credit, have im
portant special influences. For the many SD$ll factors, it can be 
assumed that the time frequency distribution of those aoting on 
the incentive will obey the normal law. - In the case of new build
ing the peak of the distribution may be assumed to occur about M ' 
years after the stimulus or incentive, i.e., M years after t" so that 
the number 'P reacting per unit time at time t may be taken to be 
approximately 

1 -(f,-t,-M)"/S .. -
'P(t .. t) =-=- 8 (a.E(~) + b) • 

ybo 

The number built (without corrections for special major in
hibitions) per unit at any particular time t will be the sum 
of the number of units built as a result of reactions to each of the 
stimuli given at to, t" tl , ••• , t'.1J ••• , t..; that is, 

'P(t) = ~ 'P(t .. t) , .. 
• 1 _(f,-t,-M)I/S .. I 

1: -=-8 (a,E(t,)+b.) 
... Y'"o 

where i = 0 refers to the first time at which a stimulus or incentive 
was given. More exactly, 

-For a di9011ssion of the normal law of errors, _ Whittaker and Robin
lOll. CuIoKl ... of 0.""""' ..... pp. 16&-176. 

'" 
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l ra,E(X) + b,) -(t----z-M,)2/1 ~.' d 
'P= ex. 

-co "I/2no. 

where x has been used to designate time to, t" ... , t .... 

Evidently, observations on E and 'P do not extend in timp. to 
t = - 00. It therefore becomes necessary to develop a fo:rmula 
that has finite limits of integration. 

For this purpose, 1jJ can be broken down into an integral from 
- 00 to t - to, and one from t - to to t* where to is a constant suf
ficiently large to make negligible the deviation of the first integral 
from the mean value over the infinite period - 00 to t-t .. t that is, 

f ' 4,E(x) -(t----z-MJ'/fl ~ •• 
1jJ(t) = A01 + A"Eo + ---=- e ax , 

t-to "l/2no, 

where A01 and Ao, are constants and Eo is the normal (average) 
value of E (bounded) on the infinite range - 00 to t - to. This is 
the type of formula required to represent new building, B(t), if it 
is assumed that once an incentive is offered it will be acted upon 
some time in the future, the particular time at which the action oc
curs being determined by a great many economic forces, anyone 
of which has only a small effect. Corrections for economic forces 
of major importance, such as credit, have yet to be made. 

11. Inhiibiting Influence of Lack of Credit. Now, as previously 
mentioned, an important factor in preventing incentives E(x) from 
producing new building according to the above "normal" law for 
1jJ is the inhibiting effect of "lack of credit," which, as already 
pointed out, may be assumed to be measured by the reciprocal of 
the foreclosure rate.:!: Thus if this inhibiting effect be assumed to 
result in subtracting a certain amount of "new building" from that 
which would normally be built because of the incentive E, and the 

. factor "building need" be introduced, an analysis similar to that 
just given would lead to a formula for new building, B(t), such as 
,the following: 

·Some far-sighted individuals may react to the incentive before it is ac
tually present. That is, to may be less than t,. 

tSee Appendix IV. 
;tSee qualifying explanations in Sections Sand 6. 
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(11.1) B(t) = [Ao+ ~: ~~to E(z)e-(I--+-MJ'I'tl1' dz 

• 
+~: L-to F(z)e-(I--+-MJI/III··dz ]b • 

provided the quantity 

Al f(M1-tJ/Vi"tl1 .... • 
H=E1 (t-M1 -J.,) --_ e dz 

N,Vn -00 

A. f(M.-tJ/V'''O ...... 
+F.(t-M.-J..) ----=- e dz. 

N.Vn -00 

which is a part of Ao. is small enough to be neglected.· By means 
of a special statistical technique developed for the purpose. it is 
possible to obtain values of the constants in (11.1). In fact, it can 
be shownt that the ststistical values of these constants are 

Ao= .443; A.=126.002; A.=-11.909; M1 =2.25; 
M.=1.75; 0,.= 1.00; and 0,.= 1.25 • 

11. Errors. No probable errors or standard errors for the 
p&rIIII¥lters have been calculated since no generally accepted meth
ods for calculating them are available. It can be said. however. that 
the parameters have the theoretically correct signs and the theo
retical formula gives a plausible description of the economic situa
tion. At the present stage of development of demand relationships 

ON, and N. are neeessary to prevent the _entia! bolD having an abs0-
lute weighting e1feet beside the relative e1feet desired. In eh~ eoeftlcients, 
the e.uthors find that thoee given were obtained by erroneously USlng aNI and 
aN •• This merely ehanges the weights slightly. Changea ..... uld he 80 small 
that reealeulation was believed un...,..,......... 

tFor the st&tistic:al. ~que used, see Appenm V. 
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this should' be sufficient, but studies on other cities ought to be 
made. 

It is interesting to return to the problem of determining 
whether t. = 8 is large enough to make 

A f(M -toJ/vi'tI -..' 
H=EIl(t-M,-J.,)-2-_ -co' 'e dz 

N,y" 

+F (t-M -J.) ~ J(M.-toJ/VlltI' -..' 
11 2, - e dz N,y" -a:> 

negligible. For this purpose it is merely necessary to substitute 
statistically determined values of the parameters and refer to a 
table of the probability integral. 

A substitution of the above values of A" A .. M .. M., 0, and 0, 

in H gives 

+ .623 F tI. (:n r:" 6 -4'dz ). 

A reference to a table of the probability integral gives 

H = 7.97 E tI. X .~0004 - .623 F tI. X .00023 

=.0003E tI.-.0001F tI. 

The maximum value of E is 2.90 and the minimum .97, so that 
the maximum value of E tI. is about .9. The maximum value of F is 
.92 and the minimum value .02, so that F tI. has a maximum value in 
the neighborhood of .45. It follows, therefore, that 

Max. H = .0003 + .0001 = .0004; 

that is, there is a maximum error of one point in the fourth deci
mal place of the ratio Bib. 

It will be observed from Chart XX that the new formulation 
gives a much better fit than even the remarkable fit obtained by 
the use of a fixed lead. 

In view of the fact that a rational law has been set up and the 
rational law as set up agrees so exceptionally well with the obser-
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ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL NEW BUILDING 
IN ST. LOUIS 1900-1933 
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When a distributed lag i. used. theoretical building as calculated from an 
integral formula and actual building agree very closely. 

Shifting the estimating curve forward by two months would give a better 
tit. This would involve cbanging MI and "I Blightly. 

vations, some confidence can be placed in the formula. It must be 
recognized, however, thst introduction of new important factors 
may alter the picture. Those new factors mentioned in the pre
vious formulation, i.e., those tending to shorten the lead, are, how
ever, very largely take~ into account by the new formulation. 



TABLE IX 

D- D - Family Family 
l(t) E F Accommo- Accomrno-

Net Rental V=I··· W E=VW W",ighted Weighted dations dations ..... 
0 

Year Yield Integral F Integral Built Built a> 
ofE ofF (Actual) (Estimated) 

1898 .0736 .1060 .572 .0606 .785 1396 
1899 .0515 .0780 .609 .0475 .737 1390 
1900 .0517 .0782 .642 .0502 .739 1287 
1901 .0647 .0949 .678 .0643 .641 1850 
1902 .0788 .1124 .710 .0798 .665 2208 
1903 .0912 .1275 .760 .0969 .385 2179 
1904 .1021 .1405 .838 .1177 .223 3424 
1905 .0910 .127~ .842 .1071 .0890 .316 .447365 5128 4818 
1906 .0822 .1166 .842 .0982 .1017 .231 .347818 6413 6071 
1907 .0766 .1097 .848 .0930 .1039 .309 .294761 5511 65~ 
1908 J .0767 .1099 .813 .0893 .0983 .496 .293447 6619 6260 

~ 1909 .0695 .1009 .782 .0789 .0922 .531 .370493 6256 5611 
1910 .0690 :1003 .757 .0759 .0864 .602 .468490 4897 4870 Z 
1911 .0652 .0956 .712 .0681 .0802 .691 .556192 4509 4178 :.-

Ii!: 1912 .0613 .0906 .675 .0612 .0741 .710 .637805 3636 3491 S 1913 .0678 .0988 .662 .0654 .0680 .721 .701513 3378 2815 
1914 .0703 .1019 .622 .0634 .0634 .779 .740459 3490 2322 :.I 
1915 .0676 .0984 .566 .0557 .0619 .810 .776729 3455 2027 Cl 

0 1916 .0640 .0940 .546 .0513 .0603 .807 .815199 2435 1696 Z 1917 .0607 .0898 .561 .0504 .0562 .790 .841597 1077 1248 0 
1918 .0593 .0881 .607 .0535 .0619 .740 .847016 196 901 Ii!: 
1919 .0547 .0821 .668 .0548 .0501 .667 .826234 590 856 12 1920 .0608 .0899 .760 .0683 .0508 .390 .778498 585 1087 
1921 .0864 .1217 .841 .1023 .0546 .200 .644211 1500 1915 
1922 .0994 .1373 .856 .1175 .0667 .239 .450737 3607 3539 
1923 .1058 .1448 .866 .1254 .0868 .066 .315945 5384 5345 
1924 .1104 .1503 .863 .1297 .1056 .250 .204318 5284 6908 
1925 .0988 .1366 .862 .1177 .1170 .103 .188504 8712 7539 
1926 .1072 .1465 .833 .1220 .1205 .489 .169915 7504 7654 
1927 .1008 .1396 .732 .1022 .1188 .695 .272362 5609 6900 
1928 .0904 .1265 .660 .0835 .1137 .730 .468657 7160 5562 
1929 .0898 .1268 .604 .0760 .1029 .798 .644968 4189 4064 
1930 .0898 .~58 .514 .0647 .0886 .850 .759856 1590 2722 
1931 .0891 .1250 .437 .0546 .0763 .878 .833578 1474 1719 
1932 .0756 .1085 .340 .0369 .0661 .920 .885722 550 994 
1933 .0667 .0836 .262 .0210 .0647 .988 .929371 300· 367 

·Estimated building for 1934 was 300 units. Actual building was 297. In the troughs the formula givea a value 
about 20% too high, hence 300 instead of 367. Estimate for 1934 is 260 units. 
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19. Cost Maximizing Income to the Building Ind'U8f/ry. With· 
a law of demand of the form (11.1) it is possible to consider the 
problem of choosipg cost C so that income over a period of time 
o s t s t,., where t,. is one year, two years, three years, etc., as may 
be desired, is a maximum. In other words, it is possible to choose 
C(t) so that 

:11= f..t. B(t)C(t)dt, 

where B(t) is related to C(t) by means of the formula just given, 
is a maximum, when particular values are assumed for R, T, P and 
f in the period under consideration. 

Let if and CYbe the values of B and C that satisfy (11.1) and 
maximize "" Write 

B=B+~"BandC=(J+TJ"C , 
where" Band "C are arbitrary quantities. 

Then 

h= I.t,. (li(t>" C + C dB) dt 

and 

where 
, .11 -("--'J5)'/' 

H(II:, t) = (A.IN.) (Rp-T) We 

The variations here are taken in the usual sense of the calculus of 
variations.· 

Now by making use of the fact that C(t) is a known function 
on the range up to II: = 0 ; i.e., up to II: = t - to = 0, since past costs 
are unalterable historical ones, 

dB=-.86 f: H(z,~)(J-1··"CIk 

-For a ..... eral theory of economic equilibrium for lUI economy in which 
capital goods are Iml"!rtaDt. _ c. F. Boos, "A DyD&IIIical Theory of Econom
i ...... J--' of ~ Eeo_. October, 1927. 
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where, here and in all following equations, the bars have been 
dropped for sim'Plicity of notation. By a substitution of 6 B in a n, 

a;'= F'[ B(tHC-.S6C It H(x, t)C-'·88 a Cdx J dt. 

An application of Dirichlet's formula for interchanging the order 
of integration for an interated integral· gives 

h= ft, B(t)aCdt-.S6 it. c-'···aCdx It, H(x,t)Cdt I 

and by interchanging the parameters of integration x and t in the 
last integral, 

an= ft. [ B(t)_.S6C-" •• jt, H(t,X)C(X)dX] aCdt. 

Now, if a C is to be entirely arbitrary on the interval O:s t:s t" 
it follows that 

(12.1) B(t) - .S6C-'··· it, H(t, x)C(x)dx=o. 

This equation should be solved with (11.1) to obtain B(t) and 
Crt). Unfortunately these equations are integral equations of non
linear type, and no direct method of solving them is known, but 
an approximation can be made to get linear integral equations. 

In formula (11.1) replace "" = C-... • by a linear expression 
Y = I1r-bC where I1r-bC is the best fitting least squares line to the 
curve Y. = C-···. Then (11.1), which is 

where 

and 

.B(t) =A.+ (A./NJ f t H(x, t)c-·a. dx-Aa<p 
J '_8 

.a. -(t--4-I.l5)I/l 
H(x, t) = (Rp-T) W(f)e 

'P = (liN.) J:a F(f)e -(t--4-1.75}1/1 X (U5)ldx, 

·See Whittaker and Watson, Moa.m. Ana/liN, Cambridge, 1916, pp. 71>-77. 
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can be written in the form 

• 
(12.2) B(t)=A.+A, f.-. H(x,t)(a-bC) dx-A1CP , 

so that the condition (12.1) becomes 

(12.3) B(t) =A,b J." H(t, x)C(x)dx. 

A substitution of B(t) as given by (12.3) in (12.2) yields 

+A,b [f t

, H(t,x)C(x)dx+ f:. H(x,t)C(x)dx ] 

- [A.-A.cp+A,a. f.:. C(x)H(x, t)dX] =0. 

Suppose now that t,. = 3 years. As is well known, the integrals can 
be approximated by finite sums. For this let Llx = 1. Then 

+A,b [.tH(i,i)C(i)+ tH(i,i)C(i) ]-V(i)=O 
' .. I .=/-8 

where 
I 

V(i)=A.+ ~ G(i,i) , 
'=/-8 

G(i, j) = (A.IN.) F(!(i»e-a-+-J.15)1" X (1.15)1 + A,a.H(i, i) 

and i = 1, 2, 3. The terms of these equations can be rearranged 
to give 

A,b[H(1, I)C(I) + 2H(1, 2)C(2) + H(I, 3)C(3)] 

+ t H(i, I)C(i) - V(1) = 0 
"-T 

A,b[H(1, 2)C(I) + 2H(2. 2)C(2) + H(2, 3)C(3)] 
• + 1:. H(i,2)C(i) - V(2) =0. 

'.-0 
A,b[H(I. 3)C(I) + H(2. 3)C(2) + 2H(3. 3)C(3)] 

+ t H (i,3)C(i)-V(3)=O ..... 
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These equations obviously in general have unique solutions for 
C(1), C(2) and C(3) in terms of known quantities C(-7), ... , 
C(O) and quantitiesH(i, j), i= I, 2, 3,; j= I, 2, 3, that can be esti
mated from estimated values of rents, R; taxes, T; occupancy, p; 
and foreclosures, f. If the determinant happens to be zero, one of 
the statistical constants can be changed slightly, but this brings up 
the question of the significance of a solution when the determinant 
is nearly zero. It is possible that the solution will be given in terms 
of random errors and if this is true the solution of course is not 
significant. * 

·For a related problem see Ragnar Frisch, "Pitfalls in the Statistical Con
"Btruction of Demand and Supply Curves," FranklVII'!"" Gesel180Mft fur Kon
;unkturfor8ohung, V.".offsntlichungen, hft 5, 1933. 

Since I wrote the above, Professor Frisch has called my attention to his 
manuscript, "The Object of Confluence Analysis. The Danger of Including Too 
Many Variates in a Regression Analysis," to be published in Nordisk Seatis
tisk TidskTift. In this paper Professor Frisch treats the problem of solution. 
in terms of random errors. 



CHAPTER VII 

GROWTH AND DECLINE OF INDUSTRY 

1. The Automobile-Building Boom of the Twenties. Growth of 
industry plays an extremely important role in activating national 
savings and putting them in plant investment. In the United States 
the growth of the automobile industry undoubtedly had much to 
do with the prosperity during the period 1921-1929. It is, of course, 
not implied that labor used directly in producing automobiles 
brought about prosperity. In the picture must be included the labor 
used in the oil industry, in highway construction, in demolition of 
old residences to be replaced by filling stations, garages, etc., and in 
the building of roadside inns, tourist camps, etc. There was also 
the collateral activity generated in the production of machinery to 
equip industrial plants and utility plants. 

During the period of expansion brought about by the mass 
production of the automobile, construction activities, services in 
connection with filling stations, oil drilling, etc., required vast 
amounts of unskilled and partly skilled labor, which commanded 
high wages. If a technological improvement was introduced in any 
consumers' goods industry, this meant that someone was available 
for the activities mentioned above. Those making the technological 
changes profited because of lower cost. Labor was only temporarily 
displaced since jobs in the expanding industries were plentiful. 
High profits in these expanding industries tempted capital, so that 
everyone was happy. Between 1921 and 1929 the United States 
spent five to six billion dollars a year on industrial and utility plant 
expansion alone. An analysis of the industrial activity of the 
country discloses the fact that during this period the production of 
capital goods employed approximately a third of all the industrial 
workers. 

It seems to be unnecessary to add that the expanding economy 
of the United States in the period 1921-1929 offered a situation 
quite unlike the static equilibrium that has been so often pictured 
by economists. It is important, therefore, to consider the economic 
structure of an expanding economy, i.e., a dynamic economy. Be
fore considering this general problem, it is desirable to consider the 
problem of population growth, because the problems are related. 

111 
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2. Population and Sales Growth.· The Pearl-Reed population 
curve (the logistic) is based upon the following assumptions: 

(a) physical conditions set some upper limit U to the popu
lation growth ; 

(b) growth in the population y is proportional to the existing 
population; and 

(c) growth in the population is proportional to the potential 
expansion of population U - y. 

The above assumptions can be summarized in the differential 
equation 

(2.1) dy/dt=ay(U-y) , 

where a is a constant. 

The equation (2.1) is the fundamental differential equation of 
the autocatalytic theory. The derivative dy/dt is zero at y = 0 and 
at y = U and between these points it is everywhere positive and 
traces a parabola which is symmetrical with respect to U /2. 

It is evident that the assumptions (b) and (c) are not the 
only likely ones that can be made for the human population. All 
that can be safely asserted is that dy/dt = 0 at y = 0 and at y = U 
and dy/dt > 0 between y = 0 and y = U. Thus, the equation 

(2.2) dy/dt = a(y + by' +cy&) (U - y)d 

is just as reasonable as (2.1). 

The equation (2.1) integrates into the form 

(2.3) y= U/[l_e-k
(t-tJ ] 

where k = aU and t. is a constant of integration. 

The logistic curve (2.3) fits the United States population fairly 
well, but for the population of Germany two logistics are required; 
that is, 

-k(t - tcJ. 
(2.4) y = U./[l + e ] 

--m(t- t) 
+U./[l+e • ]+C. 

·The treatment given here is based on an unpublished manuac:ript by Vic
tor von SoeliBki. 
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The first logistic term represents the evolution of the German popu
lation in the agricultural handicraft stage of development, whereas 
the second represents the population made possible by the industrial 
revolution. * 

The rightrhand side of (2.1) can be split into two factors, one 
of which proportional to 11 is the physiological rate of growth which 
for the United States is about 8.134% per annum. The other factor 
represents inhibitors of growth, the physical environment chiefly. 

Pearl's treatment SUggests that as technology progresses, the 
upper limit of population growth nevertheless remains constant at 
U, + U. + C. It implies that if seven very accurate population 
counts had been available prior to 1800 (say) the new cycle of de
velopment that made the industrial revolution possible could have 
been forecast prior to the invention of machinery. The upper limit 
U, certainly exists due to a set of physical inhibitors prior to the in
vention. However, the technological addition U. cannot be consid
ered as constant throughout the course of evolution. In fact, it is 
probably more nearly correct to assume U to be a continuous func
tion of the time, U(t), and dependent on the existing technology 
and physical facilities of the moment. The differential equation then 
generalizes into 

(2.6) fl1l/at = 111I[U(t) - 11] , 

where U(t) is a continuous function and indeterminate from II 

priori considerations. Actually U(t) depends upon many economic 
and technological factors variable in time. The quantity II may also 
depend on various economic factors. 

Needless to say, when either II or U is not constant a curve 
different from the Pearl-Reed logistic is obtained. Thus, it is not 
surprising that some attempts to fit logistics to demand for new 
products have been unfruitful. 

Suppose that automobiles are introduced into a stable popu
lation and that at the time t a certain automobile population, tI, 

exists. For simplicity suppose that the upper limit will be one car 
per family and let m be the number of families. If replacements are 
ignored, the number of prospective purchasers is m - tI. 

lt is reasonable to assume that if an automobile company has 
a car to sell, the probability that it will be able to sell the car is 
proportional to the number of prospects; i.e., pro b 1& b iii t 11 = 

·RQmond P .... I, SNdiea ill H_ BiolOflll, Baltimore, 1924. 
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arm - V). The quantity a will, of course, vary as the product be
comes known to the population and wants are built up. If the suc
ceeding strata of prospects have progressively less and less money, 
or are progressively more and more immune to sales talk, the 
probability will not be a linear function of m - v. 

The quantity a will to a first approximation depend linearly on 
v. Also the stimulus offered to the prospects is proportional to the 
number of automobiles in use. At least during the early stages of 
exploitation of a market there is a tendency for sales outlets to 
expand according to an exponential law of growth. In other words, 
the number of people who set up as automobile dealers probably 
bears a more or less constant relationship to the number who 
purchased during the preceding interval of time. Furthermore, 
advertising by magazine, radio, etc., but more likely direct contact 
with the product, increases the number of persons who want the 
product. Facilities for service, showrooms, etc., have to be built up 
out of profits, or out of loans which depend upon expected dollar 
value of profits. 

It is thus seen that under quite restricted assumptions the 
rate of change of number of automobiles in use may be taken to 
be 

dv/dt = av(m - v) , 

where a and M are functions of time t. Thus, a curve of growth of 
automobile demand should somewhat resemble a logistic curve. 

9. Total Cars in Operation in the United States. In the pre
ceding consideration of the growth in demand for automobiles, re
placements were ignored. For the theory to be applicable, therefore, 
cars in operation must be regarded as the equivalent of 11. The 
assumption made here is that, on the average, once a purchaser has 
had an automobile he will replace it or directly or indirectly influ
ence someone else to take his place as an owner. 

The best known measurement of the usage of passenger auto
mobiles in the United States is total passenger car registrations, 
which is illustrated in Chart XXI. Registrations exceed cars actual
ly in use so that corrections for this element of error should be 
made. The white portion at the top of each bar in this chart repre
sents this correction and the shaded portion of the bar represents 
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PASSENGER CAR REGISTRATIONS 

CHART XXI 
.'LLION ...... --------------------------, 
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as~------------------------------------------------, 

TOTAL BAR-REGISTRATIONS 

20 SHADED PORTION-CARS IN OPERAnON 

Automobile registrations have Shown increases from 1921-1929. The curve 
of growth resembles a logistic. Apparently cars in use began to stabilize 
(draw near to the upper asymptote) near 1929. However, stabilization is at 
a certain price. It is always possible for a new asymptote much higher to be 
set by important price concessions, new uses, etc. 

the best estimate of the cars registered which were actually in 
service at the end of each year from 1921-1932.· 

·See Stephen Du Brul, A"al"N of tM Automobi!. Market, Generaillfotors 
Corporation. Sections S and 4 of this chapter are based on Du Bru!'s study. 

Since writing this, my attention has been called to an unpublished manu
script by Victor von Soeliski ~veloping other aspects of the problem. 
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PERCENTAGE OF CONSUMER INCOME SPENT 
ON AUTOMOBILE OPERATION 

CHART XXII 
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Number of cars in use and owners' expenditure. for their maintenance 
are relatively stable, in fact, much more stable than consumer income. Auto
mobile transportation is about as important as food and clothing in the Ameri
can family's budget. 
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The number of cars in operation rose steadily but with de
creasing rate from 1921 to 1930 when a peak was reached. Since 
1930, cars in operation have been declining slightly. Earlier series 
show that the number of cars in operation started out slowly during 
the years of development of the commodity, then increased rapidly 
to 1925, when the increase began to taper off. An examination of 
the chart might indicate that, by 1929, cars in operation apparently 
approximated their point of stabilization. If the 1929 value approxi
mately represents the stabilization point, rate of growth in the 
future will be slow and will be dependent more or less on the growth 
of population unless new uses are found or drastic price reductions 
can be made. However, severe decline in purchasing power since 
1929 makes it extremely hazardous to assert that total cars in use 
in 1929 approximated the maximum that could be used by the 
population. 

A comparison of cars in operation with consumer incomes 
shows clearly that automobile transportation is about as important 
as food and clothing in the American family's budget and, in many 
cases, even more stable than shelter. The basic demand for auto
motive transportation is therefore very strong - see Chart XXII. 

4. New Car Domestic Sales. As pointed out, it appears that 
the demand for automobiles stabilized in 1929. The automobile in
dustry is, therefore, almost entirely on a replacement basis. As Du 
Brul· has shown, retirements are by no means at a constant rate. 
On the contrary, the rate of retirement appears to vary considerably 
from year to year. Chart XXIII-A shows estimated car retirements, 
and Chart XXIII-B shows the ratio of car retirement to the straight 
line ~nd of estimated car retirement. The superimposed lines in
dicate the average car life corresponding to variations in the rate 
of retirement. In the boom year of 1929, the retirement rate was 
equivalent to an average car life of less than six years, whereas in 
1981 the retirement rate was equivalent to an average car life of 
over seven years. The rate of retirement for 1982 wa.; estimated 
to be equivalent to an eight year car life. Thus, the American public 
is able to maintain its high rate of usage in the face of a sharp 
drop in income by prolonging the lives of the cars that it possesses. 
The rate of retireIllEnt is largely a function of economic conditions. 

New car replacement demand is largely influenced by economic 
factors rather than mechanical ones. Chart XXIV contrasts total 

• Stephen Du Brul. loc. cit .• 
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By taking the ratio of actual retirements A to the trend (average) as 
indicated in B it is possible to compare change in the rate of retirement more 
~o~ly. For classification a series of lines have been superimposed on B to 
mdlcate the average car life corresponding to variations in the rate of retire
ment. 

new passenger car sales from 1921 to date with consumer income 
during this period and an index of industrial activity. Thus, new 
car domestic sales depend largely upon consumer income. The per
centage of total consumer income spent on new cars and the per 
cent of consumers' total automotive expenditures devoted to new 
car purchases show a substantial drop since 1929. This further 
indicates that new car deI11land is extremely sensitive to changes 
not only in current income but also in prospective income. This is 
to be expected since the purchase of a new car represents a capital 
expenditure to the consumer. When consumers feel confident of the 
future they capitalize that future in current expenditures (assisted 
by time payments in many cases). When, however, their future in
-come is uncertain, they content themselves with their existing 
equipment. ' 

It is possible to conclude, therefore, that the public will buy 
new cars when it has the money and will retire old cars more rapid
ly. Thus, even with stabilization in the total usage of cars, a rapid 
.expansion in new car demand is quite possible. On the other hand, 
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Sin... 1928 new ear sales have followed closely CODS1lDlO1' income. New 
ear sales <an be used as a rough index of consumer income. 

a rapid contraction in new car demand e&n occur without any 
material contraction in usage. 

5. Competition Of Growing alld Declining IlldustrieB. Examples 
of growing industries have been considered at some length. Some 
industries after reaching maturity may undergo a more or less 
steady decline irrespective of cyclical fluctuations in business. A 
few years ago the horse constituted the principal farm power. His 
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displacement by tractors and other farm machinery has been going 
on at a very rapid rate since the World War. Some statisticians 
estiIilate that the passing of the horse in the United States has 
made it necessary to retire thirty millions of acres of land that had 
formerly been used to grow horse feed. 

Of recent years the coal industry has faced serious competi
tition with the oil industry. Replacement of coal power plants of 
steamships by oil plants has proceeded at a rapid rate. Many indus
trial plants and homes have changed from coal to oil or natural gas. 
Part of the displaeement has undoubtedly been due to the inability 
of the coal industry to lower its price sufficiently on account of 
high fixed transportation costs, but much of it has been due to 
natural advantages of oil and gas over coal. 

Lumber is an outstanding example of a declining industry. For 
building purposes lumber has faced serious competition with steel, 
cement and fireclay products. Wooden boxes have been replaced to 
considerable extent by paper boxes. Wooden bridges have yielded 
to steel structures and so forth. 

Displacement of lumber by steel, cement, stone and fire-clay 
products (brick, terr~otta, tile), and other shifts between amounts 
of these commodities consumed, may be separated into three classi
fications: (1) shifts due to changes in the relative volumes of diff
erent types of building construction, (2) temporary shifts due to 
price competition, and (3) permanent commodity substitutions due 
to changes in consumer taste. * The first factor measures long term, 
but not quite permanent, shifts in potentialities for consumption. 

An estimate of the extent of commodity substitution can be 
obtained by eliminating from the shifts in actual consumption the 
effect of shifts in types of building construction. Building can be 
divided into three classes: (1) residential; (2) industrial, which is 
here taken to include factory and commercial; and (3) public, 
which includes educational, institutional, Government, religious, 
memorial, social and recreational. The classification "public works 
and utilities" has been omitted since these buildings require little 
lumber, but in the study presented below corrections for the 
omissions have been made. Table X gives the percentage consump
tion of major building materials in the United States and Table 
XI gives the percentage distribution of classes of building construe-

·This study of commodity substitutions of steel, cement and clay pro
ducts for lumber is based on an unpublished paper by Victor Perlo, "Displace
ment of Lumber in Building Construction." 
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SHIFTS IN RELATIVE CONSUMPTION OF MAJOR 
BUILDING MATERIALS 

CHART XXV 
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tion. If there had been no commodity substitutions since 1919, the 
proportions of the various construction materials used would have 
been determined solely by the relative volumes of different types of 
building construction. In Chart XXV the crossed lines represent the 
consumption of major building materials based on 1919 percentage 
in different classes of building. The plain lines represent the actual 
consumption, and the space between represents the commodity dis
placement. 

By 1924, twenty-five per cent of the lumber which on the basis 
of use in 1919 would have been used in 1924 had been displaced by 
competing commodities. During 1924-32 there was no significant 
displacement of lumber. and since 1927 there has been a trend 
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towards lumber, which became very sharp in 1932. In the 1927-32 
period the price of lumber was kept continually under its normal 
competitive price relative to competing commodities and there was 
an especially sharp decline in price in 1931, which increased 1932 
relative consumption of lumber. 

TABLE X 
PERCENTAGE CONSUMPTION OF MAJOR BUILDING MATERIALS 

YEAR LUMBER STEEL CElIIl!NT BRICK STONE TOTAL 

1919 59.7 10.8 11.8 15.7 2.0 100.0 
1920 52.6 13.6 14.9 16.4 2.5 100.0 
1921 56.4 5.9 17.2 17.3 3.2 100.0 
1922 50.8 11.8 15.6 18.4 3.4 100.0 
1923 50.6 11.9 15.3 19.2 3.0 100.0 
1924 48.7 12.2 16.8 18.9 3.4 100.0 
1925 49.1 12.2 16.3 19.1 3.3 100.0 
1926 47.2 13.5 16.8 18.9 3.6 100.0 
1927 45.4 13.8 18.0 19.0 3.8 100.0 
1928 48.3 14.2 16.8 17.2 3.5 100.0 
1929 44.1 17.2 17.3 17.4 4.0 100.0 
1930 40.4 17.1 20.6 17.1 4.8 100.0 
1931 44.0 14.6 21.2 14.3 5.9 100.0 
1932 46.0 11.8 21.4 12.1 8.7 100.0 

Brick Include. common, face and vitrified brick. terra cotta. hollow buildiD8' til. and Are brick. 
Stone lncludee building stone, rubble and riprap. 

Stanley B. Hunt, who has studied the price competition of 
rayon, silk, cotton and wool fibers, * says: 

"For whereas the trend of the total poundage con
sumption of the four fibers as a whole has increased at a 
rate of about 3 per cent per annum for this period (1919-
31), the individual fibers have shown decidedly different 
trends in that time. And while the average prices of all 
the fibers have declined, due principally to the general 
downward trend of all prices since the war, the individual 
fibers have shown varying declining price trends during 
the period. 

Specifically, the exhibits (Charts XXVI, XXVII and 
XXVIII) show that the more the price of a given fiber is 

'Stanley B. Hunt, "Rayon Consumption and Price in Relation to the Other 
Fibers," 7'eztils Warld, Sept. 26, 1931, p. 90-92. 
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reduced, the larger will be its consumption, all in relation 
to the other fibers, of course. This means that by certain 
price relationships the consumption of one fiber may be 
increased at the expense of another or other fibers; it does 
not mean that lower general textile prices in themselves 
will stimulate a demand for textiles." 

TABLE XI 
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CLASSES OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 

YEAR BESJDRNTIAL INDUSTRIAL PUBLIC 

1919 47.S 84.S 17.4 
1920 87.S 85.9 26.8 
1921 45.S 27.5 26.7 
1922 4S.0 29.S 22.2 
1928 62.8 2S.8 IS.9 
1924 64.4 26.3 20.8 
1925 65.7 24.2 20.1 
1926 68.0 27.6 19.4 
1927 62.8 26.6 21.1 
1925 64.0 27.0 19.0 
1929 44.6 84.5 20.9 
1980 8S.2 80.9 80.9 
1981 42.0 22.6 85.4 
1982 86.8 21.S 41.4 
1988· 8S.9 86.S 24.8 

-Bue4 on clata for Ant eleva montha. Data fIom. P. W. Dodae report.. 
No .. : tnduatrlal lncludea Commercial and Factory Bulldlnp. 

TOTAL 

100.0 
100,0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

PubUa lnolud.. Educational. H~ttal. anti lnstltutiona,. PubliCI Bulldlnca. BeIlaiINl ancl 
Memorial. Soclal aut Reer-Uon. Y1Uta17 uul Naval Buildlll8& 

6. Wages in Expanding and Declining Industries. Wages paid 
for a standard type of work often differ from industry to industry. 
Risk or hazard of occupation, conditions of work, size of town in 
which the industry is located and various minor factors account for 
these differences in wage rates for the "same" work. There is, of 
course, also the question of the productivity of the labor, i.e., a 
comptometer operator may get paid fifteen dollars per week in one 
industry and another operator twenty in another industry simply 
because the productivity of the second operator is greater than that 
of the first. 

In classical theories of wages the factors of production are 
paid according to their productivity. In actual practice this may, 

~ 
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PRICES OF RAYON, SILK, COTTON AND WOOL 

CHART XXVI 
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Chart shows price trends of four major fibers during the 13-year period, 
1919 to 1931. Dotted lines represent estimates for concluding part of the cur
rent year. The solid lines show specific lIuctuations for the 13-year period and 
the broken lines indicate average degree of change. 

on the average, be true in a static or slowly changing economy, but 
it is certainly not true in a dynamic economy. In a dynamic economy 
the relative bargaining strength of labor and capital is of tremen
-dous importance. Thus, in times of great depression when labor is 
plentiful and its productivity high it is in general paid whatever 
.capital wishes to grant it. This may often be less than subsistence. 
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CONSUMPTION OF TEXTILE FIBERS 

CHART XXVII 
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While an industry is growing it almost invariably pays its 
labor well. During periods of expansion of an industry much new 
labor is usually demanded by employers and such labor is almost 
invariably well paid, especially that part which is skilled. On the 
other hand, mature or declining industries usually pay low wages. 
Here there are almost invariably more workers than jobs and the 
bargaining advantage is with the employer. Workers are slow to 
change their occupations. Once a miner almost always a miner. 
Under laissez faire conditions it very often takes a generation to 
correct an oversupply of labor in a slowly declining industry, and 
during the period of decline wages become progressively lower ex
cept during periods of credit expansion which produce profits al
most throughout the econ~. Machinery installations in declining 
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or stationary industries inevitably lead to technological unemploy
ment. Thus, for an adequate discussion of a growing economy a 
discussion of technological unemployment is essential. It seems ad
visable, however, to reserve this discussion for a later chapter. 

Examples of high wage industries today are rayon, automobile, 
aviation and electrical. Low wage industries include cotton textiles, 
coal mining, shoes, and, of course, farming. 

Unionization effectively increases the bargaining strength of 
labor. Thus, unionized labor is able in general to command higher 
wages than unorganized labor. Similarly, consolidations and mer
gers may effectively increase the bargaining strength of employers. 

In small towns wages are almost invariably lower than in cities. 
In general, this seems to be due to the fact that numbers of employ
ers in small towns are few and owners must compete only with the 
farms for the available labor supply. Building labor prices for es
sentially the same building are low, so that construction costs of 
residential building are also low. Also land values are luw. Con
sequently, an important item of living expenses is lower in the small 
town, so that a "low" wage in the small town may be effectively as 
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high as a "high" wage in the city. Also in a small town an employer 
may not be able to choose labor for its productivity, that is, he may 
constsntly have to train workers. 

Essentially, labor behaves like a commodity, at least so far as 
price is concerned. Whenever labor is scarce and there is a demand 
for it, it sells for a high price (at a profit to the worltman), and 
wnenever it is more plentiful than its demand it sells at a low price. 
The medical profession will be well paid as long as there are not 
enough doctors to perform the medical services demanded by the 
population;* engineers will command high salaries so long as new 
highways, new plants, new machinery are demanded in sufficient 
quantity to command almost all the engineering talent available,. 
and, on the other hand, farm labor will command very low wages 
unless these are raised by legislative fiat. 

7. Pro/itB. A growing industry invariably has high profits. In 
fact the profit showing is what makes it possible for the industry 
to grow. Profits taken by the industry are in general invested in 
new plant and equipment, and savings from other parts of the 
economy are attracted into the industry. Of course, dividends can 
be paid in cash or in stock. If cash dividends are paid, more than 
the amount paid in dividends is borrowed by the industry by stock 
or bond issues. In a capitalistic economy the function of profi·t is 
to encourage new investment in the fields where new wants are 
developing. 

When an industry matures, profit for the industry as a whole 
should theoretically be zero unless an increased velocity of circula
tion of money media going into goods changes the industry's mar
kets so that it gets a new lease on life. Once the demand for a 
product stabilizes so that price decreases bring very little additional 
demand, social reasons for profits in the industry as a whole dim
inish or perhaps disappear entirely. Whenever productive capacity 
becomes sufficient to supply all demands of the economy, obviously 
any construction of plant in the industry other than what is neces
sary to replace worn out or obsolete units is social waste. Techno
logical improvements usually provide enough profit incentive for 
new units to enter and force the retirement of high cost units. 

O!fhe medical profession is perhape a rather poor example since ethical 
rules (IOverning the profession almost make the profession a manoply. In other 
words, prieee of medical IIOl'Viees would undoubtedly decline if doctore really 
competed on a price basis. According to their ethics they set a fixed price (not 
always in the case of specialists) and compete on the basis of quality of ...... 
vieee rendered and personality of the physician. 



CHAPTER VIII 

JOINT DEMAND AND Loss LEADERS· 

1. Introduction. Studies of automotive denmnd for gasoline 
and of factors influencing residential building indicate that growth 
factors are extremely important for determining the demand for a 
product. A new product has only a very limited market until its 
usefulness becomes generally known and the public must be con
stantly kept informed of an old product. 

A new product can be made known by direct advertising of 
the product on its own merits, as is done in the case of a new con
cern making a new product, or the new product can be sold by an 
existing concern which uses its established reputation to help pre
sent the product. In the latter case past advertising expense for 
other products and good-will which make this quick introduction 
possible are not in general allocated to the new product. Further
more, in 'its early days, such a new product need not be loaded 
with a proportionate share of factory and sales overhead. In this 
sense the new goods may be sold at a "loss" during its introductory 
period so that its demand will increase rapidly and make mass 
production possible. 

In some cases sales of the new goods may greatly stimulate 
sales of the established line of g.oods. Thus, a power plant might 
find it practical to sell electric appliances to its customers at low 
cost in order to stimulate sales of power. Again, it is conceivable 
that a gasoline concern could afford to give away roads (indirectly 
through a gasoline tax) in order that its sale of gasoline might be 
increased and its profits sufficiently enlarged. Then, there is the 
important problem of chain store "loss leader merchandising." 

The loss leader problem has been before the American public 
for over a score of years, indeed since the United States Supreme 
Court's decisions in the Spring of 1911 on the Standard Oil and 

°This study was undertaken at the direction ot Alexander Sachs when he 
was Director of the Division of Research and Planning of the National Re
eovery Administration. It represents a joint effort of C. F. Roos and H. H. Pix
ley. It was presented as a joint paper by Roos and Pixley at the Philadelphia 
meeting of the Econometric Society December 28, 1933. See EConometNB, 
April, 1934. • 
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Tobacco eases. The Democratic platform of 1912 proposed as a 
remedy the "regulation of competition." The Federal Trade Com
mission enacted in the first Wilson Administration was in the 
words of Mr. Brandeis "designed to aid in preventing monopoly by 
preventing unfair or destructive competition, and the worst form 
of illegitimate competition has been found to be cut-throat com
petition", by which the monopolistic seller "would cut the price in 
the districts where a competitor estsblishes himself and thus de
stroy him, meanwhile reimbursing itself for the cut in the region 
by charging high prices elsewhere." 

In the hearings on the original Stevens Bill before the House 
Committee on Interstste Commerce, January, 1915, Justice Bran
deis (then Mr. Brandeis) characterized the loss leader method of 
competition as a species of cut-throat competition aiming at mo
nopoly. He described graphically the destruction wrought upon 
the independent merchant by the "leader" or, as he preferred to 
call it, the "misleader" type of selling merchandise; such "unre
stricted competition with its abuses and excesses, leads· to mo
nopoly, because these abuses and excesses prevent competition 
from functioning properly as a regulator of business" and acting 
"as an incentive to the securing of better quality or lower cost." 
Since Mr. Brandeis' analysis in 1915, the loss leader competition 
has gained in volume and intensity with the growth of chain stores. 

The Federal Trade Commission has made a report- on loss 
leader merchandising to determine the extent of selling goods, 
other than private brands, at a loss in chain store retailing. Eco
nomic principles received little attention in this report. 

The problem' considered here is that of determining under 
what conditions one good can be sold at a loss, i.e., used as a "loss 
leader," in order that a sufficient amount of a second good can be 
sold to make a total profit greater than could be made by seIling 
each good at a profit. The purpose of the study is to determine the 
effects of the use of loss leaders and companion goods on a merchant 
(retail, wholesale or manufacturing) as reflected in his profit and 
loss ststement and on a consumer as reflected'in the distribution of 
goods and in the prices paid for the goods. The problem is, of course, 
enormously complicated and a perfectly general solution is not yet 

·Some other phases of the loss leeder questions have been studied by the 
FedentJ Trade Commission in ita ..,ports on chain stores (Chain Store Leaders 
and Loss Leaders, Senate Document No. 61. 72nd Congress, 1st Session, sub
mitted January 16, 1932.) 
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possible. However, under restrictions which will be given later, 
certain important general theorems or laws can be discovered. 

As has been pointed out in the chain store study mentioned 
above, and more generally in the opening paragraphs of the pres
ent study, the term loss leader is used with various meanings. Here, 
by leader will be meant any good which can be used effectively by 
means of price concessions and advertising to increase the number 
of prospective customers. Thus, loss leader means a leader sold 
below (1) net cost (invoice price minus all discounts), or (2) gross 
cost (net cost plus operating expense), or (3) the usual selling 
price as determined either by the usual mark-up or by competition. 
Besides these there are other meanings which, for the purpose of 
the present study, have less significance. For the principal part of 
this study the first definition of loss leader will be used. The prob
lems associated with the other definitions will be discussed at the 
end. 

For simplicity the discussion will be restricted to the non
speculative case in which the merchant buys only what he can sell 
in the immediate future and is not interested in building up his 
inventory beyond the point necessary to service sales. With regard 
to the companion goods, which may be denoted by G1 and G., .the 
basic assumption made is that the number of customers who can be 
brought into contact with the good G., and therefore the amount of 
G. which can be sold, depends upon the quantity of G, sold, while 
the amount of G1 that can be sold depends only slightly or not at 
all upon the quantity of G. sold. Hence, the demand for G1 depends 
chiefly'on the price of G, (consumers' purchasing power, etc., taken 
into account as explained in Chapters II and V and in the study of 
automotive demand for gasoline) while the demand for G. depends 
not only on the price of G. but also on the amount of G, sold. It is 
thus recognized that .there are factors other than price and quantity 
which are important. The purpose of the study is, however, to de
termine what can be expected if these other factors are held con
stant (whether or not they can be held constant is immaterial) and 
price and quantity alone are varied. Price and quantity are factors 
that are under control by the merchant or manufacturer, whereas 
purchasing power, etc., are not. 

It can be shown that under certain ordinary conditions the use 
of a loss leader results in greater profits to the merchant and a 
larger distribution of both goods to the consuming public. Under 
other conditions that seem equally likely the merchant cannot in-
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crease his profits by the use of a 'loss leader. A simple criterion 
applicable within the above-mentioned limits can be given for 
differentiating between these two possible cases. While ,the quanti
ties of both goods, G, and G .. distributed to the consuming public 
are increased in the case in which G, is used as a loss leader, the 
price per unit of G. is decreased if and only if the demand for G. 
and its cost to the merchant satisfy certsin conditions which are 
given in Section 3. The conditions which must be satisfied are re
lated to the well-known law of mass production, that is, the mer
chant, by increased purchases on his part, must be able to effect 
savings which when passed on to the customer increase demand 
sufficiently. In the special case considered in detail here it develops 
that if the demand can in this way be increased one hundred per 
cent or more over the demand that would develop if the consumer 
did not benefit from the merchant's discount, the price per unit of G. 
will be less under joint demand (i.e., goods sold in combination) 
than when G. is sold on its own merits. 

In obtaining the above-mentioned results it is assumed that 
the merchant endeavors to fix his price so as to maximize his total 
profit per unit time arising from the sales of the two goods. The 
unit of time is not specified. Such questions as whether or not it is 
good business to sell a whole community lawn mowers in three 
months and then make few sales of lawn mowers over the next two 
or three years cannot be answered fully in terms of economic the
ory. Sociological questions are fundamental here. A satisfactory 
answer would have to take into account such factors as employ
ment, alternative business opportunities, etc. Nevertheless, the the
ory that follows holds regardless of how the question of what is the 
proper time interval is settled; it is purposely developed from pos
tulates which do not state how long this interval of time should be. 

It should hardly be necessary to remark here that the method 
which is essential to examine questions of maximum and minimum 
is that of mathematical economics. The assumptions which define 
the economic situation are clearly expressed in terma of mathemati
cal quantities and equations, and then, by the use of well-known 
mathematical principles ouly, mathematical conclusions are derived 
from the original quantities and equations. 

t. Equations of Joint Demand. Let b, represent the demand for 
the good G, with respect to the merchant (not the economy) which 
corresponds to a zero selling price, i.e., the number of units of G, 
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that would be taken if G, were being given away.* Let P, repre
sent the seIling price of G, and let '11, represent the demand corres
ponding to the seIling price P,. 

B 

~--------------p~-----------------; 

FIGURE 1 

Let p.. represent the price at which demand ceases or 
becomes so small as to be negligible or as to force a reorgani
zation of the manufacturing and merchandising operations 
involving the good G,. If demand '11, is graphed against price P, 
a curve joining the point A(P, = 0, 1/, = b,) to the point B(P, = 
Pm , 1/, = 0) is obtained. Three possible forms for such a curve are 
shown in Figure 1. For the problem under consideration it is assum
ed that the demand curve is a straight line or else that it can be 
well approximated by a straight line. In either case the demand 
equation for the good G, is of the form 

(2.1) 1/,=a,P, + b, , 

where 1/ .. p" b, have the meanings given above and a, is the slope 
of the line. Hence a, is negative, b, positive, and, of course, quantity 

"Economists, because of poor knowledge of mathematics and incomplete 
economic analysis, often fall into the error of saying that demand is infinite 
when price is zero. For a criticism of this assumption see C. F. Boos, "Theo
retical Stndios of Demand," E.~o, Vol. 2, 1934. 
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11t and price p. are always positive. The quantities «0. and b. depend 
upon many economic, physical and psychological factors. However, 
since it is not proposed to study effects of changes in these factors, 
there is no need to complicate the study by introducing these factors 
in the notation. Thus, if there is a shift in the reaction of demand 
to price, «0., b. or both change. So far as the validity of the analy
sis is concerned, «0. and b. can both be taken to be functions of time; 
that is, quantities changing with changes in factors not mentioned 
specifically in the equation (2.1). 

The number of customers who can be brought into contact 
with the goods G. as potential purchasers consists of a group of 
number N which is attracted to G. by way of G. and a second group 
which comes intending to buy G. or happens upon G. in some other 
way. The first group will be a certsin proportion of the number of 
buyers of G. which may be assumed to be proportional to the num
ber of sales 1/1 of G.; that is, N = k1/.. The second group 
may be assumed to be constant so far as the factors being studied 
are concerned. 

The number of units of G. that would be purchased by the 
group N if the selling price P. were zero would be proportional to 
N, that is, equal to kN, each person taking as much as he could 
transport away in the period under consideration. This, of course, 
does not mean an infinite amount. Thus, the demand for G. with 
p. = 0 would be kky. where k and k are constants. When the price 
of GI is an amount p. greater than zero, the demand kky. will be 
modified by an amount o...P. + b .. (a decreasing function in which 
a.. < 0, b .. > 0), so that the demand due to the N customers at
tracted by Go is 1/ .. = 01/. +o...P. + b •• where 0 = kk. 

The assumption that the part of the demand for GI , which 
comes from the group of prospective customers which happens upon 
G. without having come to buy G .. follows a law similar to the 
demand law (1) for G. requires that 1/ .. = o...P. + b .. where 
a.. < 0, b •• > O. The total demand for Go is the sum of 1/ .. and 1/ •• , 
that is, 

(2.2) tI. = tI .. + tI .. = C'/J. + a.P. +b •• 
where a. = a.. f a.. < 0, b. = b .. + b .. > 0, and 0 > 0 • 

Now let p, be the cost to the merchant of a unit of G. and let 
Po be the cost to him of a unit of G. and let the respective selling 
prices be P. = P. + 8. and P. = P. + 8., so that 8. and So repre
sent the respective profits or losses per unit of goods sold. 
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EFFECT OF QUANTITY PURCHASED AND SOURCE 
OF SUPPLY ON PRICE 
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It is extremely difficult Ito define factory cost exactly, especially when 
rates of production vary. The direct cost of goods to a wholesaler or retailer 
can, of course, be detennined by invoices. However, the invoice cost has long 
depended upon quantity purchased. The practice of quantity discounts was in
augurated to recognize that selling costs for large quantities are less than for 
small quantities. 

This chart shows purchases of two competing merchants. Merchant B 
usually purchased from a wholesaler in lots of 3 to 6, paying around 66 cents 
for a certain conum>dity. Merchant A purchased from the manufacturer in 
lots of 24 to 48, paying about 68 cents. Several times Merchant B made pur
chases of 24 to 36 and paid the same low price paid by A. Note the lower 
prices secured by purchasing in quantity direct from the manufacturer. 

M = Purchases fromManufacturer 
W = Purchases from Wholesaler 

i~: ~::~~o~n!~~: m;'l~u~~~! rh":~= Paid per Unit and the 
Time of Purchase 
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The cost prices p, and P. to the merchant usually depend upon 
the quantities 111 and 1/. which he buys, it being assumed that he 
buys only as much as he sells over a reasonable period of tiIlU!. Let 
P., and p •• be the prices that the merchant would have to pay for 
"small" amounts of G, and G. . For larger amounts he ordinarily 
receives a discount. Thus, the merchant's (manufacturer's) cost 
prices depend upon the amounts which he buys (manufactures), 
and the relationships can be taken in the form 

p" = (1 + d,1/,)P., 

where -d.1/. and -4,1/. (both positive, since d, and d. are both nega
tive) are the discount rates for the merchant under consideration. 
Of course, different retail (wholesale) merchants or manufacturers 
would be as!ligned different values by the wholesale merchant 
(manufacturer or seller of raw materials) for the quantities 
P." P ... d" d. depending on the size and credit standing of the re
tsil (wholesale or manufacturing) concern involved. The prices 
POl and p .. are the actual prices paid for small quantities. Hence, 
-4.1/, and --4,.1/. represent actual discounts given for quantity pur
chasing and not the customary paper discount deducted from a 

. published price. Ohart XXIX gives some idea of how important 
quantity discounts can be in determining cost and by inference 
price. 

In the preceding discus!lion the words retsil (wholesale, manu
facturers) and wholesale (manufacture, seller of raw materials) 
have been carried through. This will be discontinued and only the 
word retsil used. The careful reader will be able to make the gen
eralizations as he reads. Thus, although the following discussion 
may oflppear to apply only to retsiling, it is in reality much more 
general. 

If the equation p, = (1 + d,IIJpOl = POl + d,P011/, is graphed 
considering p" and 1/, as the variables, a straight line as shown in 
Figure 2 is obtsined. From this it might be inferred that by buying 
a sufficient quantity 'h. the merchant could get the goods at a zero 
price. This is, of course, not true since the wholesale merchant 
would never allow this. There is a price P,m below which he will not 
allow the price p" to go. This restriction is, however, automatically 
taken care of by the previous assumption that the retsil merchant 
buys only what he can sell and he cannot increase this 8IIIOunt 
indefinitely, even by selling at a zero price. 
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FIGURE 2 

From equation (2.1), when seIling price P, = 0, it follows that 
sales V,, = b,; hence b, is the largest quantity that the merchant will 
consider buying. By choosing d, properly the cost price P, = 
(1 + d,v,)Po, will always be the one for which the wholesale mer
chant would sell when V, is restricted to be between 0 and b,. The 
assumption which restricts the quantities V, and v, in this way is 
essentially an assumption that only the non-speculative case in 
which the merchant is not interested in building up his inventory is 
being considered. 

9. MfZlri11llUm Profits. The selling prices P, and P. are equal to 
cost p, and P. plus mark up (mark down) 8, and 8" so that by the 
help of the preceding analysis 

P, = p, + 8, = (1 + d,V,)Po, + 8, 

p. = P. + 8, = (1 + d,v,)Po. + 8 •• 

By substituting these values for selling prices P, and P. in 
equations (2.1) and (2.2) and solving them for sales 1/1 and V., the 
following expressions are obtained 

a, b, 
v, = 1-a,d,po, (Po, + s,) + 1 _ a,d,po, 

c [ a, b, ] V.= 1 (Po, +8,) +1 d, - a,d,po. 1 - a,d,Pol - a, Po, 

a, b. 
+1 d, (Po. + 8.) + 1 d, -a. Po. -a, Po. 
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In comparing changes in selling prices p, and Po, relative 
changes, rather than unit changes are significant. For this reason 
the prices themselves will not be used; the price ratios obtained by 
dividing price P, by the base cost price Po, and price P. by the base 
cost price po. are the significant quantities. Or, what accomplishes 
the same objective is the choosing of the units of price so that 
Po, = Po. = 1. Expressed in these units the above expressions for 
'II, and'll. become 

(3.1) '11,= e,(1 + 8,) +" 
'II.=g[6,(1+8,) +,,] + e.[l + 8.] +,. 

where, by definition, 

6, = a,,/ (1- a"d,) , "=b,/(l-a,,d,) J 

e. = a-./ (1- a-.d.) , ,. = b./ (1- a.d.) , g = 0/ (1- a-.d.) 

It is clear that the conditions 1 -'- a"d, > 0 and 1 - a-.d. > 0 must 
be satisfied, since otherwise 6, and 6. would be positive and'll, and'll. 
could be increased indefinitely by increasing the selling prices p, 
+ 8, and P. + 8. • 

It may be assumed that the merchant desires to choose his 
mark up (ma,rk down) 8, and 8, so that the total profits 

E = s,y, + s.'II. 
are as large as possible. Using the expressions (3.1) for'll, and y, 
in E and collecting terms it follows that the total profits are given by 

E = 6,8,' + ge,s,s, + e.s.' + (6, + 'J8, 

+ (ge, + of, + 6, + '.)s •. 

The total profits. E. depend upon the two variables 8, and 8., and for 
a maximum the two first partial derivatives aE/as, and aE/a8. 
must be equal to zero.· Applications of the rules for differentiation 
to lind a maximum give the equations 

(3.2) 

where the notation 

26,8, + g6,S. = -v,. • 
ge,8, + 2eo8. = -y.. . 

YlO=e,+f, .'II •• =gy,.+y .. where 11 .. = e.+f. J 

has been introduced. 

·See, for example, w. F. Osgood, Differetttial "wei l"t.gral Calcul .... New 
York. 1914, or any e1ement&r7 book on calculus. 
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A comparison of these last three equations with equations 
(3.1) shows that y" and Y20 are the demands for G, and G, when 
8, = 8, = 0, that is, they are the demands when the selling prices 
are equal to the cost prices p, and PI, while y,. is the demand for 
G, when the selling price P. is equal to the cost price P. and the 
demand y, is equal to zero. 

These equations can be solved easily by well-known mathemati
cal methods and the values of 8, and 8. which satisfy them can be 
found to be . 

(3.3) 
8, = (ge,y" - 2e,y,,) / (e,e. - g'e,') , 

8, = (2y,. - gy,.) / (g'e, - e.) 

= (y" + Y •• ) / (g'e, - e,) • 

In addition to the above first order conditions which must hold 
for a maximum but may also hold in other cases, second order con
ditions must be investigated to insure a maximum. The second oriler 
conditions are 

{J'E/08,' < 0, 0'E/08,' < 0 , 

(o'E/os, as,)' - (o'E/ 08,') . (o'E/ as,') < 0 . 

In terms of the coefficients these three inequalities are 

(3.4) 2e,<0,2e,<0, 

(g"e,) I - 4e,e, < 0 . 

If g, e" e, are replaced by their values in terms of c, a" a., d." d." 
the third inequality of (3.4) becomes 

c'a,-4a.(1-a,d,) (l-a.d.,) < 0 . 

If the ratio a,/a. is represented by R so that a, = Ra., a. can be 
eliminated from the inequality and it can be reduced to the form 

(3.5) R < 4(1-a.d,)/[c' + 4a,.d.,(l-a.d,)] . 

Hence this inequality must be satisfied by the ratio R = a,/a. where 
a, and a. are the coefficients used in the demand equations (2.1) 
and (2.2). These coefficients represent the rate of change of the 
demand y, with respect to price P, and the rate of change of de
mand y, with respect to price P" Therefore, they can be used as 
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measures of the sensitiveness* of demand of the two commodities 
G, and G,. Then, R is the ratio of the sensitiveness of demand of 
the two commodities and the inequality (3.5) means that the values 
(3.3) do not give a maximum in the case where the sensitivity of 
demand for G, is too large in comparison with that of G,. It can be 
shown that when (3.5) is not satisfied there is no satisfactory maxi. 
mum profit, since to maximize total profit E the merchant would 
set prices so that quantiti~s sold (y, or y,) would be zero or else set 
prices P, or P, equal to zero. None of these solutions would be con
sidered a practical solution by a merchant. However, it can be shown 
that (3.5) is satisfied in many, if not most, actual cases, so that the 
inequality does not seriously restrict the application of the analysis. 
In fact, if (3.5) is not satisfied, a merchant should not use the 
goods G, and G. in joint demand relationship. 

After restricting the problem to commodities G, and G" whose 
ratio of sensitiveness satisfies the inequality (3.5), it requires a 
detailed study of the formulas for 8, and 8, to reveal when an advan
tage can be gained by selling G, at a loss, and, what is just as im
portant, when there is no ,such advantage. If in the formulas (3.3) 
the quantities g, e" e, are replaced by their values in terms of c, a" 

a.., d" d., and if a, is then eliminated by the equation a, = Ra.., the 
following forms are obtained: 

(1-a.d,) (1-Ra.d,) [(cy .. +2a.d,y,.) R-2y,.] 
8, = ---a.R[{c' + 4a,d, (1-a.d,)} R - 4(1-a..d.)] 

---a. [ - {c' + 4a.d, (1- a.d.)} R + 4 (1- a.d.)] 

The values of 8, and 8. , when graphed for values of R from 
R = 0 to R= R., whereR, = 4(1-a.d.)/[c· + 4a.d,(1- a.d.)] 
(see inequality (3.5), yield curves of the character shown in Figure 
3. The value R, is given by R, = 2y"/[cy,, + 2a,d, y,.] which can 
be shown to'lie between 0 and R, as indicated in the figure. 

It appears from a study of the graph that it is possible to attain 
a maximum profit E by selling G, at a loss only if the ratio of the 
sensitiveness of demand satisfies the inequalities R, < R < R •. 
Actually the possible range is somewhat smaller than this because, 
if it is assumed that the merchant will not sell G, at a zero or nega
tive price, 8, has a definite lower limit 8., (negative) which is num-

·Here sensitivity is used to refer to price sensitivity. 
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erically less than .the cost price P:t. Corresponding to this value so. 
is a value R. as shown on the graph. Hence the actual limits of R 
for which a profitable use of G. as a loss leader can be made are 
given by the inequality 

(3.6) R.<R<R •. 

There is also a lower limit Ro to the values that R can take. 
This is due to the fact that if P •• which is defined by cost plus 8 •• is 
made large enough, the demand y. becomes zero. Ro corresponds to 
the largest possible value 8m• of s •• This value Ro is less than R. as is 
shown in Figure 3. If R lies between Ro and R., a maximum profit 
would result only if both G. and G. were sold at a profit. 

4. Quantities Sold amd Prices Paid by Consumers. If P. and P. 
represent the selling prices as used above and Pb Po represent the 
selling prices that would result if c = 0 (i.e., if the demand for G. 
were independent of the demand for G.), the following relations 
can be proved: 

so that p. > p. , 

1>; - P, = [g (2e,y •• + ge,y,.) ]/[2a, (g'e. - 4e,)] (2a,d. - 1) 
Hence the price per unit of G. is less under joint demand than 
under separate demand, whether or not G. can be used profitably as 
a loss leader. It follows at once, from the nature of the demand 
equation, that the amount of G, sold increases under joint demand. 

As for the sign of Po - PI' the fraction shown as the first fac
tor is positive. This follows from the fact that all of the quantities 
involved in the fraction are positive except a" e., eo. The factor 
g'e. -;- 460 in the denominator has been proved positive by the in
equalities which follow equations (3.3). Hence Po - P, has the 
same sign as the factor 2a,d. - 1. 

The rest of the discussion is divided into two cases. 

Case 1. 2a,d~ - 1 < 0 or a,d. < 1/2 • 

If II .. represents the demand that would result if d. were zero; i.e., 
if the merchant received no discount for quantity purchasing, it 
follows from equations (8.1) that v. = V../(l - a,d.) whence 
a,d. = (y, - V .. ) lv, . The condition that a,d. is less than 1/2 can 
now be written in the form V, < 2 V... Therefore, this case covers 
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the situation in which the passing on of lowered costs to the con
sumer results in an increased demand which is less than twice the 
demand without lowered costs. 

Case 2. 2a"d, - 1 > 0 . 

By an analysis similar to the above it follows that here the 
demand with lowered costs is more than twice the demand without 
lowered costs. 

In the first case 

P'-P. < OorP. < P. 
i.e., there is an increase in price per unit for G • . In the second case 

P. - P. > 0 or p. > P. ; 

i.e., there is a decrease in price per unit for G •• 

An inquiry into the economic significance of the two cases 
developed in the last section reveals the striking fact that in the 
second case the situation is essentially the well-known mass pro
duction phenomenon where increased demand and lowered costs 
react on each other and increase demand sufficiently to make it 
profitable for the entrepreneur to lower prices. It is, of course, not 
at all uncommon for a reduction in cost with concomitant reduction 
in price to result in the doubling of demand. In the first case the 
reaction of increased demand and lowered costs does not result in 
a demand large enough to make lower prices profitable. 

As is known, the above mass production phenomenon is not 
applicable to all goods G" nor when applicable to a good G. is it 
necessarily applicable to all phases of development of the manu
facturing and merchandising of the good. Hence the possibility of 
the second case depends upon the nature of the good G •. It also de
pends to a large extent upon the size of the merchant. 

If the merchant is a small one with a small discount he is 
probably forced into the first case and the consumer pays more 
per unit for G •. However, if the merchant is large so that his prices 
have an appreciable effect on the demand in the industry as a 
whole in his economy, he has a good chance of operating under the 
second case with consequent profit to the consumer. Even if he is 
small he may force his competitors into using G, as a loss leader, 
and, if G. is used by many merchants as the companion good, these 
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might easily induce the same results as would a single large mer
chant. 

When a good G1 is generally used as a loss leader there is al
ways the possibility that the "normal" selling price of the good 
becomes permanently lowered as in the case of certain goods such 
as sugar in grocery retailing and certain brands of toilet articles 
in drug retailing. This will lower its effectiveness as a leader at a 
given price but will not necessarily remove it from the class of 
effective leaders. 

It is possible that the lowering of the normal selling price is 
often the result of "unsound" use of a good as a loss leader. For 
instance, if the demand equation for sugar for the industry as a 
whole were used, in the light of the preceding analysis there is 
doubt that this good could qualify as a loss leader for the whole 
industry resulting in greater consumption and profits. Sugar is 
one of those products for which an· individual grocer's demand is 
highly elastic, whereas the total demand is inelastic. * 

It remains to prove that the demand for G. always increases 
under joint demand. Let 'II. represent the demand for G1 as used 
throughout this paper, and let V. be the demand that would result 
if the demand for G. did not depend upon the demand for G1, i.e., 
if c = O. It can be shown that 

- -Be.'II,. - Ue,'II •• 
'II.-'II.=-g B(U"el-J,e.j <0. 

Hence in virtue of the inequalities already established, y. < 'II. in 
any case, which means that the demand for G. increases. This 
makes it easier to interpret the case in which the price of G. in
creases. 

Since the demand 11. decreases in proportion to the increase in 
the price Ph it follows that any increase in the price will result in 
a decrease in 11. unless it is counterbalanced by an increase in 
11,. Since incresses resulting from 11, are limited, it follows that P. 
cannot be increased indefinitely if 'II. is also to increase. Since it 
has been shown that 11. does increase, the conclusion is reached 
that any increase in P. is limited. 

5. IWawing Tnule from Competitors b'IJ the Use of Loss Lead,.. 
1lr8. The remarks made about sugar introduce another considera-

·Henry Scltulta, StGtialicGl Low. 01 D-.l Gft/J Svppl,l ooit.\ S".oiDl 
ApplioGtioa to StI(ItW, Chieaao. 1928, Chapters HI. 
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tion. The analysis of this study deals only with an individual mer
chant or a cooperating group of merchants. Such a merchant or 
group can probably use almost any staple product as a satisfactory 
loss leader temporarily by drawing trade away from competitors. 
If this is the principal way in which the increased demand for G, 
arises, there is probably a net loss to the industry. A loss always 
occurs in such an instance if other merchants take up the practice. 
However, if G, is a good for which the total demand is highly sen
sitive to price, the increase in demand which results when a mer
chant lowers the price may well be a real increase and not merely 
a shifting of sales from one merchant to another. One way in which 
this more desirable situation could be guaranteed would be to force 
a merchant to use sensitivities of demand belonging to the indus
try rather than those which belong to his own firm in applying the 
criterion (3.6). A rather serious objection, however, to such a pro
vision is that the sensitivities of demand for whole industries have 
not as yet been studied sufficiently to give results useful for this 
purpose. 

So far, no account has been taken of the institutional factor 
which requires that gross earnings minus invoice cost must be 
greater than or equal to some percentage of total invoice costs, 
that is, 

(5.1) 8,y, + 8. Y. ~ r(p,y, + P.Y.) , 

where r is the customary gross profit percentage, 10%, 15%, 20%, 
etc., as the practice may be. 

If this inequality does not hold, the commodities cannot be 
used in a joint demand relationship, i.e., each commodity must be 
sold on its own merits, at least as far as advertising the commodity 
is concerned. If one of the products moves too slowly on its own 
merits, it can be dropped. 

Sometimes stores resort to such restrictions as "only one to a 
customer," or "for retail trade only," in order to boost the coef
ficient c to a sufficiently high level to make the inequality (5.1) 
hold. If such devices are used persistently they force the market 
price for G, down and decrease its value as a loss leader. This situ
ation is similar to the previously discussed case of lowered market 
price. In view of the impracticability of the control mentioned 
there, an obvious way to prevent such loss leader practice is to do 
away in some manner with the devices mentioned above for in
creasing c. 
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6. OtMr LOBS Leader Problems. The modified problem in 
which the second and third definitions of loss leader are used has 
some interesting aspects. If the second definition is used, so that 
loss leader means a leader sold below gross cost, the resulting situ
ation can be described by modifying Figure 3 slightly. For this re
place the horizontal R-axis by the horizontal R-axis above it, the 
distance m between them representing the percentage mark-up on 
net cost which would be necessary to cover fixed expense only, the 
percentage being based on the net cost. Since p, and P2 are price 
indices rather than prices, the overhead m is given in terms of 
percentage rather than cents or dollars. Then 8,'S and S2'8 which lie 
below the R:axis represent loss leaders. The interval in which a 
profitable use of G, as a loss leader can be made is given in this 
case by the inequality 

(6.1) R. <R <R •• 

For the third problem in which a loss leader is a leader whose price 
is below the usual selling price, let m represent the usual mark-up 
or gross profit given in terms of a percentage as before. This gives 
a modified position of the R-axis higher than that just found above 
if gross profit for the department involved is greater than fixed ex
pense. The position of R; is shifted to the left again in such a case 
and the inequality (6.1) holds if the modified R, is used. 

Public utility distribution of a product such as natural gas to 
household consumers and industrial consumers offers another 
slightly different loss leader problem. The following notation is 
usef'll: 

tI. = quantity of gas sold to household consumers; 
p, = field cost of a unit of gas plus pipe line cost per unit to 

consuming city; 
P. = the extra city pipe line and other installation cost per 

unit to household consumer; 
P., = the price (includirig pipe line cost to the consuming city) 

the distributing company would pay for an amount tI •• consumed 
by household consumers only at a price (1 + r)P01 where r repre
sents "normal" mark-up; 

d,. = percentage reduction in cost due to increased amount of 
gas consumed by industrial co~erns; 
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d, = decrease in distributing costs to small consumers (house
hold consumers) for increase in demand; and 

Po. = distributing cost for small amount to household con
sumers. 

Then, obviously, 

p,= (1+d,y,)po,andp.= (1+ d,y.) po, . 

The demands from the two classes of consumers will, of course, 
be different; that is, household consumer demand will be less elas
tic than industrial consumer demand. The two demands may be 
taken to be given by 

y,=lhP,+b, , 

y.=a,'P.+b. , 

where P, and P. are prices to large and small consumers respective
ly. Obviously 

P, = (1 + d,y,) po, + B, , 

p.=P,+P.+8.= (1+ d,y,) po, + (1+d,y,)Po.+B., 

where 8, and 8, are the mark-ups (mark-downs) to industrial and 
household consumers. Then 

y, = It, [ (1 + d,y,) po, + 8,] + b, , 

y.= It, [ (1 + d,y,) POI + (1 + d,y,) Po. + 8,] + b •• 

Solving these equations for y, and y. gives 

It, b, 
(Po,+sJ +-::--.....:...=:-1--a,d,po, 1--a,d,po, 

11. a,Po, + a,d,Po, [ It, (Po. + s,) + b. ] 
1--a,d,Po2 1--a,d,po. 1--a,d,POl 1--a,d,po, 

a, [ ] b. +1 -' Po. + s. + 1 -' . --a,..,po. --a,..,P .. 

As pointed out previously in comparing changes in selling 
prices P, and P., relative changes rather than unit changes are sig
nificant. For this reason the prices themselves should not be used; 
the price ratios obtained by dividing price P. by the base cost price 
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11., and price P. by the base cost price 11.1 are the significant quan
tities. Or, as stated before, what accomplishes the same objective 
is the choosing of the units of price so that P., = 11 •• = 1. Ex
pressed in these units the preceding expressions for Y, and Y. be
come 

(6.2) 

where 

y,=e,(1+S,) +1, , 
y.=g[e,(1+s,) +1,] + e.[1 + 8.] +1. , 

e,=IZ,.!(1-IZ,d,) ,I,=b,j(1-a,.d,J , 

6. = a./ (1-«sda) , 1. = b./ (1-«sd.) + a./ (1-«sda) , 

g = a.da/ (1- a.da) . 

This problem is, therefore, essentially the same as the gen
eral one already discussed; see equation (3.1). 

1. General Observations Oft, LoBS Leader Merchandising. It is 
clear that it is entirely sound and, under certain restrictions, so
cially desirable economics to permi·t the practice of using loss lead
ers, provided the ratio of the sensitivities of demand (for the econ
omy) of the loss leader and its companion commodity is neither too 
small nor too large. (See inequality (3.6).) The net effect of this 
is to increase the consumption of the loss leader and of the com
panion commodity and at the same time give merchants greater 
profits. This is accompanied, of course, by a decrease in the price 
of G, while the price of G. may be decreased or not. If increased, 
it is. probably by a moderate amount only. Hence it is not at all 
necessary to require that all goods be sold above cost, nor is it de
sirable. Such a situation leads only to decreased consumption. In 
other words, the whole notion of selling every good on a cost plus 
basis is faulty; it is based on inadequate knowledge of joint de
mand. 



CHAPTER IX 

PRODUCTION, COST AND PROFIT 

1. Cost Theory. Cost and cost accounting have received the 
attention of economists and accountants for ages and yet even some 
of the best .books on accounting theory and economic theory contain 
statements which reveal that their authors have little knowledge 
of the mathematical theories of cost which they are trying to ex
plain. Worst of all, even the authors of the commonly accepted (or 
debated) classical theories of cost have apparently not fully under
stood the theories which they have produced. The common triple 
proposition that (1) free competition brings the cost of produc
tion down to a minimum, (2) under this regime the rate of remun
eration of each service is equal to its marginal productivity, and 
(3) the whole quantity of the manufactured product is distributed 
among the productive services, is invariably loosely stated and 
more often than not, misunderstood. In reworking the statical 
theory of marginal productivity which is responsible for this triple 
proposition, Henry Schultz announces that (1) the first proposition 
above is essentially a condition of solution and not a theorem or 
consequence of the marginal productivity theory, (2) propositions 
two and three are true only if all the coefficients of production 
(quantities of the services of the factors of production which enter 
into the manufacture of a unit of the commodity under considera
tion) are compensatory (i.e., they form a group such that if the 
amount per unit produced of anyone of them is decreased, this 
may be compensated by an increase in the others) and if the mathe
matical formula exhibiting this relation defines the quantity pro
duced as a homogeneous function of the first degree in these coeffi
cients of production.· 

The classical theory of cost (marginal productivity theory) is 
essentially a static one and as such is open to considerable question. 
As previously mentioned and repeated here for emphasis, it is 
doubtful that society has ever reached a stage of stagnation which 
could give rise to static economic equilibrium and hence it is almost 

"Henry Schultz, "Marginal Productivity and the General Pricing Process," 
Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 87 (1929), pp. 605-545. 
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certain that any theory based on an assumption of static equilib
rium is inadequate. Nevertheless, parts of such theory may carry 
over into dynamic economics. 

Some writers have postulated certsin types of cost functions, 
as, for example, the quadratic and cubic function of G. C. Evans,* 
but for the most part discussion has centered around linear func
tions. Little consideration has been given to the problem of build
ing up realistic cost functions out of such items as wages, power 
costs, raw material costs, overhead costs, etc. Again, not a great 
deal of attention has been given to the question of the relative lIexi
bility of the various factors. It is one thing to say that the,factors 
of production will be shifted so that cost is a minimum, and it is 
quite another thing to examine relative amounts of time required 
for such shifts, and possible effects on the economy, especially on 
such things as wages, income of various groups, and velocity of 
circulation of money and credit. 

It seems that no one has discussed the question of how profit 
curves, for the individual producer and for the industry, as func
tions of (1) price of product and (2) units of output, depend upon 
the elasticity of demand and how elimination of relatively inefficient 
workers to obtain maximum profits can lead to decreased "purchas
ing power," which in tum can lead to even greater elimination of 
workers by a shifting of the profit peak so that a point of wide
spread industrial unemployment can result. 

I. Coefficients of Production. In the production of each unit of 
almost any commodity or service G there are expensea due to raw 
materials and power, services of real estate, services of persons, 
services of capital and services of machinery. These ingredients of 
G may be defined to be the factors of production Of G, and the quan
tities of the services of the factors of production which enter into 
the production of one unit of G can be defined to be the coefficients I 
of productioft of G. 

If the cost function of an actual producer of a commodity or 
service is analyzed, it is usually found that some of the coefficients 
of production, which may be denoted by f. are constants (at least 
for a short period of time), others vary withthe rate of production, 
acceleration of production and the price of the commodity or service 
produced, and still others exhibit a special kind of variation and 
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are compensatory. The amount of leather required to manufacture 
one shoe of a given kind is the same whether one shoe or a hundred 
shoes are produced per hour. Certain items of overhead expense, on 
the other hand, vary with the output per unit of time and Therefore 

lcome under the second classification. Power for manufacturing 
shoes may be water, steam, electric, gas, or human, or all five, and 
the particular combination selected by a manufacturer depends 
upon the prices of the various services. This last group is by defi
nition compensatory. 

Before proceeding further it seems desirable to consider a 
simple eXanJJple which illustrates the nature of the relation between 
the compensatory coefficients. Suppose that a farmer desiring to 
produce one thousand bushels of potstoes finds that he can do so 
by using 6 acres of land, 300 pounds of fertilizer, 10 pounds of 
calcium arsenate for spraying purposes, 70 bushels of seed, and 60 
hours of labor consisting of a man and two horses. Then f. = 
6p./l000, f. = 30Op,/1000, f. = IOp,/1000, f. = 70p./1000 and 
f. = 6Op./l000, where p., p" P., P., and P. are the prices of the fac
tors of production. The price P. is, of course, not the full price of 
the land: it is only that part of the price which can be allocated to 
the production for the year. The point represented by the set 
(.006p" .300p., .010p., .07Op., .060p.) is a point defining the com
pensatory relation or formula 

(2.1) <p(f" fa, ... , f.) = 0 

as it has invariably been taken. If the farmer can also produce 1000 
pounds of potatoes by using 5 acres of land, 500 pounds of fertilizer, 
9 pounds of calcium arsenate, 65 pounds of seed and 65 hours of 
labor, the point (.005p" .500p., .009p., .065p., .065p.) is another 
point helping to define <po The totality of such points (f" f., ... , f.) 
defines the compensatory relation <p(f., f., ... ,f,) = O. This is al
right provided one makes sure that he applies the relation only to 
problems for which the seed is the same, the production rate is 1000 
bushels per year and the land is similar and similarly situated cli
matically to the land for which the relation has been obtained, etc. 
A casual search of many economic books will reveal that their 
authors almost invariably assume that if all the factors of produc
tion are doubled the product will be doubled. In other words, these 
authors, without question or hesitation, willingly apply the equation 
(2.1) to all rates of production. Such an eminent economist as ViI
fredo Pareto, however, denies the validity of this approach and la-
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bels the marginal productivity theory of Walras and Wicksteed in
valid beca,!se of this tacit assumption. In fact, Pareto wrote: 

"Some authors assume that if all' the facto.rs of pro
duction are doubled the product will also double. This may 
be true approximately, in a certain case, but not rigorously 
and in general. Some expenses vary with the importance 
of the business (enterprise). It is certain that if we could 
assume another business under conditions exactly resem
bling those of the first, we might double all the factors and 
the product. But this assumption is not, in general, admis
sible. If, for example, one were engaged in the transporta
tion business in Paris, it would be necessary to assume an
other business and another Paris. But, as this other Paris 
does not exist, we must consider two businesses in' the 
same Paris, and then, we cannot assume that, when the 
quantities of the factors of production are doubled, the 
product will be doubled. 

"We must observe that if one cannot assume that all 
the coefficients of production are constant, neither can we 
assume that they are variable. From a certain quantity of 
iron ore, for example, it is impossible to extract more 
metallic iron than is contained in this mineral. A certain 
state of technical knowledge being given, the quantity of 
metallic iron which may be obtained from a ton of a cer
tain ore is a fixed quantity. In other words, the quantity of 
ore to be employed is proportional to the quantity of iron 
which we wish to produce."· 

In attempting to straighten out some of the difficulties of the 
theories of Wicksteed and Walras, Henry Shultz uses an expression 
of the form '1'(/" ••• , t .. ) = O. He employs Euler's theorem on 
homqgeneous functions as a principal means of obtaining the 
theorems of the marginal productivity theory. 

It would seem more natural and better to write 

(2.2) 

where F" ••• , F .. are the quantities of the factors of production 
1, •.• , In required to produce ,,(tJ) units of C per unit of time. Re
ferring again to the problem of producing potatoes one could say 
that the totality of points such as (6p" SOOp., lOp" 7Op., SOp" 1000) 

·Vilfloedo Pareto, Coura d'IcotlOmie politique, Vol. 11 (1897), pp. 82-83. The 
translation is that of Henry Schult., Ioc. cit., p. 617. 

The eriticism of Pareto is, of e,Qurse, of limited usefulness now. It has 
been inserted here to show how chaofk some early thinking about c:ost was. 
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would determine '1'. In this problem the factors of production for 
all values of u(t) from, say one to one thousand or more, could be 
determined empirically. 

IfF , .•. , F m are held constant in (2.2), the expression 
usually determines Fl as a function of the rate of production u(t), 
such as Fl =F1 (u). Then F.(u)/u should be the fl of the early part 
of this section. The ratio F.(u) /u is a function of u alone. A much 
more general and realistic theory than the classical one can be ob
tained by inserting p and t as arguments of 'I' in (2.2) or by saying 
that the technical coefficients are defined by these arguments and 
u and they are not given by (2.1). Conceivably, however, some of 
the compensatory coefficients might. depend upon price p and other 
factors which may be represented parametrically by time t, so that 
it will be best to replace (2.2) by 

(2.3) 'I'(F1,F., .•. ,Fm,u,p,t,) =0 , 

where by, definition F. = uf. ' a=1,2,···,m. 

This form of compensatory relation takes cognizance of the 
fact that some of the factors of production may be changed with 
the price of the commodity or service. For a fixed rate of produc

vtion u and a given price p, the equation (2.3) defines a compensa
tory relation among the F'B. 

s. Dependence of Cost of Production on Rate of Production. 
Suppose that choices of compensatory factors of production have 
been made. The cost Q of producing and marketing u units per unit 
time is 

(3.1) Q= (EmT.,)W .. + (E.T,JW. 

+ (E",T .. )W .. + (E.T.)W.+ C , 

where T m is the time of all machine employees required to produce 
u units; T. is the time of all machine helpers; T .. is the time of 
factory w:hite-collar employees, as clerks, stenographers, mana
gers, buyers, etc., in the factory; T. is the time of employees en
gaged in distributing or marketing the product, as salesmen, ad
vertising managers, clerks, etc.; Em = number of machine em
ployees; E. = number of employees helping with the machines but 
not actuaIl)lo operating them, as engineers, oilers, hand-workers, 
porters. etc;; E .. = number of white-collar employees in the factory; 
E. == number of employees engaged in distributing or marketing 
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the product; W .. = average daily wage paid to machine· employees; 
W .. = average daily wage paid to white collar employees; W.:;= 
average daily wage paid to machine helpers; and Wd = average 
daily wage paid to distributing employees; C includes the cost of 
power and raw material for producing u units, capital charges, 
spch as rent, bond and mortgage interest, depreciation, risk, and an 
arbitrary interest on other capital invested. Thus (3.1) represents 
cost as a business man would define it. His definition differs ma
terially from the economists' definition, but chiefly in the item C. 

If E = total number of employees in service for the industry, 
t!len obviously 

(3.2) 

The quantities E .. , EA, E." and E. evidently depend upon the 
rate of production u. 

The quantities used to define Q will, of course, differ in differ
ent industries. In some industries particular factors mentioned will 
be unimportant and factors not mentioned will be important. It is 
obviously impossible to produce a perfectly general theory in the 
limited space of a single chapter so that selection is essential. The 
treatment given here is merely meant to be suggestive. 

Many machines normally operate at full capacity and can pro
duce more only by having their operating time increased. Thus, for 
small increases in production the number of machine employees 
may remain the same but their hours of work will be increased, 
that is, the number of machine employees will increase only if new 
machines have to be introduced or if more than one shift becomes 
necessary. On the other hand, for some machines production can be 
speeded up by adding additional machine employees. 

Whether the first or second condition prevails, the relationship 
between machine employees and production rate may be assumed 
to be linear; that is, E.=B.u+ C. where B. and C. are con
stants for relatively short periods of time, such as periods during 
which technological improvements do not occur and C .. is small or 
zero. ... 

The number of helpers - those engaged in production but not 
actually operating machines - ~ll, in some cases at least, increase 
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more rapidly than the first power of the rate of production, i.e., 

(3.3) 

As in the case of Em, Eh is taken as a quadratic because of (1) 
necessity for hiring less productive labor, (2) overcrowding, (3) 
lax management, etc. Here, however, Ah is important only for large 
u. 

The number of factory white-collar workers will not be greatly 
influenced by the rate of production. In other words, E .. might be 
assumed to be independent of u but it is probably better to write 

(3.4) E .. = B .. u + c .. , 
where from a priori considerations BID may be expected to be small, 
Of course, if new plants are opened as u increases, E .. will also in
crease. This condition may be assumed to be also taken care of by 
the above formula. 

It usually becomes more and more difficult to sell goods as the 
amount of such goods increases, so that the distributing force must 
usu&.lly be augmented more rapidly than is described by a linear 
relation. Of course, it is sometimes possible to hire more efficient 
distributors, but there is a limit to this. In most cases a quadratic 
term in u will descHbe the situation. Here the quadratic term is of 
much more importance than for manufacturing costs. 

When the product is sold on a commission basis, the number of 
salesmen may be assumed to depend upon the value of the product; 
that is, upon pu. It is also inversely proportional to purchasing 
power. In other words, a formula describing the relation between 
the number of distributing employees and the rate of production 
and prices is likely of the form 

(3.5) E. = A"u2 + B"u + c. + HdPU , 

where H. depends upon purchasing power. 

Now C involves the cost of power, which may be taken as 
B,u, the cost of raw or semi-finished material, which, of course, 
depends upon the number of units produced, so that it is B,u + C" 
and the cost of items which for a given plant or unit are relatively 
independent of volume of production. The components of these 
latter are service charges for capital, insurance on plant and equip
ment, taxes, and various other items of overhead. C may also depend 
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upon pu, due to various taxes, insurance on inventories, etc. In 
other words, (f may be taken to be of the form 

(f=B.u + H.pu + C.+B.u+ C • . 

A substitution for Em, E., E .. , Ed and C of the values just given 
for these in the formula (3.1) gives a cost (manufacturing and 
selling) formula in the form 

(3.6) Q = Au· + Bu + C + Hpu , 

where the coefficients A, B, C and H are defined by the equations 

A=A.T.W.+AdT.W. , 

B = B .. T .. W m + B.T.W. + B .. T .. W .. + B.T.W. 
+B.+B. , 

C=C .. T .. W .. +C.T.W.+C .. T .. W .. + C.T.W. 

+C.+C. , 

H = H.T.W. + H •• 

As already pointed out, the quadratic cost function (3.6) in
cludes manufacturing and sales cost. If sales costs are not included, 
the coefficients A and H are small and hence a linear function can 
be used. However, every industry has to sell its products, so that 
it is more realistic to include selling cost in a formula to represent 
cost. and thus it is in general better to use a quadratic term. Never
theless, it should be pointed out that industrial engineers usually 
treat only manufacturing costs and regard all costs as linear func
tions of output. For example. consider the following quotations : 

"It is apparent that for the purpose of controlling ex
penses, the ideal method would be to keep all expenses 
within the sales dollar allowance established as sales 
volume falls and income decreases .•.• Now there are 
certain expenses that tend to remain constant as the 
volume of sales or production decreases. and there are 
other expenses that may readily be decreased as activity 
decreases, but which cannot be reduced in direct propor
tion to activity • . • It has been demonstrated in actual 
practice that it is possible to control these expenses (direct 
material and direct labor) in direct proportion to plant 
activity. • •• By a careful CQmparison of actual expenses 
with the budgeted allowan~ and by charting the amount 
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of actual expense for the various departments over a 
period of about two years, it became possible to establish 
maximum and minimum limits of variation from the 
straight-line relationship for the variable indirect ex
penses.* 

4. The Element of R:iBk. With every industry there is assoc
iated an uncertainty or risk. Destruction of plant and equipment by 
fire or storm is a common menace. Technological improvements and 
new discoveries are risks that must be considered. As an extreme 
case of the latter, the almost complete passing of the horse-drawn 
vehicle may be cited. There are, furthermore, always the risks of 
competition, as, for example, the risk for the cotton, silk and wool 
industries, arising from the competition of the synthetic product 
rayon, credit losses arising from loose credit policies and from 
unexpected failures of debtors, and so forth. 

Some risks can be provided against by insurance. Such in
surance must, of course, be included in the cost function in some 
way, such as that already pointed out. The greater and more im
portant business risks are, however, so intimately associated with 
the general management of business that an insurance company 
attempting to underwrite them would virtually make itself respon
sible for the business. As an extreme illustration it may be recalled 
that in 1923-25 the price of crude rubber was about $1.00 per pound. 
In the early part of 1930 the price touched the "phenomenally low 
mark" of fifteen cents per pound, and, at this price, many tire 
manufacturers placed large contracts. In July and August of the 
same year the price had dropped to ten cents per pound! Strikes 
must be included among risks arising from labor. 

Let ret) be the money value of the total risks of management 
and obsolesence at the time t, i.e., let ret) be the money value of all 
uninsurable risks. For each firm there will be associated a risk 
function which will vary from firm to firm, and will, among other 
things, depend upon the size of the firm to which it belongs and 
upon the national income, or more precisely upon that part of the 
national income that is accessible to the firm. If the many indi
vidual risks for a particular concern are 

r,(t), rl(t), ••. ,ra(t) , 

°H. R. Mallory, "The Break-Even Chart," M .. ,.".,ical Engineering, August, 
1933, pp. 494-495. Chart 6 approximates the parabolic cost function treated 
nere. See also, Walter Ra.tenstraueh, uEconomic Characteristics of the Manu
:factoring Industries," Mechanical Engineering, November, 1932. 
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then the total risk 
ret) = (r, + ... +r,J/n . 

Since a remote risk is less important than an immediate one 
(conditions may change to eliminate the risk and, also, return of 
capital occurs), to obtain the present (time 0) value of a future 
(time t) risk it is justifiable to multiply ret) by a discount factor 
E(O, t) where the quantity E(O, t) may be defined by the formula 

- fd(X)dX. 

E(O,t)=e • 
Here lI(x) is the force of interest, that is, the relative rate of in
crease of present value, so that II = [d Zog(1I')]/dt ,11= (1 + i)-', 
where i is the "prevailing" rate of interest. The totality of these 
present values of future risks, R, will be the total risk at the time 
t .. that is, 

t 
R = f. ' r(t)E(O, t)dt • 

The period of time ° to t, may be an accounting period or a year, 
depending upon the industry under consideration. In IIIIOst practical 
casell the upper limit of integration for R should be greater than 
t, , but this need not give concern here. It may be argued that entre
preneurs should plan their operations long in advance, but it must 
be admitted that in general they do not do this. They can be ab
solved of some criticism because general econoIlllic conditions can
not be estimated long in advance of the present time and as long 
as general conditions cannot be forecast, it is useless to do long time 
individual foreCasting. This is a logical attitude to take provided one 
holds that nothing can be done to establish automatic controls that 
could eliminate many of the long-time risks. There is little doubt, 
however, that fluctuations in building volume are very important 
factors in initiating both small and large cyclical fluctuations in 
business as a whole. If something can be done to stabilize building 
activity many long time risks will be eliminated. 

Risk may, of course, be assumed to be included in C. 

s. Average arid Unit Costs. If only one unit of a commodity or 
service is produced per unit time, the unit cost is the overhead 
expense plus the prime u",it cost which may be defined as the money 
cost of the raw materials used iJlmaking the unit, plus the wages 
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of the labor spent on it, which is paid by the hour or piece, plus the 
money cost of power, plus the money value of the extra wear and 
tear of the plant. When two units are produced the overhead 
expense will in general be the same as for one unit and the prime 
unit cost will differ little from the prime cost of the first unit, so that 
the total average cost will be less. Thus, if the overhead cost is C 
dollars and the prime cost of producing the first unit is B dollars, 
the average unit costs when one and two units are produced are 
respectively B + C and B + C/2 . 

This reduction of average unit cost or law of diminishing cost 
will continue to operate as additional units are produced but not 
indefinitely, that is, in general, as already indicated, the average 
unit cost will not be given by the simple formula U. = B + C /11. 
where 11. stands for the number of units produced per unit time. 
After a certain production (sales) rate is attained the average unit 
cost may begin to rise again due to sales resistance, bidding for 
labor and material, lax management and so forth. A more realistic 
form for U. would, therefore, be 

(5.1) U.=A1I.+B + C/1I. wherein typical cases C > 0 . 

For simplicity, A, B and C might be assumed to be constants, 
but this assumption is not necessary. Whenever A, Band C are 
functions of the time as defined earlier, which can be adequately 
approximated by step functions, the conclusions will remain valid. 

The curve represented by the equation (5.1) is a hyperbola 
whose asymptotes are U = 0 and U = Au + B. Here A, B and C 
are assumed constant. Only the branch of the hyperbola in the first 
quadrant seems to have economic significance.. This branch 
attains a minimium at 1I.=u",= vC/A as may be determined by 
the usual rules. By definition the quantity dU./du is the marginal 
unit cost. Roughly speaking, since dUe/ d1l. = A approximately when 
11. is large, A is the increase in marginal unit cost resulting from the 
production of an additional unit when a large number of units u(t) 
are already being produced per unit of time- Whenever 11. < u"" 
the law of diminishing cost holds since for these values of 11. the 
average unit cost U. is a decreasing function of 11.. Similarly, when
ever 11. > u", the law of increasing cost holds. 

If q(1I.) is the cost of producing 11. units per unit of time, then 
by definition U. = q(1I.) /11. and hence 

(5.2) q(k) = Au' + B1I. + C , 
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where A, Band C will usually be positive functions of the time, 
satisfying hypotheses previously mentioned. For a constant price 
I' the form (6.2) is the same as (8.6) provided the B in (6.2) is 
taken to be the B in (8.6) plus HI'. Three dimensions would be 
necessary to represent the cost function (8.6) for a variable price 
1', and four dimensions for a variable price I' and variable consum
er income. 

The function q(u) has a minimum at the negative value 
u=-B!2A, and. as a result, assumption of the cost function (5.2) 
rules out the possibility of producing a larger number of units than 
u and destroying some of them to obtain a total cost smaller than 
q(u). 

If q(u) is plotted and a tangent is drawn from the origin, the 
value of u which defines the point of tangency Tis",", as may be 
easily proved by setting dq/du= U. and solving for u. The deriva
tive dq./du defines a aecond kind of unit cost which economists call 
marginal unit cost. For the cost function (5.2), dq/du = Au + B 
and hence B is the marginal uni~t when" = O. 
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Since q(u) = U,u, marginal unit cost and average unit cost 
satisfy the relation 

dq/du= U,+ ud U,/du 

for all cost functions q(u) which are differentiable. Whenever unit 
cost is decreasing, the derivative dU,/du is negative and hence mar
ginal unit cost is less than average unit cost by the amount u dUo/ duo 
Furthermore, U, is a minimum when it is equal to the marginal unit 
eost; that is, dq/du= U, since U, is a minimum when dU,/du = O. 

It is not true that the production rate u", which minimizes U. 
yields the highest profit to a producer. A slightly more elaborate 
mathematical analysis is necessary. 

6. Income, PTofit, and Loss. Consider the case of a producer 
so small that the amount which he produces has a negligible effect 
on the price p(t). This is equivalent to assuming !Tee competition
that is, that the demand for the commodity may be neglected in the 
calculations. Suppose that the producer sells his entire output so 
that his profit is ,,= p(t)u(t) - q(u) = [p(t) - Uc(t)]u(t). The 
condition dn/du = 0 yields the equation p(t) = dq/du; that is, 
maximum profit results when the rate of production is such that 
the price is equal to the marginal cost of production. A warning 
should perhaps be issued that this latter condition, which has been 
so greatly revered by many economists, holds only when p(t) is 
independent of u(t) and hence does not apply to dominant produc
ing units. 

If y units are sold per unit time at the time t, the gross income 
will be py and hence the net profit per unit time will be 

,,=py-(Au'+Bu+C+Hpu) • 

It is almost universally true that producers prefer early profits 
to remote or deferred ones. Waiting is an element of cost as truly 
as effort is, and it should be taken into account. This does not mean, 
however, that a producer is unwilling to forego present profits in 
order to obtain greater ones in the future, but it does mean that 
the expectation of future profits will have to be greater than actual 
present ones. 

Suppose that the above equation defines the net profit at present 
time C. Then profits expected at a time t after the present must be 
multiplied by a suitaqle discount factor. Either a continuous or 
discontinuous compound discount factor can be used, but for pur-
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poses of mathematical analysis continuous factors are more con
venient. 

Now, the total net discounted profit for a period of time 0 to 
t, may be closely approximated by a sum or integral 

11= f. t1 [P(t)'II(t) - Q(U, p, t)] E(O, t)dt , 

where Q(u, p, t) = Au· +Bu + C + Hpu with A, B, C, H constants, 
or functions of time. 

It will be recalled that the assumption made in regard to ex
pected price is that each entrepreneur deduces his expected price by 
multiplying present price by the psychological factor 'YI. Once he 
has produced, or, in the case of a retailer or wholesaler, once he has 
purchased for sale (or in some instances where advance orders are 
taken before production or before purchase) he attempts to sell 
his product for the price 'YiP.. In all likelihood he is able to sell at 
least part of the goods at the expected price, but after a short 
time his operations in the market tell him whether he estimated 
correctly or not. He may find that conditions in his market are such 
that he cannot dispose of his production at the estimated price, 
which is supposedly sufficiently high to cover overhead, etc. In this 
instance he may sell for less, or more likely he will offer some addi
tional goods (thirteen for a dozen for a limited period, etc.), thus 
effectively reducing his price. 

Let pet) represent the average market price (weighted for 
sales) corrected for free deals and other special discounts. Those 
entrepreneurs who were able to choose 'Y1(t) so that for their esti
mated production rate 'Y1(t)P. ,; pet), in general, make profit as 
much as, or more than, estimated without resorting to free deals, 
etc., whereas entrepreneurs (operating in the same market) for 
whom 'Y1(t)P. > pet) in general are forced actually to reduce their 
prices or effectively reduce them through free deals, etc.· The re
duction by means of free deals, etc., can be used only within limits 
and when the limits are reached list prices are generally reduced. 
Considersble evidence can be marshalled to show that there is a 
natural rigidity in the price structure of the manufacturers, and 
for that matter of the retailers and wholesalers also, which yields 
only after considerable pressure. 

°It is not meant that the low cost produ ..... will not offer flee deals. He 
is in a positi .... to do this and often d~ it for the express purpose of enlarg
ing his market. 
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Whenever P. (list price) is relatively constant, free deals, etc., 
may make 'YI quite small.* As 'YI shrinks, the entrepreneur usually 
examines his costs more closely in an endeavor to reduce them, and 
inevitably he makes adjustm~nts without regard to the effects that 
these adjustments will have on his demand.t 

Let U (t) be the total demand in the markets of the entrepre
neur. Then, as already shown, 

U=ap/l + Crt) , 

where I stands for consumer income, or purchasing power.:!: The 
function crt) may be assumed to be dependent upon the prices and 
quantities of competing goods and upon physical and psychological 
quantities. 

For the demand equation commonly used in elasticity of de
mand analysis, 

"Here the definition of Y I is changed slightly, but the broader definition 
here does not alter the preceding analysis. 

t If the abaorption of displaeed labor does not occur, however, each worker 
dismissed usually means a decreased velocity of circulation of monetary 
(currency or bank credit) media and consequently a falling off of income or 
purchasing power available to carry the goods off the market. 

Employment of all workers seems to be necessary for greatest production. 
The worker who receives $10 per week spends this almost as soon as received 
for goods and services so that the velocity of circulation of media of exchange 
for him is greater than fifty times per year. rI'he worker who receives $50 per 
week probably spends $25 or $30 of it as quickly as the $10 per week worker 
and the rest more slowly. Interest and dividends usually go to individuals whose 
purchasing power is largely a "power" in that they are free to exercise it as 
they please. They need not exercise it all for considerable time, i.e., they 
may hoard money or they may allow it (bank credits) to remain idle in banks. 
The latter does little, if any, harm unless the banks are not lending. See 
Chapter XI. 

A nrlce of $1.00 per unit may be high or low depending upon the purchas
ing power in the market. Thus, if the purchasing power is $5,000,000, the price 
of $1.00 is not as high as the "same price" when the purchasing power is only 
$1,000,000. It is. of course, not correct to say that a price of $1.00 tor economy 
income of $5,000,000 is five times a price of $1.00 when the economy income is 
$1,000,000. For some luxury products the second price may be ten or twenty 
times as large as the first one, whereas for certain staple commodities the 
second may be only five or ten per cent greater than the first. This indicates 
why an exponent P is used. In the case of automobile demand, 1 is extremely 
important. 

:I: Whenever there is speculative demand present (and there usually is for 
manufactured goods) a term in dpldt, derivative of price with respect to time, 
should be added, at least ",hen short-time effects are being studied. In the 
interest of simplicity speculative effects may be neglected here. 
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In either case, in general the price, as determined by demand, in
creases with the income. * 

7. Rela.tion of Ma.:l:imum Profit to Employment. Consider the 
case of an individual firm, designated 'for purposes of identification 
by the subscript ;, and let its net actual income exclusive of capital 
charges be 

." = f.t,. [PYI-Alu!"-BIUj- CI - Hlpul]E(O,tJdt, 

where CI represents the overhesd exclusive of capital charges and 
P is the average market price corrected for free desls, etc. 

Now let UI be the average rate of production per unit time; i.e., 
11.1 is the average value of 11i over short periods of time (periods over 
which producers do not worry greatly about enlarged or depleted 
inventories) . 

If all the producers are small, the price P may be assumed to 
be determined by free competition, that is, by the demand equation. 
In such event, for a producer; there will be a value of expected 
demand III that will maximize his profit, which will be denoted by 
"I, when the expected price is p(t), and any average production 
rate different from! this will produce a smaller profit. Of course, a 
producer may find it advantageous to operate at two or three or 
even ten times the average III for short periods to take advantage 
of certain mass production factors, and then shut down for other 
periods. 

A question that naturally arises is whether or not the average 
m&lQmizing rate of production exceeds the capacity of the plant 
over the period for which the average is taken. If it does, and if 
the profit resulting is sufficiently large, there will be incentive to 
enlarge the plant or business. At the other extreme there will be 
cases for which the value of 11.1 that maximizes "I is zero or negative, 
and, of course, there is always the possibility that the value of Uj 

and p that will maximize "I will make "I negative or so small that 
there is no incentive to operate. Just how large an incentive must 
be offered for operation must be determined in the light of the 
philosophy of entrepreneurs in the economy and in relation to fac
tors that have to be paid out of profits. In general, 6.6 per cent 

·The phrase "in general" is used }>ecause it is conceivable that there are 
products for which there is less demanl\in prosperous times than in depression 
times, for uampie, low rents! property. 
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EFFECT OF DISTRIBUTOR PRESSURE AND QUANTITY 
DISCOUNTS ON MANUFACTURER'S PRICES 
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Explanation: The size of each circle indicates as also does the adjacent 
number the quantity purchased. The position of the circle shows the price paid 
per unit and the time of purchase. 

Merchant B was purchasing 36 units of the product at 80 cents each. 
Competing Merchant A purchased 168 units of the product at 26 cents and 
undersold B. Merchant B then purchased 864 units at 23 cents and undersold 
A. Merchant A then insisted that the manufacturer sell him 36 units at a 
smaller unit cost than he paid for 168 units. His request was granted. 

profit on the capital employed is an inadequate profit since out of 
this must come Federal taxes, appropriations for betterments, pro
vision of part of the surplus for pensions, etc., as well as preferred 
and common stock dividends. 
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Economic necessity has driven the individual producer to look 
for the most flexible medium of cost control. The major portions of 
costs subject to control have, of course, been wages of men and raw 
materials. In attempts to vary cost with volume, industries have in 
general placed themselves in the position of contributing to human 
misery by dropping men from the pay roll when sales volume fell. 
Recently some attempts have been made to control salaries in re
lation to output." 

Economists have generally argued that production rate is 
determined by free competition, that is, that the producer 
assumes the price fixed and chooses his production to maximize his 
profits. Another kind of. competition was discussed at some length 
in Chapter VIII. It was pointed out there that a retail merchant has 
often sought to lower his price and increase his volume by getting 
larger discounts for quantity purchases. That quantity discounts 
play an important part in retail competition is indicated by Charts 
XXIX and XXX. In fact, Chart XXX shows that quantity buy
ing competition can force down a manufacturer's price. If quan
tity merchandising is applied to a good for which the total demand 
for the economy is elastic, resultant greatly increased production 
can lead to more employment and profits than would be obtained 
by ordinary free competition. 

During a depression when competition for purchasing power is 
keen, price cutting competition is very important. Instead of free 
competition (unifonnity of prices for standardized products) each 
competitor tries to undersell all others. Often contracts are made 
at less than prime costs. In these cases workmen agree to wage cuts 
in order to keep at work. Localized suppliers of raw materials may 
also cut their prices in order to lower the cost of a producer who has 
to quote a low price or cease to continue in business. The assumption 
of free competition is, therefore, open to serious question. Another 
somewhat IIIIOre realistic theory of competition is just as easily 
developed as the theory of free competition. 

To repeat, the net actual income to the ith finn exclusive of 
capital charges can be represented by an integral 

nj = [t.[PUj-:' AjUj" _ BjUj -C1-HlfJuj]E(O, t) dt., .. 
provided average sales are equal to average production. 

os. R. Mallory, 100. ",to 
\ 
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Then, for a demand equation of the first form suggested above, 

(7.1) 

where n is the number of competing firms. 

Now, at any time t the jth firm will secure a certain fraction k., of the total business, 

j=l 

so that UI(t) = k.IU(t) where k.l:s 1 . 

This relationship and (7.1) give the average market price p as 

(7.2) p = (klul - C)lla , 

where kl = l/k.1 and hence kl > 1. The actual profit obtained by 
the ith producer in the period 0 :S t :S t, is then given by 

t, {J 
11/ = J. [(I-H/)u/(kju/-C)I /a -A/u!"-Bju/ 

or, 

where 

and 

-C1]E(O, t)dt , 

{J 
L/=-BI - (I-HI)CI /a. 

In view of the inequalities AI > 0, HI < I, kl > 0, I > 0, a < 0, 
the quantity GI is positive. The rate of production UI that maxi
mizes "1 is given by 

u,=L1/2GI , 

and since GI > 0, it follows that L/ > 0, for otherwise UI < O. The 
inequality UI < 0 could not, in general, hold, for this would mean 
that there would be no positive rate of production maximizing "1' 
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It is possible that some producers estimate values of produc
tion wMck maximize iJkeiJr profits per unit time, but it is certainly 
not probable that the majority of producers estimate production 
rates anywhere near the maximizing values. There are too many 
variables, price, costs, consumer income, etc., involved for producers 
to approximate the maximizing values. Nevertheless, it is important 
to discuss costs on the basis of maximum obtainable profit. 

A detailed study of the nature of the function 

FI = -GjUl" + LjUi - Ci 

throws important light on the economic mechanism of a capitalistic 
economy. For fixed values of GI , LI and CI the graph of rate of 
production against the profit function FI is as represented in the 
accompanying figure. 

N 

I 
PRODUCTION 

FIGURE 5 

The value of " = "- is the one which maximizes Fl. The line 
MR represents fixed capital charges, so that, if the firm is operating 
at a rate that produces a maximum profit, MN is the quantity 
available for surplus to take care of risks and dividends. 

It is important to know whether the profit curve is flat 
or steep near the maximum, since if the curve is flat the accounting 
department will be unable to locate the true maximum and produc
tion may be carried far beyond the ibximizing value "- To deter-
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mine the nature of the curve at 11", the formula for the radius of 
curvature is quite useful, i.e., 

r = [1 + (dFJ'jdu,) ]S"/[d'F,/dul'] 

=+ [1+ (L,-2GjU,)']8I'/2G, . 

For u, equal to the maximizing value 11", given by dF,/du, = 0, it 
follows that 

This formula shows that r .. increases with the absolute value of a, 
approaching an upper asymptote +1/2A,. Also r .. = 0 when a = O. 
It will be recalled that a is a quantity which is numerically large 
when the effect of change in price or demand is large . 

.. 
ii: o 
'" .. 

FIGURE 6 

An alternate method of arriving at the same result is as fol
lows. Let h represent maximum profit, F, minus a K where a is 
some per cent (.06% in some cases) of invested capital K. Let N 
represent u ... - um where u ... is the greatest rate of production 
yielding a profit of a K per annum. Then the ratio N /h is a measure 
of the flatness of the profit curve. 

Now, if the subscript i is dropped to simplify notation, 

F=-Gu'+L4-C=-G(u-L/2G)'+L'/4G-C, 
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so that maximum F = L' /4G - C since u = L/2G. Hence, 

k=L'/4G-C- (_GN2 + L'/4G-C) 

= +GN' and, therefore, 

N/k=N/GN2=1/GN I 

orN/k= 1 sinceN=vh,fG. 
V Gk 

Finally, by substituting for G its definitive quantity, 

N/k 1 1 
vii; VA - (I-H) kl 

a 

VA v--=aA + (1-H) kl 
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It follows, therefore, that for a small (non-sensitive demand) and 
11, fixed, the ratio N /11, is small; i.e., the profit function has a sharp 
peak and, also, for a large (sensitive demand) N /11, is large. In 

other words, N /11, increases with increasing a, approaching _1_ 
vM 

asymptotically, and N /11, is zero when a = O. 

It can be stated, therefore, that 'the profit curve fO'/" a product 
1uwing sensitive demand is flatter thana. one fO'/" a product having 
fIOfHensitive demand." 

In the case of a monopolist who has non-sensitive demand, such 
as a public utility, it may, therefore, be desirable to have public 
regulation since the profit curve has a steep peak and the accoun~ 
ing department of the utility has little difficuly in locating the pro
duction rate yielding maximum profit. On the other hand, there 
need be no fear of an automobile monopoly since the demand is so 
sensitive to price changes that the profit curve should be flat. In. 
the case of the automobile, however, consumer income is probably 
a more important factor than price. 

A short analysis shows that 

dv./dl -II(l;:-H/)fBK+AClY-l/[A-(l-H)KIII/aT I 

-This statement, of COUl'llll, Impliss tIlat the quantitiss A I> B /. "I and I do 
not depend upon the BeDSitivitJ of demand. 
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where for convenience in notation the subscripts have been dropped. 
It follows, therefore, that d:u .. /dI is positive in view of the signs of 
the factors defining it. This means that the production rate yield
ing maximum profit increases aa consumer income increases. An 
examination of the radius of curvature shows that r .. decreases as 
I increases. Furthenmre, if 

I. > I. > 11> then F(IJ > F(IJ > F(IJ. 

In other words, as consumer income increases the rate of produc
tion yielding maximum profit increases and the profit curve has de
creasing curvature at the peak, i.e., the curve is more pointed. Fig
ure 6 indicates how the profit curve changes with I. 

The situation that represents highest entrepreneur profits in 
prosperous times is essentially an unstable one. Suppose that an 
entrepreneur happens to be operating at u... on the curve for I. and 
a decrease in consumer income to I. occurs. The entrepreneur soon 
finds out that he is operating beyond the point of maximum profit 
and lays off some of his "extra" help, usually sales force and gen
eralluxury help, and by this device succeeds in lowering the produc
tion and sales to the value u.... Since the peak of the I. curve is 
flatter than that of the I. curve it may be difficult for him to find 
the true maximum.· Thus, the entrepreneur may operate for a 
time at a rate of production greater lhan u.... During this timIe 
consumer income may drop to II and in this event a more drastic 
change in production is required. 

The preceding essentially describes a cooperative competition, 
since it has been assumed that the demand was known and also the 
proportion of it going to each producer. Thus, the theory applies 
to cartels and monopolies having several units. For such units 
price is usually held nearly constant, and is changed only if a bad 
~ess is made in regard to consumption. Of course, in estimating 

future consumption, future price p must be estimated along with 
future consumer income, etc. These estimates depend upon present 
values of lhe variables and their trends. 

For competition among units not pooling their information, 
the price p used by producers in making their estimates of cost and 
volume will usually be proportional to present price, that is, 
p(t) = )liP., where )II is a function of time which may differ among 

°The II8SUDIption that the entnop~e.ur is able to guess the average market 
price i. implicit here. Modifications forLthe easee in which he is not able to 
guess the averqe price will be ohvious to the careful reader. 
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producers in the same industry and Po is present price. * If general 
optimism prevails 'Y1(t) will, of course, be greater than unity, 
whereas if pessimism prevails, '1'1 will be less than unity. The func
tion '1'1 is thus somewhat of a psychological quantity. 

Expected profits, as distinct from actual profits (assuming 
consumer income, etc., known) just discussed, over a period of time 
extending from present time t = 0 to some future time t = t" will 
then be given by 

IlI = Jot. ['YIPoUI - A luI2 
- BI UI-C1-HI'YIPoUI]E(O, t)dt 

= Jot. FI('YbUI)dt. 

As written, UI is, of course, expected rate of production. The 
producer or entrepreneur would like to choose UI so that III is as 
large as possible; that is, he would like to choose his rate of pro
duction so that his expected profits over a period of time are as 
large as possible. It is immaterial so far as this hypothesis is con
cerned whether or not he is successful in his estimate of the maxim
izing rate of production. For a maximum III well known conditions 

of the calculus of variationst require that
d
dFI 

= 0, that is, that 
UI 

'YIPo-(2Au;+BI +HI'YlPo) =0 , 

from which, if AI =1= 0,:1: 

(7.3) 

The condition (7.3), when analyzed further, indicates an im
portant role that psychology can play in determining operations of 
entrepreneurs. For example, if 

(7.4) 

UI will be negative. ThU8, in the problem as form:ulated here, opera,. 
tions of entrepreneur8 are largely dependent upon whether they 
choose optimistic or pessimistic values of '1'1. Therefore employment 

·Obviously, this proportionality may be used even though trends are 
employed in making estimates. 

tSee, for example, w. F. Osgood, Advanced Calculus. 
iIf AI = 0 no maximk exists. 
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depends to considerable extent upon entrepreneurial guesses of ex
pected price, and, of course, as already pointed out, of expected 
consumer income. 

It is, of course, possible to have losses occur during short in
tervals of time provided there are prospects for profits during later 
periods. 

The size of M N, Figure 5, is an important factor in determin
ing the labor policies of a finn. It may be expected that whenever 
M N is greater than an amount which will leave, say 6 per cent, 
available for dividends, the business firm increases production with 
less caution than when only two or three per cent is available, or 
when nothing is available. Thus, if M N > .06k where k represents 
capital invested, production may be carried to a value 'U consider
ably greater than u... 

The function 'II is not, however, the only factor that can be 
changed in order to insure positive values of 'UI sufficiently large to 
give adequate profit incentives, leading to greater production and 
consequent greater employment. 



CHAPTER X 

ADJUSTMENTS OF COST 

1. Flexibility of Cost. As already intimated, labor costs are 
flexible costs of industry, and among the first to be adjusted when 
losses occur or appear imminent. Capital costs, bond interests, etc., 
and transportation are the most rigid of all costs. If raw materials 
are plentiful, a curtailment of some of their use may bring about 
drastic reductions in their costs. This is especially true for farm 
products for which the number of sellers (competing sellers) is 
very much greater than the number of buyers. 

It is instructive to examine the profit function more closely to 
get some measure of flexibility of cost. 

Substitution of the value of 'Uj that maximizes "j, (7.3) of the 
preceding chapter, in "'I gives 

"I = So t, {[ (I-HI Pl'!'Po' - 2 (I-Hj )Bl l'tPo 

+B!'-4AjCj]/4A jCI} E(O, t)dt. 
Now, as already mentioned, the integrand may be negative over 
short periods of time, but these periods must be very short, for 
otherwise entrepreneurs will adjust their cost functions. Thus, in 
general, the integrand must be positive, that is, since AI and CI are 
positive, it follows that 

(l-Hj>'1'/Po'-2(l-Hj)B!'YjPo + Bl-4AjCI > O. 

If, in particular, HI = 0 and l'j = I, this simplifies into 
po'-2poBl +B!"-4AICI > 0, 

where, as already pointed out, Po is present market price. 

Evidently for a fixed price Po it is possible to enlarge profits by 
decreasing A j and CI, that is, either AI, the marginal unit cost of 
producing and distributing when a large number of units are al
ready being produced and distributed,· or Ch the overhead cost, 
can be adjusted. 

-If tIc represents unit cost, then 
",=q( ... P. t}/" =A,,+B+Clu. so that d"./du=A-CI,,' , 
and for" large CI ... i. negligible; d"';d" is by definition marginal unit eost. 
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For a fixed minimum wage AI can be adjusted only by reduc
ing wages and salaries which are above the minimum, or by select
ing employees for their productivity, and thus getting along with 
fewer employees, or by introducing labor-saving machinery. By 
recalling the origin of AI, it will be noted that the wages and sal
aries principally affected are those of distributors. 

An obvious way to reverse the inequality is to lower CI • This 
can be accomplished in several ways: 

1. CI can be lowered by reducing the salaries of officers and 
executives and employees who do not contribute directly to produc
tion. In particular, in the United States white-collar employees can 
be reduced in salary or wages by firing and rehiring provided that 
the minimum wage section of the National Recovery Administra
tion code is not violated. Furthermore, some white-collar workers 
and executives who mig'ht be said to furnish scenery, that is, those 
whose jobs are not indispensable, can be dismissed. 

2. Capital charges can be reduced by refinancing, which low
ers the interest charges on bonded and mortgage indebtedness, or 
by default of such indebtedness, but, of course, it is possible to do 
extensive refinancing on a long-time basis only if currency is not 
depreciating rapidly.· When bondholders foreclose, or ask for re
ceivership, stock equities are wiped out or practically wiped out, 
and it merely becomes necessary to pay some kind of dividend to 
the bondholders. 

In the case of concerns that have no bonded or mortgage in
debtedness, the capital charge in CI is one arbitrarily set by the ac
counting department. For such firms the capital charge can be 
temporarily lowered to zero, or even to a point below zero, that is, 
the concern may consume part of its own capital in an attempt to 
save the rest. During depressions many large concerns make exten
sive allowances for depreciation and appear to suffer losses, where
as in reality they are building up their liquid assets at the expense 
of dividends and replacements (see Chart XXVIII). This, of 
course, cannot be taken as a general criticism. It is only a natural 
consequence of a general situation, 

It is also possible to increase profits by decreasing BI, for 

dtJi/dul = 2Ajul + BI + Hj)'IP, 

·In the U. S. the drastic Securities let probably prevents this refinancing. 
It almost certainl7 was & hindrance to recGVU'J' in 1983. 
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so that B J represents the marginal cost of producing the first unit, 
the production cost exclusive of overhead. It is, therefore, incon
ceivable that production would start unless BI < YIP. or soon ex
pected to be < )'iP •• Hence, in general, B')'iP. > B/, that is, if 
there is no expected profit, a profit may be possible by reducing the 
marginal cost of producing the first unit. This can be accomplished 
only by paying less for (1) raw materials (which mayor may not 
be possible) or (2) by paying less for wages, especially produc
tive wages. When a minimum wage has been set by law, it is pos
sible only to reduce high productive wages and salaries, in other 
words, to make efforts to bring all wages and salaries to the mini
mum. In the case of BI , however, a new factor enters, that is, if 
wages are too high it may be profitable to substitute machinery for 
men. Again it may be profitable to change from water power to 
electric power or vice versa. This introduces the principle of sub
stitution of factors of production which will be considered more 
fully at the end of this chapter. 

In some instances, decrease of HI (removal of taxes, reduc
tions of commissions and sales expenses, etc.) might suffice to re
verse the inequality (7.3) of the preceding chapter. 

2. Tedhnological Unemployment. It is a truism to say that in 
any growing economy every technological improvement requires 
changes in the distribution of labor. Farmers become machine 
helpers, farmers and machine helpers become salesmen and so on. 
Sometimes demand greatly increases and additional machine work
ers, as well as salesmen or other sales or distributing help, are re
quired. Some industries reach full maturity, i.e., reach a point of 
maximum demand, and then improvements in technology may pro
duce unemployment of workers in the industry. 

So long as new investments (residential building, public works, 
new enterprises, etc.) are being made in the economy so that sav
ings are pressed into service and thus returned to the worker, re
ductions in cost by laying off "extra" labor to reduce costs have only 
beneficial effects on the economy as a whole. By this displacement 
of marginal help, labor is released for other productive enterprise. 
In such instances a higher standard of living is inevitable. The 
machine merely releases human labor for more productive enter
prise for which a lIJIachine has not yet been designed. However, 
due to the fact that social- progress, i.e., opportunities for invest
ments in new enterprilles, does not coincide with technological prog-
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ress, this process of shifting labor is not always painless. Every 
age has had a group which has vociferously demanded limitation of 
the machine. Today is certainly no exception. 

It appears to be universally true that industrial depressions 
lead to widespread attempts of industrialists and others to reduce 
costs. As profits shrink the entrepreneur inevitably is led to ex
amine his costs carefully and to attempt to reduce them. Since 
labor costs are most flexible, they are the ones which first come in 
for adjustment. Thus, in an attempt to reduce costs, unnecessary 
and marginal labor may be laid off or other labor may be displaced 
by machinery. It is this latter that leads to the question of techno
logical unemployment. Recently a great deal has been written 
about this subject. Much of ,this, like similar material written cen
turies ago, is sophomoric. A large amount of it has been written 
by so-called planners who know little or nothing about industry or, 
for that matter, about economic theory. As an exception, a recent 
paper by D. I. Vinogradoff may be mentioned.· 

Suppose that a technological improvement is introduced into 
an industry. In order not to complicate the problem, suppose that 
a unit of time is chosen so that the output per unit time is equal to 
the consumption per unit time. 

The following table summarizea notation that will be useful: - After 
TealmoloJdce.1 Teobnolotrical 
lmp~ent Impl'O"f'ement 

Dem'&lld = total output U U1 

Output per machine worker tI til 

Unit Cost U. U .. 
Unit price p p. 
Number of employees at machines E. E .. 
Number of employees assisting at 

machines E. E.l 

Number of factory white collar 
workers E. , E .. 

Number of employees distributing 
and servicing E4 E41 

Total number of employees E El 

·D. I. Vinogradolf, UElfeets of a Technological Imp:rovement on Emplo;r
ment." ECOft"""'triea. Vol. 1, No. 4, OeW\>er 1933, pp. 410-<117. 

See also, Arthur Dahl~, M~, JON "aeI C,,~ and Philip 
Wernette. ~ Gael Productioft. 
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Obviously, 

and 
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E=E .. +Eh+E",+E. , 

EI =E .. , +Eh1 +EW1 +E ... 

From equations (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) of Chapter IX it 
follows that 

(2.1) E = (Ah+ A,JU' + (B .. + Bh + B .. + B.)U 

+ (Ch + c .. + C,J + H41U, 

1 
if Cm is taken equal to 0 as was suggested likely. Now, Bm = v 
since the number of workmen at machines making the product is 
the next highest integer to U lv, i.e., E .. = BmU = U Iv. 

In simplified form (2.1) becomes 

E =!!... + BU + HpU + AU' + C, v 

where 

B=Bh+B .. + B.,H=H., A = Ah.+ A., 

and 

C=CA+C .. +C.; 

that is, the total number of employees consists of a part Ulv de
pending upon v, the output per machine employee, and upon an
other part independent of v. Let the part independent of the output 
per worker be designated by e so that 

E=Ulv+e. 

Suppose now that due to a technological improvement, the 
output per workman rises from v to Vb making it possible to sell 
the product at a lower price P" The demand in this case will be 
U, > U. The problem is to find E, and other quantities. 

Evidently, 

E, = U,/v, + BU, +Hp,U, + AU,· + C 
= U,/v,+e, • 

The condition that total unemployment be unchanged requires 
that 

tTlv+ e= U,/v, + e,; 
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that is, that 

U/v- U,/v, +1i(U - U,) + A(U'- U,·) 

+ HpU -Hp,U, = O. 
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For many products the term A(U· - U,') is small and can be 
neglected. In such instances it follows readily that 

(2.2) U U - 1/'11 + B'+ Hp ,/ - . 
1/'11, + 11 + Hp, 

In particular, if the demand U is given by an equation of the 
type 

~ 
U=apI +b, 

where I stands for consumer income, the condition (2.2) becomes 

«HI-
P 
'Pl' + (aI--.8[1/'II, + B] +Hb)p, + b(B + 1/'11,) 

-P 
~(apI + b) (1/'11 + B+ Hp) =0. 

This quadratic equation in p, has solutions 

p, = t;""(aI --.8 [1/'11, +B] + Hb) + {(aI--.8 [l/v, + 11] 

+Hb)~_4aHI--.8(aPI-fJ + b) (1/'11+ 11+ HP)}IIo} /2aHI--.8 

If 1/'11, + Ii > H (see (2.1», the first parenthesis is a positive 
quantity and hence the negative root is not permissible since it 
would yield a negative price p,. Here 

p, = {_(aI-t![l/'II' +:8] + Hb) + {(a.l--.8[1/'II, 

+ Bl + Hb),_ 4aHI-fJ (apI-fJ + b) (1/'11 

+Ii+HP)}4 f2aHI--.8 
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The case for which H = 0, i.e., no commissions, is particularly 
interesting because of the simplicity of the solution. In fact, for 
this case 

(2.3) P, = p[ (l/v + B)/(l/v, + if)] 
b P -

+a-I [(l/v-l/v,)/(l/v,+B)] , 

if the number of employees is the same after mechanization as 
before. 

A similar analysis shows that the number of employees after 
mechanization will be greater than the number before, provided 

(2.4) 1'1 < p[ (l/v + B)/(l/V, + Ii)] 

b P -
+a-I [(l/v-l/v, )/(l/v,+B)] , 

and technological unemployment will occur whenever 

(2.5) P, > P [(1/v + Ii) / (l/v, + B)] 

b P 
+a-I [(l/v-l/v,)/(l/v,+B)] 

The above solutions are based on the assumption that the tech
nological change does not affect consumer income, that is, that I 
remains unchanged. If I is changed in the process of technological 
Improvement, the factor (l/v + B) / (l/V, + B) becomes 

-P 
(1,/1) (l/v + B) / (l/vl + B) 

and the I in the second term becomes 1
" 

Otherwise the conditions 
(2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) are unchanged. 

Now, in many industries B is much more important than 1/v. 
Suppose, however, for definiteness, that before mechanization 
if = l/v; i.e., that there are as many white collar workers and dis
tributors as machine employees, and suppose further that through 
mechanization, v, the output per machine worker, is increased 10 

per cent. Then (l/v + B)/(l/v, + Ii) = 1.04. Suppose also that 
p = 1. If technologica) unemployment is not to occur, then 
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b 
p, s l.04p(I,/I) +.18 (iI, • 
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If I, = 1/2; that is, if the consumer income is cut in half while 
the technological change is being made (not necessarily because of 
the change), the above expression becomes 

P1 s .52p-.18(b/\a\)I, , 

where \a\ denotes numerical value of a, which means that the new 
price must be less than half the price before the technological 
coonge if there is to be no "technological unemployment." But this 
situation seldom prevails. Hence, there is no wonder that every 
depression brings forth those who attribute the cause thereof to 
technological unemployment. 

Now, if U = apI-
P + b, as assumed in the preceding work, 

then du/dp = aI-
P
, so that the conditions (2.8) can be written in 

the form 
p,. ~ P [(1/'11 +B)/(l/'II1 + B)1 

+ b(dp/du) [(1/'11-1/'11, )/(1/'11, +8)]. 

This form may be more suggestive for some purposes. 

8. The Principle of Subs6itution. The first two kinds of c0-
efficients of production (Section 2 Chapter IX) are ready made, 
but not so with the compensatory coefficients. An entrepreneur 
may often have a great deal of choice left him when it comes to se
lecting the compensatory coefficients. As already pointed out, he 
may substitute machine labor for hand labor, water power for 
electric power and so on. Thus, if a minimum wage rate is raised, 
the compensatory relation may be changed so that introduction of 
machinery gives a lower cost. An examination of the factors of 
production in relation to minimum cost is essential. 

If the coefficients of production are represented by f.(u,p,t) 
where t is a parameter in the sense explained above, and if the cor
responding prices are represented by pit), tJ = 1,2, ••• , m, where 
'" is the total number of services and commodities required to pro
duce one unit of G per unit of time, the cost of producing u(t) units 

per unit of time will be ~ I (u,.~ t) p (t) u(t). t... • • 
a·1 
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This quantity is the total cost function which hereafter will be 
called Q(u, p, ti). In particular, it may be the cost function Q al
ready derived in Chapter IX. 

At the time t, a producer may be assumed to be using amounts 
of each of several factors of production, say 8 :s m, so that the in
itial conditions are 

(3.1) i=1,2, ···,8. 

Some of the f" may be zero, as, for example, if the producer is not 
producing at the time t, or if he is not using a particular factor of 
production at that time. 

As a typical problem it might be supposed that for a given rate 
of production u(t), a given rate of sales yet) and a given sales price 
pet) a producer starting from the situation (3.1) desires to choose 
his compensatory services so that his total cost of production over 
the period of time (tll to) is a minimum, i.e., so that 

t· . 
Q = J

t
_ E/.(U, p, t) p/t) u(t) dt 
, 

is a minimum for f. = F.lu satisfying (2.3) of Chapter IX, 

<p(F" F., ••• , F ... , u, p, t) = o. 

Obviously since Q is a linear functional of f. there is a set of fa 
which satisfies (2.3) and minimizes Q only if (2.3) is not linear in 
in the fa and satisfies certain conditions which will be discussed lat
er. This is a problem in the calculus of variations.· To solve the 
problem it can be assumed that there is a solution F,,(t), ... , F,(t) 
and the conditions which this solution must satisfy can then be 
found. 

By defining a quantity A(t) by the equation 

J.(t) = (a <pIa Yo) Ip.(t) , 
the conditions for solution of the problem can be written in the 
symmetrical form . 

'See, for example, G. A. Bliss, "The Problem of Lagrange in the Calculus 
of Varia.tions," A~ Juu..,.al 0/ Mathematics, Vol. 62, 1930, pp. 673-744. 
However since fa does not <\epend upon derivatives of " and p the problem is 

much simplified. 
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(3.2) a <pIa F. = J.(t)p,(t) , i=1,2,···,11 , 

where the additional equation given by i= 1/ may be taken to be 
the equation of definition of l(t).· 

The equations (3.2) are also the conditions for minimum cost 
for a given output u(t) and price p(t) since in the above analysis 
p(t) and u(t) have been assumed constant. The partial derivative 
a <pIa "F. may be defined as the marginal. degree of productivity of 
the ith factor of production. By means of this definition, which is, 
however, different from that usually given, the conditions (3.2) can 
be stated as the following theorem: 

Minimum cost for a given output and a given price results 
when the marginal. degree of productivity of each service ill propor
tional. to its price, provided that there is only one compensatory re
lation. 

If the ith equation of (3.2) is multiplied by F. and summed for 
i = 1,2, •.. , II, the following equation results: . . 

I: F. a ",Ia 11\ = J.(t) 1:: p,(t)F.(t). 
'=1 i .. l 

If '" happened to be a homogeneous function of the first degree 
in 11' .. ••• , Yo, Euler's theorem would require that the left hand 
member equal '" = 0, which is impossible since obviously if }.(t) 
= 0, there is no problem. 

If "'(F, ... ,F., tt, p, t) = 0 can be solved for tt so that 

u=<p(F" ···,F .. p,t) , 

the same equations (3.5) with 'P replacing '" would hold since u has 
been kept constant. In other words it is possible to write also 

(3.3) &=1,2, ... ,1/. 

Whenever u = «J is a homogeneous equation of the first degree 
in F .. ... , F., Euler's theorem can be used as above to obtain 

i.(t) = u(t)! t p;(t/F.(t) ;= u(t)!Q,(u, p, t) = l/P.(t) , .. , 
where by definition Q,(u, p, t) denotea that part of the total cost 
which is due to the compensakllc;! coefficients F., and Pert) is that 

OSee Appendix VII. 
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part of the cost of producing one unit per unit of time due to the 
compensatory coefficients. 

When this value of ,,(t) is substituted in (3.3) the following 
equations result: 

(3.4) (aujOF) = [p,(n)/pc(t)] , i=1,2, "', s. 

This equation may be stated as the theorem: 

For a minimrum cost over a period of time (t" t,) for a homo
geneous compensatory relation u = cp (F", ... , F .. p, 6) of ~he first 
degree in F l , ••• , F .. the marginal degree of productivity of each 
service should at every time t of this interval be equal to the ratio 
of the price per unit of tlve service to the price per unit of the com
modity. 

If one multiplies (3.4) by the increment of service LJF, and re
writes the result in the form 

i=1,···,8 I 

the following additional theorem can be stated: 

The amount of each service used should be such that the incre
ment in total compensatory cost Q, due to an increment of this 
service is equal to the cost of this increment of service. 

By an application of Euler's theorem it is possible to obtain 
from (3.4) . 

!:F, au/a F. =u(t) = !:p,(t)/pc(t) , 
'=1 i=1 

and hence the following theorem results : 

The earning!: PI(t) of the several compensatory services 
'=1 

are equal to the total cost UPc( t) due to them. 

Finally, it should be remarked that all the theorems on this 
page are true only if II = cp(F" ••• , F .. p, t) is a homogeneous equa.
tion of the first degree in 1'" ... , 1';. 
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For the case in which there are several products, say, for ex
ample, three, X, Y and Z, manufactured from the same commod
ities and services, Pareto has defined the coefficients of production 
to be the partial derivatives a Faro 'Ui, i = 1,2,3; a = 1,2, ... , tn, 
where F is the quantity of the commodity or service required to 
manufacture u,. units of X, u. units of Y and u. units of Z. For 
the special case of a single manufactured product one would, fol
lowing Pareto, replace fa by ~ / du = fa' If the fa are compensa
tory, then according to Pareto 

",(f" f., ... , fm) =0. 

Various generalizations could be made (by considering more 
than one compensatory relation or by using Pareto's definition) but 
no new knowledge is to be gained by performing such mathematical 
exercises. 



CHAPTER XI 

PRODUCTION INCENTIVES 

1. America'8 Dilemma. The farmer demands more for his 
products; the processor of raw materials is willing to pay more for 
them provided he can collect from the consumer. The laborer desires 
higher wages and shorter hours; the producer is willing to grant 
this request provided he can get more for his products. Thus, the 
producer is perfectly willing to pay more for raw materials and to 
pay higher wages provided he can collect what he pays out from 
the consumer, who happens to be essentially little other than the 
farmer and laborer. When the producer strives for a profit the 
consumer yells "profiteer" and "capitalist" and yet if there is no 
profit over an extended period of time, there is no production for 
the consumer to consume. 

When a situation is reached in which the farmer receives al
most nothing for his raw materials, the producer makes no profit, 
and the consumer has little to consume, it is almost inevitable that 
a cry for inflation should arise, any kind of inflation - devaluation, 
paper money, credit money, silver and so forth. If there are not 
enough dollars to go around, why not have more dollars? Thus the 
Government, representing producers, farmers and laborers (con
sumers all), may be injected into the scheme as the party to provide 
income and profits to every one of its constituent parts. It often is 
asked at one and the same time to provide profits to industry, high 
prices to farmers, high wages and low consumer prices, and with 
all this to balance its budget. Is such a Government faced with an 
impossible task? It is, unless it is able in some way to provide these 
profits out of increased velocity of circulation of money ~dia going 
into goods, consumer goods and capital goods. This may sound un
orthodox to those economists who are used to talking in terms of 
fixed monetary systems in which velocity of circulation of money 
media is supposed to be fixed by habit and any speeding up of this 
velocity is regarded as inflation. This attitude is apparently brought 
about by a more or less superficial examination of the problem -
too much monetary theory and not enough economic theory, or vice 
versa. 

186 
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Velocity of circulation of money and of goods will be discussed 
more fully in a later chapter but a story at this point will serve to 
illustrate both velocities, and some preliminary conception is essen
tial for a complete understanding of this chapter. * This story, 
adapted from one told by F. Y. Edgewortht follows: Shortly after 
the legalization of beer, two enterprising Americans - who may be 
called Pat and Mike-decided to sell beer at ten cents a glass at a 
certain festival. After paying license fees and buying a barrel of 
beer, Mike had no money but Pat had a nickel. On the way to the . 
festival Pat became thirsty and bought a glass of beer at ten cents 
paying Mike the five cents as his share. Soon afterward Mike be
came thirsty and bought a glass of beer from Pat. Then Pat bought 
a glass and soon afterward Mike purchased. So they continued until 
the barrel was empty. A nickel having a high velocity of circula
tion purchased a barrel of beer for consumption! 

An economic theory now receiving some attention states that 
the spending habits of investors, farmers, white-collar workers and 
laborers are different and that a depression is brought about by mal
adjustment of purchasing power. Thus, it is supposed that a $12 a 
week laborer spends all his income in a week, that is, the velocity 
of circulation of money for him is at least 52 times per year. A 
$2,000 a year worker usually spends three-quarters of his income 
as quickly as the laborer, but the rest he spends more slowly, that 
is, he places the balance in the bank, in life insurance, or in some 
other form of saving, and it has to be spent through the credit 
mechanism. Those in the higher income groups spend even more 
slowly --' purchasing power to them may be only a power, which 
they may or may not exercise. 

If p-edit is being granted by the banks, etc., this slowing down 
in velocity of circulation is overcome, and, in fact, the velocity can 
be artificially speeded up by a bank inflation. Ordinarily and cer
tainly in times of depression, there is lost motion. It takes some 
time for savings to work back into wages through the banking 
structure. In other words, there is a. time lag. This lag is of tre
mendous importance. 

There is no harm in having a person save, provided someone 
borrows his savings and spends them. Difficulty arises when there 
are insufficient borrowers to meet the supply of savers. Whenever 

·This chapter ought to be rereaatafter ......nng Chapter DU. 
fF. Y. Edgeworth, ECOIlOMic 1"" ...... 1, 1919. 
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the chain of circulation is broken. new links are inserted by bank 
credit expansion or old links are removed by failure to make new 
loans as old ones are paid. a situation of potential social danger 
appears. 

If banks do not lend savings in a time of depression. thereby 
breaking the chain. an alternative is to force those with large in
comes to spend. i.e.. to find their own investment opportunities and 
thus complete the chain. Some who have thought superficially might 
suggest redistribution of wealth so that it will be placed in the 
hands of those who do spend. These would raise wages. shorten 
hours. provide farm bonuses out of taxation. lavishly hand out mil
lions for relief. etc. Another method proposed is that of an income 
tax with exemptions for payrolls and raw materials. A more direct 
method would tax deposit accounts and money. * 

A study of the nature of production incentives is essential here. 
since in a capitalistic economy profit incentives (not necessarily 
money profits) bring out new investments; that is. profit incentives 
effectively press savings into service. 

2. Differenee in Working of Profit lneentive in Capitalistic and 
Socialistic Economy. It must be recognized that every successful 
economy requires a motivating force. In a capitalistic economy the 
principal force is the desire for money profits. In a socialistic econ
omy like that of Soviet Russia individual plants are required to 
show profits. The chief distinction. of course. is that in the capi
talistic economy the entrepreneur takes the profits for himself and 
decides whether or not he will make new investments out of his 
profits or out of borrowed money on the expectation of profit. where
as in the socialistic economy the manager (corresponding to the 
entrepreneur) strives for profits in order that he may not incur 
the displeasure of the state. and the state decides what new invest
ments shall be made. Either a capitalistic economy or a socialistic 
one will work. but it is extremely difficult to mix the two. 

In a capitalistic economy in which profit incentives are ma.
terially reduced. entrepreneurs already in business operate in at
tempts to get some return on capital invested in the past but, in 
general. they do not make replacements. Even the entrepreneur 
who cannot get any return above cost continues to operate in order 
to preserve his organization - that is. he operates hoping that he 
will eventually make profits. 

'This is the method proposed by Arthur Dahlberg. 
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Few private investments can be expected in an economy ten~ 
ing to socialism of the Russian type and unless the state aggres
sively pusbes the socialistic program in the transition, a period in 
which there is a lower standard of living than would exist in a 
capitalistic economy or a socialistic economy is inevitable. This, of 
course , does not mean that social control cannot be applied to a 
capitalistic economy. It does mean, however, that this control can
not produce anything but harm if it reduces the profit margin too 
much. Here it is difficult to say just what is too much. The answer 
must be sought in the social philosophy of entrepreneurs in the 
economy. If these become active only when the profit incentive is 
something like five per cent per ann~ of the invested capital, then, 
obviously, any control which would seek to reduce profits to three 
or four per cent per annum would not call forth adequate initiative. 
Here, it would be necessary to introduce the element of fear or some 
other added drive. 

There are at least three kinds of economies, e.g., 

(1) Economies in which a profit regarded as a reasonable 
one by an entrepreneur, and one upon which he acts, 
is encouraged. 

(2) Economies in which the fear of the displeasure of the 
state or of loss of investments already made is added 
to a small profit incentive so that entrepreneurs are 
forced to become active. 

(8) Socialistic economies in which entrepreneurs are man
agers and the state makes the new investments. 

Proposition (2) is neither capitalistic nor socialistic and it is 
extremely doubtful that it will work. Since under it new invest
ments are not made by private individuals, it follows that to main
tain the existing standard of living the relative investment of the 
stste in business must increase until the transition to (8) is com
plete. During the transition it must be expected that investments 
will be made chiefly in Government securities, unless monetary un
certainty forces flight of capital into durable goods least likely to 
be taken over by the Government or foreign currencies. 

Whether one holds briefs for either capitalism or socialism, 
some essential advantages of capitalism are that it makes for in
dividual freedom and greater efficiency since one is more apt to 
take care of his own property than the property of the state. Again, 
distribution of goods by bargaining (capitalistic economy) is more 
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nearly self-policing than the distribution of goods by rationing 
(communistic economy). In other words, capitalism properly regu
lated to eliminate wasteful investments and to preserve bargaining 
strengths of its elements might lead to a greater standard of living 
than socialism properly regulated, but any conclusion must be ten
tative, since there are no examples of either properly regulated 
capitalistic or socialistic states. 

Under either socialism or capitalism it seems certain that new 
investments should be made out of national savings or profits ex
cept that some short-time paper money can occasionally be justi
fied, for, otherwise, a credit inflation that might prove unstable is 
inevitable. On the other hand, the rate of new investment should 
be equal to the rate of saving. 

8. Monetary Requirements. In a capitalistic economy there 
must be reasonable certainty regarding the future value of what
ever media of exchange are used as money, at least there must be 
this certainty as far as the investor is concerned. For example, if 
an investor (lender) estimates profit of five per cent on a year's 
investment for a lltable gold dollar and then finds on recalculation 
that the gold dollar for kim will decrease in value 25 per cent dur
ing the year, he must reach the conclusion that the profit incentive 
is not large enough. Existing equities or stocks of consumers' 
goods may be preferable. Thus, at least over the short period of 
time, as distinguished from the long period used in most gold cor
relations, appreciable new investments go hand in hand with stable 
money. 

Of course, with a depreciating dollar an entrepreneur (manu
facturer, wholesaler or retailer) can figure on prices of his prod
ucts rising and can even estimate a higher profit than customary. 
In other words, a mild inflation can stimulate the production of 
consumer goods. It must be recognized, however, that all prices do 
not rise by the same relative amounts. There is always the ques
tion of the relation of present and expected supply to present and 
expected demand. Furthermore, many prices are more or less fixed. 
Behavior of prices is discussed more fully in a later chapter. 

There is always the question of whether or not new invest
ments can be postponed for other things which over short periods 
of time may be more desirable in the sense that they will lead to 
increased velocity of circulation of goods and greater incentives to 
invest in the not too tlistant future. Thus, if money depreciates 
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slightly and if greater amounts of consumers' goods are purchased 
for consumption, resulting profits may after a time lead to new 
capital goods investments. 

If, however, lack of confidence in currency and Government 
securities becomes so widespread that there is a flight into real 
property and goods, a point may be reached at which increasing 
prices of such property outrun wages and it becomes profitable to 
do a certain amount of new building. It has never yet been pos
sible to stop such a widespread lack of confidence in currency and 
Government securities once it has started. New building or plant 
expansion in such instances is financed out of owners' capital since 
at this stage there are no investors, that is, investors have been 
practically wiped out or they have become owners. No intelligently 
informed person wants this situation to happen unless he has some 
particular selfish profit motive in mind. 

A sale takes place only when buyer and seller agree on a price, 
and when a sale ta'kes place goods move into channels where they 
are needed, leading to greater production. It is this movement of 
goods that creates prosperity. 

There may be times when a nation finds it desirable to lower 
its foreign price in order to exchange goods (not simply sell goods) 
with its neighbors. This reduction in foreign price has in the past 
been accomplished in two principal ways, 

(1) by providing bounties and 
(2) by reduction in gold content of monetary media. 
It so happens that in every economy there are certain fixer], 

prices, transportation, etc., and certain other prices which change 
slowly. Both of these sets of prices may play important roles. In 
the United States the domestic market determines the price of au
tomobiles, whereas the world market determines the price of wheat, 
eotton and certain other international products. Thus, a reduction 
in gold content of the dollar means primarily that United States' 
prices of goods sold in the international markets are affected. These 
in turn, of course, affect other prices. 

It is silly to say that reducing the gold content of the dollar 
twenty-five per cent means that bondholders lose twenty-five per 
cent of their investments, since, as has been indicated and will be 
further demonstrated in a later chapter, all prices do not rise by 
twenty-five per cent. Of course, if the bondholders intend to buy 
gold or the jnternational commQdities whose prices are gold prices, 
then their dollar has depreciated twenty-five per cent. If they in-
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tend to buy transportation ~t has not changed. It is only in the 
sense just explained that a single reduction in gold content of the 
dollar affects the bondholder. 

When the United States suspended gold payments, the down
ward trend in exports of automobiles began to smooth out and in a 
short time turned upward. Considerable progress has been made 
since that time, and contrary to common belief the gain has not 
been made at the expense of other countries. While the United 
States has been exporting more automobiles, the trend of automo
bile production in Great Britain and other manufacturing coun
tries has also been upward. What is the explanation'/ 

Abandonment of gold and subsequent devaluation have been 
accompanied by increased imports, especially imports of raw ma
terials. An examination of markets indicates that America's chief 
automobile customers are getting more for their raw materials 
(prices of international commodities are essentially gold prices) 
and are buying more automobiles and, of course, some other prod
ucts at prices which are cheaper to them. On the surface the net 
effect of this seems to be that the United States is giving away au
tomobiles, etc., but this is not the whole picture. Increased income 
from sales of automobiles finds its way almost immediately into 
wages (fast circulating income) and into subsequent demand for 
more of the raw materials. Thus, in this case the velocity of cir
culation of goods appears to be speeded up and the United States 
as well as other countries benefits. The increased velocity of cir
culation of international goods seems to filter through to nations 
other than the United States and its immediate customers so that 
world recovery is accelerated. * 

4. The Nature of Interest. In the preceding chapters the 
term "interest" has been used occasionally without any attempt to 
define what is meant by interest other than to offer hints that it is 
composed of risk premiums per year plus income per year on a safe 
investment. A short discussion of interest seems to be desirable at 
this point. 

Present money is in general preferred to money due at some 
future time, present food and clothing to future food and clothing, 
present beauty to future beauty and so on. There is, however, a 
limit to the amount of present goods which is preferred to future 

'Multilateral trade works much more smoothly than bilat<il-al trade. It 
may be hoped that nation.,will eventually recognize this and stop their foolishly 
inefficient bilateral trade pacts. 
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goods of the same kind. An average family of five might spend $50 
for present food because they expected to consume it in the next 
month, but in general this family would not wish to spend $1,000 
for present food. Thus, there is a point at which the desire for an 
additional unit of present food is zero. The rate of interest might, 
therefore, be defined as the per cent of premium paid on money at 
one date in terms of money to be in hand one year later. In this 
definition the risk of not getting the money one year hence is in
herent in the premium paid. Wheat or other goods might be sub
stituted for money, but practically it is only money which is gen
erally traded between the present and future. * 

Throughout history the thought that there should be no rate 
of interest has persisted. Marxian socialists say that the capitalist 
(possessor of wealth as consisting of titles to material objects) ex
ploits the laborer by paying him for only a part of what he pro
duces and withholding a portion of the product of labor as interest 
on capital. They, therefore, describe the capitalist as one who un
justly reaps what the laborer has sown. 

The Mormons who settled Utah originally possessed little capi
tal or wealth and did not pay interest for the use of capital of 
others. By stinting for years, denying themselves food, clothing 
and leisure they created their own capital and automatically became 
capitalists. In citing this example, Professor Irving Fisher says: 

"It will be seen then, that capitalists are not, as such, 
robbers of labor, but are labor brokers who buy work at 
one time and sell its products at another. Their profit or 
gain on the transaction, if risk be disregarded, is interest, 
a compensation for waiting during the t:ime elapsing be
tween the payment to labor and the income received by the 
capitalist from the sale of the product of labor."t 

In a dynamic society there are many factors which determine 
the society rate of interest - risk, population growth, velocity of 
circulation of money and bank credit, technological improvements 
leading to reduced costs, ete. 

In any event capitalists must return their interest or profits to 
labor in order to enjoy them. They may do this by paying wages 
to laborers who build new capital equipment, by purcllasing con-

·Obviously grain and eotton flltnns are exceptions. Here the principal 
part of the ditference in price is rlI;k rather than interest. 

tlning Fisher, Tu TAo...., o/l_e ... DeCenJoi ... d bf I",patinoo to 
S".ad 1_ fIIICII ()pporNKq to l .. _e Ie, 1930, P. 62. 
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sumers' goods (wages plus interest and/or profits), or by pur-' 
chasing services. Part of the income, of course, goes to the Gov
ern~nt, which in turn purchases services and consumers' goods 
and constructs capital goods. So long as this circle is completed 
mbor gets all the product of its efforts. Of course, wages paid di
rectly for production of a product may be only ten per cent of the 
final consumption price of the product, because parts of all the 
services mentioned - wages paid in capital construction, services 
of Government, services of individuals, etc., - are included in the 
final consumption price. When the circle is broken, dislocatiorur 
leading to a general marking down of capital values, unemployment, 
etc., occur. 

Interest has apparently been the subject of so much attack 
chiefly because interest goes to people of mearur who may or may 
not spend it, i.e., they have the power to spend it or hold it. When 
metallic money was the chief money, these interest receivers could 
be singled out as hoarders. In this sense they did withhold part of 
labor's share. Even in modern times interest holders often turn to 
gold, silver and other precious hoards when profit incentive on in
ves~nt becomes small. Thus, interest takers are not blameless by 
any means, and yet so long as hoarding (either by individuals or by 
banks) is not outlawed who can blame these interest takers for 
seelj:ing the largest profit incentives? 

5 Return on C~tal Investment. As pointed out in a previous 
chapter, residential houses are built chiefly because of net rental 
income incentives. An extremely high correlation has been obtained 
between volume of residential building in St. Louis and net income 
-rent times occupancy minus taxes divided by replacement cost. 
At present this net income or incentive is lower than it has been in 
fifty years and there is practically no residential building. 

When a factory is considered, the question of income or prof
its is again of tremendous importance. It seems desirable, there
fore, to give some consideration to the question of return on capi
tal investment. 

The total "expected" yearly income (risk not deducted) from 
the capital k is the value of expected profits n at t = 0; that is, 
n E (0, t.), where E (0, t.) is the discount factor described in the 
previous chapter. Here the price used is the expected price; that 
is, it is assumed that there is a certain element of risk in n itself 
due to the uncertain estimate of price p. In many instances there 
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is also a production risk. It is assumed here that expected price and 
expected production are estimated carefully so that the price and 
production risks are reduced as much as possible. 

Now, if i is the rate of interest on an investment which for 
practical purposes is devoid of risk (for practical purposes i may 
be taken as the rate of yield of short-term Government securities), 
then in order that the business appear profitable the inequality 

(lI-R)E(O, t,) > ik 

must be satisfied. 

The above inequality is perhaps more suggestive in the form 

(5.1) ll/k >iE (tll 0) + R/k ; 

that is, the rate of net inco~ must a;ppewr to be greater than the 
rate of risk by an amount equal to the value at t. of the rate of in
terest on short- term Government securities. 

As long as (5.1) is expected to be satisfied for some units of 
an industry, producers will expand their plants and some new pro
ducers will be persuaded to enter the field of production. As new 
producers enter with cost functions usually more favorable than 
those of certain established producers, they are able to lower the 
price (or what is equivalent to increase the production) to the 
point where some of these latter are unable to maintain the in
equality. Sometimes a reorganization (See Chapter X) is able to 
effect the necessary economies, but not always. If reorganization 
and its attendant adjustments do not sufficiently reduce costs, the 
concern usually operates for a while without providing for risk, 
suffers some loss because of this element, and is finally forced to 
default bonds or write down its assets. This may happen several 
times before the firm actually ceases production. In fact, the ne
cessity for meeting interest payments forces production. Again, 
firms sometimes dissipate their capital in the belief that better 
times are "just around the corner." 

Many times new concerns underestimate the risk involved, and 
even when the inequality does not hold they mistakenly believe that 
it does, and of course, as pointed out previously, there is always the 
problem of predicting the course of prices. As a result, even in 
times of general prosperity some industries taken as a whole over 
a number of years may fail to earn profits equivalent to the pre
vailing interest rates. In othet words, 6:tp8CtatUm of profit atad at
tainm6t&t of it may be entirely distirICt. 
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Short-sightedness of producers in estimating capital return is 
well illustrated by price-fixing histories. In fact, it is so well illus
trated that a short discussion of how price-fixing influences invest
ments is desirable here even though the general subject of price 
fixing will be discussed in the chapter on prices. 

Suppose that the total demand is given by either one of the 
equations 

U=ap/! + Crt) , 

f3 
U=al /p + Crt) 

Suppose that the price is fixed by agreement or by Government or
der at p = p" and suppose further that the production at the time 
the price is fixed is U,. Several situations can result. 

1. If p, is chosen so that it and U, satisfy the demand equa
tion, no immediate harm seems to be done, but after a short time 
things begin to happen. For a fixed price the adjustments in rate 
of production and costs described in the preceding chapter take 
place. Some firms adjust B, some A, and some C, and profitable 
businesses expand. Technological research is greatly stimulated, 
since by lowering costs, greater profits can be realized and each 
entrepreneur has a definite price on which to base his calculations; 
i.e., he does not have to calculate on a possible decline in price due 
to his own disturbance of production or that of his competitors. If 
he understood price fixing he would take this into account, but he 
does not understand it. Thus, an expansion in production takes 
place, but an expansion in demand is only possible by increasing 
consumer income. 

It is, of course, possible that expansion of pllint may require 
more workmen than are laid off in the process of cost adjustment 
and the income of the economy may be sufficiently raised (due to 
increased velocity of circulation or expansion of credit) to make it 
possible for more goods to be sold at the fixed price than would be 
sold otherwise, but no definite answer can be given to this question 
until further quantitative studies of demand, cost and income are 
available. 

2. If p, is chosen to be greater than the value of p which with 
U, and 1 satisfy the demand equation, sub-marginal plants already 
in existence make prdfits. If the demand is highly elastic so that 
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it drops appreciably as price is increased to p" profits of the sub
marginal firms are made at the expense of production curtailment 
of efficient firms, unless these firms are more efficient in distribu
tion as weIl as in producing. If the latter is true the demise of the 
Bub-marginal firms may be hurried and the way prepared for new 
investments on a large scale. During the transition period, i.e., 
during the period in which the sub-marginal firms are disappear
ing, there may be great decrease in quantity of goods consumed. 
Thus, the standard of living may be greatly lowered. If the de
mand is relatively inelastic, higher fixed prices mean greater prof
its throughout the industry. In this case new capital wiIl be arti
ficially attracted to the industry by the high profits, and very great 
expansion in capacity (over-investment) may occur. 

6. Tl!$ation and Bounties. In a capitalistic society the tax sys
tem offers a very effective tool for economic planning. By means 
of it production incentives can be created or destroyed. By careful 
choice of taxes it is possible to ruin an industry and substitute a 
new one in ita place. 

On the side of ruinous taxes consider those on timber and coal 
lands and agricultural lands. In many states an owner of timber 
lands is taxed according to the value of the standing timber. While 
his timber is young he can pay the tax since the tax is small, but 
when his timber begins to mature the tax forces him to cut regard
less of market price. The market price for timber and timber prod
ucts thus falls below the free competitive price equal to marginal 
cost, since the tax forces production beyond free production. A 
similar situation prevails in the cases of coal and agricultural lands. 
An owner of cotton land might prefer to leave the land fallow for 
pasture purposes or for hunting lands, ete., but he is unable to pay 
high taxes out of other income and in order to protect his capital 
investment he is forced to place his land in production. Here again 
the price of the product falls below marginal cost, if capital return 
is figured in marginal cost. Taxes on productive land are imposed 
in proportion to ability to pay, only if the land is put into produc
tion. 

To those who may be tempted to answer these contentions by 
saying that a tax on land lowers the vaJue of the land and hence 
the marginal cost, I merely state that adjustments in land values 
take place over long periods "of time. This is espE!daJly true in the 
United States where land mortgages play important roles. 
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On the other hand, a high tax on old buildings would expedite 
their demise and would create demand for new buildings by short
ening the supply of existing buildings. In the past the United States 
has had a growing population which was able to create new de
mands for building. If this population is now stabilized greater 
prosperity can be obtained by forcing the obsolescence of old goods 
through some means of taxation. 

Taxes on gasoline, if not excessive and if the tax money is 
used to create additional physical needs for consuming gasoline, i.e., 
is used to build needed highways, apparently can be used to create 
greater demand for the product taxed. 

There are, of course, many examples of governmental bounties 
to encourage production. The American Merchant Marine was built 
chiefly because the United States Government offered mail con
tracts. The payments made under these contracts were essentially 
bounties. Airmail contracts undoubtedly stimulated the building of 
American commercial fleets. 

Government funds spent for demolishing obsolete and unsani
tary buildings that are now rented would provide bounties to pri
vate initiative since the removal of such structures from the supply 
of buildings would tighten the rent structure and thus increase the 
profit incentive to build. 

7. Depreciation. Depreciation of existing capital goods is an 
. important factor offering powerful incentives to replace them. At
tempts to preserve existing obsolete and depreciated capital goods 
have largely been responsible for laws protecting vested rights. 
Corporation bonds bear a fixed rate of interest regardless of the 
state of the capital goods originally offered as security so long as 
the quick assets of the corporation are sufficient to pay the interest. 
In the United States a benevolent Government created an Inter
state Commerce Commission which has apparently adopted the 
view that it was set up to protect the interests of all railroad bond
holders even though the equipment behind the bonds is obsolete, or 
otherwise depreciated. Furthermore, in the United States it has 
been customary to add the cost of tearing down obsolete buildings 
to the "value" of the land when floating a mortgage on a new struc
ture to be bu1It on the site of the old one. 

A good deal of confusion exists regarding the problem of 
charging off depreciation. In fact, accountants are not agreed on 
the ''best'' method of ahowing for depreciation. Various formulas 
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such as the straight line fonnula, the sinking fund or compound 
interest fonnula, the unit cost plus formula, etc. are in more or less 
commtOn use by cost accountants. Such existing theories of depre
ciation assume a con.stant rate of production. The following the
ory allows the rate of production to vary and in addition gives in
sight into the nature of value or "price" of capital goods equities. 
It includes all the above-mentioned theories of depreciation as spe-
cial cases. • 

Suppose that a producer of a product or service has a cost of 
production which can be taken to be Q(u, p, t) where Q(u, p, t) is 
defined as in the chapter on factors of production and cost. This 
quantity may be taken to be the cost of production after deprecia
tion is taken into account. Let tp be the cost of production before 
depreciation is taken into account. 

The gross profit or rent which will be obtained from a machine 
in unit time will, therefore, be 

R(t) =p(~)u(t) - tp(u, u', p, t) • 

Here p(t) and u(t) are expected price and expected rate of pro
duction. 

Here the acceleration of production u' = du/dt has been in
troduced into the cost function. It may be omitted if desired with
out materially affecting the treament of the problem. 

Now, the value of a machine to its operator at a time t,. is the 
sum of the anticipated rentals which it will yield from the time 
t,. to a time 0) at which it is to be salvaged, each multiplied by a dis
count factor to allow for interest plus the salvage value also dis
counted. In the most general case the interest varies with the time. 
For the general case it is, therefore, possible to write the value of 
a machine to its operator at a time t,. as 

(7.1) 

-f "a(.)rb • 

+"Se c. 
where 6(,,) is the force of ~t. which is defined as the rate of 
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increase of an invested sum 8 divided by 8, and S is the salvage val
ue of the machine at the time w. * This salvage value S is the cost 
price K of the machine at the'time t, minus the depreciation in the 
market value of the machine after it has been operated for the 
period of time t, to w. The depreciation in the market value of the 
machine is in general a functional of the rate of production, of the 
price of the article produced and of the time derivatives of these 
quantities. It follows, therefore, that 

(7.2) 

where 

f. 
t, 

S=K- D(u,u',p,t)E(t"t)dt, 
t, 

E(t., t) = e 

_ f t 8 (.)dr 
Jt. 

and where D(u, u', p, t) is the rate of depreciation. If the value of 
S defined by (7.2) is substituted in equation (7.1) and the second 
term of the right-hand member is transposed, the following expres
sion is obtained: 

(7.3) V -KE(t,., t,) 

i
t. 

= [pU-q>(u,u',p,t)-D(u,u',p,t)]E(t"t)dt. 
t, 

The quantity represented by the second term of the left-hand mem
ber is the value at t, of a sum K necessary to replace the machine 
at the time t.. In order to simplify notation in the work which fol
lows, write this last expression in the form 

(7.4) i
t. 

1= [pu-Q(u,u',p,t)]E(t"t)dt, 
tl , 

where 
Q(u, u', p, t) = q>(u, u', p, t) + D(u, u', p, t). 

In general the expected price p(~) will be some factor y(t:) 
times the present price Po. As already pointed out, the quantity 

·The treatment given here is based on the paper by C. F. Roos "The Prob
lem of Depreciation in the Calculus of Variations," Bullet ... of t'l.. Americo7I 
Math.....,.tical Society, March-April, 1928. See also H, HoteJling, "A General 
Mathematical Theory of. Depreciation," J<>urnal of the A~a" StatUtieal 
Associa.tion, September. 1925. 
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yet) is essentially a psychological factor. It changes with business 
conditions. It is greater than or equal to one when prices are ris
ing and less than one when prices are falling. The quantity was 
discussed more fully in the preceding chapter. 

A likely assumption to make regarding the operation of the 
. DlI&chine is that the operator (owner) will endeavor to .choose his 
rate of production u(t) so that (7.4) will be a maximum. This ex
pression is the difference between the value of the machine at the 
time t, and the discounted cost price. This assumption is not equiv
alent to the assumption that the operator will endeavor to maxi
mize V, for t. is a variable end-value, but it has the advantage of 
simplicity. For this u(~) would be determined by the Euler con
dition of the calculus of variations, and the end-value to by a trans
versality condition.· Suppose that the value of u(t) and t. maxi
mizing (7.4) have been obtained. It remains to obtain an expres
sion for depreciation, which has been defined as the rate of decrease 
of value. To do this suppose that a machine is operated at a rate 
u(t) which maximizes I, so that in the expression (7.4) the func
tions u(t) and pet) and the end-values t,. and to are those defining 
the maximizing arc. Then the expression (7.4) will define the maxi
mum value of the machine at the time t,., and the value of the ma
chine at any other time t(t, ~ t ~ t.) can be obtained by replacing 
t, in (7.4) by t. 

It is most interesting and instructive to see what further hy
potheses must be made to obtain the various depreciation theories 
now commonly used. If the salvage value S is assumed to be a 
point function of the time t. = n at which the machine is to be sal
vaged instead of a functional of the rate of production and price 
as in this account, then on changing the parameter of integra
tion from t to t equation (7.1) becomes, for to = n and t,. = t, 

(7.5) Vet) = f -[PU-9>(u,u',p,t)]E(t,t)dt 
• + S(n)E(t, n) • 

If Mt) = -dV(t)!dt denotes the depreciation of the machine 
to its operator, by differentiating (7.S) , for t, = t, to = ft, with re
spect to t, it is possible to write 

(7.6) t1(t)=-d1(t)!dt- 6(t)KE(t,n) • 

·For a solution see Roos, "The Problem of Depreciation in the Calculus of 
Variations, N I ..... cit., pp. 228-224. 
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If the cost of production function <p(u, u', p,.) is a point function 
<p(') instead of the more general function <p of (7.5), this formula 
reduces to that given by Hotelling.* 

Now, by (7.5), V (n) = S (n), and hence the total depreciation 
of the machine for the period • = t to • = n is quite evidently 
V(t) - S(n). If only simplicity is desired it may be assumed that 
thoe depreciation per unit time is equal to the average depreciation 
[V(t) - S(n)]/n. The well known straight line formula for de
preciation will then be obtained. 

Again, if p, u, and <p of (7.5) are constant for a certain num
ber of years of the machine's life and then change abruptly at 
t. = n in such a way that it is evident that the end of the useful 
life of the machine has come, and if the force of interest lJ(t) is a 
constant equal to ", the integration in (7.5) can be performed. 
Then, 

(7.7) Vet) = [pU_<p]{[l_e-<l'ft-',]/"} +Se-<l'A-" . 

Now, when "(t) = ", a constant, the discount factor e-<l is equal to 
(1 + i)-', where i is the rate of interest in the ordinary sense. It 
follows, therefore, that 

(7.8) Vet) = [pu-<p]{[l- (1+i)-'A-"/"]}+S(l+i)-'ft-", 

and, at t = 0, this becomes 

(7.9) YeO) = [pu-<p]{[l-(1+i)--]/"} + S(1+i)'" • 

If [pu - <p]/" is eliminated from the equations (7.8) and 
(7.9), the expression 

I
V(t) -S(1+i)'-n 
YeO) -S(l +i)--

is obtained. By adding -S times the second column to the first 
column, then subtracting the second row from the first row and 
expanding, this reduces to 

YeO) - Vet) = [YeO) -Sen)] [(1+ i)' -1]/[(1 + i)"-l] • 

When the customary notation 

8 = (1+i)'-1 
iT 

"Harold Hotelling. 10", tit. 
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is introduced. this formula becomes 

(7.10) V(O) - V(t) = [V(O) -8(n)]8i/B;j' • 

which is the well known formula for the accumulation of deprecia
tion allowances at the end of the t·· year under the sinking-find 
method.· 

If now the formula for V (t + 1) obtained from (7.10) by re
placing t by t + 1 is subtracted from (7.10). it follows that 

(7.11) V(t) - V(t+ 1) = [V(O) -8('11.)] 

- [(1+i)'/8;-,] . 

This formula states that the depreciation for any year is equal to 
the depreciation ohaf'ge for the first year at compO'UM interest at 
the rate of i per annum. This is. therefore. the so-called "compound 
interest method" of providing for depreciation. 

If the indicated differentiation in (7.6) is performed and the 
resulting equation solved for P. the equation 

p= [Q+ "Ke-4' .... ·)-dV(t)/dt]/u 

is obtained. This is equivalent to the formula by which J. S Taylor 
defines unit cost plus. t 

The popular "sinking fund" or "equal annual payment" for
mula for depreciation (7.10) and the "compound interest formula" 
(7.11) have been derived from the general theory by assuming that 
the rate of production 11.. the price p and the cost of production q> 
are constant throughout the useful life of the machine. The unit 
cost plus formula can be obtained directly from the formula for 
depreciation as given when the price p and the rate of production 
II. are known functions of the time. 

Risk of obsolescence and certain other risks are taken into ac
count in the discount factor cl( .. ). 

8. Further Remarks on Incentives. Obviously a great deal 
could be written about production incentives. There are many kinds 
of incentives and with each there is associated a philosophical or 

·Riets, Crathorne and Riets, M~ 01 F ........... New York, 1982, 
pp.112-J.j!1. 

tJ. S. Taylor, "A Statistiea.l Theory of Depreciation Based on Unit (Jost," 
J",,""" 01 the A....ne- SlGriotiCGl Asaocioti ..... December, 1928. 
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ethical question: "Is this a proper incentive to offer?" To attempt 
to answer such questions would require going far beyond the scope 
of this book. In fact, such questions have been decided differently 
at different times by the public and the courts. The public has often 
condoned or accepted certain incentives as long as they seemed "use
ful" and when they ceased to be useful it has turned against them. 



ClIAPTER XII 

BEHAVIOR OF FREE AND RESTRAINED PRICES 

1. Introduction. For years theoretical economists have been 
quoting the theorem "Price equals marginal cost." Some of them 
have gone deeper into the problem pointing out that certain prices 
are fixed by monopolistic agreement or threat and that these bear 
little relationship to marginal cost. For example, it is no secret that 
Mr. Gary periodically announced steel prices for his corporation, 
and that his competitors then proceeded to announce the same 
prices. They presumably na.nred the same prices rather than risk 
price-cutting competition that would ultimately drive them out of 
business. 

Some economists have distinguished between real prices and 
money prices. It has alresdy been pointed out that in the United 
States money prices of certain agricultural products bear little re
lationship to marginal cost, since production is forced by taxation 
beyond the free competition point. A similar situation prevails in 
the case of timber and timber products. Also, as has already been 
indicated, certain industries may become overinvested through pro
motional schemes of stock seIling, essentially misrepresentation, and 
in these industries money price may be far below marginal co~ un
less investment "values" are drastically reduced. Developmep.t of 
new industries may also bring about a similar situation. 

In most new industries money price remains considerably 
above marginal cost sometimes for a rather long period of time. 
In this way profits may be large during the introduction of the in
dustry. Such profits are often reinvested in the industry and, in 
addition, when profits are large new capital is attracted. 

Once an industry becomes stabilized in an economy with a 
stable monetary unit, price is probably in general equal to marginal 
cost, but relatively few industries are yet stabilized and no economy 
has had a stable monetary unit. Such an old industry as the shoe 
industry has not yet become stabilized in the United States. As long 
as an industry has not become stabilized and as long as a monetary 
unit is not stable, the theorem which states that price is equal to 

205 
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CHART XXXI 
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marginal cost is meaningless and decidedly misleading. Further
more, iUs very difficult to define marginal cost or any other "cost," 
since cost is composed of many elusive factors. Depreciation, over
head allowances and advertising allocation are arbitrary. When 
more than a single product is manufactured, cost determination is 
impossible except arbitrarily. In the chapter on joint demand and 
loss leaders it was intimated that the highest proportionate over
head would in general be assigned to the product whose demand 
was most inelastic if the producer were intelligently informed. 
Thus, demand has an important bearing on cost. 
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B. Movements of Wholesale Prices. In an economy in which 
credit is permitted there are many factors which detennine prices. 
Cost has some influence but, as already mentioned, cost is elusive. 
The ratio of credit money to gold is undoubtedly important; mon
opolistic agreementa and threata are of prime importance for some 
industries; systems of taxation play important roles, and, further
more, speculation is highly important, especially over short periods 
of time. 

An analysis of the ratio of 1929 prices to February, 1933, 
prices and the ratio of October, 1933, prices to February, 1933, 
prices of groups of commodities used in the Bureau of Labor Sta" 
tistics Index of Wholesale Prices, forcefully illustrates that there 
are factors other than money and cost which are important, espec
ially during periods of rapid economic changes. 

Charta XXXI and XXXII compare price increases of various 
producta with weighted increases in material and labor costa. These 
were compiled by utilizing price material from the United States 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, wage material computed from figures 
by that Bureau and relative weighta computed from the Census of 
Manufacturers of the United States Census Bureau. The charta 
are of course subject to great error, but they are nevertheless sig
nificant in a general sort of way. 

It should be noted that these charta show only changes which 
occurred during the period of most rapid price increases in the 
summer of 1933. 'rhey constitute only a rough basis of comparison 
since no data are available on the variation of overhead costa. They 
do, hQwever, present what might be considered a liberal interpre
tation from the viewpoint of'industry, since they assume that over
head,remains approximately the same proporti.on of the price when 
the price increases. Actually with increasing prices and particularly 
with increasing volume, the overhead burden per unit of output 
ordinarily decreases. It will be noticed that with few exceptions 
price increase bears little, if any, relation to increases in wages and 
prices of raw materials. It is ouly in the cases of men's clothing and 
petroleum refining that price increases correspond to increased 
wages and increased prices of raw material. 

The Charta XXXIII to XXXIX present on single diagrams 
changes between three pointa of time in the prices of a large number 
of commodities. Each dot (.) representa one commodity from the 
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics Wholesale Commodity 
Price Index. More conventional charta showing continuous curves 
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DISPERSION OF WHOLESALE PRICE CHANGES 
B.L.S. GROUPS '" SUB-GROUPS 

CHART XXXIII 

N.R.A.-DivisioD of Research '" Planning 

through time cannot be used satisfactorily for comparing the move
ments of a large llumber of items between specific dates. 

The extent of price decline for each commodity during the 
depression years 1929 to 1933 is represented by the distance of the 
dots to the right of the vertical axis; the extent of advance since 
February, 1933, is measured by the distance upward from the hori
zontal axis. The horizontal position of each dot relative to the verti
cal axis therefore represents the per cent of change from a base of 
June, 1929, to February, 1933; while its vertical position relative to 
the horizontal axis represents the per cent of change from a base 
of February, 1933, to October, 1933. 

The diagonal lines mark off sectors representing the propor
tional part of the price decline which has been recovered. 

To trace the price behavior of Douglas Fir, No. 2 turn to 
Building Materials Chart, Group VII, Lumber sub-group, No.3. 
Douglas Fir, No.2 Item 7. It declined 51.8 per cent. Following up 
from the horizontal soole on the 50 line, a dot containing the figure 
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BU •• GROUP AND COMMODITY 

HORIZONTAL 
LOCATION 
ON CMART 

(!JbDecUn • 
.Tune 'Za- SUB.GROUP AND COMMODITY 

HOIUIaHTAL 
LOCATION 
ON CHART 

(%IlecII .. 
.Tun8'Zg. 

Feb. '88): COII.ODITY NO. I . Feb. '88) : COMIIODITY NO.: 

ALL COMMODITIES - -37.9 
1. FARM PRODUCTS - - -.-60.8 
11. Grain. - - - - - - - - -64.0 
12. Livestock and poultry - - -68.9 
18. Other farm product. - - - -56.8 

2. FOODS - - - - - - - - -45.7 
21. Butter, ch .... and milk - - -50.8 
22. Cereal products - - - - -29.0 
28. Fruits and vegetables - - -46.2 
e4. Meats - - - - - - - - -56.0 
25. Other foods - - - - - - -38.8 

S. HIDES AND LEATHER 
PRODUCTS - - - - -37.1 

81. Boots and shoes - - - - -21.5 
82. Hides and akins - - - - -68.1 
sa. Leather - - - - - - - -49.9 
84. Other leather products - - -26.2 

4. TEXTILE PRODUCTS - - -45.1 
41. Clothing - - - - - - - -32.0 
42. Cotton goods - - - - - - -50.5 
48. Knit goods . - - - - - - -45.6 
44. Silk and rayon - - - - - -67.8 
45. Woolen and worsted goods - -45.6 
46. Other textile products - - -17.5 

6. FUEL AND LIGHTING 
MATERIALS - - - - -28.7 

51. Anthracits coal 0.6 
52. Bituminous coal - - - - -11.4 
58. Coke - - - - - -.112 
54. Electricity - - - : 2:9\ 
55.Gas----- --0.8 
66. Petroleum products - -65.2 

6. METALS AND METAL 
PR()IiUCTS - - - - -26.4 

61. Agricultural implements - -15.4 
62. Iron and steel - - - - - -21.2 
68. Motor vehicles - - - - - '-19.0 
64. Nonferrous metals - - - -65.9 
65. Plumbing and heating - - -38.0 

7. BUILDING MATERIALS - -27.6 
71. Brick and tile -. - - - - -15.7 
72. Cement - - - - - - - -18.6 
78. Lumber - - - - - - - -40.1 
74. Paint and paint materials - -21.4 
75. Plumbing and heating - - -37.9 
76. Structural steel - _ - - -18.0 
77. Other building materials - -26.1 

8. CHEMICALS AND 
DRUGS - - - - - - -28.6 

81. Chemicals - - - - - - - -19.8 
82. Druge and pharmaceuticals -21.5 
88. Fertilizer materials - - - -38.6 
84. Mixed fertilizers - - - - -35.5 

9. HOUSEFURNISHING 
GOODS - - - - - - -25.2 

91. Furnishings - - - - - - -25.4 
92. Furniture - - - - - - -24.8 

10. MISCELLANEOUS - - - -26.4 
01. Automobile tires and tubes -28.0 
02. Cattle feed - - - - - - -61.8 
08. Paper and pulp - - - - - -18.2 
04. Rubber, crude - - - - - -85.7 
05. Other miscellaneous - - - -38.2 

S with the figure 6 outside will be found just below the 75 per cent 
recovery level.· 

This general character of dispersion charts has long been used 
for depicting facts of similar variety, but the particular innovation 

°The method of depleting price changes which is used in these charts ...... 
developed by H. B. Arthur of the Division of Research and Planning of the 
N ationel Recovery Administration in cooperation with Larry Conant of the ID:.r:::s ~~:~OO4. H. B. Arthur and 1.. Conant. Jot&nIGl of A~ 
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DISPERSION OF WHOLESALE PRICE CHANGES 
FARM PRODUCTS 

... 

u. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statisti.s, Washington 

CHART XXXIV 
__ .DlC .... ·_ .... __ .-.... O ....... 

. ». ~ ~ ~ ~ 

.." ... ... ... ....... 
... 

18---'--0----

developed here is the use of a logarithmic scale which interprets 
visually some of the elasticity features of prices. When a price has 
declined (horizontal scale) 50 per cent from its 1929 level, another 
decline of 50 per cent would bring it to 25 per cent of the 1929 
level. This second decline would be resisted by the normal operation 
of supply and demand and of bankruptcies among producel'll of the 
product, probably to a greater extent that the first decline. On the 
chart it will be seen that the second decline is represented by as 
great an actual distance as the first. It will also be noted that the 
vertical scale representing recovery of prices is more condensE'd 
than the horizontal scale. This has been done because a price which 
declined 50 per cent (from $1.00 to 50c) would have to advance 
100 per cent to effect a complete recovery, or a decline of 20 per 
cent would require a recovery of 25 per cent to reach the previous 
level. 

The diagonal lines divide the first quadrant into five fields. 
Each field classifies the points within its bounds and shows what 
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FARM PRODUCTS 

.u •.•• ou, AND COMMODITY 
COMMODITY NO. I 

1 GRAINS 

HORIZONTAL 
LOCATION 
ON CHART 

(% DecJine 
June '2D
Feb. '88): 

1-10 Barley - - - - - - - -44% 
Corn, Chicago 

1-20 Contract grades - - - - -74% 
1-21 Mixed - - - - - - - -75% 
1-30 Oats, whits, Chicago - - --64% 
1-40 Rye, Chicago - - - - - -58% 

Wheat 
1-50 No.1! Chicago - - - - -59% 
1-51 No.2 Kansas City - - - -58% 
1-52 No.1 Minneapolis - - - -57% 
1-58 No.2 Minneapolis - - - -58% 
1-64 No.1 Port1and, Oreg. - - -59% 
1-55 No. 2 St. Louis - - - - -59% 

2 LIVESTOCK" POULTRY 
Cattie, Chicago 

2-10 Calves- - - - --
2-11 Cows, fair to good - -
2-12 Cows, good to choice -
2-13 Steers, fair to good -
2-14 Ditto, good to choice -

- -55% 
- -71% 
- -70% 
- --68% 
- --64% 

Hogs, Chicago 
2-20 Heavy - - - - - - - -68% 
2-21 Light - - - - - - - --67% 

Sheep, Chicago 
2-31 Ewes - - - - - - - - --67% 
2-82 Lambs - - - - - - - -57% 
2-33 Wethers - - - - - - -55% 

Poultry, live fowls 
2-40 Chicago - - - - - - - -55% 
2-41 New York - - - - - - -49% 

6 " 7 OO'HER FARM PRODUCTS 
6-10 Ileana, dried, N.Y. - --68% 

Cotton, middlings 
6-20 Galveston -
6-21 New Orleans 
6-22 New York - -

Eggs, fresh 

---68% 
- --68% 

- - --68% 

6-80 Boston - - - - - -54% 
6-31 Chicago - - - - - -57% 
6-l!2 Cincinnati - - - - - - -55% 
6-88 New Orlean." - - - - -55% 

8UB.GROUP AND COMMODITY 
COII.ODITY NO.: 

6-84 New York - - • 
6-35 Philadelphia - - - -
6-36 San Francisco - - -

HORIZONTAL 
LOC:ATIOH 
ON CHAaT 

(%Decline 
Jun. '29-

Feb. '88): 

- -55% 
- -54% 
- -56% 

6 " 7 OTHER FARM 
PRODUCTS, Cont'd: 

Fruita 
6-50 Apples, Chicago -
6-51 Apples, New York -
6-52 Apples, Portland -
6-60 Lemons, Chicago -
6-61 Oranges, Chicago -

Hay 

-~% 
- - -50% 

- -70% 
- -49% 
- -57% 

6-80 Alfalfa, Kansas City - - -48% 
6-81 Clover, Cincinnati - - -lIO% 
6-85 Timothy, Chicago - - -. -46% 
6-90 Hops, Portland, Oreg. - - 65% 

Milk 
7-20 Chicago - - - - -
7-21 New York - - - -
7-22 San Francis.. -
7-40 Peanuts, Norfolk -

Seeds 

- - -45% 
- - -53% 

- -28% 
- - -80% 

7-50 Alfalfa, Kansas City - - -48% 
7-51 Clover, Chicago - - - - -72% 
7-52 Flu, Minneapolis - - - -56% 
7-55 'Timothy, Chicago - _ - -55% 
7-60 Tobacco, leaf - - - - - -46% 
7-70 Onions, Chicago - - - - -81% 

Potatoes 
7-80 Sweet, Philadelphia -
7-81 White, Boston - -
7-82 White, Chicago - -
7-88 White, New York -
7-84 White, Portland - -

Wool 

- - -51'11> 
- - -22% 
- - - 5% 

6% 
- - -58% 

7-90 Fine clothing - - - - - -54% 
7-91 Fine delaine - - - - --52% 
7-92 Half-blood, grease - _ - -56% 
7-98 Medium grades - - - --54% 
7-94 Staple, fine, " medium - - -55% 
7-95 Half-blood, scoured - _. - -57% 
7-96 Argentine - - - - - - -71% 
7-97 Australian - - - - - - --67% 
7-98 Montevideo - - - - - --68% 
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percentage of the price decline since June, 1929, has been recovered 
since February, 1933. 

Group (1) - Farm Products: A close examination of Chart 
XXXIII indicates that the farm products have as a group recover
ed about half of their loss. Dispersion of farm prices is shown in 
Chart XXXIV. Their loss, of course, was one of the greatest of all 
losses. Since some of the principal farm products, notably wheat 
and to some extent cotton, have their pricea determined chiefly by 
international forces, i.e., in relation to gold, some of the agricul
tural prices were undoubtedly dependent on the United States in
flationary monetary pl'ogram. This does not mean, however, that 
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D-FOODS 
Boriscmtal H ....... ta1 

__ tal 

Locatlon Locatlon Loeatlon 
SuIMlroup On Chart Su&.Group QnChart 1Iub-G""", OnQoart 

and % Decline and ~Decline and "'DeoI .... 00mm0d1 ... June. 'Z9. CommodI ... J'une. '29. CammocIJ ... .June. '28, 
No.1 Feb.. '88). No.1 Feb.. '88). No. 1 Feb.. '88); 

COJOIODITY COJOlODlTY COJOlODlTY 

I-Butter, CIletM and IIiIII;; 2-19 Short pats.. 4-11 F>eoh (aom_te 

Butter. anJIUDIIl'J' 
St. !.om '-42.8 Price) Chicago -e6.7 

2-20 Stral .. ht.. '-IS Veal. fresh, aood. Booton St. Louis -46.1 Cbl ..... -14<1 
1-1 - -&6.0 2-21 Standard Pats.. 4-18 Poultr,v. dreaaed. 
1-1 F\nta -16.6 Toledo ..... _, Cbl ..... -41_1 
1-8 SecondS -6& •• 0 2--22 HomlnJ' Grits. 4-14P<mI ..... _ 

Cbl ..... wblte -'6.0 NewYorlr. -0.0 , ... Extra ...... 1 2-28 llaeal'Om. Chleaco -88 •• 
r-Gther hoda 106 Extrallnto -67.6 lleal 

1-1 F1nta -67 •• o 2-24 White. mill -'1S.2 --1-7 Cindnnatl ... to 2-25 Yellow. 6-1 GI.naerAle -1,..6 ..... -61 •• Philacle1J»bla -fi4.8 .. I Grape julce ....... 
New Orleaal 2-26 Pretsel. -I.( 6-8 

Plain __ 
-1-1 

1-8 Fan .. -6&.' RIce. New OrtllBDII O>coa 
1-8 Choi .. -6'1.4 2-27 Blue Roee. medium. 6-< Baana. New York -4'8 

New York to ooocI -4S .• W Powdered 0.84.8 

1-10 Extra -&ttO 2-28 Edith Honduras. 
00 ..... Bruilian _ 

6-& Rio No. '1. N. Y. -49.T 
1 .. 11 Flnta -6&.8 medlwn to ohoioe -4.6.0 .. , Santo.. No. 4 • 1 .. 12 S"""nds -60." 

&-1'raI.t8 and Veptabla New York -&9.2 
Philadelphi .. 6-8 eo-. South Seo. 

1-11 Extra -is.' FruI .. cIrled .-sT •• 
l-lC Extra ftnta -6&.9 Canned Flab 
1-15 Pinta -66.4 8-1 Appl-. New York -!t •• CaDned Salmon 
1-16 St. LouI, atn. -68.1 8-. ApriNt.. caDD.er7 -18.0 6-. Pink, No. 1. Cbl. .-so.O 

San Fro ....... W Cberrl.. Chleqo ..... 0.0 
B 6--10 Red. No. 1 

1~17 Extra ....... ....n...,. -47.2 
1-18 F!na -69.0 .... Peaeh-. eaDll8I7 -42.'1 <lund 

Ch .... wbole mUk .... Pears. eenn817 -44.0 .. 11 Cod. Glouaeater. 
1 .. 18 Chicqo -56.'1 8-6 • Pi~pple. G&DDU'J' -80.6 ll .... -41.1 
1-20 New York -52.4 6-12 Herrin.. N. Y. -42.8 
1-21 San FranoI.IOO -&6.3 _Ito 6-18 Mackerel. IaIt 

Milk. Dried New York .-sT.' 
1-22 Oondenaed. N. Y. -28.7 ... , Apples, evaporated -68.0 60-14 Salmon. Alaska 
1-28 Evaporat.d. N. Y. -87.8 W ApriNtI. smoked -16.6 
144 Powdered. .. aporated -68.1 &-16 Glueoae. New York -89.0 

oklmmed -4o.e .... Curranta. cl ... ecJ. -28.1 6-16 Jelly, Cl"8P8 -a ... 
1-10 Peaehee.. 6-17 Lard. prime. 

8--Cenol P ........ .. aporated -eO.'7 ......... -eU 
Brood "'11 Prunel. Callf' .. 6-181101 ..... N. O. 

60-10 ....... fanC7 -14.1 
8-1 Cbl ..... -as.e 1-12 Ralslna • ....n_ .... .., 2--11 Oleomarvarlae. .... O1ncinuti -88.4 ...... 0.1_ -el.. .... New Orleau -81i.1 8-18 Bananu. 6-20 Oleo oil. atn. .... N.w York - 8.0 H._ +"U Chi ..... .-so.1 
M San FranaI_ 2.1 V ..... bt ... O&lUlecl 6-21 peanut butter. 

aa-l bru.kfut foocJa Chi ..... ......1 
8-14 A8P4U'88'ua -18.1 &0-22 Pepper. black. ... Oorntlak .. 0.0 3-16 Baked Beau -8'1.1 New York -ao.l ... , Oatmeal -4'.0 1-18 Corn -88.8 6-18 Salt. AmericaD, w er.am of Wh_\ -12.8 a-l'lP .. -11.5 ChI ..... -1.1 

0r0eI< ... "'18 Splnaeh -16.4 6-24 Soup. cream of ... Soda. New York -IU' 8-11 Strine a.ua. ........ tomato -1 .. 1 
1-10 SWIMt - ... -- .-so.O B 6-U Starch. corD. 

Flo ... -.... New York .....,. .. 
"'11 a.v.. white. 4-1 Cored boot. N. W_ ... 1.., -III_I .. ......, 4-1 l'l-eabboot. .... Granulldell. .New 

~ ChI ..... -au York -aU 
8-.. StandanI. .. _ 4-1 ...... _.N.y. -&'l.4 1-1'1' ltaw .... 

4-1 ...... Iomb, N .... Yon: ... 11.8 
IIuIfaIo -41-0 Cbl ..... -41.0 1-!8 Tallow. eclib-.. 

8-1a FtHt. el ...... 
Buffalo -18.1 4-1 ...... .,- Chleqo """" N4 Short pata.. New yon. -41-8 WlTea._ 

N .. York -41-1 
Kana. CltJ' -48., Po"" V __ hle 011 

WI Stnl.htl. Ita--. 4-1 Cored -.. .-sT •• s..ao Coconut. N. Y • ........ 
CI", -47.7 ... , Cored boI_ 

641 C/ot'lllo. N .. YOl'k .... t.t 
.. 1ISOa_ ....... .- -18.0 5-31 Oottoueed. N. Y .. -ca.2 

IIID-MaPDlla ..... 1.' 4-1 
Cand boI_ 

141 OU"," NiI!'W York ........ "U Seaond _. ribo """" s.-.u Peaaut, miD ...... c _ .. 
-41-. 4-1 Oar.d "- 5-U 80.,.-.. N. '1'. -a.5 

8-1 .... ____ 

Chlcqo -$'T.I JS..ICVl...-r. I!IcIe 0... -ao.a 4-10 Cnt.d __ No y_ -A.I N ... York -au 
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DISPERSION OF WHOLESALE PRICE CHANGES 

TEXTILE PRODUCTS 
GROUP IV 

CHART XXXVI 

... 
t . .. 

N.R.A.-Division of Research" Planning 

the whole agricultural situation can be solved by monetary means. 
It is apparently necessary for a long time solution to find new 
uses for farm products, to decrease production of some products, or 
to find foreign markets for them. 

(}roup (fl) - Food Products: Food products, Chart XXXV, 
which are essentially farm products plus some railroad transporta
tion (fixed charges) plus a small amount of labor and some rent 
(relatively fixed), have recovered much more than half their loss, 
which, of course, on account of the fixed element, was not so great 
as that of farm products. 

(}roup (8) - Leather Products: Leather goods, which include 
skins and hides from the farm group plus leathers (hides plus trans

. portation plus some labor), shoes and leather goods (leathers plus 
additional labor, some rent and some power), have recovered to a 
point only slightly below the 1929 level. 

(}roup (-'I) - Textile Products: The textile group, Chart 
XXXVI, has shown about the same recovery as the leather goods 
group. In textiles there is again the situation in which the products 
are composed of farm products with wages, transportation and 
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TEXTILE PRODUCTS 
HORIZONTAL 

LOCATION 
ON CHART 

(%Decllne 
IUI.'ROU. AND COMMODITY June '2&00 SUI_.ROU. AlID COMMODITY 

HORIZONTAL 
LOCATION 
ON CHART 

(%Decline 
.Jun.'!B
Fob, '88). CO ... ODITY hO~ = Feb. '88) : CO .... ODITY NO.; 

CLOTHING 
1·1 Oonan, 10ft .. .. -22.8 
1-1 Collan. stiff .. .. .. .. .. .. .. +16.8 
1-8 Men', cotton hdkta. .. .. .... -42.8 
104 Women', cotton hdkf.. .. .. -86.1 
1-6 Men', linen hdkf.. .. .. .... -55.7 
1-6 Women', nnen hclkf.. .. .... -Sf.' 
t .. , Meo', flnlmeci hat. .... .. --4&.6 
1-8 Meo', unftnllhed. hate .. -88.8 
1 .. 8 Overall. .. .. .. .. .. .... -U.2 
1 .. 10 Overco&tI .. .. .. .. .. .... -- e.?' 
1 .. 11 Men', dreu ahlrta .. .. .. .. _ '.7 
lOon lieu', work UJrte .. .. .. -19.1 
1-18 110>'. Suit. .• • • • • -aM 
1-14 Men', 8 piece tutti .. .. .. -28.0 
l .. lS Men' , , >>1Il0l nltl .. .. ... -82.0 
1-18 Youth', autta .. .. .. .. .. -87.8 
1-t7 TopOOatl .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -28.0 
1 .. 18 Do)',' trou .. n .. .. .. .. -&8.8 
1 .. 111 M .. •• clreu t1'ouIenI .. .. .. -88.0 
l~O Ma', work tI'oUMl"l .. .. -84.8 

~ COTTON GOODS 
a-t Broadcloth .. .. .. .. .... -&2.(t 

M Dun" .. .. .. .. .. -20.8 
1-8 »aIm. .. .. .. .. .. .. -541.& 
~ DrtIllQt; 2.50:rda/lb. .... .. -.2.' 
1-, DrllII.... '.86 rdo~b. • • -41 ••• 
W Duck. 8 os. .. .. .. .. .. .... -aO.' 
I .. ' Duk. wide .. .. .. .. .. .... -411.' 
.... Flannal. Bleaehed .. .. .... -4 •. 2 
1 .. 8 hann.J. 'Unbl-.ched. .. .. .. .. -52.1 
1-10 Glnsrham .. .. .. .. .. ... -410.0 
I-n Mu.nn ... rI .. 1 .. -411.41 
1-12 'Mulllln ... ri .. a .. .. .. .. -411.1 
1-18 MUllin, 1Mri .. 8 .. _ -59.1 
1-141 MUIUn. 1eIi .. « .. .. -32.1 
1-11 OlnabulW .. .. .. .. -5'l.8 
1-1. Pereale - - .. .. .. .. .... -411.' 
1-1' Print cloth. 1'7 lneb .. .. .. .. .. -541.8 
1-18 Print Cloth. 88~ lneh .. .... -56.8 "'1' Satwn .. - .. .. .. .. .. -80.1 
"'30 Sheetlq, blehd.. _ri. 1 .. -16.41 
1-21 SM.Uq. blchd. Mri .. I.. .. -C'J •• 
.... 22 Sh .. U,,-, bl'O,", ...... 1.. .. -16.0 
..... 3 Sheetlnar. brown. _ri .. t.. .. -50 .• 
1-2<1 SheetJoa. bl'Own. aul... .. ... .. -'1.0 
WIS Shlrtlq, madna .......... -CT.! 
W. Shlrtlq. l*'O&Ie .. .. .. .. .. -CI.I 
I-H 'I1aklna" - - .. .. .. .. .... -IT •• 
1 .. 28 'I1n "-brie. CIOn! .. .. .. "''' -&4.' 
.... 3\) 'nn hbrlo. build .......... -59.1 
WO ToweUna .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -81.8 
WI Yan, nOl'tlwm.. IOn eon.... -19.& 
a.u Yam. northern. t2Jl. cmae. -63.1 
t4& Yarn. .,utherD .. .. .. .. .. .. --46.8 
14. Yarn, twl.wd. 101'1 ""'1\8' ... .. -II.' 
WI Yarn, nrlst.d. «Oil ... vtq -12.. 

S KNIT GOODS 
8-1 H08tel'J', men', cotton .. --40.S 
8-2 Ha.lel'J', women', cotton .. --4',6 
8-8 HoaiM"J'. women', ~n.. .. -69.0 
8-4 Hoaierry. men', lilk .. .. .. .. .. --47.« 
8-5 Holliery. women'. ,Uk: .. .. .. .. -59.' 
8-R Underwear, men', cotton.. .. _29.« 
8-7 Underwear, 'Women', cotton .. --48.2 
8-8 Underwear. men', woolen .. .. .. - 8.' 
8-9 Underwear, men', woolen .. .. -U.6 

4 SILK AND RAYON 
'-1 Rayon. 160 8rat _ .. .. -52.« 
4-2 Ra:yon. 160 aecontl .. .. -51.« 
4-8 Rayon. 800 ftrat .. .. .. .... _&6.8 .-« Rayon, 800 aecond .. .. .. .. .. -116.2 
«-S Silk. raw. Canton .. .. .. .. .. -6'1.' 
(-5 sm,. raw • .team filature .. -7&.6 
«-'I' Silk. raw, Japan .. .. .. -'15.2 
.... SlUt. raw, Japan. 18-16 .... -'1'5.6 
.-9 Yarn. spun, 62/1 ............ --60.« 
(-10 Yarn, spun. 60/2 .. .. .. .. .. .. --44.« 
.... 11 Yarn, Imported .. .. .. .. .. .. --42.'7 
«-12 Yarn. eNtle. thrown .. .. .. .. .. -'11.9 
4~18 Yarn, orsranl ... thl'OWD. .. .... -68.6 
4-.. YarD. tram, thrown .. .. .... -68.2 

6 WOOLEN AND WORSTED 
GOODS 

5-1 Broadcloth .. .. .. .. .. .. --4,0.0 
5-2 Crepe .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -C8.0 
s.a Flannel .. .. .. .. .. -88.& 
6-, Sultlnc .. .. .. .. .. -65.". 
5-6 French Serve .. .. .. .. -36.« 
5-6 SIc11hm cloth .. .. -22.' 
6-'1' Flannel, or ounce .. .. .. -88.8 
6-8 O.wooa.tlq, HMoVJ' .. .. .. .. .. -36.1 
6-8 Overeoa.Una. Top .. .. .. .. .. .. -al.' 
5-10 Sultl1\8'. _J'1rea, 11 os. .. .. --8&.0 
5-11 Sultln&'. eersre. 16 os. .. .. .. .. -41.8 
6-12 Uniform _rve. fine .. .. .. .. .. --84.8 
5-18 Uniform 1IIrae. medlum .. .. .. --47.a 
5-141 Unfinished wonted. .. .. .. .. .. --41.5 
5-1& TroUlerina .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -4'2.6 
6-16 Yard 2/82. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -44.9 
5-1'1 Yard., 2/40. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -48.& 
6-18 Yard. 2/50. ................ -4'l.' 

6 OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 
&'1 hrlap .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. --&n.« 
6--1 Hemp. manila .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -87.1 
.... Jut.. raw .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. --6S.« 
6-4 Leather. hM9J' .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -18.' 
W Leather. liaht .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -20.0 
... RoDer. cotton .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. -....I1t.2 
&-'l Rope. manila .. .. .. .. .. .. ... --8R.I 
s-s Rope. ai.1 .... ~ .......... -S".1 
W Silo&l. Kex1eaD .. .. ... .. .. .. .. -ILl 
6-10 Thread. catton .. .. ... .. .. .. t _ •• 1 
$..11 Th ... d. 1Inen .. .. .. .... .. _ 9.a 
&'11 Twine. binder .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -42.1 
I-U TwtDe" cotton .. .. .. .. .... -18..( 
I-It ToIri ... bard ftber -&8.1 8-" YarnL jute No. 1 .. .. .. .... --..~.I 
I-U Yams. jute No. I .. .. .. .. ... .. -aO.O 
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, 
DISPERSION OF WHOLESALE PRICE CHANGES 

FUEL & LIGHTING 
GROUP V 

CHART XXXVII 

N.R.A.-Division of Research and Planning 

IUB.GROUP AND COMMODITY 
C;:OIlMODITY NO.: 

HORIZONTAL 
LOCATION 
ON CHART 

(%Decline 
June '29- SUB.CI'lOUP AND COMMODITY 

Feb. '83): COM.ODITY NO.; 

HORIZONTAL 
LOCATION 
ON CHART 

(%DecUne 
June'21f
Feb. '88): 

1- ANTHRACITE COAL 6- PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 
1-1 Chestnut - - - - - 3.2 FUEL OIL 
1-2 Egg - - - - - - - - 6.1 6-1 Oklahoma - - - - - -37.0 
1-3 Pea - - - - - - - - + 8.0 6-2 Pennsylvania - - -31.7 

2- BITUMINOUS COAL GASOLINl!! 

2-1 Mine run - - - - 9.0 6-3 Natural, Oklahoma - - -71.0 
2-2 Prepared sizes - - - - -13.8 6-4 California - - - -44.9 
2-S Screenings - - - - -16.3 6-5 North Texas - -70.6 

6-6 Oklahoma - -7202 
8- COKE, NET PER TON 6-7 Pennsylvania - -54.8 
8-1 Beehive - - - -35.8 

Byproduct: KEROSENE 
8-2 Alabama - - - - -20.0 6-8 Standard - - -31.2 
8-8 New Jersey - - - 7.6 6-9 Water White - -36.2 
8-4 Ohio--- -30.7 

CRUDE l'ETROLEUM: 
4- ELECTRICITY - - - - + 9.0 6-10 California -tl4.2 
6- GAS - - - - - - - - 0.3 6-11 Kansas-Oklahoma - -70.7 

I 6-12 Pennsylvania - - - -66.1 
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DISPERSION OF WHOLESALE PRICE CHANGES 

BUILDING MATERIALS 
GBOtJPVU 

CHABTxxxvm 

N.R.A. - Division of Beaearc:h .. Pbuming 

power added. Wages have been materially increased. Here recovery 
would be complete - in fact, many prices are above the 1929 prices 
- except for particular products like silk, aisal, hemp and jute. 
which are imported, and rayon. There is, of course, no reason why 
rayon should return to the 1929 price since there have been num
erous improvements in the technique of production which have re
duced the cost of production. 

'Group (5) FtlBlaM Lighting: In the ease of fuel and lighting, 
Chart xxxvn, the price is depressed below the 1929 price chiefly 
because of depressed prices of petroleum products and anthracite 
eoal products. Bituminous eoal prices have been increased by 
National Recovery Administration code provisions. There is an 
overproduction of petroleum and possibly an encroachment of 
petroleum and gas upon the eoal market. It might be pointed out, 
however, that since oil is no longer a scarce commodity, there is 
no logical reason why the price of crude oil should rise much above 
the average cost of extracting it from the ground. 

Grovp (6) - Metals fIII4 Metal Products: JrletsIs and metal 
products, Chart XXXVIII, have shown only slight recovery. This, 
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BUI.IiRGUP AND COMMODITY 
CO.IIODITY NO. : 

HORIZONTAL 
LOCATION 
ON CHART 

(%Deeline 
lune '29- SUI.aRGUP AND COMMODITY 

HORlmNTAL 
LOCATION 
ON CHART 

(fl/o Decline 
lun. '29-
Feb, '33), Feb. 'S3) : COIII.ODln NO.: 

1, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS 
C 1-1 Grain binder .. .. .. - 6.0 

~ ~:: 8:t~~i, .... : : .. .. - ~:~ 
o 1-& Enldne. 8 h. Po .. .. .... - 6.2 

1-6 Ha.y forb .. .. .. .. .... -1'1.4 
E 1-6 Disc harrow .. .. .. .... - 8.S 
E 1-7 peg teeth harrow .. .... - 9.0 
E 1-8 Spring teeth harrow .. .. .. .. - 8.4 

1-9 Harvester .. .. .. .. .. .. .. - 2.8 
1-10 Hoes .. .. .. .. .. .. -19.4 

o I_llH.,.loa.der .............. -6.6 
B 1-12 HaY mower .. .. .. .. .... - 6.2 

1-13 Corn picker .. .. .. 2.2 
• 1-14, Corn planter .. .. 0.0 
• 1-16 Tractor plow .. .. .. .. .... 0.0 

1-16 1 horse plow .. .. .... .. -11.8 
N 1-17 2 horae plow .. .. .. .. .... -17.4 

1_18 Pumps .. .. .. .. .. .. .... -14.8 

~ t~: ~~~dD~': ~~ " .. " : -l~:~ 
E 1-21 Side delivery rakes .. .. - 8.0 

~ t~i &:mBh!~:-~r .. " .... .. - ::~ 
1-24 Shovels .. .. .. .. .. .. -10.8 
1-26 Spades .. .. .. .. .. .... 16.0 

H 1-26 Manure 81Jreader .. .. .. -12.6 
o 1-27 Grain thresher ... - 6.2 
G 1-28 10120 tractor .. -11.4 

1-29 16/80 tractor ... - -29.8 
G 1-80 2 horse wa.con - -11.4 

1-81 Windmlll ... .. .. -10.6 

2. IRON AND STEEL 

!l ::~ !:!-;.b~ _ .. _- .. " .. _.. - ~:~ 
2-3 Axes .. .. .. .. .. .. - -19.1 
2-4 Bar Iron, best .. .. .. .... - 4.0 

• 2-5 Bar iron, common .. .. 0.0 
2-6 Reinforclna ban .. .. .. -18.0 

W 2--7 Merehant, steel, bare.. -17.9 
2-8 Sheet ban .. .. .. .. .. -26.8 
2-9 Steel ban .. .. .. .. .. -26.1 
2-10 Barrels .. .. .. .... .. -26.8 
2-11 Billets .. .. .. .. .. .. -26.2 
2-12 Boiler tuhee .. .. .. .. .. 8.0 
2--18 Machine bolts .. .. .. .. .. .. -16.7 
2-14 Plow bolts .. .. .. .. .. .. -28.6 

U 2-16 Stove bolts .. .. .... -16.1 
2-16 Track bolts .. .. .. .. .. _ .. _10.3 
2--17 Butta .. _ .. .. .. .. .... - 8.0 

L 2-18 Sanitary eana .. \ _ .. .. -14.0 
R 2-19 Castinp .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -26.7 
.2-20Chbela .. -_ ........ 0.0 
• 2-21 Files .. .. .. .. .. .. _ .. 0.0 

2-22 Hammers .. .. .. .. .. _.. -29.8 
2_28 Hatcheta .. .. _ .. _ .. .. -18.3 
2-24 Kniv. .. .. .. .. .. .... - o.a 
2-26Knob. - .............. --60.0 
2-28 Loeb .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -37.6 
2-27 Nail. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -30.0 

• 2-28 Bessemer ore .. .. .. .... 0.0 
• 2-29 Non-Beuemer ON .. .. .... 0.0 

2-30 Buic pi.. iron .. .. .. .. .. -27.0 
2-81 Beuemer Pia' Iron .. .. .. .. -18.7 
2-82 Ferromalllr Pi&' Iron .. .. .. .. -35.2 
2-38 Southern foundry pi .. Iron -26.7 
2-34 Northern foundr7 pi~ iron ...... 19.1 
2-85 Malleable pi .. Iron .. .... -21.7 

B 2-86 5pl88'8l ...... pia iron .. .. .. -26.1 

IRON AND STEEL (CoD,'d) 
2-37 Cast Iron pipe .. .. 

C 2-88 Blaek Steel pipe - - - -
2--39 Galvanized pipe ... .. .. .. 
2-40 Jaek planes .. .. .. - .. 

V 2-41 Steel tank platea .. .. .. .. 
2-42 Steel rails .. .. .. .. - .. 
2-43 Large rivets .. - .. - - ... 
2-44 Small rivets - - .. .. 

M2--46Rods------
T 2--46 Crosseut saws .. .. .. .. 

2-47 Hand B8,WS - .. .. - -

2-48 Scrap steel - - - - .. 
2-49 Annealed steel sheets .. 
2-50 Auto body steel - -
2-51 Galvani&ed steel - .. -

K 2--62 Grooved akelp - .. .. -
L 2-58Spikea - - .. - - -

2-MStrips---- .... 
X 2-55 Structural steel - - .. 

2--56 Terneplate - .. .. .. -
Z 2-57 Tie platea .. .. .. .. -

2-58 Tin plate - .. .. .. - .. 
• 2-59 Vi88>l - .. - - ...... 
Jrl 2-60 Annealed wire fence -

2-61 Barbed wire fence .. .. 
P 2-62 Galvanlsed. fence - - .. 

2-68 Woven wire fence .. 
2-64 Wood screws .. .. - .. 

3. MOTOR VEHICLES 
J 8-1 PassenPl' can .. .. .. .. 

3-2Trucks---- .. -

4. NONFERROUS METALS 

__ M 

- 6.' 
- 5.2 
-87.1 
-17.' 
- 7 •• 
-27." 

.. -10.0 
_16.8 
-U •. 6 
-27.1 
--64.' 
-28.5 

.. -89.0 
-29.7 
-18.6 
-14.3 
-86.9 
-18.0 
-16.2 
-18.6 
-20.' 

0.0 
-16.7 
-29.0 
-17.4 

.. -21.2 

.. -22.4 

-14.2 
-28.& 

A 4-1 Aluminum .. _ .. .. - 4.8 
4-2 Antimony .. .. .. .. -32.8 
4-8 Babbitt metal.. _ .. -24.3 
4-f, Copper. lqot .. .. .. -78.8 
4-i Lead, p~ .. .. .. .. .... -57.1 4-. Nickel .. .. .. .. .. 0.0 
4-7 Lead pipe .. .. .. .. -41.7 
.... 8 Quicksilver .. .. - - - _60.9 
4-9 Yellow Braae roda .. .. --60.0 
4-10 Drawn copper roda ... - -67.6 
4-11 Yellow brass sheela .. - -62.7 
.... 12 Copper aheeta .. .. .. .. -49.0 
4-18 Zinc .heets _ .. - .. - -12.6 
'-14 SUVft' .. .. .. _ .. .... -49.8 
4-16 Solder .. .. _ _ .. .... -41.2 
4-16 Tin .. .. .. .. .. .. - -.. -46.8 
4-17 TubetI, brau _ _ .. .. -68.1 
4-18 Brasa wire .. .. .. - - - -6S.7 
.... 19 Copper wire _ .. .. _.. --69.1 
4-20 Zinc. pi.. .. .. - .. - - -66.' 

6. PLUMBING AND HEATING 
5-1 Bestlnl' bollen .. .. .. -80.8 
5-2 Ranp boilen _ _ .. 0.' 
W Water clO8etS _ .. - - .... -61.4 
~ Lavatories .. .. _ _ .. - .. -29.7 
6-6 Radlatlon - .. .. - - - .. ~u.1f 
5-6 Sinka _ .. .. .. - - -.. -40.7 
6-7 Bath tuba _ _ .. .. .. - -40.1 
6-8 L&und1'7 tub. .. .. - .. .. .. -SO.1 

• 'nle utmllk Indiesta DO daaD" lD prte. 
aince lune 1929. 

LettenI aN ued In 110m. __ ID:atea4 of 
numbed kt prevent confuioD. 
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DISPERSION OF WHOLESALE PRICE CHANGES 
METALS & METAL PRODUCTS 

GROUP VI 

CHART XXXIX 

N.R.A. - Division of Research and Planning 

of eourse, is to be expected since prices of these produets depend 
essentially upon demand for them in new construction, new 
machinery, expansions in power plant facilities, etc. Raising prices 
will, of eourse, not raise demand. Profits in consumer goods indus
tries will have to come first. These activities will only reach the 
1929 level after there are profits in consumer goods industries and 
after considerable new financing (bond issues, stock issues, etc.) 
has t/l.ken place. 

Gr01l.P (7) - Building Ma.terials: Priees of building materials, 
Chart XXXIX, have not quite recovered to the 1929 level. It is 
maintained by many that it is unfortunate that they have already 
shown so much recovery since recovery in the price of building 
materials materially lowers the profit incentive to build. See Chap
ter VI, "Faetors Influencing Residential Building." The price of 
lumber has recovered because of price-fixing provisions in the 
Lumber and Timber Products code. Demand has fallen off. Little 
building is at present done for purposes other than publie works. 

Gr01I.p (8) - Chemicals a.nd Drugs: There has been little im
provement in the priee of chemicals and drugs. This group as a 
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su •• aRGU' AND COMMODITY 
CO .... ODITY NO.: 

1 BRICK AND TILE 
1~1 Concrete blocks .. .. .. 

D 1 .. 2 Common brick .. .. .. .. 

1 .. ' Fire Clay brick .. .. .. .. 
1-6 Front brick .. .. .. .. .. 

E 1-6 Paving' brick .. .. .. .. 
1-'1 Sand lime brick .. .. .. 
1-8 Silica brick .. .. .. .. .. 
1-9 Drain tile .......... .. 

HORIZONTAL 
LOCATION 
ON CHART 

(%Declioe 
June '29-0 
Feb. 'S3): 

-SO.8 
-22.3 

-18.6 
-12.6 

_ -22.4 
-26.0 
-IS.6 
-36.4 

1-10 Floor tile .. .. .. .. .. 
l-ll Hollow tile .. .. .. .. .. .. 
1 .. 12 Roofing tile .. .. .. .. 

-51.4 
-36.4 

.6 
-47.6 .. 1-18 Wall tile .. .. .. .. .. .. 

2 CEMENT 
20-1 Buffinston .. .. 

8 LUMBER 
8-1 Douglaa fir lath 
8-2 Pine lath .. .. 
8-3 Red cedar .. .. .. .. .. 
8-4Cht!8tnut----- .. 

G8-6 Cyprel58 .......... ... 
8-8 Douglaa fir no. 1 .. .. 
8-7 Douglaa fir :no. 2 .. .. 
8-8 Gum-_ .......... 
8-9 Hemlock .. .. .. .. .. 
3-10 Maple .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
3-110ak---- ...... 
8-12 White pine no. 2 .. .. _ 
8-18 Pine flooring .. .. .. .. 
8-14 Pine timben .. .. .. .. 
8-16 Ponderosa pine .. .. .. 
8--16 Poplar no. 1 .. .. .. .. 
8-17 Redwood .. .. .. .. .. .. 
8--18Spruce ............ .. 
Sa19 Cedar shingles .. .. .. .. 
8--20 Cypress mingles .. .. .. .. 

-12.9 

.. -38.1 
-46.7 

... -27.7 
-14.9 

... -18.8 
--49.8 
-61.8 
-48.7 
-26.8 
-60.9 
-31.1 
-23.6 
-66.2 
-39.1 
-3S.6 
--40.0 
--84.7 
-86.5 
-46.4 

.. -39.1 

, PAINT, PAINT MATERIALS 
4-1 Enamel pRint .. .. .. .. .. .. -22.0 
4-2 Inside paint .. .. .. .... -10.6 
... 8 OutsIde palnt _ _ _ _ _ -29.2 

A .. -4. Porch palnt - - - _ -20.'1 
.(} "-6 Roof paint _ .. .. _ _ -18.6 
B 4-6 Varnish .. - - .. .. .. _ -20.2 
·4-7Barytes ___ .. ___ 0.0 

4-8 Butyl acetate - .. .. _ _ .. -26.6 
• .. .. 9 Black color, bone .. _ ... 0.0 

4-10 Black aolor, carbon - .. _ .. -66.0 
• 4-11 Black. iron oxide .. .. .... 0.0 

4-12 Black color. lamp .. .. _ .. -27.8 
.• 4-18 Prusslan blue .. .. _ _ 0.0 

4-14 Chrome srreen - .. ... .. -14.8 
"-16 Chrome yellow .. .... -11.8 
4-16 Ethyl acetate .. _ .. _ _ .. -88.7 
4-17 Gum.. .. .. .. .. .. "" -21.4 
4.-1S Red lead .. _ .. _ _ .. .. -88.1 
4-19 White lead _ .. _ .. .. .. .. -19.9 
4-20 Llthal'll'e ... .. .. _ .... -.U.l 

LOCATION 
ON CHART 

(0/" DecliDII 
SUI.GROUP ANO COMMODITY June '29-
CO •• ODITY NO.: Feb. '83): 

PAINT. PAINT lIlATERIALS 
(Coot'd) 

4-21 Lithopbone .. - .. .. .. 
.. 4_22 Chinawood. 011 .. .. .. - .. 

4-28 Linseed. 011 .. .. .. .. .. 
4-24Putty--- ..... --
4.-26 Rosin, B. .. - -

-14.1 
-64.3 
-81.4 
-3S.2 
-68.2 

4-27 Shellac _ .. .. - .. _" -80.2 
"'28 Turpentine. N. Y. .. .. .. - -IS.9 

... 80WbiUnw .. _ .. __ .. _0.0 

.. 31 Zinc oxide.. .. .. - .... -17.1 

SEE NOTE 

7 OTHER BUILDING lIlATERIALS 
7-1 Asphalt - .. .. .. .. _.. -16.7 
7-2 Bars, reinfouin.. .. .. _.. -22.0 
'1-8 Plaster board _ .. .. - .. B.O 
'1-4 Wan board .. .. -16,7 
7-5 Butta _ _ .. .. .. .. - 8.0 
7-80001'8-----_ .. -28.1 
'1-7 Door fram~ .. _ .. .. -24.0 

o 7 .. 8 Window fram.. - .. .. -21.6 
'1-9 Plate .. lau .. - - .... - 6.2 
7-10 Plate elan - .. .. .. - - 6.9 
7-11 Window &'1&81 A .. _ .... -31.6 
7-12 Window glaas B .. .. -.. -38.0 
7-13 Gravel .. .. - .. .. - .. .. -11.6 
7-14 Door knobs _ .. .. .. -60.0 
7-15 Common lime .. .. _ -14.0 

F 7a16 Hydrated lime .. _ .. .. -17.0 
7-17 Locks __ .... _ _ .. -37.6 
7-18 Nail, _ .. _ .. .... -.. -80.0 
7-19 Black ateel pipe - .. .. - 6.6 
7-20 Cast Iron pipe .. .. .. -.. - 0.1 
7-21 GalvaniHCi pipe _ .... ... - 6.2 
7-22 Lead pipe _ .. ... .. .. -41.7 
7-28 Sewer pipe ................ -27.6 
7-24 Plaster _ _ ... _ .. .... 80. 
7.25 Shingle 1'OOftnll' _ - .. _.. -19.8 
'la28 Medium roofin.. - ... - .. .. - 6.1 
'1-27 Slate-aurfaeed - - .. .. - -22.7 
7-2S Strip ,hingles _. .... -18.6 
'1-29 Slate rooftne .. -60.0 
7--30 Bulldin8' land.. .. - 6.1 
7-31 Window saah _ .. _... .. -86.0 
7 .. 82 Copper sheet _ ... _ - -49.0 
7..a3 Zinc sbeet _ .. ... _ _ -12.6 

• 7-84 Cnubed atone .. .. _ .. - 0.0 
7-36 Pine tar _ .. .. .. .... -29.0 
7-36 Terneplate .. .. .. .. .... -16.2 
7 .. 87 Copper wire .. _ ... _ .. _ -69.1 
'1-8S Wood IICreWS - .. - .... -22.4 

• The asterIllk tndlcatel DO chau.. In price 
Bince June 1929. 

Lettera are U8ed In some cue. lutMIcI of 
numbers to prevent confualon. 

NOTE: 6. PLUMBING AND HEATING -
See Suh-Group No. 6. METALS AND KETAL 
PBODUcrs. 
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whole, however, is unimportant as far as the general price level is 
concerned, especially from the point of view of the index of whole
sale prices of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, since it is given a 
weight of less than two per cent there. Furthermore, patents, ad
vertising, etc., make up the principal parts of price when demand 
is high. The depressed price of fertilizers is apparently a result of 
the crop reduction program and low farm income. 

Group (9) - HOIl86-FUrnishi1lg Goods: House furnishings, 
especially furniture, have shown little price recovery. These can be 
expected to advance in price only by hlving doubled-up families 
unscramble themselves, thus requiring new housing facilities and 
furnishings, or by general adding of rooms to existing buildings. At 
present the marriage rate is only a small per cent of normal- that 
is, demand for new housing and house furnishings resulting from 
new marriages is only a fraction of what it would normally be. The 
chief aggravating cause is, of course, the relatively large unemploy
ment existing among young workers. A second cause, which is not 
unimportant, is the general feeling that married women should be 
dismissed whenever their husbands are employed. Obviously, a man 
who has an income of $75 a month cannot marry a woman with 
approximately the same income when both feel that she will be 
required to give up her position. The result is that a marriage is 
postponed. 

Group (10) - MisceUam.eoll8: The miscellaneous group in the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics index, although it has shown little re
covery and is weighted 9.23 per cent, hardly requires much analysis. 
The recovery of automobile tires and tubes will be effected only 
when' there is greatly increased demand for them, as at present 
there is a surplus of plant equipment to supply present needs. Cattle 
feed is faced with competition due to a surplus of other farm prod
ucts. 

In gmerol, it seems to be true that those prices wh.ich. decline 
most reco1l1lr most; that is, flezib16 prices are fle:rib16 011 the watt 
tip as weU as 011 the watt dovm. 

I. 1n1l81ltones. It has been pointed out that entrepreneurs 
produce on the basis of present price and then sell their production 
for whatever they can get, or else they produce on the basis of 
orders received at a more or less fixed price. In any event there is 
usually a wholesale buyer or retail buyer or both between the pro-
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INDICES OF INVENTORIES 

CHART XLII 

1'1 -'~--~--+---+---4---~---r--~---t--~--~ 

1\ • 1 
\ \ .1. "\\.I ... , .. \". "" 

\ 1, A··...·~ \"';' \.l '\ MANUFACTURED GOODS 

70 j .... d..L .1 .1 .. 1. ..1,,1, ,I. .I ,1,,1. ,,1,,1..1, ulJ .. I. 
1825 '''',",0 1827 1928 1828 1830 1931 1932 1933 1934 

Source: Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Oommerce, Survey of Current 
Business. 

ducer and the ultimate consumer. Factories produce on the basis 
of orders received from the middle groups. In times of economic 
stability - steady prices, steady demand, ete. - the orders placed 
by these middlemen nsually bear definite relations to the amounts 
sold to the ultimate consumer. 

In times of great economic shock or rising or falling price 
levels, this balance between factory orders ana consumer demand 
may be greatly disturbed. Charts XL, XLI and XLII show indices 
of industrial production, indices of wholesale commodity prices and 
retsil food prices and indices of inventories for the United States. 

The October, 1929, crash of the securities market apparently 
had very little, if any, immediate effect on inventories, although sea.
sonal decline in inventories of manufactured goods may have been 
slightly accentuated. However, industrial production suffered a 
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drastic reduction, the index dropping from 137 in August to 110 
in December, whereas the seasonal slump averages about 4 points. 
A decline in November and December, 1929 prices apparently stim
ulated production in the early months of 1930 and inventories again 
increased, but the increase was only short lived. In February in
ventories and production both started downward and by June, 1930, 
production reached its lowest point in many years. The June, 1930, 
crash of the stock market followed low prices and low production. 
Following this crash inventories were almost steadily diminished 
from an index value of 128 in April, 1930, to 102 in September, 
1931. A slight rally occurred here and carried the index to 110 in 
April, 1932, from which point it declined almost steadily to 93 in 
the middle of May, 1933. On May 19, 1933, the National Industrial 
Recovery Act was introduced in Congress and almost simUltaneous
ly the index of inventories of manufactured goods started upward 
and continued upward through December, 1933, when the index 
!!tood at 110. 

As pointed out, in the last few weeks of 1929 the production 
index started upward and continued to have an upward trend until 
the early spring of 1930, when it began to drop. The index dropped 
sharply with only slight interruption until it reached 87 in Decem
ber, 1930. It then climbed sharply to 100 in April, 1931. Following 
this slight recovery the index dropped sharply again to a low of 65 
in July, 1932. The index then started upward (the Federal Reserve 
Board began to purchase United States Government bonds in the 
open market in sizable amounts in May and June) and touched 66 
in October, when open market purchases of bonds were practically 
stopped. From October, 1932, to March, 1933, the production index 
declined from 66 to 68. In March, 1933, the index started sharply 
upward and by August had reached 97. It then declined sharply, 
reaching 68 in December, 1933. 

In general, current demand, y(t), is supplied out of inventories 
and out of current production. Let, be the greatest time elapsing 
between the manufacture of a lot of goods and the sale of the entire 
lot to the consumer. Thus, if 1,000,000 are manufactured today 
and the last of the lot passes to consumers six months from today. 
, is equal to six months. 

Now, in general, varies with business conditions and is, there
fore, a function of time in the sense already explained. For sim
plicity, however, SUI'pose that t is a constant. It is reasonable to 
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assuDlie that the frequency distribution of amounts of goods, manu
factured at times between t - t and t, making up the inventory of 
goods at any time t is such that the inventory 11 at the time t may 
be taken to be 

f. , (~(a>-t+ .. ) "(IID-t+ .. ») ( ).7-
11= 6 _ U re """ 

t- .. 

where 11 and p are negative constants. Then, if " represents the per
centage of the current production u(t) passing to the consumer and 
t represents the percentage of inventory passing to the consumer, 
it follows that 

(3.1) 1I(t) =" u(t) 

f. , [~(a>-t+ .. ) ,,(IID-t+ .. ) ] +A /II _ u(re)dre • 
t_r 

A transformation can be used to simplify this equation some
what. In fact, if the substitution s = t - re is made, it follows that 
ds = -dre; 8 = 0 when re = t, and B = t when re = t - t, so that 

'1J{t) =" u(t) + A J." [e ~("-II) _,,(0'-1/) ]U(t - s) ds • 

The rate of consumption 1I(t) is equal to the rate of production 
u(t), whenever 

u(t) = A. J. .. [ e~(0'-1/) _,,(0'-1/) ]U(t-S)ds 

where A. = A/(l- A). 

This is a new type of Fredholm integral equation. Furthermore, 
as far as the author knows, no existing mathematical theory applies 
to it. By analogy it may be guessed that the equation has solutions 
only for particular values of l. If the equation (3.1) for U = 11 is 
differentiated twice and is combined with the derivative equations 
it follows readily that 

(3.2) 

tl't& [ , .. II .. ]dU 
dtJ - [11+p+l.(e - )] dt +l1pu=l,.(I1-P)Il(t-l) 

If, as intimated, this equation has solutions only for particu
lar values of l .. it follows that there can be a balance between rate 
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of consumption and rate of production only when particular rela
tions exist between the percentage of new goods going into stocks 
and the percentage of old goods being sold. In this case the equi
librium rate of production u(t) would be determinable. The nature 
of the equation (3.2) is such as to suggest that the solution u(t) is 
oscillatory. If this is true, then for almost any type of demand 
equation that can be admitted, the price pet) would also be oscilla
tory.* 

A statistical example of an important kind of oscillatory pro
duction rate and price was presented in the study of factors in
fluencing residential building. In a capital goods economy there 
are many prices and production rates which are fundamentally os
cillatory. There are always new industries being built which spell 
the ultimate doom of old industries or their conversion into other 
allied industries. 

As long as there are several of these fundamentally important 
production rates which are oscillatory, the price structure will be 
subject to strains and stresses. Under these circumstances it is ex
tremely doubtful that equilibrium will ever be attained. At least 
static equilibrium in the sense of Walras, Pareto, and other static 
equilibrium economists, will probably never be attained. 

4. Price-Fixing. There are many kinds of price-fixing and 
there are various techniques used for fixing prices. Sometimes 
prices are fixed outright as in the case of interest on indebtedness, 
railroad rates, license fees, chewing gum, etc. Systems of "price 
basing" are common. Here the plan is essentially that of establish
ing several base points at which prices in an industry are fixed. 
Prices at points other than the basing point are equal to the base 
point price plus freight from the base point. This plan is essen
tially that which appears to have been practiced in the cement in
dustry. Under such a system industry locates itself in such a way 
as to 'Profit by freight rates. The Pittsburgh Plust Plan of the 
steel companies furnishes an excellent example of price basing 
with a single base point. Under this plan a mill in Alabama selling 

*Edward Theiss has presented a paper in which he shows that the demand 
is oscillatory for the special case for which (3.1) tskes .the form 
y(t)"= A .. (t -s). The treatment given here antedates that of Thiess by about 
three years. The reason for not publishing is obvious. In fact, the author 
apologizes for offering an incomplete solution at this time. He does this in 
the hope that someone will work out the mathematical theory. Theiss, Jourrtlll 
of Political Eo_y, 1003. 

tFederal Trade Commission, Docket 160, 1924. 
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in Alabama charged the Pittsburgh price plus freight from Pitts.
burgh to Alabama. Again prices of goods of a stabilize~ industry 
sold on a cost plus basis are essentially fixed. 

In Germany the cartels tried various systems of price-fixing. 
As a rule the big cartels refrained from advancing prices to the 
possible limit in times of cyclical upswing and they resisted exces
sive cyclical price breaks with considerable success. The rigidity 
of cartel prices in Germany in times of business depression follow
ing the war acted to intensify the pressure on markets and to re
duce the volume of sales. Prior to the war, however, business vol
umes in cartelized German industries did not - or to no consider
able extent - exceed corresponding rates of decline in noncar
telized British industries. This was apparently due to at least three 
factors: (1) the industrial growth of Germany occurred later than 
the industrial growth of Great Britian so that the pre-war period 
was essentially a period of expansion; (2) apart from a few car
tels Germany's price and wage structure was much more flexible in 
the pre-war period than in the post-war period, so that the elastic 
part of the price structure could yield more readily to the pressure 
of the rigid block of cartel prices; and (3) goods not sold in the 
German domestic market at the high fixed prices could be dumped 
abroad for whatever they would bring." 

A study of all methods of price-fixing would itself require a 
thesis. Such a study would require examination of fair trade prac
tices, limitation of investments either directly or through bank con
trol, inventory control, price-fixing by means of patent rights, pro
hibition of sales below cost, open price associations dominated by 
monopolistic groups, etc. Each of the above methods can be used 
to fix prices. Some of the methods may give only price stabiliza
tion; but price stabilization easily becomes price fixation. Obvious
ly methods of price-fixing and techniques by which they are made 
to work cannot be discussed in this work. 

In order for a fixed money price to be a fixed real price, many 
quantities such as employment, credit, velocity of cirCUlation of 
money and credit, etc., must remain fixed. A change in employ
ment usually produces (it may be masked by an opposite force) 
some change in the velocity of circulation of money and very often 
in the ratio of credit money to fiduciary money. Similarly, changes 

"The theoretical problem is simil .... to the utility problem of S ... -tion 6 of 
the chapter on joint demand and lOllS leadera. 
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in bank credits, bonds, etc., may be accompanied by changes in em
ployment. 

As pointed out already, the law of demand for either consumer 
or capital goods can be taken in the form 

yet) = AP(t) /l + b + J. to [ K(t, 8)P(~) /l (~) ] ds 

where P represents price, 1 is consumer income, p is a constant de
fining what might be called elasticity of consumer income relative 
to the good whose demand is yet), t stands for time in the sense 
already explained and 8 is a parameter also representing time. 

The exponent P may be expected to be different for various 
goods and wages. Thus a value p = 2 might apply for automobiles 
and a value p = 1 for bread. These values are, of course, only hypo
thetical. A statistical determination has never been lJlade. 

Suppose now that a. price difference of 10 per cent makes no ap
preciable difference in demand decisions. Then since p(~) does 
not change a 10 per cent increase will bring only (A/10)P /1 P de
crease in consumption in the next unit of time. For the next inter
val of time, however, the integral term will have decreased because 
of the price increase and the diminution in demand will be con
tributed by both the increase in price and its increase over the pre
ceding interval of time. In other words, increased prices, for a fixed 
consumer income, are not reflected in full immediately, but after a 
time they increase the pressure on sales unless national income in
creases enough to compensate. 

To see what would happen if all prices were fixed, it is neces
sary only to consider two products or wages since the relations may 
be easily generalized to 1/. products or wages. 

For two consumer goods or wages, the demands are given by 

(4.1) 

[K.(x, 8)P.(~) Il' (t-8)]ds 

(4.2) 

wherep. and P. are different. 
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The income I for these two will be given by 

i
t +4t 

l(t) = t [P,(t)1I,(t) + P.(t)1I.(t)]dt 

Let M be the average amount of fiduciary money and gold 
backed currency if on a gold standard, in circulation in the time 

t to t + LI t over which f 1I,(t)P,(t)dt 

is taken, and let V be the average velocity of circulation of this 
money, i.e., number of times it changes hands in payment for the 
goods or services. ' 

Let M' be the average amount of bank deposits subject to 
check in the time t to t + LI t and other money than fiduciary 
money and let V' be its average velocity of circulation. 

Then, 

J.
t+u 

I=MV+M'V'=. (P,1I1+P.1I.)dt 

or more generally if there are n transactions (consumer goods and 
wages but not capital goods) 

• f.t+u 
(4.8) 1= MV + M'V' = ~ P,(t)1I.(t)dt • 

' ... 1 t 

In reality this equation applies only to an economy in which con
sumers' goods are produced and existing capital assets are fixed in 
value. A more general "equation of exchange" applicable to a re
alistic capital goods economy will be considered in the next chapter. 

Now suppose that all prices are increased, that is, that p, be
comes P, + LI P,. Then, if I remains constant, 

must decrease. Furthermore, each 11, must decrease as is shown by 
(4.1) and (4.2). 

It should be noted, however, that the full effect of the decrease 
in 11, is not immediately evident, since the immediate effects are 
contributed by only the first term. After a time the effects of the 
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integral term become important and in order to keep 1 constant 
prices must be increased still further. Such adjustment can ob
viously take place only as long as the public will stand for de
creased production and the accompanying decrease in standards of 
living. 

Some demand seems to be stimulated by rising prices. Thus, 
there should be added to some of the demand equations a term in 
the derivative of price with respect to time, i.e., k dp/dt, where 
k is positive. When this element is taken into account it is easily 
explainable how an expected increase in price can stimulate de
mand. Small increases regularly administered seem to have this 
effect on a great many goods and wages. It should be pointed out, 
however, that this situation does not permit 1 to remain constant. 
Thus, if each PI increased and a net increase occurred in the 'III 
(some increasing, others decreasing) there would have to be an in
crease in 1. This increase would occur because of increases in both 
V and V' unless there were monetary expansions that did not in
troduce new factors. Changes in V and V', of course, mean changes 
in the spending habits of the people. 

Apparently there are limits to M', V and V', so that the amount 
that 1 can be increased is strictly limited. Simply fixing all prices 
above present values will only result in disaster since there can be 
no "speculative" buying and thus all 'III must decrease unless 1 is 
expanded. Fixed prices will also fix V and V, at their present levels 
and even reduce V' if the fixed prices are too high. In a capital 
goods economy it is possible that fixed prices might result in in
creasing M' (bank deposits) since collateral value of inventories 
would be higher, but this probably would not compensate for the 
other important variables. In an economy in which only consumer 
goods are produced, it is possible to maintain higher fixed prices 
and the same production only by direct monetary inflation.· 

As will be noted from equations (4.1) and (4.2) increased 
"purchasing power" does not flow evenl'll to all products and wages, 
so that shortly after prices are fixed, some more fixing will be re
quired. Since it will be difficult to lower any prices, the prices of 
distress products and wages will have to be raised again, and this 
can be accomplished only by more inflation, which will again lead 

·Whether or not there can be a controlled inflation need not be considered 
here. That there can be inflations following devaluation hardly needs to be 
maintained. 
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to unbalance. Thus one is forced to the inevitable conclusion that 
fixation of all prices can only lead to 

1. Decreased consumption. 
2. Inflation. 

5. Quality Standards. One of the chief difficulties·in the way 
of policing price-fixing is that the question of disposing of inferior 
goods and labor, or goods and labor not quite acceptable, introduces 
endless complications. 

Suppose that a store purchases two hundred units of clothes, 
after using utmost care to select styles and colors that will appeal 
to its clientele. It is practically certain that at least a dozen of the 
suits will be carried over the usual sale period simply because they 
do not appeal to anyone at the fixed price of the lot. In order to 
dispose of these dozen units it is necessary to reduce them in price, 
perhaps twenty-five per cent at first. Even at this reduced price a 
small number will not sell, and further reductions will be neces
sary. It may be argued that provisions can be made for disposing 
of inferior goods, but who is to determine when the goods can be 
sold at a discount? Furthermore, what is to be done in the case of 
a merchant who is forced to raise cash in order to save his busi
ness? Must he be forbidden to take a twenty-five per cent loss on 
$50,000 worth of merchandise, i.e., a loss of $12,500, in order to 
save an investment of perhaps $100,000? 

To insure success of any general scheme of price-fixing, not 
stabilization, complete (absolute) standardization of all products 
is necessary. It thus becomes necessary to set tolerances that the 
public as a group will accept.· It would be necessary to set up a 
rigid, scheme of inspection and destroy or price lower every article 
that did not fall within the tolerance ranges for all characteristics. 
If off-tolerance (not necessarily inferior since off color would mean 
off standard) goods were permitted to be priced at lower than the 
fixed price there would again be a scale of prices. Some of the pub
lic would prefer to buy standard goods at the standard price, while 
some would prefer each of the off-standard goods for some price 
concession. 

Some companies would undoubtedly find that they could profit 
most by making goods below standard and there would soon be a 
return to the present condition of a range of prices for goods not 

·It must be remembered that producing a product that a small group 
desires is Dot the same as producing a product that can he sold commercially. 
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easily standardized. In other words, without rigid inspection 
through all phases of production and distributions (goods may be 
damaged even while they are being delivered, accidentally or pur
posely) and destruction or complete repair of all goods whose char
acteristics fall outside the tolerance limits, there must be scales of 
prices and some goods must be sold at less than the cost of produc
tion of standard goods no matter what the standards are. 

In this connection it is important to point out that goods may 
be purchased in two different stores at different prices and the dif
ference may be justified. Thus, one store may be liberal in making 
adjustments, may have a reputation for fair dealing, may be in a 
fashionable part of town so that there is an element of pride in
volved, etc., whereas another store may not possess these attributes. 
In a sense, therefore, the goods are not the same since in one case 
certain services are added. The above is meant to apply to 
branded goods made by the same manufacturer and of identical 
quality. The question of advertised and unadvertised goods is very 
much related to this one, since the advertising may be regarded as 
a service which builds up confidence in the product. 



OHAPTER XIII 

EXCHANGE IN A CAPITALISTIC ECONOMY 

1. Quantity TkeOTY of Money. In the days before banks as
sumed their important position in the economy and great dilution 
of money by credit expansion was impossible. quantity of money in 
circulation and its velocity of circulation were essentially the sole 
determinants of prices. Volumes of production in general depended 
upon technology. weather. etc. In these economies the price of a 
good was the ratio of the \quantity of the good which would be 
exchanged for a given quantity of gold (or silver. wampum etc. in 
some economies) to that quantity of gold. In such economies prices 
and prosperity were vitally dependent upon the quantity of money 
in circulation since the rate of spending. which was largely fixed 
by habit. did not greatly vary. The Chinese 600 years before Christ 
knew the quantity theory of money. In fact, the story of a Chinese 
ruler who proposed to bring about prosperity by changing the 
value of his money is well known.· 

Theories. of money and purchasing power generally assume 
that the average quantity of money M in circulation during an in
terval of time t to t + T multiplied by its velocity of circulation Y 
in this time (number of times this money changes hands or circu
lates in transactions involving goods) plus the average quantity of 
bank credit M. multiplied by its velocity of circulation V. (transsc
tions involving goods) is proportional to an average price of goods 

°In the thirteenth century the .chol ...... tatesman. Ma Tuan·!in. compiled 
a large encyclopedia of general information based upon original Chinese 
sources. The particular passage given below was written twenty-five hundred 
years ago during the Chou Dynasty; it was translated in the Gest Chinese 
Research Library at McGill University: 

"In the year 524 B. C., Emperor Ching of the Chou Dynasty thought 
that the coins in circulation were much too light, and issued an order 
to mint heavier coins and banish the light ones entirely from circula-
tion •••••••• 
"Regarding this drastic change, Shan Mu-kung, a minister of the 
govomment. comments as follows: From time immemorial the mone
tary system of the country has always been 80 regulated as to relieve 
the people in time of distress (i.e., economic depression). When the 
inconvenience of the people is not great, more heavy coins are put into 
circulation for the reason that when the coins are light prices of 
commodities go up. In this ease the heavy coins are standard value, 
while the light ones are awtiliaries - but they are both in circulation. 

238 
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THE ANNALIST WEEKLY INDEX OF WHOLESALE 
COMMODITY PRICES (1913 = 100) 
(Unadjusted for Seasonal Variation) 

CHART XLIII 
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Changing the gold content of gold currencies does not immediately affect 
all prices. International commodities are first affected. Changes in prices of 
these commodities aifeet other prices. See also Charts XXXIII to XXXIX. 

On the other hand, if the inconvenience of the people is great they 
cannot bear the burden of heavy money. The light money automati
cally becomes the standard value and the heavy auxiliary. 
"Now, the Emperor has ordered the abolition of light coins completely. 
The immediate result of this change will be an enormous decrease in 
the income of the people and consequent hoarding will be inevitable. 
AU this causes a bad effect on the national treasury and directly raises 
the rate of taxation. When the rate of taxatien is raised, financial 
disaster and political discontent follow. 
"Preparation should be made in advance to meet the coming of a 
financial crisis. If remedy is to be applied only after the crisis has 
arrived it may be impossible to meet the exact condition and con
sequently will cause great anxiety." 

See WSn hsii.a.n t'uog k'ao (Edition 1896, A. D.), Chapter 8, p. 4-15, by Ma 
Tuan-Iin, 18th cent. A. b. Rendered by S. D. Quong. 
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times the quantity of goods consumed in the interval of time t to 
t + T, that is, 

(1.1) MV + M.V.= (J./T)PQ 

where if P is the average price of goods and Q is the quantity sold in 
the time t to t + T the proportionality factor J. = 1. If P is used to 
denote a price index and Q a quantity index, the proportionality 
factor is not equal to unity. Actually it is only in the latter way 
that the equation makes sense statistically. 

Equation (1.1) can be used to demonstrate the quantity theory . 
of money provided additional assumptions are made. Thus if bank 
credit M. is proportional to currency, M. =)lM and the velocity of 
circulation V. is proportional to V that is, V. = ,uV, the equation 
(1.1) becomes" 

(l-)l,u)MV= (J./T)PQ 

which readily yields the proportionali'ties demanded by the quantity 
theory of money. 

As a first approximation to an equation representing the ex
change of goods for money the classical formula (1.1) cannot be 
criticized, but it is certainly no more than a first approximation. In 
the first place the equation does not take into account the lag be
tween the production of a good and its consumption unless, of 
course, the interval of time T is sufficiently long. In the latter case 
the use of an average effectively buries an important element. In 
the second place the formulation (1.1) fails to recognize that prices 
of capital goods depend upon expected income and hence are largely 
psychological and that fluctuations in prices of these goods ma
terially affect M., V. and also V and M. This omission is essential
ly more important than the omission of the lag between production 
and consumption, but lag cannot be ignored. 

t. Lag between Wages and C01l$Umption. As already pointed 
out, Chart XLII, inventories play an important role in a capitalistic 
economy. There are goods purchased with raw materials and labor 
at prices prevailing in the past. For some goods the prices paid for 
labor may be those in effect six months or more before the goods 
pass out of inventory into final consumption. Soap is essentially in 

"For rellnements of this argument see J. M. Ke:pnes, Tt-ea«ae 011 MOllOy, 
New York, 1930, p. 192. 
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this class. In other instances consumption is much more rapid. For 
example, according to economists of the meat packing industry the 
total time required to slaughter meat and dispose of it through the 
retail meat markets seldom exceeds two weeks. 

Prices of raw materials seem to be determined largely by the 
supply of materials available and therefore sometimes bear little 
relationship to the wages required for producing them. For example, 
for years farmers have been complaining that they could not sell 
their cotton for the average cost of producing it. Whether or not 
the complaint is in general worthy of merit need not be answered 
here, but it is incontestable that prices of cotton have fluctuated 
widely and that the only wayan assumption that the price of cotton 
reflects "wages" required to produce it can be justified is by a 
further assumption that farm wages fluctuate as violently as cotton 
prices. In reality, however, farm wages remain relatively stationary 
and farm income or profits fluctuate. * 

Let Pm' represent average price of the ith raw material and let 
qm' represent the quantity sold in the time t to t + T. This quantity 
may be sold several times before it actually enters a processing 
operation. The price Pm' is a weighted average so that if F is the 
total number of raw materials used, 

(2.1) 
l=l 

is the money value of all transactions involving raw materials in 
the time t to t + T. 

To raw material are added transportation and sales services 
and then the product enters a production process and additional 
labor, power and management are added to produce either con
sumer or capital goods. A consumer good usually passes from the 
manufacturer to a jobber or wholesaler via additional transporta
tion and then to the retailer who sells to the ultimate consumer 
(laborer, farmer, skilled mechanic, professional man, etc). Stock 
(inventory) shortages or stock surpluses may occur at any point in 

the process of manufacture and distribution. Consequently, the price 
paid by the ultimate cO'IUlUmer for cO'TI8umption goods need not be 
cort8tantly proportional to the wages paid for manufacturing and 

·It is pOS8ible to beg the issue by defining farm income to be farm wages, 
but by the same method corporation profits could be defined to be wages to 
owners of capital. 
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disllributing the goods. Let p" represent price of the ith consump
tion goods and let q,. represent the quantity consumed (purchased) 
in the time t to t + T. In this definition all goods in process other 
than raw materials and all consumption goods in the usual sense 
are regarded as consumption goods. It might be better to make a 
division into producers' goods and consumers' goods, but this does 
not appear to be essential since additional variables would be added 
without increasing fundamental knowledge of flows of exchange. 
Then the IMney paid for consumption goods in the time t to t + T 
is 

G 

(2.2) I: p" q,. 
1=1 

where G is the total number of consumption goods sold in the time 
tto t+ T. 

The price of capital goods or equities depends to a large extent 
upon expected income from the goods or equities. In Chapter XI it 
was pointed out that this price or value could be represented by an 
integral or infinite sum of expected income plus a fraction of cost 
of the capital goods. For the present, however, denote the price of 
the capital goods A by pc. and the quantity sold in the time t to 
t + T by qel, so that the total money paid for capital goods is 

o 
(2.8) 1: Pel qc. , 

,"'-
where C is the total capital goods sold in the time t to t + T. 

Let prj represent the average price of capital services (rent, 
dividends, etc.) and let qri represent the quantity of such services 
demanded in the time t to t + T. Then the money paid for capital 
services is given by 

(2.4) 

where R represents the number of services of capital used in the 
period. 

If P •• represents the price of the itll service (wage or salary) 
and qol the quantity of the service paid for in the time t to t + T, 
the total value of wages or salaries is equal to 

(2.6) 

where S is the number of services required in the period. 
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The following notation will be useful: 

M = average amount of currency (gold, silver, paper notes) in 
circulation in the interval of time t to t + T; 

V = average number of times this currency changes hands or 
circulates in the time interval t to t + T; 

M.=average amount of bank credits subject to check in the 
interval of time t to t + T; 

V. = average velocity of circulation of M.; and 
v.=the fraction of M. V. used for the purchase of consumer 

goods and all services. 

Obviously, I-V. is the fraction of M. V. available for (part of 
it may be hoarded) purchase of stocks, bonds, mortgages and capi
tal goods.· 

Let M. represent brokers' loans, savings accounts and all money 
other than that already mentioned, and let V. be its average ve
locity of circulation. 

Then total monetary transactions are given by 

[MV + M. Vc + M.V.]T or splitting up M. V. , 
by 

[MV + v.M.V. + (I-V.) M.V. + M.V.]T 

Total monetary transactions in the time T are also given by the 
sum of (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5). It follows therefore 
that 

F 

MV +v.M.V.+ (I-V.) M.V. + M.V. = liT U: Pm. q .. , 
1=1 

G C It 9 + 1: P., q •• + 1: Pc< q .. + 1: P,' q,. + 1: Pol q,,] • 
w w w w 

This equation of exchange is, of course, an identity. Its chief 
value lies in the fact that it illustrates how various parts of an 
economy compete for purchasing power. A slightly more incisive 
analysis of the nature of some of the prices on the right indicates 
how depressions and booms may arise. 

• Although related to Keynes' eftIeieney factor II. is not to be confused 
with it. 
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UNITED STATES FOREIGN TRADE 
Average Daily Value Adjusted for Seasonal Variation 
Source: The Annalist, September 29, 1933, and February 2, 1934. 

CHART XLIV 
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The excess of visible plus invisible exports over visible plus invisible im

ports can be regarded as internal inflation of purchasing power. Lure of for
eign investments caused United States savings to be loaned abroad thus pro
viding purchasing power for nations trading with the Unfted States. Manu
factured goods were thus exchanged for foreign bonds which may be regarded 

. as paper money. 

8. Pricea of Capital Goods. As already pointed out, prices of 
capital goods depend upon expected future income and only slightly 
upo~ wages and material expended upon them. Thus, the prices, 
Pcb are of the form: sum over some interval of time (sometimes 
regarded as such a long time that it can be an infinite interval of 
time) of (pq - Q) where P represents price, q represents quantity 
of a good or service produced by the capital goods, and Q repre
sents the cost of production of q, multiplied by a discount factor 
plus a fraction of the cost of production of the capital goods, that 
is, 

N ft+~ -~ PcI=!: [)lIIP.1 q.l- C (q.l)]e. dt+,..L, , 
I'" t 

where L, is the construction cost of the capital goods; N is the 
number of products or services to be produced by the capital goods; 
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C(q.l) is the cost of producing the jth good or service (if a sub
script s is used to denote a service) ; <II is a discount factor (force of 
interest); )III is a factor used in estimating future income, and 
PI is a mortgage or bond ratio, for example, fifty or sixty per cent 
for real property. The quantities )III and PI are largely psychological 
and of course, the former is more subject to fluctuation than the 
latter. This formulation of price applies particularly to plants. Some 
unassembled capital goods of course have their prices determined 
much like the prices of consumer goods. See Section 4. 

If general optimism prevails, PI is large and equities have 
high values. If pessimism prevails so that )1'1 becomes so smalI 
that the first term is nearly zero, brokers' loans M and even bank 
credit M. will be reduced. Thus, when there are no prospects of 
profit, prices of bonds and money based upon these bonds are upset. 
Although the number of capital goods sold and their dolIar value 
may be smalI, important price changes of these goods may bring 
serious repercussions throughout the economic system since Me and 
M. are largely based on these prices.* Thus, loss of confidence 
which brings about low equity values will force a downward 
spiral in the amount of bank credit, brokers loans and other credit 
money outstanding. In other words, on the left-hand side of the 
equation of exchange there are equity values not represented on 
the right-hand side which are directly affected by the prices of 
those which do appear on'the right-hand side. Of course, disturb
ances also occur on the other side of the equation. 

-,. Prices of Raw Materials and C01l8Umers' Goods. Consump
tion of raw materials going into consumers' goods is a relatively 
fixed quantity, i.e., over fairly long intervals of time (a year or 
more) consumer goods demand is relatively fixed. Excess production 
of raw materials goes into 'inventories of producers of raw ma
terials, or speculators, or into inventories of manufacturers of con
sumers' goods. Manufacturers' and speculators' inventories are 
built up only 'if present price is sufficiently low and expected to 
advance (a short crop, production difficulties, etc.). Hence prices 
of raw materials depend to a large extent upon the quantity avail
able, that is, upon the supply on hand and in sight within a year . 

• Banks and investment houses do not revalue their seenrities daily so 
that short time fluctuations are relatively unimportant. A long downward or 
long upward sweep is tilt! thing to be feared. See C. F. Roos, StabUization ., 
Employment, Chap. XIV. 
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RATIO OF CURRENT ASSETS TO CURRENT IJABILITIES 
FIFTY-SEVEN LARGE INDUSTRIAL CORPORATIONS 

CHART XLV 
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Sin .. 1929 the ratio of current assets to current liabilities for large com
panies has been steadily rising. This may mean 1) current liabilities have 
been reduced more rapidly than current assets or 2) current assets have in
creased more rapidly than current liabilities. At any rate a "normal" rate of 
circulation of current assets and current liabilities has not been maintained. 
Today small concerns are not considered good credit risks whereas large con
cern. in general do not need credit. Thi. makes credit apansion as a means 
of inAation very di1IIcult. 

Salt, which is very plentiful, has a low market value. Recently the 
supply of petroleum became so plentiful that its price declined to 
ten cents per barrel 

In a surplus economy like that of the United States a slight 
decline in consumption of consumers' goods can bring about a dras
tic decline in prices of raw materials. 

Decline in prices of raw materials may bring about substitute 
uses for the raw materials, for example, cheap cotton can bt' used 
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to make bags that might otherwise be made of paper. Again high 
cotton prices will undoubtedly bring the rayon industry to maturity 
much more quickly than low cotton prices and will lead to less de
mand for cotton at an earlier date than would otherwise be the 
case. See Chart XXVIII. A decline in prices of raw materials will 
ultimately be reflected in reduction of prices to the consumer, but 
during the decline some producers are almost sure to suffer severe 
losses due to decline in value of their inventories. 

The price P.t") of a semi-finished consumer good, i.e., a good 
in the first stage of processing, may be expressed by a relation 

[ 
M, W, ] 

P.t") =)'. .~ Pm. + ~ W/') , 

where WI") stands for services of capital (interest) and services of 
labor, including direct labor to produce power. For the second stage 
of manufacturing 

and so forth for other stages of processing. Transportation and 
selling expense can also be included by proper modification of the 
definitions of W and p. 

If the time of manufacture extends from t - t, to t the price 
of the consumer good may for simplicity be taken to be 

P.,= l~t. [t/.dx, t)Wt(x) + I~ J.21(X,t)p .. dx) I dx 

where J..t(x, t) is a psychological factor depending upon business 
conclitions at each time x in the interval t - t. s x s t as well as 
upon business conditions at the time t. This formulation indicates 
how a change in the price of a raw material may be reflected 
through different stages of processing and distribution. 

5. Interest, Rent and Dividends. The rate of interest is in
variably fixed by contract. Short-term interest rates are in general 
(except in boom times) less than long term rates on account of the 
fact that the danger of losing the principal increases as the length 
of time of a loan Increases. Short term interest rates are fairly 
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flexible. In the United States they are considerably influenced by 
the discount policies of the Federal Reserve Board and by borrow. 
ings of the United States Treasury. 

On the other hand, in the United States a six per cent per 
annum rate of interest for real estate mortgages has been in vogue 
for years. The rate of interest on corporation bonds has varied 
from four per cent per annum to seven or eight per cent per annum, 
the variation depending chiefly upon the expected rate of risk. 
Long term interest rates adjust very slowly. They become fixed by 
habit and are very difficult to change. 

It might be expected that the force of interest '" in Section 3 
is the long term interest rate, but it is in reality more nearly the 
short term rate. That is, in boom time the capitalist is tempted to 
use his money in financial dealings promising a high interest yield 
rather than to invest them in long term securities. In a depression, 
on the other hand, '" is very smaIl to the investor. Thus '" and ", 
move in the same directions. In reality it may be questioned whether 
it is necessary to use two factors ", and ",. In view of the fact that 
'" is an interest rate and ", is a psychological quantity, it appears 
best, however, to separate them. 

Dividend rates are more or less fixed by custom. A corporation 
paying six per cent per annum dividends usually builds up a ~urplus 
in times of prosperity and continues to pay the same rate of divi
dends for some time after earnings fail to justify it. Such unearned 
dividends are, of course, paid out of surplus built up in times of 
prosperity. 

, Variation in house rent in St. Louis is !!..~own in the chart used 
in the chapter on factors influencing residential building. Rent, like 
interest, is fixed by both short--and-long term contracts. History 
indicates, however, that rent is somewhat more flexible than 
interest. 

6. Competition for Purch.a8ing Power. As pointed out, prices 
of raw materials are quite flexible whereas quantities of raw ma
terials consumed are relatively fixed. It follows that purchasing 
power going to producers of raw materials is therefore quite flex
ible. 

Purchasing power going to producers of consumers' goods is on 
the other hand fairly constant. It is customary to keep prices of 
consumers' goods fairly constant and allow profits to fluctuate with 
prices of raw materials. In times of rising prices inventories offer 
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the best avenues of profit for producers of consumers' goods and 
similarly in times of falling prices inventories bring about losses. 

Purchasing power going into capital goods is highly flexible 
and depends upon psychological factors. Capital goods therefore 
represent a highly volatile element in an economic system. Pricel5 
of capital goods depend upon confidence in the future. 

Rents, interest and dividends are very stable elements in the 
equation of exchange. Thus, as purchasing power (left-hand side 
of the equation) shrinks, an increasing proportion goes to pay 
rent and interest and for a short time dividends also. 

Wage rates or prices of labor change, but not rapidly, that is, 
they do not keep pace with prices. Quantity of labor employed con
stantly changes, however, so that purchasing power going to labor 
changes considerably. On the surface this fact would seem to indi
cate that purchases of consumers' goods would vary considerably, 
but it must be remembered that savings which can be drawn upon 
by the unemployed, gifts, charity, etc., all act to keep up purchases 
of consumers' goods. After prolonged unemployment of masses, i.e., 
when their savings are exhausted, consumption of consumers' goods 
necessarily falls. Here profits crumble, equities fall and reper
cussions occur throughout the whole system. 

Examination of building statistics shows that residential build
ing began to sag in 1926 and underwent only a slight revival in 
1928, probably due to stock market profits going into building re
gardless of income incentive which was steadily dropping (see 
Chapter VI). From 1928 on, the decline in residential building has 
been almost precipitous. In 1929 and 1930 public works took up 
some of the unemployed, but abandonment of such work took the 
last prop out. The collapse of the stock market in the fall, due 
chiefly to psychological factors,* might have led to only a temporary 
panic had it not been for the fact that buildling was on a precipitous 
downgrade with no important growing industry to take up the 
:slack. See Chapters VI and VII. The two effects occuring simultan
·eously were sufficient to produce important changes in national in
·come and thus set up the deflationary forces already described. 

Following the second stock market crash business generally set 
:about to reduce costs. All the adjustments described in Chapter X 
were attempted. 

*It is not meant that the stock market had not led to an inflation of 
'brokers' loans and bam. credit which brought about profit. generally, and 
.-gave the appearance of a new era. 
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When adjustments in cost take place rather generally the very 
process of decreasing production to increase profits will bring about 
changes in income that require smaller and smaller values of the 
production rate maximizing income. Thus, a shrinkage in national 
income can bring about an appearance of general overproduction. 
It must be remembered also that in this economic downtrend 
expflCted price decreases and the accompanying aggravating situa
tion described briefly in inequality (7.1) of Chapter IX further re
duces employment, especially in capital goods industries. 

At some stage the downtrend in the psychological factor )'1 

is arrested, and expected price increases so that production and 
distribution are speeded up. In this process of reversal, employmJent 
in consumer goods industries is increased. The accompanying in
creases in national income usually bring out new bank loans (newly 
created credit), which are essentially additions to national 
"income," and savings which have been idle or have been going 
into governmental loans are put into use for the construction of 
capital goods. As production increases further, prices of raw ma
terials increase and inventories are increased in value. Increased 
values of inventories make new bank loans possible and these in 
turn provide more national "income", which brings about greater 
production and so on until a position of instability is again reached. 
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CORRELATION OF TIME SERIES 

Some workers, inspired by G. Udney Yule's paper, "Why Do 
We Sometimes Get Nonsense Correlations Between Time Series," 
Journal Royal Statistical Society, Vol. 89, 1926, pp. 1-84, in which 
certain nonsense correlations are exhibited, have fallen into the 
natural error of maintaining that one should always "eliminate 
trend" and correlate the residuals. A reference to a physical prob
lem is probably the quickest way of showing how iII-founded this 
opinion really is. Let V = voltage, R = resistance, and 1 = current, 
and for definiteness suppose R = 2 so that V = 21. Now, it is 
possible to vary the voltage V so that V = 6t + random errors of 
measurerlUmt, where t is time measured from some fixed time to. In 
a physical experiment of this type, it is possible to read meters, etc., 
to a high degree of accuracy. Small random errors would occur in V 
and 1 due to a variety of uncontrolled causes, such as differences in 
temperature of the atmosphere surrounding the meters, etc. To re
move the trend 6t from V and St from 1 and correlate the residuals 
would be to correlate random errors. A zero correlation would be 
found between voltage and current. This is, of course, much greater 
nonsense than the nonsense mentioned by Yule. 

In the case of economic series, the relative size of the error is 
much larger than in the physical example just given. Thus, it may 
happen that the removal of a linear trend or a quadratic trend will 
leave little more than random errors. The trend in this case is the 
significant movement. Jordan 'has shown that if orthogonal func
tions are used to fit trends to two series and the residuals are cor
related, the correlation coefficient is a function of the parameters of 
the trend functions, and has derived formulas describing the rela
tionship. 

Suppose that yet) and u(t) represent two observed time series 
which it is desired to correlate. Suppose that Tchebycheff poly
nomial trends 

Y~Co + C''P. + CJtp. + ... + Cqtp. 

246 
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and U = K. + K,<{J, + K.",. + ... + Kqtp • , 

where C., •.• C. and K., .•• K. are constants, are fitted to the series 

'11ft) and u(t) respectively. Let z = 1/ - Y and x = u - U. Then, 
as Jordan has shown, the simple correlation between z and x is giv
en by the formula 

!:.Xyu-C.K.-C,K, ... C. K. 
n 

r= 'l/o .. -C,.-C ••... C." 'l/o.'-Kt"-K." ... K" 
where o. is the standard deviation of 1/, and n is the number of ob
servations in the series. 

If orthogonal functions different from Tchebycheff polynomials 
are used for example, sin mx, m = 1, 2, 3, ... , a different correla
tion coefficient will evidently be obtained. A single term sin mx 
might conceivably represent a trend better than a fourth degree 
polynomial, and of course there is nothing sacred about a polyno
mial trend. 

The analysis of Jordan's paper* may be carried through for 
general orthogonal functions as well as for the special orthogonal 
functions which he uses. The form of the correlation coefficient 
will be the same, but its value depends on the particular orthogo
nal functions used and on the number of terms employed in the ex
pansions. Consequently it is not at all clear what a coefficient of 
correlation of deviations from trend means. In fact, it is simple 
to show that by using one set of orthogonal functions a correlation 
of almost -1.00 can be obtained between two series, whereas by 
using different orthogonal functions a coefficient of correlation of 
almost +1.00 can be obtained. 

Let w (x) and ,,(x) be two functions defined on <a b) with 
approximating parabolas 11. and 'I. respectively, 11. and 'I. being of 
degree "" t The correlation coefficient of the deviations < W-Y.) and 
<_".) is defined to be 

·Charles Jordan, "Sur \a DetemrlnatiOll de la Tendance Seeulalre des 
Grandeurs Statistiques par la Methode des Moindree Canes". Tirage to Part 
de J"" .... aI d. Ia SooieIJI HfIftgt"Oi8e d. StalOstique, ADnee 1929, No. 4-

tThis is a report of a study undertaken by Emll:v c. PWey and Clement 
Wl.nston at the suggestion of the author. 
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r 

~ f.b (w-y.)2dx f ('U-rJ.)2dx 

If w(x) and u(x) are developed as series of orthogonal func
tions, 

w(x) NV.=a.+a,tpl ... a.tp. 
u(x) N v.= b.+ bltpl ... b.tp., 

['1',1 being any complete set of orthogonal and nonnal functions on 
(a, b), (that is 

the correlation coefficient may be expressed in terms of the c0-

efficients of the expansion as follows: 

J.b w(x) ·u(x) dx- ,~.a;b' 
r 

~l fW'(X)dX- ,~.a,' ] [fU2 (X)dX- ,~.b" ] 
Although the coefficients a., b" vary for different sets of or

thogonal functions, the fonn of r remains invariant. It is thus seen . 
that in general nothing very definite can be said about the value 
of r obtained by this method, since it does not seem possible to ob
tain a relation between the different sets of coefficients. 

Some examples which show considerable difference in the value 
of the correlation coefficients obtained by using different sets of or
thogonal functions, on the same interval, were next set up. 

1. Consider the interval (0,1), and the functions w(x) = x. 
and u(x) = 2x-:l:o on this interval. Using the first three terms of 
the expansion in Legendre polynomials it can be shown that 

w(x) N1/4P.-9j20PI +1/4P. 

u(x) N 3/4 P. -11120 PI -1/4P. 
whereP.=l,PI = {l-2x),P.= (1--6x+6x') • 

In this case a. = 1/4, al = - 9/20, a. = 1/4 
b.~3/4, bl =-11/20, b.=-1/4. 
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Substituting these values in the formula for r it is found that 
r=-1.00. 

On repeating the process above, representing the same func
tions by Fourier coefficients, a strikingly different value of the 
correlation coefficient is obtained. In fact, here 

w(x) t\) .25 + 3/2,,° COlI 211:1: + (3/2,,' -1/,,) sin 211:1: 

+ 3/S,,0 cos 411:1: - (3/16,,' -1/z,,) sin 411:1: 

,,(x) t\) .75 - 3/z,,' cos 211:1: - (3/2,,' + 1/,,) sin 211:1: 

- 3/Sn' cos 411:1: - (3/16,,· + 1/2,,) sin 411:1:. 

and using the values 

a" = .25, a, = 3/2,,', a. = 3/2,.. -1/", a.. = 3/Sn" 

a, = 3/16n' -1/z" 

b.=.75, b,=-3/z"I, b,=-(3j2n8+ 1/,,), 

b,=-3/S,,', b,=-(3/16n' + 1/2,,) 

the correlation coefficient turns out to be r = +.976. 

2. For the interval (0,1) consider the functions w(x) = x', 
u(x) = x'. 

As above, it can be shown that, using Legendre polynomials, 
r = 0.9921, while using Fourier series, r = 0.176. 

With reference to the first example, it can easily be demon
strated that for the interval (0,1), the coefficient of correlation is 
always ~1 if wand" are expanded in a series of Legendre poly
nomials and w = 2x - u. In this case, the number of terms in the 
expansion of wand" is arbitrary. 

If the coefficient of correlation ,. is to be used to indicate a 
linear relationship between the two functions considered, then the 
results presented here would tend to show that such a notion is en
tirely erroneous. The literature, however, seems to give methods 
for determining the coefficient only, with no discussion of its use 
or significance. 

It may be of interest to study the effect of using the poly
nomials given by Jordan, Fisher and Sasuly to observe whether 
the same results are obtsinable when sums instead of integrals are 
used. One would expect similar results. 
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In examining time series, it is of paramount importance to 
take all major factors into account. A rational, theoretical analy
sis based on broad acquaintance with the economic situation to be 
analyzed is fundamental. If all important factors are taken into 
account, the influence of the many neglected but minor factors (all 
economic quantities are related) should give a net constant effect 
("systematic error", in the theory of the adjustment of observa
tions). If the analysis is complete, there will be only random resi
duals left. The use of a trend in correlation analysis is therefore 
a confession of ignorance of fundamental factors involved. If a 
time-trend must be used owing to lack of observations for certain 
neglected factors, it can be eliminated implicitly, as in Ezekiel 
Methods of Correlation Analysis. Ragnar Frisch and Frederich 
V. Waugh, Econometrica, October 1933, show that for additive 
linear trends the implicit trends are identical with the linearly 
fitted trends. See also Ragnar Frisch, Pitfalls in the Statistical 
Construction of Demand and Supply Curves. Or, time-trends should 
be treated as systematic variations appearing in the residuals left 
after effects of the known factors have been eliminated. It is hard
ly necessary to refer to the high (but fallacious) correlations of 
data obtained by manipulating trends. All correlations of residuals 
from trends are therefore to be looked upon with suspicion. 
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ANALYSIS OF RANDOM ERRORS IN TIME SERIES· 

The statistical theory of time series has usually been based on 
the assumptions that the observations are the resultant of two main 
types of variation: 

(a) Systematic variation: for instance, (1) secular variation 
(production series), (2) periodic variation, such as in the theory of 
the tides, and the seasonal variation in economic phenomena, (3) 
cyclic variation (business cycles). 

(b) Random variation, chance: for instance, the residuals left 
after graduation of the observations by seasonal analysis and a 
good smoothing formula. The theory and the treatment alike have 
assumed that the random errors are the same kind of thing as the 
random errors of the classical theory of observations, developed for 
measurements -on precision instruments. 

Now, in a time series consisting of the successive readings of a 
precision instrument, it is assumed, and in general correctly, that 
the residuals, after elim!ination of constant and systematic error, 
are mutually independent of one another. Their assumed origin 
guarantees this independence. Thus, the residual v, in the obser
vation th at time t" and the error 6, in that observation, are con
ceived to be the net result of a multitude of individually small 
shocks, etc., to the instrument, and defects in the sensory appara
tus of the observer. Each such minute shock, twist, strain, etc., is 
an "elementary error," the summation of all of which is the actual 
error. From the hypothesis of elementary errors the well known 
normal law 

1 -(fII/a)1 
'1'=-=-6 

,,!no 

may be deduced. Similarly with v. and e. in the observation y •• But 
there are no shocks common to 6, and 6 .. and therefore 6, and 6. are 
wholly independent of one another. Or, rather, shocks or strains 
which persist from one observation to the next with the same sign, 

·This appendix was prepared b:v Victor von SzeIiski. 
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are constant errors and systematic errors, and may be eliminated 
by an approximate method of graduation. There may be elemen
tary errors and shocks common to v, and v, due to inadequate elimi
nation of systematic error. 

But in many economic time series, especially historical fre
quency series, the observed residuals from careful graduations do 
not conform to the normal law of error, and consideration of how 
they arise will show that they differ from the random errors and 
random residuals of classical theory. 

True, the residuals do doubtless arise in part from causes of 
the same type as the random variations of theory, but in addition 
two successive errors may have the same "elementary error" in 
each, but opposite in sign. Thus, in building contracts a particular 
con~ract may be due to be signed on May 31 and reported in that 
month; but ''by chance" it is recorded on June 1 and goes into that 
month. The May observation is of the form B, - e and the June 
contract is of the form B, + e, one being increased, the other di
minished, by the same amount. Or several contracts may be lumped 
together and assigned to one month or the other, whereas actually 
some were in one month and some in the other. Or where consump
tion of a commodity is determined by adding production and de
crease in inventory, errors in the inventory figure through failure 
to measure it correctly or to measure it at the proper time, will en
ter the succeeding determination with opposite sign. 

Price series may also have this type of variation; thus there 
is some tendency for violent changes in prices of speculative com
modities and stocks on one day to be followed by reverse changes 
the next. 

We may call errors and residuals of this type alter1l4ting er
rors and altBr1l4ting residuals. A series containing them could be 
symbolized this way: 

(1) 
y, = x, + ao - It,. + e. 
y. = x, + a, - a, + e, 
y, = x, + a, - a, + e. 
y.=x.+a,-a.+ e. 
y, = x, + a. - a. + e. 
y. = x, + a. - a. + e. 

y. = x. + a.-, - a. + e. , 
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where 11" ..• , 11. are the observed values; z" ... , z. are the true 
values; a", a", a", ••• , a" are the alternating errors; and ell ... ,e, are 
the random errors If these are summed, it follows that 

(2) 

(3) 

. 
l:1I=2'z+a.-a.+2'e. 
1 

Since, in general, a. is independent of an, 

2'11=2' z + ii\/2 + eyn , 
where ii and 6' are the average absolute values of the alternating 
and the systematic errors to be feared. Thus if monthly observa
tions are summed over a year, the alternating errors cancel out 
with the exception of the errors in the terminal months coming in 
from the "outside." For example, while a daily series of building 
contracts awarded appears to be mostly chance variation, with lit
tle observable regularity, a series of annual totals exhibits com
paratively smooth cycles, with very little of the random. While al
ternating errors still exist at each end of the larger time interval, 
the size of the error is reduced relative to the size of the observa
tion. 

This analysis suggests several problems: 

(1) Has a series containing alternating errors distinctive sta
tistical characteristics, such as functions of successive differences, 
which would identify it as such? 

(2) What is the best way of graduating the observations 11? 

(,8) Can estimates be made of the alternating residuals, or at 
least of the sum of successive pairs, ai-1 - a" so that the series can 
be analyzed into: 

(a) Graduated values Z,' 
(b) Alternating residuals a'. or (a'.., _ a',) 
(c) Random residuals e',? 

(4) What are the probable errors of the graduated values? 
(5) What are the probable errors of constants determined by 

fitting curves to the observations? 
(6) How should curves be fitted to such series, so as to give 

the best fit? 
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(7)· Does this theory throw any light on how to calculate the 
standard error and reliability of coefficients of covariation between 
time series? 

With regard to No.7, the crux of the question appears to be: 
how many independent observations are there in a given time 
series? If the original series of observations y, ... has considerable 
alternating error, it may be replaced by a series 

Y" Y i, Y 2i, Y'i'···' Y ni 

where 
Y i = Yi + Yi+l + ..... Y2i-l' 

As i (the length of the unitary time interval) is increased, the al
ternating errors are damped out, and the successive Y's tend less 
and less to be repeated observations of the same quantity (if x 
changes slowly, y, and Y'+l are clearly not independent at all, but 
are, to a large extent, repeated observations). Is a point finally 
reached where the Y's satisfy a test of independence (presumably 
where functions of the differences of Y take values within assigned 
ranges)? If so, the number of independent observations in a time 
series, or in a pair of correlated series, may be found, and the prob
able error of the coefficient of covariation determined. 
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RELIABILITY OF DATA RELATING TO RESIDENTIAL BIJILDING 

The following data on residential building apply to St. Louis 
proper. In the last fifteen years the chief development has taken 
place outside the city limits, in St. Louis County. 

1) New Building. This is the number of family accommoda
tions provided for as stated in permits issued by the city of St. 
Louis. The figures include apartment hotels, apartment houses and 
flats as well as single-family residences. An apartment building 
with 24 apartments is counted as 24. Transient hotels are excluded, 
and of course all buildings of a non-residential character. The fig
ures are those of Roy Wenzlick, real estate analyst, who compiled 
them from the original records of the city. 

2) Number of Families. The source is the Bureau of the Cen
sus. The definition of family, as used by the Bureau, is rather 
broad. It includes groups living under one roof but not related by 
blood, such as institutional families. For this reason, if for no other, 
the one-to-one relationship of family accommodations to families 
postulated in this study cannot be expected to hold exactly. 

The Census figures were interpolated by overlapping cubics 
fitted in such a way that the first derivative of the interpolated 
func~on is continuous throughout. 

S) Gross Rents. Accurate rent statistics are difficult to obtain. 
The most widely used rent indexes, those of the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, and the National Industrial Conference Board, are based 
on small samples of unmated rentals. Rents remain one of the 
most important gaps in statistical information. 

The figures used in this study were built up from actual ren
tals in recent years, and the asking rentals in the classified news
paper advertisements in other periods. For 1924 to 1932, the ren
tal figures are averages of actual annual rentals received on fully 
occupied four-family flats of a certain type quite common in St. 
Louis. Rentals for 1897 to 1923 were estimated by linking on an 
index of asking rentals. The rents at which houses were offered 
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were collected from the advertising section of the leading St. Louis 
newspaper, and classified according to type and number of rooms. 
In the earlier part of the period, up to and through 1912, observa.
tions were obtained for January of each year only, unless too few 
cases were found in that month, in which case additional cases were 
collected for February, March and so on until a sufficiently large 
sample had been obtained. In 1913, rents were obtained for four 
months, January, April, July and September; in 1914 and 1915 for 
January and July; in 1916 for January, February and July; in 1917 
for January, April, July, October and December. They were ob
tained for every month in 1918, for four months in 1919, five 
months in 1920 and 1921, three months in 1922 and once a year 
(January) in 1923 to 1928 inclusive. The 1929 figure was based on 
rents for January and July and the 1930 figure for January, July, 
September, October and November. Starting in 1931, asking ren
tals were collected monthly. 

The rents for each class and number of rooms were put on a 
per room basis and averaged. The per room figures were then 
charted on a semi-logarithmic paper. It was found that the lines 
ran very closely parallel with one another, a circumstance which 
lent color to the statistical stability of the asking rental as a meas
ure of actual rental. An average was then picked out on the graphs 
by inspection. These averages ranged from a low of about $2.50 
per room in 1899-1900 to a high of somewhat over $10.00 per room 
in 1920. . 

The next step was to convert these scattered observations rep
resenting isolated months into estimated averages for the year as 
a whole. Prior to 1913, this was accomplished simply by averaging 
two succeeding observations, weighting the first two-thirds and the 
second one-third. From April 1912 the observations were interpo
lated graphically by months, and then a weighting function applied. 
This weighting function was based on the seasonal distribution of 
moving in St. Louis as determined from the records of moving com
panies. The yearly averages determined in this way were put on 
an index base with 1926 = 100. 

Finally, the actual rentals for the period 1924-1932 were ex
tended backwards by use of this asking rental index. For this pur
pose $2,186 was taken equal to 100. This will give a correct result 
provided that asking rentals are subject to a constant percentage 
error. This can be assumed to be true in periods where the asking 
rental index remain's relatively constant. Where, however, it is not 
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constant, but changes rapidly, it cannot be assumed that asking ren
tals are always a constant fraction or multiple of actual rentals. A 
comparison of the index of asking rentals with the rent index of 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics showed wide discrepancies during 
the period 1919-1923 when rents were rising so rapidly. There was 
pretty fair agreement for other periods. The reason that the index 
of asking rentals does not represent true conditions during periods 
of rapid change of rent levels is that asking rentals are rentals on 
a few parcels of properties that happen to be in the market at that 
moment. It is a time when occupancy is high and there are few 
houses on the market. They do not represent the rentals actually 
paid on the houses. Rents change slowly because they are long-term 
contracts for the most part. Also, during a time of boom, landlords 
are carried away by the general good feeling and ask much higher 
prices than they expect to get. 

At any rate, the index of asking rentals seems definitely at 
fault in the early p~war period and it was arbitrarily changed 
for the years 1918 to 1923, inclusive, to conform more closely to 
the movements of the Bureau of Labor Statistics rental index. 

It is assumed that the same phenomenon occurred during the 
boom of 1903 and 1904, and the index of asking rentals for those 
years was arbitrarily lowered. 

In summary, the rents given in Column 6, Table I, are based 
on asking rentals for 1897-1917, Bureau of Labor Statistics rent 
index, adjusted, for 1918-1923, and actual rents during 1924-32-33. 

The estimated rents for the earlier years must be regarded 
with some suspicion. It is certainly difficult to believe that the fast 
drop in rentals shown to have occurred from 1897 to 1899 was in 
accord with the fact. These were years of emergence from the deep 
depression of the nineties. Commodity prices, national incomes and 
volume of production were rising and it is exceedingly doubtful 
whether rentals had a sharp trend in the opposite direction. 

4). Ta:tts. Taxes are averages of actual figures for the period 
1924 on. They were extrapolated backwards by means of an index 
of the average real estate tax collections per family in St. Louis. On 
the assumption that in the long run the number of dwellings equals 
the number of families, this index gives a fairly accurate picture of 
the average tax burden per individual dwelling. The chief objec
tion to the figure as it stands is that it includes taxes on non-resi
dential property. It was not possible to eliminate these. 
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The purpose of putting taxes on a per family basis is that it 
automatically corrects for the change in the size of the average 
family, and the consequent change in the size of unit dwelling. 

5). Construction Costs. Construction costs are for a typical 
St. Louis residential building. The particular building selected was 
a four-family flat. This type was probably built in greater num
bers with very slight variations than any other general type during 
the period studied. Cost figures for this building are very much 
more than a simple aggregative or price index of a few building 
materials. They represent a very detailed and careful calculation 
of costs covering all items entering into building, down to the cor
ner bead on the walls. These specifications were changed several 
times during the period to give recognition to changes in available 
materials and differences in building practice. For example, dur
ing the past year conduit and B X replaced the knob and tube wir
ing formerly allowed. In 1907 the kitchen drainboards were wood
en, the toilets had high wooden tanks, the bath tubs were on legs, 
the bath floors were not tiled and the other floors were not hard
wood. Labor costs were computed on what was actually paid, 
rather than on some scale which, at least in periods of depression, 
is only nominal. Further details are exhibited in the accompanying 
table. 

Cost of lot is included in figures given in Column 11, Table 1. 

6). Chiange in Units of Measurement. 

One question which must be faced in regard to the foregoing 
data is whether the units of measurement retain their significance 
unchanged throughout the period. We have already alluded to the 
change in the size of a typical family since the turn of the century. 
This is to some extent taken care of by the b-function developed in 
the text, but not wholly. Some families obtained accommodations 
in the latter part of the period by remodeling large single-family 
houses built during the earlier part of the period, two or more fami
lies entering what had been when built a large single-family resi
dence. 

The rental figure represents rents on a uniform size of house 
throughout the period. On a per family basis, it should be relative
ly too low in the early years because there were more rooms per 
family at that time. It should be relatively high in the later years 
because the average' family now needs fewer rooms. Fortunately 
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the cost of land and building is also for a building of fixed size, 
and since rents and costs are respectively in the numerator and 
denominator of the incentive fraction, the change in the fundamen
tal unit of measurement has little effect on the result. The errors, 
if any, compensate partially or wholly. However, taxes are not on 
a constant space base unit basis, but on a per family basis and 
therefore do not agree in regard to unit of measurement with rents 
and costs. Consequently, some systematic error in measurement is 
apparently introduced into the measurement of incentive. 

There is some doubt, then, as to whether the formulas devel
oped in the text have taken account of all relevant and important 
factors. It would not be surprising if the figures for actual build
ing were found to deviate systematically from the calculated fig
ures. That is, a trend might be expected to appear in the residuals, 
showing that not all variables had been taken into account. 

In view of these considerations regarding possible change in 
the unit of measurement since 1900, there is ample justification for 
including some time trend factor in the equation to take care of it. 
There being no indications whatsoever as to what functional form 
this factor should take, it could be assumed to be linear. However, 
the writers have not introduced such a factor because the observa
tion seemed to fit naturally without the introduction of a time
trend. The residuals do not appear to exhibit any systematic varia
tion of a trend type. As developed in the text, fitting a trend is to 
be accepted only as a last resort, and after its implications have 
been carefully thought out. The writers are of the opinion that the 
compensation mentioned above has actually taken place and sug
gest that in many other problems in which the fitting of trends 
seems to be indicated, the suitable selection of functions and factors 
would render their use unnecessary in many instances. 
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TRANSFORMATION OF INTEGRAL RANGE 

To transform from the infinite range on which W is defined 
to a finite one, write 

By putting (II: + M, - t)ly20, = z in the first and second 
integral, W may be written in the form 

f
M,/",lIa, b ..... 

W= _' 6 dz 
y" 

-00 

fM,-t"l",lIa, It,. - ..... 
+ --=1(Y20.z+t-M.)6 dz 

y1l 
-IX> 

+ f t a.l(x) -(t----z-M,)./lIa,·d 
---6 11:. 

I y2110, 
t-t. 
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Now, the first integral in W is a constant which may be called 
A.,. In the second integral let I. be the average value of I in the in
terval- 00 :S1Il:S (M, - tJ/y201 and let IA(yio111l + t-MJ be a 
function such that 1(yio,1Il + t-MJ = I. + 1 iy20111l + t-MJ. 
Then by an application of the law of the mean for integrals,· 

where 

+ J(M,-t.)/Via, ~I (y2OZ+ t -MJ6 .... :u 
yn A 

-00 

J(M1 - t.)/vi" a a., ..... 
A .. = -6 dill yn .... 

and A, is a positive quantity such that t - M, - A, represents a 
time previous to the present time: thus, 1 A (t - M, - AJ represents 
an average value of past fluctuations in incentive from an assumed 
normal I •. 

OJ. A. Hobson. Tile...." 01 Ftatotiotut 01 II R.m V"",,,,'" Volume 1. page 
617. The theorem referred to here does not apply to an Integral with an in
finite range. but the transformation 11. = II reduces the infinite range to a 
finite on .. the function I is bounded for all values of • and (.-1/r ")/11" is also 
bounded on the transformed finite range. The law of the mean referred to 
here can thus be applied to the transformed Integral and after this applica
tion a transformation be made baek to .. 
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It remains to filid a t. such that 

a, l(M -t.;/vi'a, 
It;.(t-M, -).,) ~ --0' 

'lin e dz 
-00 

is negligible, i.e., so that, for statistical purposes, the error in 

taking 

where A is a constant, instead of in the form (7.4), Chapter VI, is 
negligible. Obviously, since It;. is bounded above and below and 

E= f.(M-t.;/vea, -0' 

e dz 
-00 

can be made as small as desired by taking t. sufficiently large, it 
follows that 14 a,E/yn can be made as small as desired. 

Th~ problem for two or more integrals differs little from the 
one just discussed. In fact, 

B(t) = A., + lt a,Iix) e -(t---It-M,)'/lIa,' dx 
'lin 0, 

-00 

+Au+ f.t a,Fix) e -(~M.J'/S;z' 
'lin 0. 

--00 

can be written in the form 

a, f(M1 - t.;/ve a, 
B(t) =- A., + A.i. + It;. (t-M,-).,) -= -0' 

'lin e dz 
-00 

+ f t a,l(x) -(t---It-M,)'/fla,' 
-=-e dx 
y 2no, 

t-t. 

f
(M.-t.;/v-;,.. 

a, ...... 
+ Au + A,.F. + F t;. (t-M. -).,) --= e dz 

'lin -00 
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i
t a.F(x) -(~M,)a;,,,.· + --=--6 da; 

'1/2110. 
t-t. 

where F(x) = 1 - A/I(x), where fi(x) is the foreclosure rate, 
A = .108, that is, the constant determined in Part I, and F. and F /1 

are defined in a manner analogous to the manner in which I. and 1 
were defined. Now, what is desired is a t. large enough so that /1 

f (M, - tuJ/'I/! ", 
H=I/1 (t-M,-A,) a., 6-41' dz 

'1/11 _00 

I (Ma - tuJNIa, 
a., -41' 

+F/1 (t-M.-AJ -- 6 dz 
'1/11 _00 

Will be negligible, so that it will be possible to write 

B(t) = A •• + ~, it I(:t;} 6 -(~M,)'I'"'' da; 

'1/110, t-t. . 

+ 
_A, It -(~Ma)a/!"." 

F(:t;) 6 dx 
'1/710. t-t. 

where A •• , A" A., 0" 0 .. M, and M, are constants. Such a to can 
obviously be found. 
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TECHNIQUE FOB FITTING FOBMULAS INVOLVING INTEGRALS 

Formula (11.1) in Chapter VI is itself not readily adaptable 
to methods of fitting, but a further approximation Can be made. 
For this purpose replace the functions 

1 _(fr-..z-MJ2/fla,' . 
<p(f) =-=- e , ~= 1, 2, 

yno, 

by lines as indicated in the accompanying figure. To obtain a func
tion Edt) with "moving lag" as illustrated, it is merely necessary 
to obtain the quantities 

\ 
\ 
\. 

m m .. , ",~'" I ",.4 
i ...-/--, I 

~1-----------G------------~'I~'---2~ 
FIGURE 8 

S .. O= E(l) + ... +E(m) 

S .. '=mE(l) + ... +E(m) = 

i (m--i+l)E(i), 
'=1 

where 1 is the first year in the series, and m = t -- to, since E, is 
given by the formula* 

• See Max Sasulr. Trend A 71Glllsia 0/ Statistiu, published by Brookings 
lnstitution, 1934, Chapter X. 
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E. (m+fJ+") = , .... (1':,,+2) { ,,[S' ...... -S'_Jr'] 

. +,,[S' -S']} 
r- ffl+p+p m+" 

As a first approximation one can take m = t - 8, I' = 6, " = 2, so 
that 

E,(t) =1/60 {2[S' .... -S', ... ] + 6[S',-S'.-.]} . 

For the foreclosure function F,(t) with distributed lag, the 
straight line approximation can be taken to be as shown in Figure 
9, and then if m = t - 8, I' = 8, 

F.(f) =1/36(7",-o-T',+9TO,) , 

Ah 
, I I • t • .. 
•. I I , • • .. 

, I t I I I .. 

0'(( \ ~_,___L. 
rtl m·,m·z. "'I'm.po"' m+p.~ 

I '-'-t I 

: f.I 'lI----: 
FIGURE 9 

where 7;" and 7" are defined in ways analogous to the ways in which 
So .. and S' .. were defined, but with the quantities F(l), ... , F(m) 
replacing the quantities E(l), ..• , E(m). 

Now, if Ao, A" AI and A, are the constants determined pre
viously, using lags (formula 7.1), and if the effect of E(t) is small 
and if, furthermore, B(t) can be represented by the sum of definite 
integrals which are approximately proportional to E,(t) and F,(t) 
and a constant term, then it should be possible to write as an ap
proximation 

B(t) =Ao, + A,iK.,E.(t) + AIlK.J,(t) , 

where KOI and K .. are effectively constant weight functions, which 
can be determined by the method of least squares.. 
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When K., and K.. are known, the maximum heights of the 
weighting functions indicated in Figure 8 and Figure 9 are known. 
It is then possible to replace the broken line weights functions by 
normal probability functions, thus determining approximate values 
for M" 0, and M., o. in (11.1) ; i.e., neglecting the effect of A,E(t). 

Once approximate values of 0" M;, i = I, 2, are obtained, the 
coefficients A., A" A2 and A. can be determined by the method of 
least squares, and better values of Mi and 0, determined by means of 
a Taylor expansion. When M" M2 , 0, and 02 were corrected once* 
it was found that 

A. = .443; A, = 126.002; A. = -11.909; M, = 2.25; 

M. = 1.75; 0, = 1.00; and o. = 1.25 

·Only a qualitative analysis seemed necessary for the u ,. One knowing the 
mechanics of a formula like (11.1) can tell almost by inspection what 
quantities if recalculated might lead to better "fits". Empirical estimates in
volve smaller errors than those involved in approximating to the u, with the 
first term of a Taylor expansion. 
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INADEQUACY OF LAG FORMULAS FOR MAXIMIZING INCOME OVER 
PERIODS OF TIME 

The formula 

(7.4) B(t) = [16.631 ..... ·•• W ..... -1.022F+0.20]b , 

where W ..... is the chance of not losing the income through foreclo
sure, etc., and b is the number of family accommodations needed 
each year, gives an excellent representation of new building as a 
function of the variables R = rent, T = taxes, C = replacement 
cost, P = per cent of occupancy, and f = number of foreclosures 
per year per 100,000 families. 

In order to obtain a C that will maximize income - that is, 
maximize tI = B(t)C(fJ) - it is obviously incorrect to DlIultiply 
(7.4) by Crt) and differentiate, since C in the bracket above is 
C(t-2.6) and not Crt). It is natural to ask here if the difficulty 
can be bridged by means of the calculus of variations,· that is, by 
maximizing 

v = f C(t)B(t)dt , 

where. represents some future time, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., years in advance 
of present time t = O. This is not possible. The introduction of 
leads of 2.6 and 2 years in the formula for B(tJ) 'makes the cal
culus' of variations problem one which in general does not have a 
solution. Only a short mathematical analysis is needed to demon
strate this. 

For simplicity, write 

B(t) = G.(t--2.6){C(t-2.6) }_aa + G1 (t-2) , 

where 

and 
G.(t--2.6) =A.[(Rp-T)]W 

G1 (t--2) =At/f(t--2) +A. , 

·See for example, W. F. Osgood, AdvG1lCOd CGlcultur, N_ York, 1925-

267 
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and suppose that t = 5. 

Then, it is desired to maximize (if possible) 

v = v. = fo' B(t)C(t)dt= f ~(t) [Go (t-2.5) {C(t-2.5)}-··· 

+ G,(t-2)] dt 

= f •. : C(t)[Go(t-2.5){C(t-2.5)}-···+G,(t-2)]dt 

+ f..: C(t)[Go(t-2.5){C(t-2.5)}-··· + G,(t-2)]dt . 

Write· 
yo(t) for Crt) on - 2.5 s t s 0 

(1) y,(t) for Crt) on 0 oS t s 2.5 
y,(t) for Crt) on 2.5 s t s 5 

In the second integral put t = t,. + 2.5. Then C(t-2.5) for 
2.5 ~ t s 5 becomes Crt,) for 0 s t, s 2.5 and c(e) for 2.5 s t s 5 be
comes Crt,. + 2.5) for 0 ~ t, s 2.5. By means of (1), the integral 
V. becomes 

v.= f:·· y,[GoYo-···+G,]dt+ f:··y,[GoU)y,_.B8+G(1)]dt, 

where GoU) = Go(t + 2.5) and G,U) = G,(t + 2.5); that is, 

Here the function Yo is known, so that the only variables are " and 
Y.· If the integrand be denoted by F, the necessary conditions for 
a maximum are a F la " = a F la y. = 0, or, 

Goyo-·B8+ G,-.86 GoU) y.y,-'.B8= o. 

and 
G.y,-·B8+G,(1)=o. 

°The treatment giten here was suggested by Professor Arnold Dreaden, 
Swarthmore College. 
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From these equations, 'V. and 'V. can in general be determined, 
but there is a joker. If the period of time had been only two and 
a half years, 

where the only variable is 'Vb the first necessary condition is 
G.'V.-··8 + G. = 0 on (0,2.5), and this is, in general, not satisfied. 
Furthermore, if a nine-year period had been used, still different 
results would have been obtained. From the point of View of eco
nomics this mathematical analysis is entirely relevant. 
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PROBLEM OF LAGRANGE IN THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 

To find the values of fa satisfying 

tp(F"F .. ... , Fm,u,p, t) = 0 , 

where Fa = f. u, so that 

Q = ft. ~,'/U' p, typo (t)u(t)dt 

t, 

is a minimum, it can be assumed that there is a solution 

F,(f)), •.. ,F,(t) 

and the conditions which this solution must satisfy can then be 
found. 

Let p,.(t), .•• , p,(t) be 8 functions of t which possess continu
ous derivatives of the first order on the range t, s t s t. and vanish 
when t = t,. Form the functions 

(1) F,(t) = F.(t) + eiP,(t), i=1,2, ···,8, 

where 8" ••• , e. are parameters. This family of functions evidently 
contains FI(t) for the parametric values 8, = e. = ... = e, = o. 
The parameters 8" e., ... , e. are not independent since the functions 
1'" F., ... , F. must satisfy (2.8) of Chapter IX; that is, 

(2) tp(F, +8,p,,···, Yo + e,p .. u, p, t) =0 . 

When one substitutes the family (1) in Q" it becomes a func
tion of e" 8., ... , e. as follows: 

f
t. 

Q(e,,· . . ,' e,) = t If (FI + e,p,)p,(t)u(t)dt 

, 
270 
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·t. 

+ f. E.~.FI(t)PI(t)U(~)dt • 

. t, 

This function Q(81, ... , B.) is to be a minimum when B1 = B. 
= ... = 8. = 0 for 8., ••• , B. satisfying (2). The relation (2) may 
be taken to define one of the parameters B, in terms of the others. 
Any one of the B, may be taken to be this dependent variable. For 
the sake of definiteness assume that BlJ ••• 8._1 are the independent 
variables defining B. by (2). 

For a minimum of Q(e., ••. , B.) the partial derivatives with 
respect to the independent variables must vanish and hence 

a Qla BI = f. t. PI(t)PI(t)u(t)dt 
t1 

e. + f P.(t) (a B.la BI)P, (t)u(~)dt = 0 
Je1 

for i == 1,2, ..• , 8-1 when 81 = B. = ... ·8, = O. 

Now a differentiation of (2) yields 

(a 'Pl'a F/)Pl(t) + (a 'PI'a F.)p.(t) (ae,la BI) =0, i = 1,2"",8-1, 

80 that 

When this latter value is substituted in a Qla B/ one obtains 

f:' (PI(t) - P.(t) [(a 'PIa FI)I (a 'PjaF,)]}u(t)UJ(tI)dt= 0 

for; = 1, 2, ••• , 8-1. 

The functions PI(t) are arbitrsry except that they possess con
tinuous derivatives of the first order and vanish when t = t,.. As a 
result the coefficient of each PI(t) must vanish for every value of 
t in the interval (t,.,t.) , that is, 

(8) fll(t) - fI.(t) [(3 'Pro 1'/)/ (3 'PIa F.)] = 0 

except at values of t for which u(t) is zero; for, suppose that at a 
point t = 1 of this interval, the left-hand side were, say, positive. 
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Since it represents a continuous function (by hypothesis) it will be 
positive throughout a certain neighborhood of t. One could then 
choose /J1(t) to be positive throughout this neighborhood and zero 
everywhere else in the interval (t" t,). It would follow that the in
tegral could not be zero and a contradiction would result. 

A system of (8-1) partial differential equations of the type (3) 
will in general have unique solutions in terms of (8-1) arbitrary 
constants. In general, therefore, because of the history of the prob
lem, one may assume that these (8-1) equations plus (s-1) inde
pendent initial conditions defining the status of the F's at t = t. 
uniquely determine the s coefficients of production. 

By defining a quantity l(t) by the equation 

).(t) = (a ",/a F;)p,(t) 

the conditions (3) can be written in the more symmetrical form 

a ",/a F; = ).(t)p,(t) , i = 1,2, .. ~ J 8 , 

where the additional equation given by i = s may be taken to be the 
equation of definition of ).(t). 
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DYNAMIC ECONOMICS ERRATA 

Page XV, Line 10-Change "Industry" to "Industria!." 
Between lines 10 and 11 insert: 

June 13, 1933, and signed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, . 

Page !-Interchange lines 1 and 2. 

Page 20. Equation (2)-Enclose p. + c in parentheses. 

Page 21, Line 2S-Change > to <. 
Line 27--Change "greater" to "less". 

Page 22, Line 29-Change dy/dy to dy/dp. 

Page 59-At end of line which precedes (3.1) insert • and at 
bottom of page add footnote: 

'Vito Volterra, Sur la theorie mathematique deslhenomenes 
hereditaires, J<>urn. de Math.. pur ... t applique •• , Vol. VI, laSB, has 
considered general integral equations of the type (3.1). 

Page 62, Lines 21, 22, 2S-Change n to n. 

Page 86, Equation (6.2)-First bracket turned wrong. 
Last line of footnote--delete "not". 

Page lOS-Bottom of table replace first "1934" by "1933." 

Page 155, Line S-Replace H. and C. by H. and C. respec
tively. 

Line lS-Replace C. by C •. 

Page 166, Fourth line from bottom-Replace j by j. 
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